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Evaluation of 1986 AASHTO Design Guide 
for Jointed Concrete Pavements 

MING-JEN Liu, MICHAEL I. DARTER, AND SAMUEL H. CARPENTER 

The new AASHTO Guide for Design of Pavement Structures 
(1986) is evaluated using theory and field performance data. 
Jointed plain (JPCP) and jointed reinforced (JRCP) concrete 
pavements are considered. The conceptual evaluation consid
ers the assumptions, capabilities, and theoretical limitations 
of the AASHTO Guide. The analytical field data evaluation 
includes two approaches: predicted vs. actual ESALs for in
service pavements from NCHRP Project 1-19, and the specific 
design evaluation. Four broad zones in the United States were 
used to characterize the performance of the AASHTO designs 
in different climates. This dual approach to design procedure 
evaluation provides an overall picture of the capabilities of the 
new AASHTO Guide. Deficiencies are identified that must be 
considered by agencies implementing the new AASHTO Guide, 
and recommendations on how to overcome these deficiencies 
are provided. 

The AASHTO structural slab thickness design model 
was originally developed using the results from the AASHO 
road test conducted from 1958 to 1960 near Ottawa, Illinois. 
The AASHO Interim Guide for Design of Rigid Pavement 
Structures (!) was first developed in 1962 and revised in 
1972 (2) and 1981 (3). During 1984-85 the Subcommittee on 
Pavement Design and a team of consultants revised the exi
sting guide under NCHRP Project 20-7/24 and issued the cur
rent version ( 4). A complete description of the development 
of the original structural design model is given in the Appen
dix of the 1981 Interim Guide (3) and in the AASHO Road 
Test Report (5). 

Since the AASHTO Design Guide is widely used for the 
design of rigid highway pavements, it is important to know 
its capabilities and limitations and the performance of the 
AASHTO pavement designs under various conditions. The 
data base used in this study was developed under NCHRP 
Project 1-19 ( 6). 

The AASHTO Guide is evaluated conceptually and 
analytically. 

CONCEPTUAL EVALUATION 

The conceptual evaluation includes a review of the Guide's 
fundamental basis for development and a summary of the 
conceptual weaknesses and limitations of the design 
procedure. 

Department of Civil Engineering, University of Illinois, 208 N. 
Romine Street, Urbana, Ill. 61801. 

Fundamental Basis for Development 

Performance data from the AASHO Road Test and regres
sion techniques were used to develop the following empirical 
model: 

log10 W = log r + GIB (1) 

where 

W = axle load applications, for load magnitude L1 and 
axle type L2, to a serviceability index of P2, 

log10 r = 5.85 + 7.35 log (D + 1) + 4.62 log (Ll + L2) 
+ 3.28 log (L2), 

B = 1.0 + [3.63(Ll + L2) 5
·
20J![(D + l)8 .46L23•52), 

G = log [(Pl - P2)/(Pl - 1.5)), 
D = PCC slab thickness (in.), 

Ll = load on a single or a tandem axle (kips), 
L2 = axle code, 1 for single axles and 2 for tandem 

axles, 
Pl = initial serviceability index, and 
P2 = terminal serviceability index. 

This empirical model (Eq. 1) is applicable only to the Road 
Test climate, pavement materials, subgrade, and slab design. 
To expand its applicability, it was modified by the inclusion 
of Spangler's corner stress equation, which incorporates slab 
thickness, load transfer coefficient, material properties such 
as portland cement concrete (PCC) flexural strength (F), 
modulus of elasticity (E), and foundation support (k). Basic 
assumptions made in this extension are: 

• There will be no variation in W for different load mag
nitudes if the level of the ratio of tensile stress/strength of the 
PCC slab is kept constant and such W will be accounted for 
by AASHO Road Test Equation 1. 

• Any change in the ratio of tensile stress/strength resulting 
from changes in the values of E, k, and F (modulus of rupture) 
will have the same effect on Was an equivalent change in 
slab thickness (calculated by Spangler's equation) will have 
on W (as per Equation 1). 

In the 1986 AASHTO Guide, more empirical factors are 
included to adjust the designs for various conditions. 

1. Design reliability concepts are introduced with the objec
tive of decreasing the risk of premature structural deterio
ration below acceptable levels of serviceability. The reliability 
design factor (FR) accounts for chance variations in both the 
traffic prediction and the pavement performance prediction 
for a given W18 . This reliability design factor provides a pre-
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determined level of reliability (R%) that pavement sections 
will survive the traffic for which they were designed. It applies 
only to structural deterioration, however, not to loss of serv
iceability due to nonload causes (e.g., joint deterioration, 
swelling soils). 

2. The joint load transfer factor, J, is extended to consider 
different types of shoulders. A value of 3.2 is recommended 
for the J factor for a jointed plain (JPCP) or jointed reinforced 
(JRCP) concrete pavement with a mechanical load transfer 
device (e.g., dowel bars) at joints in pavements with asphalt 
concrete shoulders, whereas the values ranging from 2.5 to 
3.1 are recommended for the same pavement with tied PCC 
shoulders. Nondoweled pavements have a recommended J 
ranging from 3.8 to 4.4 for AC shoulders, and from 3.6 to 
4.2 for tied PCC shoulders. This method adjusts for different 
load transfer conditions by varying slab thickness. 

3. A drainage coefficient (Cd) multiplier is added to the 
design equation. Its value represents the quality of drainage 
and the percent of the time the pavement structure is exposed 
to moisture levels approaching saturation. It provides a way 
to approximate the effect of drainage by means of modifying 
the load transfer coefficient, 1. The Cd value for AASHO 
Road Test subdrainage conditions is 1.0. 

4. The potential effect of subgrade swelling and frost heave 
on the rate of loss in serviceability is considered. The thaw
weakening and seasonal variations in modulus of subgrade 
reaction are also considered in the new Guide. 

5. The subgrade soil-resilient modulus, MR, is used in the 
new Guide to estimate the effective modulus of subgrade 
reaction, k, at the top of the subbase. A loss-of-support factor 
(LS) included in the design accounts for potential subbase 
erosion and/or differential vertical soil movement by dimin
ishing the overall effective k value on the basis of the size of 
the void that may develop beneath the slab. Some suggested 
ranges of LS, depending on the type of subbase material, are 
provided. This results in a pavement design for k values as 
low as 25 pci. 

The current structural design model is: 

Wis = WislFR = W1sflO - zRso 

where 

logW18 = 7.351og(D + 1) - 0.06 

where 

+ Gt/[1 + 1.624 x 107/(D + 1)8A6) 

+ (4 .22 - 0.32P,)*log[(S;*Cd(D0 .75 - 1.132) 

7 (215.63!)•(Do.75 - 18.42)/(Eclk)o 2s)] 

Gt= log [(P; - P,)/(4.5 - 1.5)], 

(2) 

(3) 

W,. = mean predicted total number of 18-kip equivalent 
single-axle load applications in the design life, 

FR = reliability design factor, 
ZR = standard normal deviate corresponding to selected 

level of reliability, 
So = overall standard deviation for rigid pavement , 
D mean thickness of pavement slab (in.), 
P; initial serviceability index, 
P, = terminal serviceability index, 
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s; = mean modulus of rupture for PCC used on specific 
project, 

J = load transfer coefficient used to adjust for load trans
fer characteristics of specific design, 

Cd = drainage coefficient, 
Ec = mean modulus of elasticity for PCC (psi), and 
k = mean modulus of subgrade reaction (pci). 

Weaknesses and Probable Limitations 

Some major weaknesses and probable limitations of the pro
cedure in designing against important distress types existing 
in rigid pavement are summarized below. 

Accuracy of Structural Design Model 

The empirical model of Equation 1 was derived from results 
from the Road Test data and relates to its specific Road Test 
conditions. Within these conditions, the ability of Equation 
1 to predict the exact number of load applications to any given 
level of serviceability index for a pavement is shown in Figure 
1 (7). The shaded band indicates the range in load applications 
that includes approximately 90 percent of all the performance 
data. In the top curve of Figure 1, for example, for slab 
thicknesses of 8 inches, the resulting number of 30-kip single
axle applications to a terminal serviceability index of 2.0 ranged 
between 400,000 and 1,910,000 for controlled AASHO Road 
Test conditions. If Equation 1 is used for conditions other 
than those for which it was developed, its range of accuracy 
or associated error of prediction will be greater. This may be 
particularly true for different climatic conditions. The mod
ified expression, Equation 3, allows for changes in material 
properties (S0 Ec , and k), but the accuracy of these adjust
ments is unknown. 

Variability 

A serious limitation of the AASHTO design procedure is 
that the empirical design model (Equation 1 or 3) is based on 
very short pavement sections where construction and material 
quality were highly controlled . Typical highway projects, 
which are normally several miles long, contain much greater 
construction and material variability and hence show more 
variability in performance along the project in the form 
of localized failures. Projects designed using the Guide would, 
therefore, tend to show significant localized failures before 
the average project serviceability index (PSI) drops to P,, 
unless a level of reliability higher than SO percent was selected 
for the design. 

Design Period 

Design periods under consideration usually range from 20 to 
40 years. The number of years and 1.1 million applications, 
upon which Equation 1 is based, represent only a fraction of 
the load applications that would be expected on high-volume 
pavements over the design period (10 million to 100 million 
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FIGURE 1 Illustration of error of prediction of basic AASHO design model (7). 
Shaded bands indicate range in load applications that includes approximately 90 
percent of all the performance data. 

applications). Even if these equations can be extrapolated for 
the large difference in the number of load applications, there 
are several climatic effects that occur over time (as repre
sented by age) which cause severe deterioration of the pave
ments even without heavy load applications (e.g., corro
sion of steel, joint freezeup, D-cracking, reactive aggregate, 
incompressible buildup in joints). Therefore, in similar or 
more severe climates, the pavements would be expected to 
endure fewer load applications and fewer years than predicted 
by Equation 1or3. In mild climates, pavements may perform 
much better than predicted. 

Loss of Support 

The Road Test used a specific set of pavement materials and 
one roadbed soil. Many of the Road Test sections showed 
severe pumping of the subbase with loss of support. There
fore, Equations 1 and 3 are biased toward this high loss-of
support condition. 

Joint Design 

Only one type of joint design was used in the AASHO Road 
Test. If other types are used, such as joints without dowels 
or with some unusual type of load transfer devices, the pave
ment life would be significantly changed. The type of base 
would also affect load transfer and, thus, performance. Basic 
deficiencies in the joint design recommendations include little 
or no guidance on joint spacing, on rational determination of 
dowel size and spacing, on when mechanical load transfer 
devices are required, and on load transfer systems other than 
dowels. 

Drainage Design 

In the new Guide, drainage effects are considered in terms 
of the effect of moisture on subgrade strength and on base 
erodability. For new rigid pavement design, the effect of 
drainage is considered by modifying the load transfer coef
ficient, J, through the Cd factor. It is well known that the 
subdrainage conditions at the Road Test were very poor because 
of the huge amount of pumping. Despite this, AASHTO rec
ommendations for Cd show a value of 1.0 to correspond to a 
quality of drainage of good to fair for subgrade saturation 
levels of greater than 5 percent, which surely existed at the 
Road Test. This recommendation cannot be adjusted properly 
for poor drainage conditions. Another question is whether 
poor subdrainage can be considered by simply increasing slab 
thickness. This is not likely since a thickness increase only 
decreases deflection slightly. 

Reinforcement Design 

Slab reinforcement is designed using the subgrade drag the
ory. The mathematical expression for subgrade drag theory 
used for longitudinal reinforcement design is a major simpli
fication of the actual forces encountered. The most significant 
limitation arises if the unrestrained slab length (i.e., distance 
between joints) assumed in reinforcement design is altered 
through a partial or complete seizing of one or more joints. 
This phenomenon could cause a significant increase (double 
or more) in the steel stress, which may result in yielding or 
rupture of reinforcement at an intermediate crack between 
joints. Also, the the procedure does not allow for loss of 
effective reinforcement through corrosion. It is expected, 
therefore, that long joint spacings in cold climates, accom-
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FIGURE 2 Sensitivity of Illinois damage (serviceability) model to cumulative load repetitions 
and age (6). 

panied by joint seizure, would result in rupture of the rein
forcement with subsequent faulting and spalling of cracks. 

Climate 

Co11crete pavement performance is highly dependent on the 
climatic conditions, and evidence exists that climatic condi
tions could have a significant effect on pavement life (8). Since 
the AASHO Road Test was conducted over a period of only 
two years, climatic effects were not as significant as if the 
same traffic had heen applied over a longer period of, say, 
20 to 40 years. Steel corrosion requires several years to develop 
into a serious condition, so joint lockup and subsequent yield
ing of the steel reinforcement for JRCP pavements would 
logically not occur for at least several years after initial con
struction. Figure 2 shows the results of a life prediction model 
developed from the Illinois data base ( 6), where age and 
traffic data were available over short as well as long time 
periods. An interaction between age and traffic can be observed 
in that there is much greater pavement damage from heavy 
traffic over long periods than if the same traffic was applied 
over a shorter time period. 

ANALYTICAL EVALUATION 

Predicted Versus Actual ESALs 

The actual number of ESALs was compared to the predicted 
ESAL due to the measured loss in present serviceability index, 
using the original AASHTO performance equation (i.e., Eq. 
3). This comparison was made for each section of JPCP and 
JRCP in the data base. The actual pavement thicknesses, 
material properties, serviceability at the time of the study, 
and actual traffic were input into the equation. The drainage 
coefficient value for the equation was set at 1.0. The value 
of the J factor was 3.2 for joints with dowels and 4.1 for joints 

with aggregate interlock (without dowels). The data retrieval 
and computations were completed by utilizing the Statistical 
Package for the Social Sciences (9). The analysis was run at 
the 50 percent level of reliability. 

The pavement sections in the data base were divided into 
four broad climatic zones and the results were compared by 
zone. The data base contains jointed pavement sections from 
the following states: California (wet-freeze JPCP), Georgia 
(wet-nonfreeze JPCP), Illinois (wet-freeze JPCP and JRCP), 
Louisiana (wet-nonfreeze JRCP and JPCP), Minnesota (dry
freeze and wet-freeze JRCP), Nebraska (dry-freeze JRCP), 
and Utah (dry-freeze JPCP). The plots of predicted vs. actual 
ESALs for each climatic zone for JPCP and JRCP are given 
in Figure 3 and Figure 4, respectively. 

A summary of the results of the predicted vs. actual ESALs 
for JPCP and JRCP is given in Table 1. The significance and 
comparison of the results are discussed below. 

JPCP 

The results are highly dependent on climate. Almost all the 
sections in the dry-nonfreeze climate performed better than 
the original AASHO model predicted (52 of 53 sections, or 
98 percent acceptable). None of these pavements contained 
dowels as did the AASHO Road Test sections. The sections 
in the dry-freeze and wet-nonfreeze climates performed gen
erally as predicted with 60 and 71 percent of the sections 
acceptable, respectively. 

The JPCP sections in the wet-freeze climate (same as AASH 0 
Road Test) performed worse than the AASHO model pre
dicted with only 9 of 36 sections (or 25 percent) acceptable. 
The average actual ESALs in wet-freeze climate are 7.36 
million less than the predicted ESALs (or 92 percent of the 
average actual ESALs). The JPCP sections performed ade
quately in the wet-nonfreeze and dry-freeze zones, with the 
actual ESALs approximately equal to the predicted ESALs. 
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FIGURE 3 Predicted ESALs vs. actual ESALs for JPCP, using original AASHO Road Test PSI prediction model. 

Figure 3(d) shows that a higher variation exists in prediction 
in the wet-nonfreeze zone. The results shown in the dry-freeze 
zone, that 86.9 percent of the average actual ESALs are less 
than the predicted ESALs, are somewhat biased because one 
slight-trafficked 13-in. slab section has an erratically high loss 
in PSI. See Figure 3(a). 

The original AASHO equation seems to provide overly 
conservative JPCP structural designs in the dry-nonfreeze cli
mate, adequate designs in the dry-freeze and wet-nonfreeze 
climates, but inadequate designs in the wet-freeze climate, all 
at the 50 percent reliability level. 

JRCP 

The results in Table 1 show that the JRCP sections did not 
perform as well in any climate as the original AASHO model 
predicted. For all the JRCP sections, only 41 of 374 (or 11 
percent) performed better than predicted. The average actual 
ESALs for all JRCP sections were 10.58 million less than the 
predicted ESALs (or 193. 6 percent of the average actual 
ESALs). On the basis of these results, the original AASHO 
equation does not provide adequate JRCP structural designs 
for any climate at the 50 percent reliability level. 
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FIGURE 4 Predicted ESALs vs. actual ESALs for JRCP, using original AASHO Road Test PSI prediction model. 

Lllmat1c tactors anect J KLP more severely than J PLP. Many 
of the JRCP sections in the NCHRP 1-19 data base have 
deteriorated because of factors other than traffic loading. Thus, 
the AASHO model does not provide adequate JRCP designs. 
The inherent variability in the prediction of pavement section 
performance indicates that there is a need to increase the 
reliability level and other design improvements if the equation 
is to provide adequate designs for JRCP sections. 

:specmc uesign J<;valuation 

Results obtained from Heinrichs et al. (10) showed that a 
significant difference in pavement performance occurred only 
between the four major zones: wet-freeze, wet-nonfreeze, 
dry-freeze, and dry-nonfreeze. The specific design evaluation 
was then conducted using climatic data from the data base. 
The classification for the four broad climatic zones is the same 
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TABLE 1 SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR ORIGINAL AASHO ROAD TEST PSI PREDICTION MODEL 

Climatic Region # of # of Section Percent Mean Mean Percen t 
Cases Acceptable* Acceptable Di fference** Diff erence*~h'r 

(1) (2) (3) (4)=(3)/(2) (5) (6 ) 
--------.-------------------------------------------------- ---------- ----------

JPCP: 
Wet - Nonfreeze 45 27 60% 0.911 -17. 1% 
Wet - Freeze 36 9 25% -7.355 - 92. 0% 
Dry - Nonfreeze 53 52 98 % 6 .405 69 . 5% 
Dry - Freeze 49 35 71% 0.763 -86 .9% 
Overall 183 123 67% 0.836 -25 . 4% 

JRCP: 
Wet - Nonfreeze 93 3 3% -15.460 -282.0 % 
We t; - Freeze 232 34 15% - 9.886 -168.8% 
Dry - Nonf reeze -**** 
Dry - Freeze 49 4 8% -4.584 -143.0% 
Overall 374 41 11% -10. 577 -193 .6 % 

* "Acceptable" means the actual number of 18-kip ESALs is equal or 
greater than the predicted ESALs , i. e. the pavement section 
performed as good as or better t han the AASHO model predicted, 
otherwise is "unacceptable" . 

** Difference = Actual ESAL - Predicted ESAL, in millions 

*** Percent Difference= [(Actual ESAL - Predicted ESAL)/Actual ESAL] x 100% 

**** No JRCP section is available in dry-nonfreeze region in COPES. 

as used in the above predicted vs. actual ESAL evaluation. 
The prevailing values of the climatic data in each climatic 
zone as averaged from the data base are shown in Table 2. 

A number of pavement design situations were developed 
for JPCP and JRCP over the four climatic zones. The design 
factors that were varied included two subgrade soils (fine
grained and coarse-grained), with and without dowels (JPCP 
only), and shorter and longer joint spacings (JRCP only). The 
fine-grained subgrade soils were defined as A-7-5 or A-7-6 in 
the AASHTO soil classification, and the coarse-grained 
subgrade soils were defined as A-2-6 or A-2-7. The drainage 
of these two types of subgrade soils was characterized as poor 
for the fine-grained soils and good for the coarse-grained soils. 
A resilient modulus of 3,000 psi was assumed for the fine
grained soils and 7 ,000 psi for the coarse-grained soils. The 
elastic k values for fine- and coarse-grained soils were assumed 
to be 100 pci and 190 pci, respectively, when the subgrade 
degree of saturation was compacted to 70-90 percent. The 

1986 AASHTO Guide was used to generate pavement designs 
for JPCP and JRCP for each of the design situations. The 
design life was 20 years, and the design traffic was 15 million 
18-kip ESALs in the design Jane. 

Specific soil, subbase, concrete, and other properties for 
the designs are shown in Table 3. The climatic design inputs 
for the new AASHTO Guide for each of the four climatic 
zones are given in Table 4. The values of the drainage coef
ficient Cd and loss-of-support factor LS were used as rec
ommended in the Guide. The dowel size and the reinforce
ment (JRCP only) were also designed as recommended. The 
designs were developed at reliability levels of 50, 80, and 90 
percent. 

These designs were then evaluated using the deterioration 
models developed from the NCHRP 1-19 data base for pump
ing, faulting, cracking, joint deterioration, and PSI using the 
PREDICT program (written in Microsoft BASIC language 
for the IBM personal computer by M. I. Darter). These models 



TABLE 2 SPECIFIC CLIMATIC DATA IN FOUR CLIMATIC ZONES AVERAGED FROM COPES DATABASE 

JPCP: 

JRCP: 

Climatic Zones 
Annual Precipitation, ems 
Freezing Index, de§ree-days 
Mean Temperature, C 

* Temperature Range, 0 c 

Climat ic Zones 
Annual Precipitation, ems 
Freezing Index, de§ree-days 
Mean Temperature, C 
Temperature Range, 0 c 

Climatic Zones 
Annual Precipitation, ems 
Freezing Index, de§ree-days 
Mean Temperature, C 
Temperature Range, 0 c 

Climatic Zones 
Annual Precipitation, ems 
Freezing Index, de§ree-days 
Mean Temperature, C 
Temperature Range, 0 c 

Dry - Freeze 
40 

250 
11 
41 

Wet - Freeze 
84 

625 
11 
41 

Dry - Nonfreeze Wet - Nonfreeze 
40 120 

0 0 
19 19 
25 30 

Dry - Freeze 
55 

1125 
8 

45 

Wet - Freeze 
78 

1125 
8 

43 

Dry - Nonfreeze Wet - Nonfreeze 
-** 120 

0 
17 
34 

* Temperature Range - average daily maximum air temperature in July 
minus average daily minimum air temperature in 
January, 0 c 

** No JRCP section is available in dry-nonfreeze climate in COPES. 



TABLE 3 DESIGN INPUT PARAMETERS FOR AASHTO PERFORMANCE EQUATION FOR COPES FOUR 
CLIMATIC ZONES 

Parameter JPCP JRCP 

Reliability level, % 50/80/90 50/80/90 

Design period, years 20 20 

Traffic, mil lion 18 -kip ESAL 15 15 

* Subgrade soil type fine/coarse fine/coarse 

** Subbase type 4" CTB 6" granular 

k-value @ top of subbase, pci 300/590 200/420 

Initial serviceability 4.5 4.5 

Terminal serviceability 2.5 2.5 

*** Modulus of rupture, psi 650 650 

Concrete E value, psi 4,000,000 4,000,000 

Joint spacing, ft 15 27/40 

Dowels at joint yes/no yes 

J factor 3.2/4.1 3.2 

* Subgrade MR= 3,000 psi for fine-grained soil and 7,000 psi for 
coarse-grained soil. 

** Subbase E = 1,000,000 psi for CTB and 30,000 psi for granular 
material. 

*** Third-point loading, at 28 days 
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TABLE 4 CLIMATIC DESIGN INPUTS FOR AASHTO GUIDE FOR COPES FOUR CLIMATIC ZONES 

JPCP Climatic zones Dry - Freeze Wet - Freeze 
Sub grade soil type fine coarse fine coarse 
Dowel bars no yes no yes no yes no yes 
Cd value .95 .95 1.13 1.13 . 85 .85 1. 05 1. 05 
LS factor .5 . 5 . 25 . 25 1. 0 1. 0 . 5 .5 

* Corrected k-value 175 175 400 400 100 100 290 290 
-- -- - -- ... - - - ... - - ------ - .. - ----- .... --- - - - - - ---- - ... ----- - --- .... --- - - - - - .... - -- --
Climatic zones Dry - Nonf reeze We t - Nonfreeze 
Sub grade soil type fine coarse fine coarse 
Dowel bars no yes no yes no yes no yes 
Cd value .95 . 95 1.13 1.13 . 8 .8 1. 0 1. 0 
LS factor . 5 . 5 .25 . 25 1. 0 1. 0 .5 . 5 
Corrected k-value 175 175 400 400 100 100 290 290 

JRCP Climatic zones Dry - Freeze Wet - Freeze 
Subgrade soil type fine coarse fine coarse 
Dowel bars yes yes yes yes 
Cd value .95 1.13 .85 1. 05 
LS factor . 5 .25 1. 0 .5 
Corrected k-value 120 300 70 230 

Climatic zones Dry - Nonf reeze Wet - Nonfreez e 
Sub grade soil type fine coarse fine coarse 
Dowel bars yes yes yes yes 
Cd value - ** .8 1.0 
LS factor 1.0 .5 
Cori:ected k-value 70 230 

* k-value in pci. 

** No JRCP section is available in dry-nonfreeze climate in COPES. 

represent the data base mathematically. They provide average 
projections with about one-half the actual showing worse 
deterioration and the other half showing less deterioration. 

The critical level for each kind of deterioration mentioned 
above that normally generates the need for rehabilitation is 
as follows: 

Deterioration 

Pumping 
Faulting (in.) 
Cracking (ft/mile) 

Joint deterioration 
(joints/mile) 

PSI 

JPCP 

1 (low severity) 
0.13 
800 (all severities) 

55 (mostly medium 
severity) 

3.0 

JRCP 

1 (low severity) 
0.26 
850 (medium and high 

severity) 
27 (mostly high 

seve rity) 
3.0 

These are average values that were determined from the 

NCHRP 1-19 data base for sections that were in need of 
pavement rehabilitation (6). 

!PCP 

Tables 5 and 6 show the predicted deterioration for each level 
of reliability for JPCP designs. Figures 5, 6, and 7 illustrate 
prect1ctect pumpmg seventy , taultmg, ano slab cracking , 
respectively. 

• Increasing design reliability from 50 to 90 percent increases 
the thickness of the slab by about 1.5 in . The deterioration 
prediction models indicate that JPCP slab cracking decreases 
greatly with this increase in reliability . Pumping and joint 
faulting decrease a small amount , and terminal PSI increases 
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TABLE 5 PREDICTIONS FOR JPCP DESIGNS USING AASHTO GUIDE FOR FOUR CLIMATIC ZONES: 
50 PERCENT RELIABILITY LEVEL 

Climatic zones Dry-freeze Wet-freeze 

Subgrade soil type fine coarse fine coarse 
Dowel diameter, in 0 l.12S 0 1. 00 0 1. 2S 0 1. 00 
Slab thickness, in 10.6 9.3 9.2 7 . 9 11. s 10.1 9.8 8.S 

Pumping * .6 1. 3 . 6 1. 7 2 2.6 1. 9 2.8 
Faulting, in .1 .OS .11 .07 . 12 .OS .13 . 09 
Cracking, ft/mile lSl 368 249 713 llS 31S 2Sl 853 
Joint deter., j ts/mile 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 
PSI 3.7 3.S 3.6 3 .4 3.3 3.0 3.1 2.8 

Climatic zones Dry-nonfreeze Wet-nonfreeze 

Subgrade soil type fine coarse fine coarse 
Dowel diameter, in 0 l.12S 0 1 0 1. 2S 0 l . 12S 
Slab thickness, in 10.6 9.3 9.2 7.9 11.8 10.4 10 8.7 

Pumping 0 .8 0 1.1 .s 1.1 .4 1. 3 
Faulting, in . 06 0 . 07 . 03 . 06 0 .07 .01 
Cracking, ft/mile Sl 117 72 144 41 80 70 134 
Joint deter., j ts/mile 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 
PSI 4.0 3.8 3.9 3.7 3.6 3.4 3.4 3.2 

* Pumping= 1 for low, 2 for medium and 3 for high severity. 

Design traffic: 15 million 18-kip ESAL 
Design period: 20 years 
Subbase type: 4" CTB 
Joint spacing: lS ft 
Level of reliability: SO% 

a small amount. Joint deterioration does not change , how
ever. Increasing design reliability is an effective way to reduce 
slab cracking, but not other types of deterioration. 

• The use of dowels in transverse joints results in a decrease 
of about 1.4 in. of slab thickness. The thinner slab develops 
more cracking, but joint faulting decreases substantially for 
designs having dowel bars. 

• The required slab thickness is reduced about 1.6 in . when 
the subgrade soil changes from fine-grained to coarse-grained. 
Even though a coarse-grained soil improves support and sub
drainage, slab thickness is decreased by this extent, which has 
the overall effect of increasing the amount of slab cracking. 

• Pumping is predicted to occur in all climatic regions, but 

severe pumping is predicted in the wet-freeze region for these 
particular designs. 

• Transverse joint faulting decreases greatly with the use 
of dowels. Faulting is greatest in the freeze zones (where 
without dowels it exceeds the 0.13-in. critical level) and lea t 
in the nonfreeze zones. Increased design reliability does not 
improve faulting very much. 

• Slab cracking increases whenever slab thickness is 
decreased. However, even the maximum predicted cracking 
is below th critical level for JPCP for all designs . 

• Transverse joint deterio.ratjon i not affected by design 
reliability, and joint deterioration for JPC.P i minimal. 

• Present serviceability ratings at the end of the design life 



TABLE 6 PREDICTIONS FOR JPCP DESIGNS USING AASHTO GUIDE FOR FOUR CLIMATIC ZONES: 
90 PERCENT RELIABILITY LEVEL 

Climatic zones Dry-freeze Wet-freeze 

Subgrade soil type fine coarse fine coarse 
Dowel diameter, in 0 1. 37S 0 l.12S 0 1. 37S 0 1. 2S 
Slab thickness, in 12.1 10.7 10.6 9.2 13 .1 11. s 11. 3 9.8 

Pumping * 0 .6 0 .6 1. s 2.0 1. 2 1. 9 
Faulting, in .09 0 .1 .OS .11 .02 .12 .OS 
Cracking, ft/mile 70 143 109 249 49 llS 91 251 
Joint deter., j ts/mile 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 
PSI 4.0 3.7 3.8 3.6 3.S 3.3 3.3 3.1 

Climatic zones Dry-nonfreeze Wet-nonfreeze 

Subgrade soil type fine coarse fine 
Dowel diameter, in 0 1. 37S 0 l.12S 0 1. s 
Slab thickness, in 12.1 10.7 10.6 9.2 13.5 11. 9 

Pumping 0 0 0 0 0 .4 
Faulting, in .OS 0 .06 0 .OS 0 
Cracking, ft/mile 25 48 37 72 20 39 
Joint deter., j ts/mile 12 12 12 12 12 12 
PSI 4.3 4.0 4.1 3.9 3.9 3.6 

* Pumping= 1 for low, 2 for medium and 3 for high severity. 

Design traffic: lS million 18-kip ESAL 
Design period: 20 years 
Subbase type: 4" CTB 
Joint spacing; 15 ft 
Level of reliability: 90% 

coarse 
0 1. 2S 

11.6 10.l 

0 .4 
.06 0 
34 67 
12 12 

3.7 3.4 
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Pumping (Qalow, 3•high) 
3.0 ---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---. 

10.1· 

2.5 

2.0 

1.5 
10.4' 

1.0 

0.5 

WET-NONFREEZE WET-FREEZE 

15 million ESAL/20 years 
15 ft joint spacing 
Doweled joints 
Fine-grained subgrade soils 
Label shows design slab thickness 

1 in • 2.54 cm, 1 ft c 0.3048 m 

Q.3' 

critical l evel 

10.7' 

DRY-NONFREEZE DRY-F.REEZE 

Major Climatic Region 

~ 50% level ED 80% level • 90% level 

FIGURE 5 Pumping severity by climatic regions at various reliability levels for AASHTO JPCP 
designs. 

are all predicted to be above 3.0 (with one slight exception). 
Increased design reliability increases terminal serviceability 
by a small amount. 

Overall, deterioration of JPCP generally increases as the 
climate becomes wetter or colder, even though the design 
procedure attempts to adjust the design for climate. Deteri
oration differs significantly among climatic regions . The drain
age coefficient, Cd, value had a significant influence on the 
thickness design. 

In general, the results show that the AASHTO Guide pro
vides adequate structural designs for JPCP at the higher design 
reliability level for this example. JPCP in wet- or dry-freeze 
regions shows more deterioration (particularly pumping) than 
other regions. Special design improvements may be necessary 
in freeze areas. 

JRCP 

Tables 7 and 8 show the predicted deterioration for each level 
of reliability for JRCP designs . Figures 8, 9, and 10 illustrate 
predicted pumping severity, cracking, and joint deterioration, 
respectively. 

• Increasing design reliability from 50 to 90 percent increases 
the thickness of the slab by about 1.4 in. The deterioration 
prediction models indicate that JRCP slab cracking , faulting, 
and pumping decrease substantially with this increase in reli
ability. Terminal PSI increases somewhat. Joint deterioration 
does not change, however. Increasing design reliability (and 
hence slab thickness) i · an effectiv way to reduce slab crack
ing, but probably not the other types of deterioration . 

• All the JRCP sections were designed with dowels . The 

presence of dowels replaces approximately 1.4 in. of slab 
thickness. JRCP with dowels did not show excessive joint 
faulting. 

• At every reliability level, the AASHTO Guide requires 
thinner slabs for the JRCP on coarse-grained subgrade soil 
than on fine-grained subgrade soil. For example , at the 50 
percent reliability level (Table 8), the required slab thickness 
for shorter and longer joint spacings varies from 1.3 to 1.7 
in. between fine- and coarse-grained subgrade soil designs. 
Even though a course-grained soil improves support and sub
drainage , slab thickness is decreased by this extent, which has 
the overall effect of increasing the amount of slab cracking. 

• Pumping is predicted to occur in all climatic regions , but 
severe pumping is predicted in both freeze regions. 

• Faulting is greatest in the freeze zones; however pre
dicted faulting for all designs was less than critical for JRCP 
(0.26 in.). Increased design reliability does not improve fault
ing very much. 

• Transverse joint deterioration is not affected by design 
reliability. It is greatest in the freezing climatic zones where 
the 40-ft designs are predicted to exceed the critical level of 
27 joints per mile . The shorter 27-ft designs do not exceed 
this critical level of deterioration. 

• Transverse cracks are predicted to become a severe prob
lem for almost all of the design cases. The increased slab 
thickness for increased reliability helps, but does not solve 
the problem. 

• The PSI at the end of the design life falls below the critical 
level of 3.0 in several cases at the 50 percent reliability level , 
but not at the 80 or 90 percent level . Increased reliability 
increa es terminal serviceability somewhat. 

Overall , deterioration of JRCP increases as the climate 
becomes wetter or colder, even though the procedure attempts 
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FIGURE 6 JPCP faulting predictions by climatic regions for undoweled and doweled pavements at 
various reliability levels. 
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Cracking (ft/mile) 
soo..--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

400 

15 million ESAL/20 years 
15 ft joint spacing 
Doweled joints 
Fine-grained subgrade soils 9.3' 
Label shows design slab thickness 

l in • 2.54 cm, l ft • 0.3048 m 

300 

200 

100 

WET-NON FREEZE WET-FREEZE DRY-NONFREEZE DRY-FREEZE 

Major Climatic Region 

~ 50% level m:7-'1 8 O' I I ~ QA) eve • 90% level 

FIGURE 7 Predicted slab cracking by climatic regions at various reliability levels for AASHTO 
JPCP designs. 

to adjust the design for climate . Significant differences in 
performance exist between climatic regions. The drainage 
coefficient, Cd, value had a significant influence on the thick
ness design . 

In general, the prediction results show that the new Guide 
provides only fair structural designs for JRCP for the four 
climatic regions and worse designs for the wet-freeze region . 
This is evidenced by excessive crack deterioration, pumping, 
and joint deterioration. The AASHTO Guide does not pro
vide adequate structural designs for JRCP on coarse-grained 
subgrade soils. However, a comparison of the results from 
the predicted vs. actual ESAL evaluation, which simulates 
the original AASHO Road Test performance model , with 
these results shows that the adjustment factors provided in 
the new AASHTO Guide are somewhat effective in improv
ing the JRCP designs. 

Some components of the pavement , however , showed seri
ous failure and did not improve at the higher levels of reli
ability . This included joint deterioration with 40-ft or more 
joint spacing. For example, the JRCP with 27-ft joint spacing 
has less faulting than with 40-ft joint spacing. The 40-ft joint 
spacing also results in serious joint deterioration whereas the 
27-ft joint spacing gives much better performance . As many 
as 61 deteriorated joints per mile were predicted for the 40-
ft joint spacing in the freeze climates (Figures 8, 9, and 10) . 
The AASHTO Guide does not provide adequate, coherent 
guidance on joint design. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The conceptual evaluation of the 1986 AASHTO Design Guide 
indicated that, ince the AASHTO structural design model 

was empirically derived in a single climate, with a single set 
of materials, and a short traffic loading period, it has many 
potential inherent weaknesses and limitations. Major ones 
include subdrainage consideration, climatic extrapolation, long
term climatic effects, joint design, and reinforcement design. 

The analytical evaluation generally supports the conceptual 
evaluation. There is serious prediction error associated with 
the original AASHO equations when they are used for dif
fering climates and for different pavement designs. The design 
adjustment factors included in the new AASHTO Guide are 
beneficial, particularly the design reliability. However, the 
joint design, loss-of-support, and drainage coefficient rec
ommendations are still particularly deficient. JPCP designs 
appear to be much more resistant to the long-term damaging 
effects of time and climate than JRCP designs. 

The overall conclusion is that there are several deficiencies 
in the new Guide . It is recommended that each agency that 
adopts the guide conduct an evaluation similar to the example 
reported herein to determine the general deterioration of 
pavements existing on their highways. Recommendations for 
joint design must be developed by each agency since none 
exist in the Guide. Levels of reliability higher than 50 percent 
must be considered to provide adequate designs. The 90 per
cent level studied here showed reasonable results for JPCP. 
Improved reinforcement design is needed for JRCP to control 
crack deterioration. 
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TABLE 7 PREDICTIONS FOR JRCP DESIGNS USING AASHTO GUIDE FOR FOUR CLIMATIC ZONES: 
50 PERCENT RELIABILITY LEVEL 

Climatic zones 

Subgrade soil type 
Slab thickness, in 
Dowel diameter, in 
Joint spacing, ft 
Area of steel, sq in/ft 

Pumping * 
Faulting, in 
Cracking, ft/mile 
Joint deter., j ts/mile 
PSI 

Climatic zones 

Subgrade soil type 
Slab thickness, in 
Dowel diameter, in 
Joint spacing, ft 
Area of steel, sq in/ft 

Pumping 
Faulting, in 
Cracking, ft/mile 
Joint deter., jts/mile 
PSI 

Dry-freeze 

fine coarse 
9.4 8.1 
1.125 1 

27 40 27 40 
. 047 .069 . 04 .06 

1. 6 1. 6 3 3 
.07 .12 .16 .17 

1322 1300 2932 2904 
0 61 0 61 

3.1 3.0 2.7 2.6 

Dry-nonfreeze 

- ** 

Wet-freeze 

fine coarse 
10 . 2 8.6 
1. 25 1.125 

27 40 27 40 
. 051 .075 . 043 .064 

2.2 2.2 3 3 
. 06 _ 11 .09 . 14 

1166 1169 2437 2432 
0 61 0 61 

3.3 2.9 3.2 2.8 

Wet-nonfreeze 

fine 
10.6 
1. 375 

27 40 
.053 .078 

1.1 
0 

942 
0 

3.3 

1.1 
.05 
944 

35 
3.2 

coarse 
8.9 
1.125 

27 40 
.044 .066 

2.1 
.03 

1636 
0 

2.9 

2.1 
.08 

1639 
35 

2.9 

* Pumping - 1 for low, 2 for medium and 3 for high severity . 

** No JRCP section is available in dry-nonfreeze climate in COPES. 

Design traffic: 15 million 18-kip ESAL 
Design period: 20 years 
Subbase type: 6 11 granular 
Level of reliability: 50% 



TABLE 8 PREDICTIONS FOR JRCP DESIGNS USING AASHTO GUIDE FOR FOUR CLIMATIC ZONES: 
90 PERCENT RELIABILITY LEVEL 

Climatic zones 

Subgrade soil type 
Slab thickness, in 
Dowel diameter, in 
Joint spacing, ft 
Area of steel, sq in/ft 

Pumping * 
Faulting, in 
Cracking, ft/mile 
Joint deter., j ts/mile 
PSI 

Climatic zones 

Subgrade soil type 
Slab thickness, in 
Dowel diameter, in 
Joint spacing, ft 
Area of steel, sq in/ft 

Pumping 
Faulting, in 
Cracking, ft/mile 
Joint deter., jts/mile 
PSI 

Dry-freeze 

fine coarse 
10.8 9.4 
1. 375 1.125 

27 40 27 40 
.054 .08 .047 .069 

.5 .5 .9 .9 
0 .OS 0 .OS 

906 906 126S 1271 
0 61 0 61 

3.6 3.S 3 . 4 3 . 3 

Dry-nonfreeze 

- ** 

Wet-freeze 

fine coarse 
11. 7 10 
1. 5 1. 25 

27 40 27 40 
.OS8 .086 . OS .074 

1. s 1. s 1. 6 1. 6 
0 .OS 0 .03 

822 822 1099 1100 
0 61 0 61 

3.S 3 .4 3 . 3 3.2 

Wet-nonfreeze 

fine 
12 
1. s 

27 
.06 

40 
.089 

.6 
0 

77S 
0 

3.6 

.6 

.03 
77S 

35 
3.S 

coarse 
10.2 
1. 25 

27 40 
.OSl .07S 

. 7 
0 

1017 
0 

3.4 

. 7 
0 

1020 
35 

3.3 

* Pumping = 1 for low, 2 for medium and 3 for high severity. 

** No JRCP section is available in dry-nonfreeze climate in COPES. 

Design traffic: 15 million 18-kip ESAL 
Design period: 20 years 
Subbase type: 6" granular 
Level of reliability: 90% 
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FIGURE 8 Pumping severity by climatic regions at various reliability levels for AASHTO 
JRCP designs. 
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FIGURE 9 Predicted slab cracking by climatic regions at various reliability levels for 
AASHTO JRCP designs. 
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FIGURE IO Predicted joint deterioration by climatic regions at various reliability levels for AASHTO 
JRCP designs. 

at Urbana-Champaign. The authors express their appreciation 
to Stephen Forster of the Federal Highway Administration 
for his assistance and comments. 
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Expert System for Concrete Pavement 
Evaluation and Rehabilitation 

KATHLEEN T. HALL, JAMES M. CONNOR, MICHAEL I. DARTER, AND 

SAMUEL H. CARPENTER 

A prototype knowledge-based system has been developed to 
assist state highway engineers in project-level evaluation and 
rehabilitation planning and design for high-type (Interstate) 
concrete pavements. It uses information provided by the engi
neer to identify types of deterioration present and determine 
their causes, to select rehabilitation techniques that will effec
tively correct the existing deterioration and prevent its recur
rence, to combine individual rehabilitation techniques into fea
sible rehabilitation strategies, and to predict the performance 
of alternative rehabilitation strategies. Pavement types addressed 
by the system are jointed reinforced concrete, jointed plain 
concrete, and continuously reinforced concrete. Predictive 
models are incorporated into the system to show future pave
ment performance with and without rehabilitation. These models 
were developed from national data bases of concrete pavement 
projects and may be of limited applicability to a specific state's 
climatic conditions and materials. Interactive computer pro
grams for each of the three pavement types will operate on 
any IBM-compatible personal computer. 

The objective of this research effort was to develop practical 
and comprehensive systems to assist practicing engineers in 
evaluating concrete highway pavements, in identifying types 
of deterioration present and determining their causes, in 
selecting rehabilitation techniques that will effectively correct 
existing deterioration and prevent its recurrence, in combin
ing individual rehabilitation techniques into feasible rehabil
itation strategies, and in predicting the performance of reha
bilitation strategy alternatives. 

The system is intended for use by state highway engineers 
in project-level rehabilitation planning and design for high
type (Interstate) jointed reinforced (JRCP), jointed plain 
(JPCP), and continuously reinforced (CRCP) concrete pave
ments. The system does not perform thickness or joint design; 
.the engineer must use existing design procedures to determine 
these details. 

The evaluation/rehabilitation system has been developed 
in the form of a knowledge-based expert system, which uses 
information about the pavement provided by the engineer to 
guide him or her through evaluation of the pavement's present 
condition and development of one or more feasible rehabil
itation strategies. The procedure was developed through 
extensive interviewing of and interaction with authorities on 
concrete pavement performance. In addition, predictive models 
are used to show future pavement performance both with and 
without rehabilitation. 

Department of Civil Engineering, University of Illinois, 208 N. 
Romine Street, Urbana, Ill. 61801. 

Evaluation of a pavement and development of feasible 
rehabilitation alternatives is performed according to the fol
lowing steps: 

1. Project data collection, 
2. Extrapolation of project condition over its entire length, 
3. Evaluation of present condition, 
4. Prediction of condition without rehabilitation, 
5. Physical testing as needed, 
6. Selection of main rehabilitation approach, 
7. Development of detailed rehabilitation strategy, 
8. Prediction of rehabilitation strategy performance, 
9. Cost analysis of alternatives, and 

10. Selection of preferred rehabilitation strategy alterna
tive. 

The system has been developed in manual as well as com
puterized form. An interactive computer program has been 
developed for each of the three pavement types addressed. 
The programs operate on any IBM-compatible personal com
puter. Use of the computer program is highly recommended 
because of the complexity of the manual procedure. 

KNOWLEDGE-BASED APPROACH TO CONCRETE 
PAVEMENT EVALUATION AND REHABILITATION 

Problem Description 

Rehabilitation design involves two activities: evaluation of a 
pavement's present condition, which includes recognition of 
various types of deterioration and identification of the mech
anisms responsible for them; and development of rehabili
tation alternatives that will cost-effectively repair the distress 
and prevent its recurrence (1). Distresses are, to use a medical 
analogy, only symptoms of a problem, and treating the symp
toms does not necessarily treat the problem. Quick-fix repairs, 
which correct the existing distress without arresting the mech
anisms that caused it, have a high probability of premature 
failure and thus are ultimately not cost-effective. 

Rehabilitation design requires a good understanding of how 
pavements perform. However, concrete pavement perform
ance is a complex phenomenon, which is influenced by a large 
number of factors relating to design, construction, materials, 
environment, and traffic. These factors interact to influence 
performance in ways that are not clearly understood. Thus, 
whereas some aspects of concrete pavement performance can 
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be explained by mechanistic models and well-established prin
ciples (e.g., calculation of stresses and fatigue damage), many 
other aspects cannot. 

Engineering Problem Solving with Expert Systems 

In many areas of engineering, problem solving relies on two 
different types of knowledge: deterministic, which is the body 
of information that is widely accepted by and available to 
engineers in the field ; and heuristic which i the subjective 
knowledge po sessed by indjvidual engineers draracterized 
by beliefs, opinion , and rules of thumb (2). Difficult engi
neering problem · typically cannot be solved with determini ·tic 
knowledge alone, for two major reasons. First, the problem 
may be so complex tbat available deterministic knowledg i 
incomplete. Second, many engineering problem do n t have 
clear-cut right and wrong answers. Finding a "good enough" 
ans'.ver or selecting the best option from among a number of 
alternatives demands that the engineer apply good judgment. 
This too requires considerable technical skill on the engineer's 
part, since these decisions must be based on fami liarity with 
the domain and experience in solving similar problems. 

Although deterministic knowledge is preservable in refer
ences and textbooks, heuristic knowledge definitely is not. 
Since it is acquired through individual experience, it is not 
ea ily communicated to others and, as experienced engineers 
retire, it is often lost. The challenge of organizing and pre
serving heuristic problem-solving knowledge is the basis for 
development of a relatively new type of engineering tool known 
as knowledge-based systems. These are computer programs 
in which heuristic knowledge that has been acquired from 
humans is utilized to solve problems that are intractable with 
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a purely deterministic approach. A subset of knowledge-based 
systems are expert systems, which use both the knowledge 
and the reasoning methods of human experts. 

Pavement Evaluation and Rehabilitation with Expert 
Systems 

Pavement evaluation is a diagnostic activity, similar to medical 
diagnosis, in which conclusions about the pavement's condi
tion are drawn from an examination of relevant factual data . 
Several approaches exist for performing diagnostic activities 
with knowledge-based expert systems. The approach selected 
was to develop a decision tree for each major problem area 
of concrete pavement performance (e.g., roughness, struc
tural adequacy). Decision trees permit factual information as 
well as reasoning processes to be conceptually expressed and 
graphically illustrated in a form that is easy to understand, 
examine, and revise. The paths of the decision trees lead to 
one or more sentences of text explaining the deficiencies that 
exist and the factors considered in identifying them. These 
conclusions are represented by a three-letter code for the 
major problem area and the number of the specific conclusion 
reached. The decision tree for structural adequacy of JPCP 
is shown in Figure 1 as an example. 

A pavement evaluation system that can only identify cur
rent rehabilitation needs has limited usefulness as a pavement 
management tool. What about a pavement that does not need 
rehabilitation now, but will within the next five years? What 
about a relatively new pavement that does not exhibit much 
visible distress, but which is inadequately designed or con
structed to withstand the traffic loadings and environmental 
influences that will act upon it over its design life? Deter-

CORNER BREAKS 

* ESAL in Millions 

1- (24)/Mi le ~[25)/Mile 
STR 6 

STR B 

SIGNIFICANTLY MORE CRACKS IN OUTER 
LANE THAN IN INNER LANE 

FIGURE 1 Structural deficiency decision tree for JPCP. 
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ministic knowledge can be applied here, in the form of existing 
models for predicting concrete pavement performance. A 
number of predictive models for key concrete pavement dis
tress types are used to project the future condition of the 
pavement without rehabilitation. The system uses these pre
dicted values to reevaluate the pavement each year for the 
next 20 years into the future, and identify the years in which 
deficiencies in the various problem areas will occur. By com
bining deterministic and heuristic knowledge, the system pro
duces a more comprehensive and useful evaluation than would 
be possible using either type of knowledge alone. 

Unlike evaluation , rehabilitation strategy development is a 
design activity, in which the engineer generates a strategy that 
satisfies the repair and/or improvement needs identified by 
the evaluation. Whereas evaluation generally considers a lim
ited set of potential problems, rehabilitation design involves 
a huge number of combinations of many individual rehabil
itation techniques. Generating and evaluating all the possible 
combinations of techniques would be a formidable task even 
for a high-speed computer, if done using conventional pro
gramming methods. Using an expert system approach, how
ever, rehabilitation strategies can be developed much more 
quickly and easily by generating only feasible combinations 
of techniques, thus greatly reducing the number of strategies 
that the engineer must consider . The system does this by 
applying restrictions on the generation of strategies that reflect 
heuristic knowledge about the compatibility of various 
techniques. 

After one or more feasible rehabilitation strategies has been 
developed, the engineer must still choose the best alternative 
on the basis of life-cycle cost and other selection criteria. 
However, the engineer cannot perform a life-cycle cost com
parison of alternatives without some idea of their expected 
lives . Deterministic knowledge can be applied here , by using 
available models for predicting rehabilitation performance in 
terms of key distress types . Several such models were devel
oped in this study and incorporated in the system. Thus in 
rehabilitation, as in evaluation, deterministic and heuristic 
knowledge are combined to improve the quality of the prob
lem solution. 

Implementation of the System 

One approach to knowledge-based system development is to 
implement a prototype with a commercially available, off
the-shelf software tool known as a "shell" which provides a 
suitable development environment (text editor, compiler, and 
so on), and then to rewrite tbe ~ystem for maximum efficiency 
when most of the difficult development is finished (3). Ini
tially, a shell was used to develop a demonstration prototype 
for the evaluation portion of the system. The shell used was 
Insight 2+ (developed by Level V Research, Inc.). Insight 
2 + is a production-rule-based system shell, meaning that 
knowledge is expressed in terms of "if-then" rules . To incor
porate the decision trees into the fosight 2 + shell, each path 
down each tree (a path being composed of a set of nodes and 
connecting branches terminating at a conclusion) was pro
grammed as a single rule . The decision trees impose a struc
ture on the solution strategy that would not exist in a typical 
production rule system. 
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Although the production rule approach using Insight 2+ 
was helpful in initial prototyping, it soon became too restric
tive for continued development of the system. Representing 
the decision trees with a set of rules was inefficient and unwieldy. 
Long compilation and execution times slowed the develop
ment of the system and detracted from the program's ease of 
use. It was also very difficult to interface the decision trees 
with other sections of the system (e.g., data entry and retrieval). 
To circumvent the limitations of the system as implemented 
in the shell, the system was rewritten using Turbo Pascal 
(Borland International, Inc.) . This transformation changed 
the system from a traditional production rule system to a hard
coded system. Hence, some of the transparency of the knowl
edge was lost, and modifications became more difficult. These 
problems were more than offset, however, by the increased 
ease of interfacing the different parts of the system, the ease 
of programming the predictive models for future performance 
with and without rehabilitation, and the 10-fold increase in 
execution speed. 

DESCRIPTION OF EVALUATION AND 
REHABILITATION SYSTEM 

The expert system consists of three separate computer pro
grams, one for each of three concrete pavement types (JRCP, 
JPCP, and CRCP). The steps in evaluation and rehabilitation 
design are the same in all of the programs. 

Project Data Collection 

The engineer collects key inventory (office) and monitoring 
(field) data for the project. Inventory data include design, 
traffic, materials, soils , and climate. Monitoring data include 
distress, drainage characteristics, rideability, and other items 
collected during a field visit to the project. Monitoring data 
are collected by a sample unit; a sufficient number of sample 
units distributed throughout the project's length should be 
surveyed to obtain an accurate representation of the project's 
condition. The data are entered into a personal computer 
using a full-screen editor. 

Extrapolation of Overall Project Condition 

The overall condition of the project is extrapolated by the 
system from the sample unit monitoring data, and extrapo
lated distress quantities are summarized. 

Evaluation of Present Condition 

Evaluation decision trees are used to analyze all data and to 
develop a specific detailed evaluation in each of the major 
problem areas identified for that type of pavement. These 
consist of the following seven areas for all three pavement 
types: roughness, structural adequacy, drainage, foundation 
stability, concrete durability, skid resistance, and shoulders. 
JRCP and JPCP are evaluated in five additional problem 
areas: transverse and longitudinal joint construction, trans-
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verse joint sealant condition, loss of support, load transfer, 
and joint deterioration. JCRCs are evaluated in two addi
tional problem areas: longitudinal joint construction and con
struction joints/terminal treatments . 

In several of the problem areas , certain distress quantities 
and present serviceability rating (PSR) levels are considered 
indicative of deficiencies. Default values for these critical dis
tress levels are incorporated in the system. The engineer may 
modify these default values if desired to reflect his or her own 
experience or agency policies. 

Prediction of Condition Without Rehabilitation 

Current traffic level [annual 18-kip equivalent single axle load 
(ESAL)] and anticipated ESAL growth rate are used in pre
dictive models to project the condition of the pavement for 
20 years into the future, to illustrate the consequences of not 
performing rehabilitation in the current year. Performance is 
predicted in terms of serviceability and key distress types: 
faulting, cracking, joint deterioration, and pumping for JRCP 
and JPCP, and failures (punchouts, steel ruptures, and full
depth repairs) for CRCP. The predictive models are cali
brated to the existing condition of the pavement and cumu
lative traffic loadings at the time of the survey. 

Physical Testing 

The initial data collection does not require physical testing. 
On the basis of the evaluation results , the system recommends 

• Option to go to 1-1 provided 
•• Option to go to 1-1, 1-3, or 2-2 provided 
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specific types of physical testing needed to verify the evalu
ation recommendations and to provide data needed for reha
bilitation design. Types of testing that may be recommended 
include nondestructive deflection testing, destructive testing 
(coring and boring), laboratory testing, and roughness 
and friction measurement . Types of deficiencies that may war
rant physical testing include structural inadequacy, poor ride
ability, poor surface friction, poor subdrainage conditions, 
poor concrete durability (D-cracking or reactive aggre
gate distress), foundation movement (due to swelling soil 
or frost heave) , loss of load transfer at joints, loss of slab 
support , joint deterioration , and evidence of poor joint 
construction. 

Selection of Main Rehabilitation Approach 

On the basis of the evaluation results, the engineer then inter
acts with the system to select the most appropriate main reha
bilitation approach for each traffic lane and shoulder. These 
include all 4R options: reconstruction, recycling, resurfacing 
(with concrete or asphalt), or restoration. A decision tree has 
been developed for each pavement type to assist the engineer 
in selecting the most suitable rehabilitation approach. The 
decision tree for JPCP is shown in Figure 2. 

Development of Detailed Rehabilitation Strategy 

Once an approach is selected, the engineer proceeds to develop 
the detailed rehabilitation alternative by selecting a feasible 

1-1 Reconstruct Both Lanes 
1-3 Reconstruct Outer, Restore Inner 
3-1 Restore Outer, Reconstruct Inner 
2-2 Overlay Both Lanes 
3-3 Restore Both Lanes 

FIGURE 2 Decision tree for selecting rehabilitation approach for JPCP. 
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set of individual rehabilitation techniques to correct the defi
ciencies present. These techniques may include such items as 
subdrainage, shoulder repair , full-depth repairs, and joint 
resealing. These are performed for each traffic lane and shoul
der by interaction with the system. A set of decision trees has 
been developed to guide the rehabilitation strategy devel
opment process. 

Prediction of Rehabilitation Strategy Performance 

The future performance of the developed rehabilitation strat
egy is then predicted in terms of key distress types for 20 years 
into the future, based upon assumed traffic growth. Faulting, 
cracking, joint deterioration, and present serviceability rating 
(and punch outs for CRCP) are projected for concrete res
toration, overlays, and reconstruction. Rutting and reflection 
cracking are projected for asphalt overlays. 

Since the system currently addresses only pavements in 
their first performance period, the strategies developed do 
not include future maintenance or rehabilitation. The life of 
the strategy is defined as the length of time that the strategy 
extends the pavement's life, i.e., until a critical level in serv
iceability or distress is reached. For many strategies the life 
will be less than the 20 years for which projections are pro
vided. The engineer must evaluate the results and determine 
whether or not the strategy provides an acceptable life. If so, 
a cost estimate can be prepared for it. If not, the engineer 
can develop other rehabilitation strategy alternatives. 

It must be noted that most of the predictive models used 
by the system have significant limitations and should not be 
used outside the ranges of data from which they were devel
oped. The models should be evaluated for validity with respect 
to the pavement designs and climatic conditions of the state 
in which the project under consideration is located. 

Cost Analysis of Alternatives 

Approximate quantities for each rehabilitation technique 
included in the alternative strategy are computed from the 
extrapolated distress quantities for each lane and shoulder. 
The engineer then must compute the cost for each item and 
total all costs for the strategy. The engineer then determines 
the life of the strategy as described above and computes an 
annual cost for the strategy. 

Selection of Preferred Rehabilitation 
Strategy Alternative 

Typically two to four feasible strategies exist for a given proj
ect. To select the preferred alternative, the engineer must 
consider not only life-cycle cost but also constraints that exist 
for the project, such as traffic control, construction time, and 
available funding. On the basis of estimated initial and annual 
costs, expected life and performance, and various constraints, 
the engineer selects the preferred rehabilitation strategy from 
among the feasible alternatives available. 

APPLICATION OF EVALUATION AND 
REHABILITATION SYSTEM 

Project Description 
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A 7 .5-mile section of Interstate 10 near Tallahassee, Florida, 
was surveyed on September 30, 1986. The pavement is a 9-
inch JPCP over a cement-treated aggregate base and a silty 
(A-4) subgrade. The joints are undoweled and are spaced 
uniformly at 20 feet. The shoulders are asphalt concrete. This 
section of Interstate 10 was constructed in 1974. Its two-way 
average daily traffic (ADT) at the time of the survey was 
12,000 (40 percent trucks). Approximately 5.6 million and 0.8 
million ESALs had been accumulated in the outer and inner 
lanes, respectively , over the life of the pavement. 

Evaluation of Present and Future Condition 

The project was evaluated in 12 problem areas defined for 
JRCP . In general, the outer lane was in significantly worse 
condition than the inner lane. Observed distresses included 
pumping, joint and crack faulting (0.08 and 0.18 in. in the 
inner and outer lanes, respectively), longitudinal cracking (26 
and 116 ft/mile in the inner and outer lanes, respectively), 
transverse cracking (948 ft/mile in the outer lane) , corner 
breaks (11/mile in the outer lane), and poor sealant condition 
noted for both lane/shoulder joints. The predicted future per
formance of the pavement without rehabilitation is illustrated 
for PSR and three key distresses in Figure 3 (joint deterio
ration, which is predicted to be negligible over the next 20 
years, is not shown). 

Rehabilitation Strategy Development and 
Performance Prediction 

The outer lane of this section of 1-10 has a sufficient amount 
of cracking to warrant a structural improvement. The reha
bilitation approaches permitted by the system for this example 
include bonded and unhanded concrete overlays, asphalt 
overlay, crack and seat and asphalt overlay, reconstruction 
of the outer lane only, and reconstruction of both lanes. 

For each of these alternatives, rehabilitation techniques for 
each lane and shoulder were selected by interaction with the 
program, and the strategy's performance over the next 20 
years was predicted. A set of techniques making up an AC 
overlay alternative is shown below as an example : 

Rehabilitation Technique 

Outer lane 
AC structural overlay 
Full-depth repair of cracks 
Stitch longitudinal cracks 
Subseal at joints and cracks 
Install/repair longitudinal 

subdrains 
Inner lane 

AC structural overlay 
Outer shoulder 

AC overlay 
Reseal lane/shoulder joint 

Inner shoulder 
AC overlay 
Reseal lane/shoulder joint 

Quantity 

52,941 yd2 

15,882 yd2 

874 ft 
1,936 ft 3 of grout 

39,706 ft 

52,941 yd2 

44,117 yd2 

39 ,706 ft 

26,470 yd2 

39,706 ft 
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FIGURE 4 Predicted performance of unbonded overlay for 1-10 example. 

For a 4-in. AC overlay, reflective cracking is predicted to 
reach unacceptable levels (1,000 ft of medium- to high- ever
ity reflective cracks per mile) within seven years, which is 
understandable, considering the short joint spacing, poor load 
trnn fer at undoweled joints, and the large number of full
depth repair · required for preoverlay repair. Greater overlay 
thicknesses could be investigated to extend the life. 

Better performance can be obtained by cracking and seating 
the pavement prior to AC overlaying. An alternati c life of 
approximately 12 year · con trained by rutti ng in the outer 
lane , is predicted for a 4-inch overlay a ·eating ro.ller weight 
of 50 t n and a cracking pattern of 6 fl by 6 ft. Again, other 
overlay thickne es and cracking and sea ting parameter could 
be investigated as well. 

A 3-io. bonded PCC overlay is predicted to perform even 
better than the crack and seat. The life of this alternative is 
constrained by joint deterioration, which is predicted to reach 
a critical level of 55 joints/mile in the outer lane in approxi
mately 19 years. The unbonded overlay alternative does not 
perform quite as well, as shown in Figure 4. Even at an overlay 
thickness of 9 in., with a 1-in. AC separation layer, a 15-ft 
joint spacing, and 1.25-in. dowels in the overlay, cracking in 
the outer lane is predicted to reach a critical level of 800 ft/ 
mile in the outer lane within 15 years, although joint dete
rioration and faulting are not predicted to reach unacceptable 
levels over the next 20 years. However, it would be premature 
to assume that a bonded overlay is preferable to an unbonded 
overlay without performing a life-cycle cost analysis. It may 

be that the greater thickness of the unbonded overlay is offset 
by the savings in preoverlay repair. 

The last alternative investigated for this example is a strat
egy for reconstructing the outer lane and restoring the inner 
lane. As it happens there i no re toration work required for 
the inner lane , since it bas oo significant distres . T he per
f rmance of thi alternative was predicted using a recon
structed outer lane slab thickness of 12 in., with a 20-ft joint 
spacing, a stabilized base with a k value of 200 pci 1.25-in. 
dowel bars, and a PCC modulus of rupture of 650 psi. This 
alternative de ign performs well for the entire prediction p 1fod. 
In the outer lane, PSR is predicted to reach a critical l vel of 
3.0 after 19 years. In the inner lane, however, PSR becomes 
critical after 15 years (when the pavement in the inner lane 
is 27 years old). Thus the life of this alternative is 15 years. 
Since the inner lane requires no rehabilitation and performs 
acceptably almost a long as the outer lane, i i eems unlikely 
that a strategy for recon lructing both lanes wou ld have any 
cost advantage over tJ1e recon truct/restore strategy. 

Life-Cycle Cost Analysis of Alternatives 

Using the rehabilitation quantities and predicted performance 
periods computed by the program, the five rehabilitation 
strategy alternatives may be compared on the basis of life
cycle cost. Typical unit costs were obtained from the Illinois 
Department of Transportation, Florida Department of Trans-
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portation, and other sources. A 5 percent discount rate was 
used in the analysis. The results are summarized below: 

Initial Annual 
Cost/Two- Life Cost/Two-

Alternative Lane Mile (years) Lane Mile 

AC overlay $581,000 7 $100,410 
Crack and seat 576,900 12 65 ,090 
Bonded overlay 731 ,000 19 60,490 
Unbonded overlay 403,000 15 38,820 
Reconstruct/restore 353,300 15 34,040 

For this example, the outer Jane reconstruction strategy 
appears to be the most cost-effective. Of course, these costs 
are estimates for illustrative purposes only and should not be 
interpreted as indicating any one strategy's superiority over 
another. A variety of other factors in addition to life-cycle 
cost must be considered in the final selection of the preferred 
rehabilitation strategy alternative. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

A practical and comprehensive system to assist practicing 
engineers in concrete pavement evaluation and rehabilitation 
has been developed, using a new and innovative approach 
that combines human knowledge and analytical techniques 
into a user-friendly personal computer program. 

Conclusions 

Concrete pavement evaluation and rehabilitation is a complex 
engineering problem that defies traditional analytical solu
tions, because of the large number of interacting factors involved 
and the lack of adequate analytical models to solve all (or 
even most) aspects of the problem. 

Successful concrete pavement evaluation and rehabilitation 
currently rely heavily on the knowledge and experience of 
authorities in the pavement field for diagnosis of the causes 
of distress and for selection of feasible rehabilitation tech
niques that cost-effectively correct the deterioration . 

Concrete pavement evaluation and rehabilitation is an ideal 
subject for an expert system application, by which human 
expertise is compiled, formalized, and applied to evaluation 
and rehabilitation of specific concrete pavement projects. 

An expert system for concrete pavement evaluation and 
rehabilitation must incorporate not only the rules but also the 
reasoning processes used by knowledgeable pavement engi
neers in order to reach solutions in an efficient manner. Deci
sion trees adequately represent factual knowledge and rea
soning processes in a way that is easy to understand, examine, 
and revise. 

An evaluation/rehabilitation procedure must be based on 
identifying and correcting mechanisms of deterioration in order 
to produce cost-effective rehabilitation strategies. 

The inclusion of analytical models to predict the future 
performance of the pavement with and without rehabilitation 
was essential for the system to perform as desired. Combining 
the human knowledge base with analytical techniques helps to 
provide feasible solutions for the evaluation and rehabilitation 
of concrete pavements. 
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An expert system for concrete pavement evaluation and 
rehabilitation has been developed to the stage of a demon
stration prototype. The system provided reasonable results in 
a few example applications but has not been fully tested over 
a wide range of conditions. More than 30 person-months of 
effort were expended in the development of the system to 
this stage. The results achieved thus far demonstrate that the 
system approach shows great promise in addressing this dif
ficult engineering problem. 

Recommendations for Future Work 

Extensive field testing, including review by state department 
of transportation personnel and case studies on concrete pave
ment projects throughout the United States , is needed to 
increase the quality, efficiency, speed, and reliability of the 
system to the level of a research prototype. 

Life-cycle cost anaiysis procedures wouid greatly increase 
the usefulness of the system. The analysis should be able to 
address unequal performance periods of different alterna
tives, additional rehabilitation needs within the analysis period, 
and additional costs that cannot now be computed by the 
system (e.g., bridge clearance, guardrail replacement, side 
slope improvements, traffic control, user-related costs). A 
first step toward providing this capability is the computation 
of rehabilitation quantities currently performed by the system. 

The system currently assumes that the rehabilitation work 
will be performed immediately after the evaluation, which is 
almost never the case. Routines need to be added to allow the 
engineer to specify the year of rehabilitation and have the sys
tem design rehabilitation strategies appropriate for the pave
ment's projected condition in that year. This may be difficult 
to implement, since predictive models are lacking for some 
types of distress (e.g . , shoulder deterioration, D-cracking) . 

Many models are used by the system to predict the future 
performance of the existing pavement with and without reha
bilitation. Most of these models have significant limitations , 
and are not applicable nationwide over the range of climatic 
zones. The development of improved models is a necessity to 
improve the validity of the system. These may best be devel
oped for individual states or regions of states (e.g., the south
eastern United States). The existing models are most deficient 
in predicting the effect of retrofit subdrainage on the per
formance of the rehabilitated pavement. 

Other rehabilitation techniques that are not now included 
in the system could be considered if performance prediction 
models for them become available. Some techniques that could 
be added include AC overlays with fabrics, interlayers, or 
sawed and sealed joints, and CRCP overlays. 

The importance of physical testing to concrete pavement 
evaluation and rehabilitation design is addressed to a limited 
extent in the current system. However, Lin: improvement of 
the physical testing recommendations and 111corporauon oi 
physical testing results into the procedures for evaluation and 
rehabilitation strategy development remain among the most 
urgently needed improvements to the system . 

The system should be extended to ex isting AC-overlaid con
crete pavements. The system currently is restricted to pave
ments in their first performance period. Many concrete pave
ments exist that have already been overlaid with AC and are 
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in need of further rehabilitation. Work on this addition to the 
system is currently under way. 

Adaptation of the system to different pavement geometries 
(e.g., other than two lanes in each direction) would make the 
system more applicable to the variety of pavement geometries 
throughout the United States. 
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ODE Computer Program: Mechanistic
Empirical Asphalt Concrete Overlay Design 

M. R. TIRADO-CROVETTI, M. I. DARTER, P. W. ]AYAWICKRAMA, 

R. E. SMITH, AND R. L. LYTTON 

This paper outlines a procedure for the design of aspbaltic 
concrete overlays on existing asphalt concrete and portland 
cement concrete pavement surfaces. It discusses the type and 
form of information required by the microcomputer-based design 
program and all elements necessary ror the w er to design an 
overlay. The program provides an estimate of the lime and 
number of traffic load to failure by reflective cracking. The 
design equations are based on fracture mechanics and repre
sent the existing pavement as a beam on an elastic foundation. 
The equations address fracture in the slab due to bending and 
shear cau ed by moving wheel loads and due to opening caused 
by thermal movement of the cracked existing pavements. 

This paper is based on a report prepared for the Federal 
Highway Administration Office of Research (1) and outlines 
design procedures to address reflective cracking in asphalt 
concrete overlays. 

Design equations were developed for six climatic zones 
using the approach developed in NCHRP Project 20-7, Task 
17 (2). The equations were developed for flexible overlays of 
flexible as well as rigid pavements for each climatic zone for 
which data were available. A complete package of computer 
progrnms ha been as embled to de ign overlay capable of 
resisting reflective cracking in the six geographid climatic regions 
of the United States shown in Figure 1. The programs are 
designed for use on an IBM-compatible microcomputer. 

This paper describes the type and form of information 
required by the program and discusses all elements necessary 
for the user to design an overlay. It does not cover in detail 
the theory or logic underlying the procedure. 

SUMMARY OF DESIGN METHOD 

The basic mechanisms generally believed to lead to reflection 
cracking are the vertical and horizontal movements of the 
underlying pavement layers. These damaging movements can 
be caused by traffic loadings, thermally induced contractions 
and expansions, or a combination of these mechanisms. Fig
ure 2 illustrates the changes in bending and shear stresses that 
occur within an overlay as a wheel load passes over a crack 

M. R . Tirado-Crovetti and M. I. Darter, ERES Consultants, Inc. , 
P.O. Box 1003, Champaign, Ill. 61820. P. W. Jayawickrama, 
R. E. Smith, and R. L. Lytton, Texas A&M University, 510 Blocker 
Building, College Station, Tex. 77840. 

in the original, underlying pavement. Cyclic shearing and 
bending movements cause the crack to propagate into the 
overlay. In addition, contraction and expansion of the pave
ment and the underlying layers with changes in temperature 
also contribute to the growth of reflection cracks with repeated 
traffic applications. 

The overlay design procedure is mechanistic-empirical in 
concept. Mechanistic equations represent the existing pave
ment as a beam on an elastic foundation. In-situ deflection 
testing was used to determine the structural parameters needed 
to characterize the pavement. Basic asphalt concrete prop
erties are used with fracture mechanics concepts to calculate 
the rate at which cracks in the existing pavement will prop
agate through the overlay. 

The rate of crack propagation in asphalt concrete was pre
dicted using the empirical power law relation developed by 
Paris and Erdogan (J): 

(dcldN) = A(DK)n 

where 

DK = change in stress intensity factor amplitude, 
A, n = fracture parameters of the material , 

c = crack length, and 
N = number of load applications. 

Integrating this equation yields 

NJ = oh {dcl[A(DK)n]} 

where 

NJ = number of load applications to failure, and 
oh = thickness of overlay. 

The use of the above equations to determine the life of an 
overlay requires a knowledge of the stress intensity factor, K, 
and the material constants A and n within the overlay. Detailed 
procedures to determine these parameters are presented by 
Jayawickrama et al. (J). The stress intensity factor in the 
overlay for each of the crack growth mechanisms was deter
mined by using a formulation that combines beam-on-elastic 
foundation theory and the finite-element method . The 
mechanistic equations were calibrated with in-service data for 
each of the climatic zones. 

To use these equations, the design engineer supplies infor
mation on the types and thicknesses of layers in the existing 
pavement, the deflection data for the pavement, the material 
properties of the asphalt concrete being considered for use in 
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FIGURE 1 The six climatic regions in the United States are characteri1,ed as folJows: (1) wet, no-freeze; (2) wet, freeze-thaw cycling; 
(3) wet, hard-freeze, spring thaw; (4) dry, no-freeze; (5) dry, freeze-thaw cycling· (6) dry, hard-freeze, spring thaw. 

c 

TIP OF THE 
CRACK 

POSITION OF WHEEL LOAD 

FIGURE 2 Stresses induced at the cracked section by a 
moving wheel load. 

the overlay, thicknesses of overlay being considered, the envi
ronmental zone in which the pavement is located, and the 
traffic to which the overlay is expected to be subjected. The 
time and number of traffic load to failure by reflective crack
ing are predicted by the ODE program. Failure can be set at 
three diffe.rent levels of damage. A detailed description of the 
development is presented by Jayawickrama et al. (1). 

ODE DESIGN GUIDE 

Selection of Input Data 

In this design procedure, the followihg data are required: 

1. environmental data, 
2. past construction history, 
3. traffic data, 
4. material characterization, 
5. deflection data, and 
6. condition evaluation (distress). 

Environmental Data 

Climatic and geographic factors influence performance. The 
United States can be divided into the six climatic zones 
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(Fig. l) based on moisture availability and frec.ze-thaw activity 
(2). The boundary separating the wet zone 1, 2 and 3 from 
the dry zones 4 5, and 6 is the major North-South contour 
on which the Thornthwaite Index is zero. [The Thornthwaite 
Index is a measure of moisture balance between rainfall and 
potential vapotnrn piration (4, 5).] The boundary separating 
the nonfreeze zones 1 and 4 from the freeze-thaw cycling 
zones 2 and 5 is taken from U.S. Weather Bureau data as 
reported in Highway Research Board pedal Report 1 (6). 
The boundary line represents an extreme frost penetration of 
5 in. (13 cm), which corresponds to the typical minimum depth 
of pavement. The boundary eparating the freeze-thaw cycling 
zones 1 and 5 from the hard-freeze zones 3 and 6 is based on 
a Corps of Engineers contour representing a 60-day duration 
of the normal freeze index (7). Any area in which freezing 
conditions persist for more than two months is considered to 
be in the hard-freeze zone. (See Figure 1 for a description of 
the zones.) 

Pavements are expected to perform differently and exhibit 
different types of predominant distress as the climate changes 
from warm and wet to dry with a hard freeze every winter. 
In addition to the determination of the climatic region, the 
24-hr temperature drop for the pavement location is needed. 
It is calculated as the monthly maximum temperature minus 
the monthly minimum temperature. This can be obtained 
from a National Climate Center publication (8). 

Past Construction History 

The following construction history data are required: 

1. type of overlay: AC/AC (asphaltic concrete overlay on 
existing asphalt concrete) or AC/PCC ( asphaltic concrete 
overlay on existing portland cement concrete pavement 
surfaces), 

2. thickness of layer or layers of asphalt concrete, 
3. thickness of underlying PCC slab, and 
4. joint load transfer across PCC joints. 

The above data are used in conjunction with nondestructive 
deflection testing data to back-calculate the in-situ modulus 
of elasticity of the surface and supporting base layers. For 
this analysis, the base and subgrade are combined into one 
homogeneous layer. The in-situ layer thicknesses of the pave
ment surfaces(s) should be obtained by coring at selected 
locations where deflection testing was conducted. The use of 
as-built records to define surface thickness will generally lead 
to appreciable errors in the back-calculated modulus of the 
surface and is therefore not recommended. 

The existing load transfer across cracks and PCC joints can 
be determined from deflection testing data, provided that at 
least one deflection sensor is placed on the unloaded slab 
<luring lt:sling while the load plate is positioned near the pave
ment cracK or JOlllt. Tile exisring ioaci rransi'er can oe cai
culated as follows: 

% LT = (dUldL)lOO 

where 

% LT = percent load transfer, 
dU = deflection of the pavement on the unloaded side 

of the crack or joint, and 
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SENSOR NO. 

// I \~ 
2 3 4 5 

FIGURE 3 Measurement of load transfer with a 
deflection device. 

(a) 

(b) 

dL = deflection of the pavement on the loaded side of 
the crack or joint. 

Measured load transfers are grouped into three categories: 
low, medium, and high, which correspond to 0-40, 40-70, 
and 70-100 percent, respectively. A method generally used 
for making this measurement is illustrated in Figure 3. 

Traffic Data 

The amount of accumulated 18-kip single-axle loads (ESALs) 
expected to occur in each lane is necessary to determine life 
of the overlay. This information is typically collected from 
the traffic bureau, W-4 tables, or traffic maps published by 
highway agencies. Traffic is expressed in terms of ESALs per 
day. 

Material Characterization 

Both the existing materials and the materials in the overlay 
affect the life of the overlay. The program uses nondestructive 
deflection testing (NDT) data in conjunction with pavement 
layer thicknesses in an idealized two-layer pavement system 
to back-calculate the stiffness of the asphalt concrete and 
supporting layers. 

For sections with rigid pavements (AC/PCC), the modulus 
of the subgrade reaction, K, is used by the program to deter
mine the modulus of elasticity of the support. Representative 
values for the modulus of sub grade reaction, K, for the subsoil 
are shown in Table 1, based on classification. 

Programs are supplied to determine the modulus of elas
ticity of the asphalt overlay. These programs are based on 
the Van der Poe! (9) and McLeod (JO) nomographic proce
dures, which use basic material properties of the bitumen and 
asphalt concrete to compute the resulting mix stiffness. 

The Van der Poel method is based on the results of exper
imental research by the Shell Oil Company and requires the 
following properties of the bitumen: penetration at 77°F, ring 
and ball softening point, asphalt percent by weight of aggre
gate, time ofloading, age of mix or time in service, and volume 
concentration of minerals . 
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TABLE 1 MODULUS OF SUBGRADE REACTION K FOR 
DIFFERENT SOIL TYPES 

Classification K(pci) 

Plastic clays 75 
Silts and silty clays 150 
Sands and gravels 300 
Cement or asphalt treated base 500 

The McLeod method utilizes a different quantitative meas
ure for temperature susceptibility, the pen-vis number, which 
is based on an asphalt cement's penetration at 77°F (25°C) 
and viscosity in centistokes at 275°F (135°C). To use McLeod's 
method, the following properties of the bitumen and mix are 
required: penetration at 77°F (25°C), penetration index, asphalt 
percent in the mix, viscosity in centistokes, service temper
ature, and CV (volume concentration of minerals). 

Deflection Data 

Deflection testing is used to back-calculate the in-situ modulus 
of elasticity of the existing pavement surface and supporting 
layers. The design procedure accepts the following types of 
deflection testing devices: Dynaflect, falling-weight deflec
tometer, Road Rater 400B, Road Rater 2000, and Road Rater 
2008. 

The program contains default values for the typical sensor 
configuration of each of the devices mentioned above (11). 
Data from at least five test locations are required to compute 
the mean and standard deviation of the pavement and sup
porting layer stiffnesses for any given section. The distribution 
of moduli values around the mean is assumed to be normal· 
therefore, the Student !-distribution is used to calculate ~ 
design modulus value for the pavement based on the desired 
confidence level selected by the user. Confidence levels of 50, 
80, 90, 95, and 99 percent are allowed. 

The deflection data should be carefully screened to ensure 
that they are relatively uniform within a design section. If the 
data are dramatically different, the design project may need 
to be divided into subprojects that exhibit relatively uniform 
deflection responses . 

The deflection data that are to be used for back-calculating 
material properties should be collected in areas of the pave
ment that are relatively free from transverse cracking. In gen
eral, the load plate should be positioned at least 6 ft from any 
surface cracks during testing. Additional deflection testing 
may be obtained across transverse cracks for load transfer 
measurements, as described earlier; however, these data are 
not used to determine the layer stiffnesses. 

Condition Evaluation (Distress) 

Because this study is concerned with the potential for reflec
tion cracking of overlays, only this type of distress was used 
in this analysis. Two forms of reflection cracking were con
sidered: transverse and longitudinal. However , it is suggested 
that quantitative visual observations of all existing pavement 
distress be made at the time of testing. Th1s survey will serve 
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as a valuable guide when maintenance alternatives are 
considered. 

The program requires the average transverse crack spacing, 
in inches, to perform the calculations. For overlays on existing 
asphalt pavements, a damage level of 1.0 is assumed to equal 
one crack completely across the lane every 1 ft or the equiv
alent length of transverse and longitudinal cracks. A damage 
level of 0.0 is assumed to equal no cracking. A linear relation 
between damage levels of 0.0 and 1.0 is assumed. 

For overlays of portland cement concrete pavements , a 
damage level of 1.0 is assumed to occur when one crack com
pletely crosses the lane every 10 ft or the equivalent length 
of transverse and longitudinal cracks. A damage level of 0.0 
is assumed to equal no cracking, and a linear relationship 
between 0.0 and 1.0 is assumed. 

Program Description 

The program computes either the number of years to reach 
specific damage levels of reflective cracking for a given AC 
overlay thickness or the required thickness of an AC overlay 
when the expected service life is identified. This process is 
based on the use of the mechanistic model to calculate the 
material properties of the surface and subgrade support , and 
the use of finite-element analysis, which determines the mag
nitudes of stress intensity factors occurring within an actual 
pavement structure with variable crack length and load trans
fer values. 

The following major steps are used in the design process: 

1. selection of input data according to Tirado-Crovetti et 
al. (12) as detailed in chapter 2 of their report; 

2. determination of layer properties from measured surface 
deflections of the existing pavement. The program searches 
for the elastic moduli that fit the measured basin to the cal
culated basin with the least average error. This computer 
program, developed at the Texas Transportation Institute (13), 
uses a pattern-search technique to fit deflection basins with 
elliptic integral function-shaped curves. These curves are solu
tions to the differential equations used in elastic-layer theory. 
The theoretical development of the deflection equation used 
in the program is discussed by Lytton and Michaleak (13) . 
The required data include thickness of AC and granular base 
layers, force applied and radius of loading plate , and meas
llred deflection values as well as their radial distances from 
center of loading plate ; 

3. determination of the mix stiffness of the overlay and the 
slonP. m. described by Tirado-Crovetti et al. (12) in the "Mate
rial Characterization" section of chapter 2 of their report, 
and; 

4. calculation of the number of cycles to failure of the 
overlay using integration of Paris' crack growth law. 

Output Description and Data Interpretation 

The output format of the ODE program has been designed 
to best inform the engineer of anticipated reflection cracking 
problems. Although the required overlay thickness is of ulti
mate interest to the user, the results of intermediate com-
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putations can also be of value when evaluating alternate main
tenance strategies other than an overlay. An example design 
is provided to illustrate the input and output of the program. 

Sample Design 

The following example illustrates the design of an asphaltic 
concrete overlay on an existing asphalt concrete pavement 
surface (AC/AC). The design requirements for this example 
are described in the same order as they appear during program 
execution. 

Identification Information 

Highway Name: USTH 61 
Mile Post Start: 0.000 
rvfile Post End: 2.000 
Project Number: 100 
County: Carlton 

Environmental Information 

24-Hour Temperature Drop (°F): 22 (12.2°C) 
Climatic Region (1-6): 2 

The site of this highway construction project is in a location 
that can be environmentally classified as U.S. Climatic Region 
2, i.e., wet, freeze-thaw cycling (as shown in Figure 1). In 
addition to the determination of the climatic region, the 24-
Hour Temperature Drop for that particular area is needed. 
This is calculated as: 

24-Hour Temperature Drop = Max. Temp. - Min. Temp 
24-Hour Temperature Drop = 22°F (12.22°C) 

Construction Information for Asphalt Concrete Pavement 

AC Thickness (in.): 6.0 in. (15.24 cm) 
Degree of Aggregate Outerlock: (L)ow, (M)edium 
(H)igh : M 

The program requires the thickness of the existing AC pave
ment and the type of section (AC/AC or AC/PCC). In addi
tion to this information, the program requires the degree of 
aggregate interlock in order to calculate the bending efficiency 
factor for the cracked pavement. 

Traffic Inf urmatiun 

Traffic in 18-kips ESAL per Day: 500 

Material Characterization for AC/AC 

Base and Subbase Properties 
Fixed Modulus of Support (PSI): ___ _ 
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Surface Properties 
Fixed Modulus of the AC (PSI): ___ _ 

"Fixed modulus" requires that the user enters his or her 
own values. If these values are to be calculated based on 
deflection data, a "O" is entered. 

The modulus of elasticity of the asphalt overlay is deter
mined using material properties of the bitumen. Five options 
are provided based on the available data as described below: 

Selection of Asphalt Properties 

Select Paths A-E: 
Path A-
Viscosity at 275°F in CST 
Penetration at 77°F in 0.1 mm 
Service temperature 
CV 
Path H-
Viscosity at 140°F in poises 
Penetration at 77°F in 0.1 mm 
Service temperature 
CV 
Path C-
Penetration index 
Softening point R & B 
Service temperature 
CV 
Path D-
Penetration at 77°F 
Softening point R & B 
Service temperature 
CV 
Path E-
Penetration at 77°F 
Pen. w/specified temp 
Service temperature 
CV 

The path used is governed by the available material data . 
For this example, path A will be used: 

Viscosity at 275°F in CST: 250 
Penetration at 77°F in 0.1 mm : 85 
Service Temperature: 60 
CV: 0.883 

Deflection Data 

Deflection testing is used to determine the stiffness of the in
service pavement. For this example, the FWD deflection data 
listed below are used: 

T"'"IT~ T -- .-I. f\ .,.,£' 1\....C 
.L l'T .LJ ,L.,VQU. J ,"-"- V lLl.L 

Maximum Deflection: 13.54 mils 
Deflection at 12 in.: 8.9 mils 
Deflection at 24 in.: 7 .56 mils 
Deflection at 36 in.: 5.2 mils 

If five or more deflection sets are used to define deflection 
basins, confidence levels need to be defined. 
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TABLE 2 SAMPLE COMPUTER OUTPUT: CALCULATED PROJECT RESULTS 
FOR AC/AC 

Parameter 

Highway name 
Mile post start 
Mile post end 
Project number 
County 
24-Hr temperature drop ("F) 
Climatic region 
Traffic (18-kip ESALs/day) 

Value 

USTH 61 
0.000 
2.000 
100 
CARLTON 
22 
2 
500 

Thickness of the existing AC layer (in . ) 
Modulus of the existing AC layer (Psi) 
Modulus of the support (Psi) 

6 
457,000 
22,500 
2.5 
565,000 
0.653 
3.9 

Thickness of the overlay (in.) 
Modulus of overlay (mix stiffness) (Psi) 
Slope of LOG mix stiffness vs. LOG time curve 
Life of the overlay (yrs) for low damage 
Life of the overlay (yrs) for medium damage 
Life of the overlay (yrs) for high damage 

4.5 
5.7 

Condition Evaluation (Distress) 

Average Crack Spacing: 120 in. (304.8 cm) 
The program requires the average crack spacing in order 

to perform calculations. 
Table 2 provides a sample output of the program. 

Sensitivity Analysis 

A sensitivity analysis was conducted to demonstrate the rea
sonableness of the procedure and to identify the design inputs 
that influence the overlay thickness calculated. This analysis 
allows the user to prioritize the importance of design input 
for a particular overlay design procedure and allocate time 
and money to each input accordingly. The sensitivity analysis 
was conducted by individually varying the following major 
inputs: thickness of the overlay, modulus of the overlay, level 
of damages, climatic zones, traffic, service temperature, 24-
hr temperature drop, and crack spacing. 

During the sensitivity analysis, the following pavement 
parameters were used as the standard section AC/AC: 

Existing asphalt concrete: 4 in. (10.16 cm) 
Granular base: 7 in. (17.78 cm) 
Crack spacing: 120 in. (304.8 cm) 
Aggregate interlock: M (medium) 
24-Hr temperature drop: 22.5°F (12.5°C) 
Modulus-of-support layer: 25,000 psi (172,414 kPa) 
Modulus of existing AC: 400,000 psi (2,758,621 kPa) 

The pavement section that was selected as the base for the 
analysis of asphalt concrete overlays of existing portland cement 
concrete pavement surfaces is as follows: 

Subgrade soil type: 3 (sands and gravel) 
Existing PCC slab: 9 in. (22.86 cm) 
Crack spacing: 360 in. (921.60 cm) 
Aggregate interlock: M (Medium) 
24-Hr temperature drop: 22.5°F (12.5°C) 

Tables 3, 4, and 5 present a representative portion of the 
results of the sensitivity analysis. As expected, increasing the 
overlay thickness results in an increase in the life of the overlay 
for all damage levels in all regions. A dramatic increase in 
the life of the overlay is seen for the lower modulus value 
overlays. The climatic region has a large impact on time to 
failure of the overlay. Using the same parameters for traffic, 
thickness of overlay, and modulus of the overlay, very dif
ferent results were obtained when the climatic region was 
changed. 

Changes in service temperature, 24-hr temperature drop, 
and climatic region also have a major impact on the life of 
the overlay for all regions . 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The ODE program offers potential help for highway engineers 
to determine when reflective cracking will develop in an asphalt 
overlay on the basis of asphalt cement and mix properties. 
The equations used in this program were developed for six 
climatic regions for asphalt overlays of asphalt concrete pave
ments and for two regions for asphalt for asphalt overlays of 
portland cement concrete pavements. 

The mechanistic-empirical approach provides an excellent 
means to develop design equations that are soundly based on 
mechanistically correct concepts with a limited amount of 
parameters. However, they will only be as good as the data 
used to calibrate them. Until accurate data are available, the 
resulting design equations may be less accurate than desired. 
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TABLE 3 RESULTS OF SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS VARYING THICKNESS AND MODULUS OF OVERLAY 
FOR MEDIUM DAMAGE LEVEL (0.40) AC/AC PAVEMENT SECTION 

Time to Reach 
Traffic Thickness Modulus of Medium-Level 

Climatic Damage (18-kip of Overlay AC Overlay Reflective 
Region Level ESAL/day) (in.) (Psi) cracking (yr) 

1 .40 500 1.0 350,000 2.63 
1 .40 500 2.0 350,000 9.23 
1 .40 500 3.0 350,000 20.21 
1 .40 500 4.0 350,000 19.73 
1 ·,40 500 1. 0 700,000 0.75 
1 .40 500 2.0 700,000 2.83 
1 .40 500 3.0 700,000 3.86 
l .40 500 4.0 700,000 4.02 
2 .40 500 1. 0 350,000 1.41 
2 .40 500 2.0 350,000 4.97 
2 .40 500 3.0 350,000 10.88 
2 .40 500 4.0 350,000 12.95 
2 .40 500 1. 0 700,000 0.41 
2 .40 500 2.0 700,000 1. 52 
2 .40 500 3.0 700,000 2.43 
2 .40 500 4.0 700,000 3.25 
3 .40 500 1. 0 350,000 2.24 
3 .40 500 2.0 350,000 7.88 
3 .40 500 3.0 350,000 17.24 
3 .40 500 4.0 350,000 30.48 
3 .40 500 1. 0 700,000 0.63 
3 .40 500 2.0 700,000 2.36 
3 .40 500 3.0 700,000 5.35 
3 .40 500 4.0 700,000 9.80 
4 .40 500 1. 0 350,000 1. 71 
4 .40 500 2.0 350,000 6.00 
4 .40 500 3.0 350,000 13.14 
4 .40 500 4.0 350,000 11. 34 
4 .40 500 1. 0 700,000 0.48 
4 .40 500 2.0 700,000 1. 83 
4 .40 500 3.0 700,000 2.27 
4 .40 500 4.0 700,000 1. 92 
5 .40 500 1. 0 350,000 3 .21 
5 .40 500 2.0 350,000 11.29 
5 .40 500 3.0 350,000 24.72 
5 .40 500 4.0 350,000 41. 57 
5 .40 500 1. 0 700,000 0.90 
5 .40 500 2.0 700,000 3.40 
5 .40 500 3 . 0 700,000 7.41 
5 .40 500 4.0 700,000 13.24 
6 .40 500 1. 0 350,000 3.08 
6 .40 500 2.0 350,000 10.87 
6 .40 500 3.0 350,000 23.78 
6 .40 500 4.0 350,000 33.16 
6 .40 500 1. 0 700,000 0.87 
6 .40 500 2.0 700,000 3.26 
6 .40 500 3.0 700,000 6.01 
6 .40 500 4.0 700,000 9.38 

NOTE: 1 inch 2.54 cm, 1 Psi 6.894 kilopascals, 1 kip 4.448 
kilonewtons 
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TABLE 4 RESULTS OF SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS VARYING THICKNESS AND MODULUS OF OVERLAY 
FOR HIGH DAMAGE LEVEL (0.50) IN AC/PCC PAVEMENT SECTIONS 

Climatic 
Region 

Damage 
Level 

Traffic 
(18-kip 
ESAL/day) 

Thickness 
of Overlay 
(in.) 

Modulus of 
AC Overlay 
(Psi) 

Time to Reach 
High-Level 
Reflective 
Cracking (yr) 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

0.50 
0.50 
0.50 
0.50 
0.50 
0.50 
0.50 
0.50 
0.50 
0.50 
0.50 
0.50 
0.50 
0.50 
0.50 
0.50 

500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 

1. 5 
2.0 
3.0 
4.0 
5.0 
1. 5 
2.0 
3.0 
4.0 
5.0 
1.5 
2.0 
3.0 
1.5 
2.0 
3.0 

350,000 
350,000 
350,000 
350,000 
350,000 
700,000 
700,000 
700,000 
700,000 
700,000 
50,000 
350,000 
350,000 
700,000 
700,000 
700,000 

0.99 
2.08 
5.87 
12.27 
21. 74 
0.34 
0.72 
2.09 
4.43 
7.93 
9.52 
19.90 
56.24 
3.30 
7.00 
20.20 

NOTE: 1 inch= 2.54 cm, 1 Psi 
kilonewtons 

6.894 kilopascals, 1 kip = 4.448 

TABLE 5 RESULTS OF SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS VARYING SERVICE TEMPERATURE OF 
OVERLAY FOR LOW DAMAGE LEVEL (0.33) IN AC/AC PAVEMENT SECTION 

Climatic 
Region 

1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
6 
6 
6 

Damage 
Level 

0.33 
0.33 
0.33 
0.33 
0.33 
0.33 
0.33 
0.33 
0.33 
0.33 
0.33 
0.33 
0.33 
0.33 
0.33 
0.33 
0.33 
0.33 

service 
Temperature 
( • F) 

50 
60 
70 
50 
60 
70 
50 
60 
70 
50 
60 
70 
50 
60 
70 
50 
60 
70 

Modulus of 
AC Overlay 
(Psi) 

977,298 
566,163 
273,712 
977,298 
566,163 
273,712 
977,298 
566,163 
273,712 
977,298 
566,163 
273,712 
977,298 
566,163 
273,712 
977,298 
566,163 
273,712 

Time to Reach 
Low-Level 
Reflective 
Cracking (yr) 

1. 89 
5.61 

16.97 
1. 05 
2.94 
8.86 
1. 91 
4.75 

14.62 
1. 27 
3.89 

11.77 
3.10 
7. 72 

23.49 
2.24 
5.87 

18.09 

NOTE: 'F = 5/9'C or Kelvins, 1 in. = 2.54 cm, 1 Psi - 6.894 
kilopascals, 1 kip = 4.448 kilonewtons 
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Load Transfer in Undoweled Transverse 
Joints of PCC Pavements 

M. POBLETE, R. v ALENZUELA, AND R. SALSILLI 

The results of load transfer evaluations in 21 test sections of 
the Chilean in-service highway network are presented. Char
acteristics of transverse joints are described, and procedures 
to measure the absolute deflections of four points in a slab, 
plus another one across the transverse joint, are explained. 
The procedures allow load transfer to be evaluated with good 
accuracy and repeatability. Measurements conducted over 
continuous 24-hr cycles in winter and summer show that the 
load transfer depends upon the thermal conditions of the pave
ment. Its daily variations are satisfactorily explained by the 
changes in transverse joint openings. Load transfer on the leave 
slab is much different from that on the approach slab, unless 
the joint stiffness is so high that the pavement behaves as a 
continuous strip. To evaluate internal stresses of pavement 
slabs, a mechanistic approach is described in which three kinds 
of joint stiffnesses are proposed to take into account the effects 
of shear forces and moments developed at joints, as well as 
compressions built up by the slabs' moisture and temperature. 

In undoweled PCC pavements, traffic-induced stresses in the 
slabs depend highly upon the capacity of structural collabo
ration of the neighboring slabs, through the interlocking 
developed at transverse and longitudinal joints. The eventual 
deterioration of the load transfer implies a progressive increase 
in internal stresses, and thus slab cracking could be initiated 
after fewer load repetitions. Consequently, load transfer is 
usually considered a variable of the pavement condition (1-
4), although its value would not be unique because of its 
dependence on thermal conditions as well as on load position, 
either upon the approach slab or the leave slab (5). 

In view of the general observations of slab upward curlings 
in the Chilean portland cement concrete (PCC) pavements, 
varying with the daytime thermal gradients (see another paper 
in this Record by Poblete et al.), attention was paid to what 
was simultaneously occurring at transverse joints. In fact, the 
cycles of variation in mean temperatures across slab thickness 
produced longitudinal contractions and elongations that caused 
changes in transverse joint openings; at low temperatures, the 
pavement behaves as a set of relatively isolated slabs, whereas 
on very hot days, the pavement behaves as a continuous strip, 
with complete locking of joints. 

The results presented herein are part of extensive research 
on Chile's concrete pavement network, with the ultimate 
objective of modeling the structural deterioration of in-service 
concrete pavements designed and constructed under general 
AASHTO guides and specifications. Survey and measure
ment methodologies were periodically performed at 21 loca-

Instituto de Investigaciones y Ensayes de Materiales (IDIEM), 
Universidad de Chile, Casilla 1420, Santiago, Chile. 

tions on the PCC paved highway network where a significant 
rainfall gradient from north to south and moderate thermal 
variations are encountered. In each of the 21 test sections, 
sensors were installed to measure the temperature distribution 
across the slab thickness, as well as deep reference bases 
(D RBs) for measuring absolute vertical displacements of slabs 
(Fig. 1). Furthermore, reference bases were installed at joints 
to measure horizontal movements and faulting. 

To evaluate the load transfer (LT) or, strictly speaking, the 
efficiency of transverse joints, several expressions have been 
defined to relate the simultaneous deflections of adjoining 
edges produced by the traffic loads usually positioned on the 
approach slab: 

where 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

31 , 32 = simultaneous deflections at the approach and leave 
edge, respectively, when the load is on the approach 
slab, and 

3~, 3~ = simultaneous deflections at the approach and leave 
edges, respectively, when the load is on the leave 
slab. 

Equation 3, developed by the AIPCR Technical Committee 
(3) to characterize the load transfer in pavements on eroded 
bases, considers the deflections at transverse edges with both 
positions of loading, and the present work shows that LT 
values may differ according to the variation in boundary con
ditions for the estimation of internal stresses. However, Equa
tion 3 will not be used in the discussions below. Equation 1 
from Teller and Sutherland (J) and Equation 2 from Darter 
(2) are used because they are simpler and better serve the 
purposes of the paper. 

TRANSVERSE JOINT CHARACTERISTICS 

Transverse joints of Chilean pavements are spaced 3.5-5.5 
m apart, skewed with a slant between 0 and 1/6, and the 
jointing is accomplished by inserting fiber strips and/or sawing 
to a depth of about one-fourth of the slab thickness. No dowels 
or other means of load transfer have been implemented. 

The joint efficiency is therefore only the result of inter
locking between the irregular faces of joint cracks that are 
formed with large roughnesses around the high-hardness si-
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FIGURE 1 Instrumentation devices in the test sections. 

liceous aggregates. In general, joint cracks are subvertical 
with preferential inclination to one side. 

Joint materialization is gradual, starting with great spacings 
on the order of one every three or more nominal slabs during 
the first hours of concrete age. In Figure 2(a), the variations 
in openings are shown for 10 consecutive joints measured after 
16 days in a test section having reference bases installed in 
the fresh concrete. At a later age, as shown in Figure 2(b), 
when all joints are activated, the openings tend to be evenly 
distributed among the joints. The joints that cracked first, 
however, can still be identified by openings that are greater, 
even after several years of service. 

For evaluating the joint efficiency, the most open among 
10 consecutive joints was selected. Its variation in opening 
over a daily cycle is representative of the average variation 
for the whole set of joints. 

DEFLECTIONS BY LOAD 

In order to measure the slab displacements caused by traffic 
loads and by the internal temperature variations, four DRBs 
were installed in the leave slab plus another one in the approach 
slab at U.5U m tram the outer edge, iust to evaluate the iomt 
efficiency, as illustrated in Figure 3. Every base has a steel 
bar grouted in the subsoil 3.5 m beneath the pavement, and 
it is isolated from lateral confinement by a PVC casing. Abso
lute deflections of the loaded slabs are recorded with ± 0.01 
mm accuracy by means of an analog/digital system. The five 
simultaneous deflection signals are processed and monitored 
in the field along with the internal temperature signals, which 

are measured continuously at five levels in the slab with ± 0.2°C 
accuracy. 

In Figure 4, typical recordings are presented for the simul
taneous deflections of DRB border points 1, 2, 5, 3 and DRB 
center point 4 as the loaded truck moves slowly from 
the approach to the leave track with respect to the joint. Re
sults correspond to measurements at test section No. 1 for 
two thermal conditions on a summer day. In the graphs, two 
maxima represent the deflections of the point upon pas
sage of the front axle and then of the rear axle; also, some 
rocking of the slabs is detectable from the negative deflec
tions produced by the rear axle pressing the opposite edge 
of the leave slab. To better illustrate the rocking of slabs with 
partial support, a similar recording is shown in Figure 5, 
obtained at test section No. 14 during a cold-winter-day cycle 
when the joints' efficiency is minimal. From both graphs, 
it can be deduced that the deflections are always elastic 
and that for the thermal state of negative gradient (slab 
surface cooler than bottom), the slabs rock around its sup
ported central zone, whereas DRB points 1, 2, 3, and 5 lift 
up when the loaded axles press on the slab near the far edge 
with respect to the DRB point under consideration. For the 
thermal state of strong positive gradient, the deflections at 
the same poims are minimai and represem the eiastic deforma
tion of the supported slab edges by the action of the loaded 
axle. 

On the other hand, comparison of the recordings of rep
resentative points DRB 1 and DRB 2 for the negative gradient 
shows a different behavior between both sets of slabs, which 
is due to the varying degrees of upward curling as well as to 
the interlocking at joint faces. In another paper in this Record, 
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Poblete et al. show that the influence of geometrical differ
ences between slabs is of very reduced significance. 

In Figure 6, the maximum deflections at points DRB 1 and 
DRB 2 are plotted against corner uplifts for complete 24-hr 
thermal cycles during winter and summer days, and are con
sidered representative of the general behavior of all 21 test-
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section pavements. In winter the deflection is linear with the 
magnitude of corner uplifting; in summer a similar tendency 
is recorded, but in a narrow loop. The difference observed 
between the heating and cooling is related to the joint face 
interlock due to different compressions of the lower transverse 
edges. The different loops observed at DRB points 1 and 2 
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FIGURE 4 Simultaneous deflections under traveling load for two temperature conditions in 
summer. 

suggest that the joint efficiency is different when the load is 
either on the approach slab or on the leave slab. ln any case, 
the thermal deformations are relative to the minimum day 
value, so, according to the other work of Poblete et al. in this 
Record, in summer this reference could be considered as "full 
support" of slab edges, including some sinking into the base, 
whereas in winter this condition, which is seldom reached, 
makes the deflections appear higher. 

In all pavement sections included in this study, a generalized 
prevailing upward curling of the slabs, causing considerable 

lack of support at edges, has been verified (Figure 7a) . Under 
high temperatures and associated strong positive gradients , 
that condition may be reversed , with the slabs expanded and 
a cylindrical downward curling imposed on the slabs with their 
longitudinal edges supported (Figure 7c) . The condition in 
which a plain slab is supported under each point occurs only 
when the slab temperature causes a change from upward to 
downward curling and vice versa . 

Further discussions of this behavior can be found in another 
paper by Poblete et al. in this Record. 
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LOAD TRANSFER EVALUATIONS 

By substituting the simultaneous deflections obtained from 
the recordings of DRB points 1 and 2 at two representative 
test sections into Equation 1, load transfer LTA can be eval
uated for different positions of the load. As shown in Figure 
8(a) and (b) , each of the four curves represents diverse ther
mal conditions during a 24-hr measurement cycle. As an addi-
_tional_ reference, the equivalent LTv is included on the right 
ordinate of the graphs. The load transfer is different for each 

thermal state and decreases with the distance to the joint. 
Moreover, the computed LT is different whether the load is 
on the leave slab (LT1eave) or on the approach slab (LTapproach) 
with a discontinuity in the joint itself due to differential uplift
ings of the transverse edges. In such cases, the loaded axle 
may be intercepting the joint, or the tire treads may be press
ing on both edges. In any case, the deflections when the load 
is too close to the joint are distorted and the corresponding 
LT values may be erroneous. 

All measurements were performed with a truck carrying 
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design load; however, in some cases, measurements at the 
maximum legal load (110 kN) were also obtained, but no 
significant differences in the LT values computed from either 
recording were noted (6). In all cases, outer rear wheels pass 
exactly on point DRB 1 and thereafter on point DRB 2, so 
that the truck path is somewhat displaced toward the shoulder. 

In Figures 9 and 10 the LT computed with the load on D RB 
points 1 and 2 is presented for two test sections exhibiting 
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I UPWARD CONCAVE SLABS I 

FREE EDGES 

I DOWNWARD CONCAVE SLABS I 

RESTRICTED EDGES 
(only transversal) 

FIGURE 7 Shapes of slabs deformed by 
temperature. 

typical behavior. The results emphasize the differences between 
LTapprnach and L'I'ieave over a daily thermal cycle. 

To explain this behavior, a detailed analysis of the influence 
of slab internal temperatures on the joint interlockings is made. 
In fact, in the other paper by Poblete et al. in this Record, 
it was shown that for negative gradients (slab surface cooler 
than the bottom) the transverse joints may be relatively open 
if the mean temperature is low and the joint faces are free to 
rotate due to thermal gradients, so that the contact between 
slabs is limited to the lower transverse edges. On the other 
hand, the lower edges may be strongly compressed if the mean 
temperature is high, resulting in a high mobilization of shear 
strength at the joint, as illustrated in Figure 11. This effect is 
maximized when the joint becomes locked by the concurrence 
of a positive gradient and a high enough mean temperature, 
where the pavement behaves as a continuous strip. 

In the case of the summer cycle shown in Figure 9, there 
is a moment in the day when the values for LTapprnach and 
L T1 •••• converge because of a quick heating of the slab surface 
without a significant increase in the mean temperature across 
the slab thickness. This behavior is interpreted as a 
decomriression of the lower transverse edges when the joint 
faces have a tendency to be mutually parallel. As a conse
quence, it is not uncommon for the lower edges to break after 
a number of loading cycles. This has been observed in core 
samples drilled along the induced joint cracks of medium
aged pavements. Breakage of the lower edges would cause a 
rapid deterioration of the load transfer; therefore LTapproach 

and LTieave would coincide at last in a residual unique value. 
For a better appraisal of these same effects, the influence 
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of joint openings on LTapproach and LTieav• is illustrated in 
Figure 12 for two thermal cycles on a sunny summer day at 
a representative test section. From the analysis of LT• pproach' 

different load transfers may be observed whether in the heat
ing or in the cooling curves, and in both , generally a lower 
load transfer corresponds to a greater opening. Differences 
at equal openings are explained again by the different 
compressions at the lower transverse edges. 

Some differences between heating and cooling are also pres-

ent in the curves for L T1eave and can be explained by similar 
reasoning. However, comparison with L T •ppro ch disclose sub
stantial differences, which may be attributed to a preferent 
inclination of the induced crack (Figure 13) . Every time a 
loaded slab can rest on the favorably inclined edge of an 
adjoining slab, a good load transfer will result, independently 
from the joint opening. If the two consecutive summers of 
Figure 12 are compared, the different load transfers obtained 
for similar openings and thermal conditions imply a de-
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terioration of the joint interlocking by fracture of some 
roughnesses . 

Table 1 summarizes the L Tapprnach and L Tieave pairs esti
mated for the time at which one of them is lowest on the day 
of measurement; the duration of that condition is also esti
mated. In all winter cases the minimum characteristic load 
transfer is low clurine most of the day, and particularly during 

transfer is usually much higher, occasionally over 90 percent, 
and not infrequently lasts the whole day . Such seasonal dif
ferences are due to the greater opening of the joints during 
the lower winter temperatures, except in test sections 11, 15, 
19, and 21 . In those sections the load transfer seems to remain 
high throughout the year, in spite of the large temperature 
differences prevailing between winter and summer days. The 
high load transfer may be attributable to the low locking 
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temperature of the joints at these test sections, which were 
paved under cold and humid ambient conditions, and to the 
swelling of concrete during winter (7). Finally, the values of 
Table 1 represent the load transfers of a single joint selected 
at each test section as the most open among a set of 10 con
secutive joints and which is expected to open further over 
time (Figure 2b ). For this reason the actual load transfers at 
thP. othP.r joints shonkl he somewhat higher under similar 
thermal conditions. 

CONSIDERATIONS FOR JOINT STIFFNESS MODELING 

To model the deterioration of Chilean concrete pavements, 
a mechanistic approach is taken . To this end, stresses caused 
by real traffic and environmental loads are evaluated by a 
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FIGURE 11 Forces acting on an undoweled 
transverse joint. 

finite-element method. The pavement is modeled as a set of 
three slabs with realistic boundary conditions of partial sup
port, such as discussed in preceding paragraphs in the analysis 
of deflection results. With regard to the transverse joints and 
longitudinal borders of the slabs, their actual conditions require 
that they be discussed separately. 

At longitudinal borders, a free edge is evident in the contact 
with the granular shoulder. In many Chilean pavements, 
the other border behaves practically as a free edge, up to 
the relatively high level of deflections necessary to mobilize 
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the eventual collaboration of the adpcent slabs through the 
keyed joint (8). In other cases some partial load transfer may 
be accounted for at this border. 

At the transverse edges the restraints can be broken down 
as illustrated in Figure 11, with an eccentric compression Q 
depending on the slab temperature, an associated shear strength 
T1 of frictional nature, and the aggregate interlocking shear 
strength T2 • The eccentricity, e, is minimal for the uncurled 
(plain) slabs and increases with the upward curling caused 
by rotation of the transverse edges. Both magnitudes Q 
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FIGURE 12 Influence of joint openings on load transfer. 
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TABLE 1 LOAD TRANSFER EVALUATED FOR AN 81-kN MOVING LOAD 

Thermal Caid. LT,.. 

Slab Mean. Thermal 
Test Section thick . Skew. Temp. Grad. Approach 

(m) (m) ( "C) ("C/mm) 

Longotoma 1 0.23 +O. 46 11.5 --0.02 40 

Las Chilcas 2 0.23 +.046 12.0 --0.04 55 

Lam pa 3 0.24 +0.74 9.0 --0.02 50 

Lo Vasquez 4 0.26 +0.46 6.5 --0.03 45 

Talagante 5 0.22 +0.53 12.0 0.00 90 

Paine 6 0.24 +0.66 7.0 -0.03 50 

Graneros 7 0.25 +0.66 8.5 --0.04 35 

San Fernando B 0.23 -0.55 9.0 --0.01 65 

San Rafael 9 0.23 +0.41 12.5 0.00 50 

Ccx:harcas 10 0.21 +0.71 11. 7 --0.03 70 

Caicepcien 11 0.23 0.00 13.0 -0.01 90 

Cabrero 12 0.22 -0.66 11.0 --0.02 50 

Laja 13 0.21 0.00 9.3 -0.02 0 - 30 

C. Esperanza 14 0.21 +0.59 10.0 -0.01 100 

Victoria 15 0.23 +0.75 9.5 --0.01 95 

Temuco 16 0.21 +0.59 11.5 0.00 60 

Gorbea 17 0.22 +0.42 9.0 --0.02 55 

Loncoche 18 0.22 +0.79 4.5 --0.02 45 

1'1ar iquina 19 0.23 +0.84 2.B -0 .03 BO 

Mafil 20 0.23 +0.59 5.1 --0.02 70 

Rio Bueno 21 0.22 +0.62 3.2 -0 .04 85 

Skewing + forward 
W I N T E R 

- backward 

and e are functions of the initial joint openings, of the drying 
shrinkage, and of the thermal expansion of the pavement 
slabs, going from a maximum value during the afternoon 
hours of sunny summer days to an uncertain low value on 
cold nights . 

The shear restrictions, T, + T2 , developed at transverse 
joints during loading involve the concept of joint stiffness, 
very similar to that considered in the model proposed by 
Armaghani et al. (9), with the possible difference that the 
compression Q should be considered explicitly, since the com
pressional stress in the slab plane helps to diminish the tensile 
stresses at the slab surface (8). Hence, three kinds of joint 
stiffnesses at transverse edges are proposed: 

0'.) Thermal Caid. LT.,. (/.) 

Mean. Thermal 
Leave D.Jration Temp. Grad. Approach Leave D...tration 
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100 

1986 

K, 

where 

t:..m 

,. , 13 

<hrs) ("C> <"Clmm> 

14 22.5 --0.03 30 
24.5 --0.03 30 

24 28.5 --0.05 95 

14 26.5 --0.05 60 

14 23.0 --0.05 55 
23.7 --0.05 40 

- 25.5 --0.06 95 

17 25.5 --0.04 95 

16 23.5 -{J.06 95 
25.0 --0.05 95 

16 25.0 --0.04 70 
22.5 --0.05 90 

24 25.5 --0.06 95 
23 . 0 --0.05 95 

10 

12 23.5 --0.04 90 

10 28.0 -0.04 100 

14 26.0 --0.06 95 

14 26.5 -0.06 90 

24 23.0 --0.03 95 

14 23.0 --0.03 90 

B 23.0 --0.04 95 

6 17.2 --0.05 95 

14 23.0 -0.04 95 

20 23.1 --0.04 70 

24 24.0 --0.03 BO 

S U M M E R 1986 
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24 
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24 

24 
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(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

joint opening variation evaluated at middle plane 
of joint, 
relative rotation between adjacent edges, 
relative vertical displacement between adjacent edges 
= IB1 - Bzl, and 
coefficients. 
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For each specific application, the numerical processes need 
to be treated in successive iterations, comparing the calculated 
displacements with those actually measured at the joints and 
at DRB points 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 under equivalent loads. 

The steps include an initial process of a single slab stressed 
by a corrected negative thermal gradient that takes into account 
the existence of a permanent upward curling. The slab is 
modeled as a thick plate resting on continuous subgrade springs, 
whose K, value is back-calculated after adjusting the real com
pressed area of the support. The next step is to analyze three 
slabs linked together with joint springs and stressed by the 
same temperature gradient, whose calculated joint openings 
and rotations permit, by comparison with those measured, 
the adjustment of numerical values for Kh, K, and K 0 • These 
stiffnesses are to be fed in successive steps, when processing 
slabs with the axle loads actually used for the deflection mea
surements. In these final steps some further adjustments of 
the stiffnesses may be necessary. 

The full processing of test-section pavements, with appli
cation of the boundary conditions that have been discussed, 
is under way, and the resulting stresses as well as details of 
the complete models being used will be presented in future 
papers. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The methodology used for the measurement of absolute 
deflections, whose results are presented herein, allows the 
evaluation of the load transfer at joints with good accuracy 
and repeatability, under real traffic and in any thermal con
dition of the pavement. 

The results obtained at 21 test sections confirm the conclu
sion that load transfer is not constant along a daily cycle but 
depends on the thermal conditions of the pavement. For each 
particular case the daily variation is satisfactorily explained 
in terms of the variations in transverse joint openings; no 
other variables such as slab thickness and base type were 
identified as a significant influence. 

Load transfer computed from deflections with the load upon 
the leave slab is much different than with the load on the 
approach slab, unless the joints stiffness is so high that the 
pavement behaves as a continuous strip. 

The differences between LTapproach and LT1eave would be the 
result of a preferent inclination of the induced joint crack 
(Figure 13). Moreover, the predominant condition of joint 
faces rotated upward reduces the interlockings to the com
pressed lower edges; therefore it can be anticipated that LT•P· 
proach and LT1eave will converge to a common residual value 
after the complete breakage of the compressed edges. 

Some pavements constructed under cold and humid ambient 
conditions present a lower joint blockage temperature, which 
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cause their joints to remain closed, and consequently, they 
have a high load transfer. Blowups are not common in Chilean 
pavements. 

To evaluate internal stresses of pavement slabs, a mecha
nistic approach is used in which three kinds of joint stiffnesses 
are considered to take into account the effects of shear forces 
and moments developed at joints, as well as compressions 
built up by the slabs' moisture and temperature. 

Followup of the load transfer becomes very complicated in 
practice because it must always be evaluated at equal thermal 
and moisture conditions and with load positions far from the 
joint to avoid the effect of skewing. 
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Flexible Boundary in Finite-Element 
Analysis of Pavements 

RONALD 5. HARICHANDRAN AND MING-SHAN YEH 

The finite-element method is finding increasing use in the struc
tural analysis of pavements. In pavement analysis, very deep 
finite-element meshes need to be used to satisfactorily model 
the infinitely deep subgrade layer. Programs require large 
amounts of computer memory and computational time. A scheme 
is developed in this paper to overcome the computational bur
den imposed by the requirement of a deep bottom boundary 
in the finite-element analysis of pavements. A flexible bound
ary, which accounts for displacements that occur beneath it, 
is used with finite elements above it. Through case tudies it 
is shown that the method yields accurate solutions. The results 
are much better than those from a traditional finite-element 
approach requiring approximately the same amount of com
putational effort. The proposed method posses es significant 
advantages over the traditional approach, especially in non
linear analysis. 

The finite-element method is increasingly being used for the 
structural analysis of pavements (J-3) . The method is espe
cially attractive when the nonlinear behavior of the granular 
and cohesive materials used in pavements is to be considered 
in mechanistic modeling. Since the depth and width of a typ
ical pavement are large, it is necessary when constructing the 
finite-element mesh to impose side and bottom boundaries at 
some reasonable distance from the loaded area. Along the 
side boundaries it is common to allow vertical displacements 
but not radial displacements, whereas along the bottom 
boundary both displacements are usually not allowed. (At 
interior nodes, vertical as well as radial displacements can 
occur.) Care must be exercised , especially with the bottom 
boundary, if acceptable accuracy is to be obtained in the 
computed displacements and stresses. When a weak subgrade 
is present, it is imperative that the finite-element mesh be 
quite deep. Use of a deep mesh, however, increases the com
putational effort involved, and can become prohibitive, espe
cially for noniinear problems when: iterative or incremental 
solutions are required . 

A technique that overcomes this drawback of the finite
element method is presented in this paper. Finite elements 
are used to model the soil in the vicinity of the loaded area. 
The side boundaries are placed, as is usual, at some distance 
from the loaded area (a distance of 10 to 12 times the radius 
of the loaded area is recommended). The bottom boundary, 
however, is placed at a depth below which displacements and 
stresses are not of interest. (In pavement design, displace
ments and stresses are of interest only to a depth of about 50 
in.) Further, the bottom boundary is assumed to be flexible, 

Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Michigan State 
University, East Lansing, Mich. 48824. 

and the half-space below the boundary is assumed to be com
posed of linear elastic layered material. (The boundary will 
usually be placed at some depth within the subgrade, in which 
case the half-space below the boundary will be homogeneous. 
The technique derived herein, however, is general and may 
be applied to a layered half-space.) Displacements that occur 
in the soil below the boundary are therefore considered in 
the analysis. 

When dealing with nonlinear soils, the bottom boundary 
must be placed at a depth below which it is reasonable to 
neglect nonlinearities . The highly stressed , and therefore sig
nificantly nonlinear, soil in the vicinity of the loaded area can 
be modeled by the finite elements. This technique is com
putationally efficient and should yield sufficiently accurate 
results. 

The theoretical basis for the technique discussed above is 
first presented, and the method is then used to analyze homo
geneous and layered flexible pavement systems. Results are 
presented only for linear systems, and comparisons are made 
with the normal finite-element approach as well as exact solu
tions from the CHEV51 elastic layer program. The results 
indicate that the technique is accurate and that it is signifi
cantly better than a traditional finite-element approach requiring 
approximately the same amount of computational effort. The 
main benefits of the method are realized, however, when it 
is used in nonlinear analyses . The flexible boundary approach 
is currently being implemented in a nonlinear finite-element 
program being developed for the Michigan Department of 
Transportation. The efficiency achieved by utilizing this tech
nique allows the program to be developed for a personal 
computer. Results from studies utilizing the flexible boundary 
with nonlinear materials will be presented at a later date. 

MODELING OF FLEXIBLE BOUNDARY 

Figure 1 illustrates the modeling of a pavement system. One 
circular wheel load is assumed, and the problem therefore 
reduces to an axisymmetric one. The main region of interest 
under the load is divided into finite elements. The finite
element mesh rests on a half-space consisting of elastic layered 
strata. The coupling between the finite elements and the half
space occurs at the degrees of freedom (DOF) on the bottom 
boundary which are shown in the figure. 

In order to account for the coupling between the flexible 
boundary and the finite elements it is necessary to determine 
the stiffness matrix of the half-space corresponding to the 
DOF along the boundary. It is illuminating at this point to 
consider the physical meaning of such a stiffness matrix. Due 
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FIGURE 1 Finite-element mesh on flexible boundary. 

to the axisymmetric nature of the problem, the DOF along 
the boundary are really the vertical and radial displacements 
of the rings shown in Figure 2. At the origin the ring degen
erates to a point. If there are n rings as shown in the figure, 
there will be (2n - 1) DOF, since there is no radial DOF at 
the origin (the radial displacement at the origin is zero due 
to symmetry). The stiffness matrix will then have dimensions 
of [(2n - 1) x (2n - 1)]. The element k;j (i row andj column) 
of the stiffness matrix K is the total force required along the 
ring at DOF i when DOF j is displaced by a unit amount 
while all other DOF are held fixed. The elements of the 
stiffness matrix are extremely difficult to compute directly. 
However, the inverse of the stiffness matrix, commonly known 
as the flexibility matrix, can be computed. The element f;j of 
the flexibility matrix F is the displacement along DOF i due 
to a unit total uniform ring load along DOF j (vertical and 
radial uniform ring loads are depicted in Figure 2). This dis
placement can be obtained from an elastic-layer program such 
as CHEV51. If the boundary is placed within the subgrade, 
as will be most common, then the half-space will be homo
geneous and analytical results can be used to determine the 
flexibility coefficients. 

There is one problem of incompatibility between finite
element modeling and elastic-layer modeling. If finite ele
ments are used to model the half-space beneath the boundary, 
concentrated ring loads (load per unit arc length) can be applied 
at the nodes, and all displacements on the boundary can be 
computed. When the half-space is modeled by elastic-layer 
theory, however, concentrated ring loads will produce finite 
displacements at all points on the boundary except directly 
under the load. On the ring where the load is placed, the 
displacements will tend to infinity. This, of course, is the true 
behavior since it is known that plastic deformation will occur 
under the concentrated load. In order to link together the 
finite elements and the elastic half-space, however, some 
approximation is necessary to compute the diagonal elements 
of the flexibility matrix (these hj elements are the displace
ments directly under the ring loads). One possible approxi
mation is to assume that the load is uniformly distributed over 
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z 
y 

z 

FIGURE 2 Vertical (top) and radial (bottom) ring loads. 

the annular surface halfway from the loaded ring to the two 
adjacent rings. This concept is further discussed below. 

Once the flexibility matrix of the half-space has been esti
mated, it can be inverted to obtain the corresponding stiffness 
matrix. The DOF along the bottom boundary are usually 
about 30, and the inversion of a 30 x 30 symmetric matrix 
presents no problem. Further, since the half-space below the 
boundary is assumed to be elastic, this inversion only needs 
to be performed once even if finite elements are used to model 
nonlinear materials above the boundary. 

The stiffness matrix of the entire system comprising finite 
elements and the half-space is assembled from the stiffness 
matrices of each of the subsystems. The stiffness matrices of 
the finite elements are computed one by one and assembled 
as usual. This matrix, denoted by KFE, may be partitioned as 
follows: 

(1) 

where the (2n - 1) x (2n - 1) matrix Kaa corresponds to 
the DOF along the bottom boundary. The stiffness matrix of 
the half-space is denoted by KHs' also a [(2n - 1) x (2n -
1)] matrix). Kaa will have many zero elements (since KFE is 
usually a banded matrix), but KHs will be fully populated. 
The stiffness matrix of the combined system is then 

(2) 
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If the nodal displacements D are partitioned corresponding 
to K as 

D = [ ~:] (3) 

then the solution of the stiffness equations 

KD = Q (4) 

will yield the displacements at all nodes, including those at 
the boundary, DB. 

FLEXIBILITIES FOR HOMOGENEOUS 
HALF-SPACE 

As mentioned earlier, in most cases the bottom boundary will 
be within the subgrade, and the half-space beneath the bound
ary will be homogeneous. For this case it is possible to use 
analytical expressions to evaluate the flexibilities of the half
space. Analytical solutions for vertical and radial ring loads 
may be derived, but in the absence of simple expressions, it 
is necessary to resort to numerical integration. Elegant closed
form solutions, however, exist for uniform vertical loads and 
linearly varying radial loads on a circular area. These can be 
utilized to estimate the required flexibility coefficients. 

According to Poulos and Davis ( 4), for a uniform vertical 
upward load p applied to a circular area of radius r 0 the vertical 
(upward) and radial (outward) surface displacements are, 
respectively, 

2(1 - v2 ) 
F(0.5,-0.5;1;(rlr0)

2
) E pro, 

for r < r 0 

(5) 

for r = r0 

(1 - v2) z 
F(0.5,0.5;2;(r0 /r)2

) Er pro, 

for r > r0 

and 

(1 + v)('I - 2v) 
2E pr, 

for rs r0 
(6) 

(1 + v)(l - 2v) " 
2Er pr(i, 

for r > r0 

where 

r = horizontal distance from center of load; 
E, v = elastic modulus and Poisson's ratio of half-space. 

F(a,(3;-y;x) is the hypergeometric function with parameters 
a, f3, and -y, the series representation of which is 

F(a,(3;-y;x) 
a,f3 

= 1 + (l)'Y x 
(7) 

+ a(a + 1)(3(13 + I.) x2 

(1)(2)'Y(-., + I) + ... 
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For a radial (outward) load varying linearly from zero at 
the center top at distance r0 , acting on a circular area of 
radius r0 , the vertical and radial displacements are, respec
tively, 

= { (1 + v;~ -2v} ( 1 - [~r) pro 

for r < r0 

0 for r ~ r 0 

"(8) 

and 

. . z (1 - v2) 
F(l.5,-0.5,2,(rlr0)) E pr 

for r < r0 

(9) 

p(l - v-i) [~] 
F(l.5,0.5;3;(r0 /r)2) 

4
£ fi 

for r > r0 

Consider now the two boundary nodes shown in Figure 3, 
with DOF i andj at node A, and DOF k and I at node B. By 
approximating the vertical ring load at k by a uniform vertical 
load over a very thin annulus of width 2E (see Figure 4), the 
flexibility coefficients fk> h;, and f1k can be estimated as fol
lows: 

(10) 

z 

">I 

r i 

A B c 

Homogeneous half-space 

FIGURE 3 Typi{:a! nnde~ and degree~ nf freedom. 

p 
I~ 

FIGURE 4 Vertical load on thin annulus. 
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Ring B 

FIGURE 5 Uniform vertical loading to estimatefkk· 

hk = Uy(r1; r2 + E; P1) Uv(r1; '2 - E; P1) 

ftk = uv(r2; '2 + E; P1) Uv(r2; '2 - E; P1) 

where 

p1 = 1/4'JTEr0 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

With p 1 defined as in Equation 13, the total load on the 
annulus is unity. As long as E is small, these coefficients are 
not sensitive to the exact magnitude of e. According to the 
Maxwell-Betti reciprocal theorem, fk1 = f1k, fki = hk• and 
!kl = fik· 

100" 

Loa d -
·-
~ 

·-

-
-
-

-.,... 

.,.. 

~ 

~-

Homogeneous El astic 
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FIGURE 6 Linear radial load to estimate /;1• 

This technique cannot, however, be used to estimate f kk or 
ft,. These flexibilities are very sensitive to the magnitude of 
E. In fact, as mentioned before, as E ---+ 0, fkk---+ oo and / 11 ~ 

oo . To estimate the diagonal flexibilities, therefore, we assume 
that a uniform load (with unit total load) is applied in an 
annulus from midway between nodes A and B to midway 
between nodes B and C in Figure 3. (For the radial load, a 
linearly varying load is assumed, again because elegant results 
exists for this case. The difference in / 11 from using a uniform 
or linear load should be small, and since this is an estimate 

·I ...... 
,..._ 
,....._ 

10" c:: 
'-o.. 
M' 

'-· 
~ 

'-· 20" 

'-· ,...,... 

1~ t ,..,. ,_ 
,.... . 

.;,. 2 0" 

' -i-

Ha l f-Space t 
FIGURE 7 Finite-element mesh used with flexible boundary. 
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anyway, the exact load type is perhaps not too important.) 
The loading approximations used for the vertical and radial 
loads are illustrated in Figures 5 and 6. Thus we obtain: 

fkk "= Wv(rz; (r2 + r3)/2; P2) 

and 

fu""' uR(r2; (r2 + r3)12;p4) - uR(r2; (r1 + r2)12;p3) 

where 

' 

1 

100" 
Load 

.... 

_._ 

~:-.-.: :>.\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\""'"';~\\\ 

~ Fixed Boundary 

_10 ., 
20" 

~480" 

l 

FIGURE 8 Traditional flnite
element mesh. 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 
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p 3 = 1T[(r2 + r3)3 - (r1 + r2)3] 

and 

(17) 

(18) 

The expressions for p?, p,, and p4 given above ensure the load 
patterns illustrated in Figures 5 and 6 with the total load in 
each case being unity. All the diagonal terms of the flexibility 
matrix can be estimated as in Equations 14 and 15. 

NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR HOMOGENEOUS AND 
MULTILA YERED PAVEMENTS 

Analyses using the flexible boundary were performed for 
homogeneous and multilayered (three-layered) half-spaces. 
In both cases, a load of 100 psi was applied on a circular area 
of radius 10 in., and the flexible boundary was placed at a 
depth of 50 in., above which a finite-element mesh was used . 
The side boundary was placed at 100 in. from the centerline 
(10 times the radius of the loaded area) for both cases. The 
material properties were as follows: 

Homogeneous: E = 5,000 psi; v = 0.45. 
Multilayer: Layerl (asphalt) E = 200,000psi; v = 0.35; 

depth= lOin.; 
Layer2(base) E = 15,000psi; v = 0.40; 

depth = 20 in.; 
Layer3(subgrade) E = 5,000psi;v = 0.45; 

infinite depth . 

In order to compare the results with the traditional finite.
element approach, a mesh of depth 510 in. was used with a 
fixed boundary. [As noted by Duncan et al. (1), a deep mesh 
is required in traditional finite-element analysis.] The number 
of elements was kept the same in both meshes to facilitate a 
direct comparison, while keeping the computational effort 
approximately the same. This meant that in the traditional 
mesh the deeper elements had very large length-to-width ratios . 
The mesh used with the flexible boundary and the traditional 
mesh (finite elements only) are shown in Figures 7 and 8, 
respectively. The same meshes were used for the homoge
neous and multilayered cases. 

The vertical displacements along the top free surface and 
the variation of the vertical displacement with depth beneath 
the center of the loaded area are shown in Figures 9 and 10. 
The percentage errors in both finite-element approaches, as 
compared with the exact results, are tabulated in Tables 1 
and 2. (The abbreviations "FE + FB" and "FE only" are 
used to denote "finite elements plus flexible boundary" and 
"finite elements only," respectively, in the figures and tables .) 
It is apparent that use of the flexible boundary gives much 
better results, especially for the multilayered case where dis
placements within the subgrade contribute significantly toward 
the total displacements. The flexible boundary approach is 
more accurate for the. homogeneous case than for the mul
tilayered case, but in both cases it is more accurate than the 
traditional finite-element approach. 
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FIGURE 9 Vertical surface displacement: homogeneous (top); 
multilayer (bottom). 

The variation of vertical and radial stresses with depth beneath 
the center of the loaded area is presented in Figures 11 and 
12, respectively. The percentage errors, as compared with 
exact results, are tabulated in Tables 3 and 4. Again , use of 
the flexible boundary gives better results than the traditional 
approach. The differences in the stresses, however, are less 
significant than those in the displacements. For the homo
geneous case, at depths below 30 in., the actual radial stresses 
are very small . Because of this, a comparison of the per
centage errors (which were very large) is somewhat mean
ingless and has been omitted from Table 4. For the same 
reason , the percentage errors are very large for the traditional 
approach at large depths. The percentage errors should be 
compared with the value of the actual stresses in mind . 

One point worth noting is the lack of accuracy of the finite
element method (both with and without the flexible bound
ary) when stresses are evaluated near the corners of elements 
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FIGURE 10 Vertical displacement beneath center of load: 
homogeneous (top); multilayer (bottom). 

(i.e . , near nodes). Stresses are most accurate at the middle 
of the elements and are reasonable at the middle of element 
edges, but not accurate near element corners. For homoge
neous material the stresses from finite-element solutions are 
not continuous across element boundaries (as they should be) . 
This is the reason for the large errors in the radial stresses at 
depths of 10 in. and 30 in. (see Table 4). These depths rep
resent the interfaces between layers for the multilayered case. 
Also, when elements with very large aspect ratios [such as 
the deeper elements in the traditional mesh (Fig. 8)) are used, 
the results tend to be poor. A better mesh than the one in 
Figure 8 would require many more elements and hence would 
result in a much greater computational effort. 

A number of case studies were performed using the flexible 
boundary approach, varying the moduli and thicknesses of 
the base and subbase layers. In all cases the results compared 
favorably with the exact solutions. 



TABLE 1 ERRORS IN VERTICAL SURFACE DISPLACEMENTS 

HomoP-eneous Multilaver 

Exact Exact 

Radial Dist. Displ. Percentage Error Displ. Percentage Error 

{inches) (inch) (inch) 

FE + FB FE onlv FE+ FB FE onlv 

0 .3190 -1. 9 -9.3 .0807 -6.6 -17.4 

2.5 .3140 -2.6 -10.1 .0802 -6.8 -17.6 

5 .2980 -3 . 3 -11. l . 0788 -6.9 -17 . 9 

7.5 .2677 -4.6 -13.1 .0763 -7.1 -18.3 

10 .2031 -6.8 -17.7 .0725 -7.5 -19.0 

15 .1136 -2.5 -19.8 .0653 -8.0 -20.2 

20 .0825 -2.8 -23.6 .0592 -8.4 -20.9 

25 .0652 -2.5 -25.4 .0537 -8.7 -21.4 

30 .0539 -3.0 -25.1 .0488 -8.9 -21. 5 

40 .0401 -4.6 -24.4 .0406 -9.1 -21. 0 

so .0321 -5.6 -21. 9 .0342 -8.9 -19.4 

60 .0266 -4.7 -17.8 .0292 -7.3 -16.0 

80 .0201 -4.8 -12.0 .0220 0.9 -4 . 6 

100 .0160 6.4 3. 1 .0173 19.3 15.2 



TABLE 2 ERRORS IN VERTICAL DISPLACEMENTS BENEATH CENTER OF LOAD 

Homo>reneous Multilaver 

Exact Exact 

IVert. Dist. Displ. Percentage Error Displ. Percentage Error 

(inches) <inch) (inch) 

FE + FB FE onlv FE + FB FE onlv 

0 .3190 -1. 9 -9.3 .0807 -6.6 -17.4 

1. 25 .3134 -2.5 -10.3 .0810 -6.7 -17.5 

3.75 .2916 -2.4 -11.1 .0809 -6.6 -17.5 

6.25 .2620 -2.3 -12.3 .0803 -6.7 -17.7 

8.75 .2314 -1. 9 -13.6 .0792 -6.8 -18.0 

10 .2171 -2.0 -14.5 .0784 -6.8 -17.2 

12.5 .1913 -0.6 -15.2 .0749 -6.7 -18.5 

17.5 .1516 -0.4 -19.4 .0691 -7.0 -19.9 

22.5 .1239 -0.6 -23.9 .0646 -7.1 -20.9 

27.5 .1042 -0.8 -26.1 .0608 -7.2 -20.9 

30 .0964 -1.4 -26.4 .0588 -7.1 -20.5 

32 .. s .0897 -0.9 -22.2 .0563 -6.8 -18.0 

37.5 .0785 -0.6 -14.1 .0518 -6.3 -13. 3 

42.5 .0698 -0.4 -6.7 .0480 -5.8 -9.1 

47.5 .0628 -0.0 -0.0 .0447 -4.9 - 5.2 

so . 0598 -0. 0 +2.7 .0433 - 4.5 -3 .4 
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FIGURE 11 Vertical stress beneath center of load: 
homogeneous (top); multilayer (bottom). 

CONCLUSIONS 

A new technique is developed to model the flexibility of the 
bottom boundary used in static finite-element analyses of 
pavements. Such modeling enables the bottom boundary to 
h,,,. n.l<.:ll""A~ <::lt 'lnu ~t:t.nth ha.lrnu 1uh1"'h rl1C'n1'll""a.ma.ntC' 'lnrl C"t-rAC'C'a.c '-'"-' y.o.u....,...,-u. "'- UJ.•J '-""""f-''-1..1. VVJ.V '' ••.LJ..L....,.LJ. -..&.L'-'t-'.LUV...,l..LJ.V.L.LI..'-' U..L.L.._.. ..,.,. ... ...,..,..,.._,., 

are not of interest, while accurately representing the displace
ments occurring in the material below the boundary. Results 
indicate that the method is accurate. The principal advantage 
of this new technique is its computational efficiency, especially 
when used with nonlinear finite-element approaches requiring 
iterative or incremental solutions. The use of a flexible bound-
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FIGURE 12 Radial stress beneath center of load: homogeneous 
(top); multilayer (bottom). 

ary also yields significantly better results than a traditional 
finite-element approach requiring approximately the same 
amount of computational effort. 
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TABLE 3 ERRORS IN VERTICAL STRESSES BENEATH CENTER OF LOAD 

HornoQ°eneous Multilaver 

Exact Exact 

Wert. Dist. Stress Percentage Error Stress Percentage Error 

(inches) (nsi) (osi) 

FE + FB FE onlv FE + FB FE onlv 

1. 25 99.81 -3.2 -3.0 97.62 -4.5 -4.4 

3.75 95.67 -2.0 -1. 8 80.43 -1. 3 -0.7 

6.25 85.11 -0.0 0.6 53.54 1.1 2.7 

8.75 71.45 1. 8 2.9 30.11 15.3 19.7 

10 64.64 -2.3 -0.5 24 .. 62 10.7 16.9 

12.5 52.39 2.3 5.2 20.26 -2.3 6.3 

17.5 34.55 1. 7 8.6 13.68 -4.6 10.7 

22.5 23.69 -0.6 11. 8 9.25 -6.2 16.8 

27.5 17.00 -2.7 11. 7 6.44 -6.8 17.9 

30 14.62 -1. 6 -25.5 5.65 -6.1 -18.2 

32.5 12.69 -3.7 -110. 5.13 -10.3 -112. 

37.5 9.79 -3.9 -109. 4.30 -11. 3 -109. 

42.5 7.76 -4.6 -107. 3.66 -13.0 -106. 

47.5 6.30 -14.9 -103. 3.15 -23.6 -100. 

so 5.71 22.8 -101. 2.94 1.1 -97. 
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TABLE 4 ERRORS IN RADIAL STRESSES BENEATH CENTER OF LOAD 

Homo2eneous Multilaver 

Exact Exact 

Vert. Dist. Stress Percentage Error Stress Percentage Error 

( inches ) (nsi) (psi) 

FE + FB FE onlv FE + FB FE onlv 

1. 25 77 .11 -4.5 -7.6 169.9 -2.2 -7.8 

3.75 46.25 -3.3 -7.0 69.39 -3.7 -9.7 

6.25 25.59 7.9 3.6 -19.36 3.0 -1. 7 

8.75 13.79 31.1 27 .5 -111. 0 -1. 8 -7.3 

10 (+) 10.15 159. 158. -163.5 9.9 3.7 

10 ( -) 10.15 176. 181. 2.05 -217. -128. 

12.5 5.58 62.2 68.8 .54 25.7 352. 

17.5 1. 83 46.4 145. -1. 63 -9.3 150. 

22.5 .65 -9.7 602. -3.66 -8.9 103. 

27.5 .23 -95.3 3197. -6.27 -9.0 -97.2 

30 (+) .13 -

30 ( -) .13 -
32.5 .07 -

37.5 .00 -

42.5 - . 03 -
47.5 - . 04 -

50 - 04 -
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Transition of Critical Fatigue Level from 
Road Surf ace to Lower Interface of 
Asphalt Layer 

OLLE ANDERSSON 

This paper deals with strains in thin asphalt surfacings on 
granular pavement layers, the purpose being to find whether 
highest tensile strains occur in the road surface or at the bottom 
interface of the asphalt layer. The study was based on an 
analysis by the BISAR program of an asphalt pavement loaded 
by a 10-ton axle dual-wheel load. The modulus of the asphalt 
layer was 1,000-5,000 MPa and of the granular road base 150 
and 250 MPa, the thickness of the asphalt layer varying from 
20 mm and up. Tensile and shear strains were calculated in 
the road surface and the asphalt interface at the point of load 
symmetry and at the center of one of the contact areas. Com
parison was made with a crude tire tread pattern model. Thin 
asphalt surfacings showed the highest tensile strain in the road 
surface. At increasing thickness there was a transition of high
est strain from the surface to the lower interface of the asphalt 
layer, the transition thickness varying with assumed modulus 
values. Considering tensile strain, the transition thickness var
ied between 30 and 40 mm, depending upon assumed modulus 
values, whereas on the basis of shear strain the transition 
thickness varied between 30 and 50 mm. The assumed tire 
tread pattern model showed no significant difference in this 
strain distribution. 

In analytical design of asphalt pavements, the critical stresses 
or strains are usually allocated to the lower asphalt interface 
(horizontal tensile strain) or to the subgrade upper interface 
(vertical compressive strain). The latter will in the long run 
cause permanent deformation and contribute to rutting of the 
road surface. The fact that similar permanent deformation 
occurs in the adjacent granular layers is usually disregarded 
in pavement design. 

Critical strain in the asphalt layer usually occurs in the lower 
interface and causes cracking after a large number of vehicle 
passes. Thin asphalt pavements, however, may be under 
compression in the lower interface, whereas the road surface 
may at the same time be under tensile strain. When either of 
the controlling variables attains a certain value, there must 
be a transition of critical level from one interface to the other 
(road surface to lower interface or vice versa). In the present 
paper the conditions for such transitions will be illuminated. 

TRAFFIC LOAD 

The following wheel load and pavement model was used: 

Royal Institute of Technology, S-10044 Stockholm, Sweden. 

0.8MPa 0.8MPa 

E 

MP a 11111 11111 nm 

~~~~~~.1~2~~~~~~ 

300 v=0.4 110 

150 v=0.4 300 

100 v=0.4 250 

50 v=0.5 

NtM3ERS 1,2,3 

REFER 'ID POINI'S 

OF ANALYSIS 

x-directicn -

z-directicn l 

The two circular loading areas have a radius of 100 mm, and 
the distance between loading centers is 300 mm. This pave
ment design is typical for rural roads in Sweden and contains 
a bituminous top layer, whereas the layers below are unbound 
granular. The thickness and stiffness modulus of the bitumen 
stabilized layer were varied, the Poisson's ratio being set at 
0.35. 

Influence of Top Layer Thickness 

Strains calculated by the BISAR program are listed in Table 
1, the asphalt modulus being set at 3,000 MPa. 

Points 1 and 2 are located at the road surface and point 3 
at the lower interface of the bitumen stabilized top layer. High 
thicknesses at the bottom of the table leave the road surface 
in a compressed state, whereas at lower thicknesses there are 
tensile strains in the road surface. 

In the interval 20-150 mm, the highest tensile strain is 
vertical and appears under the center of the contact area. At 
the lower interface the horizontal strains are tensile (vertical 
is compressed and not shown). At low thickness these hori
zontal strains increase, thereafter passing a maximum, and 
then decreasing as the top layer grows in thickness. It may 
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TABLE 1 TENSILE STRAINS XX, YY, AND ZZ AT POINTS 1, 2, AND 3 

XX1 YY1 XX2 YY'2 ZZ2 XX3 YY3 THIO<N,mn 

.359 -.429 -.422 -.525 .345 .156 .149 20 

.349 -.464 -.476 -.587 .407 .297 .330 30 

.267 -.479 -.459 -.584 .397 .335 .402 40 

.176 -.474 -.415 -.551 .355 .327 .419 50 

.100 -.456 -.368 -.508 .306 .305 .412 60 

.042 -.431 -.326 -.464 .260 .281 .395 70 

.001 -.404 -.291 -.423 .219 .259 .373 80 

-.046 -.350 -.240 -.355 .155 .221 .327 100 

-.065 -.303 -.205 -.303 .108 .190 .285 120 

-.068 -.247 -.172 -.246 .060 .154 .231 150 

Note: Directions are indicated in the diagram of the model given 
in the previous section. Values are in units of millistrain 
(1/1, 000). 

seem contradictory that vertical tensile strains (ZZ2) exist 
under the loaded surface. If, however, for simplicity the pave
ment layer is considered as a beam bent under load, it is 
obvious that a state of vertical tension exists in the upper 
surface, which may not be fully neutralized by the compressive 
action of the bending force. 

At some points there is a tensile strain in one direction and 
compressive strains in other directions. Assessment of the 
significant state of strain at such a point requires further exam
ination. Significant information will be provided by the strains 
in the direction of principal stress or the shear in the direction 
ofprincipal shear stress. The maximum shear strains in these 
directions are listed by the BISAR program. Thus the highest 
shear strains are listed in Table 2. At point 1, all maximum 
shear strains are lower than in points 2 and 3. 

The tensile strains are plotted against asphalt thickness in 
Figure 1 and the shear strains are plotted against asphalt 
thickness in Figure 2. According to Figure 1, the highest ten
sile strain is the horizontal tensile strain (XXl), which at an 
unrealistically low thickness is taken over by the vertical strain 
under the load center (ZZ2), which at a thickness of 39 mm 
is taken over by the horizontal tensile strain at point 3 (lower 
interface under the load center). If the vertical tensile strain 
is disregarded, the highest tensile strain at low thickness occurs 
at the point of symmetry between the loads in the road sur
face, this strain being taken over by the lower interface tensile 
strain YY3 at 31-mm thickness. 

If the shear strains are considered (Fig. 2), it appears that 
at low thickness the highest strain 'Yz occurs in the road surface 
under the load center (position 2), but at higher thickness the 
shear strain "!3 at the lower interface (position 3) is higher, 
the transition occurring at a thickness of 47 mm. Since 100 
kg/m2 of asphalt (40-45 mm) is a common surfacing thickness 
of rural roads in Sweden, this would mean that, under the 

TABLE 2 MAXIMUM 
SHEAR STRAINS 

'IHIO<N y2 y3 

mn micraradians 

20 435 242 

30 497 407 

40 491 462 

50 453 463 

60 407 443 

70 362 417 

80 322 389 

100 255 336 

120 206 290 

150 153 234 

assumptions made, the highest risk of fatigue cracking would 
exist in the road surface. 

Influence of Asphalt Modulus 

The relation between strains and moduli of the asphalt-bound 
layer is demonstrated in Figures 3-6. Figure 3, showing a 
typical thin 40-mm surfacing, makes the classical horizontal 
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asphalt-bound layer modulus, thickness 35 mm (1.4 in.). 
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FIGURE S Shear strains at positions 1, 2, and 3 as a function of 
modulus of asphalt-bound layer thickness, 40 mm. 

bottom strain critical at any modulus of reasonable value, 
whereas Figure 4 shows higher values for the vertical tensile 
strain in the road surface at the center of the contact area 
(pusiiiun 2) . On ihe uiher hand, if shear strains are considered 
(Figs. 5 and 6), position 2 is critical at both thicknesses at 
reasonable moduli levels . 

Plots of the tensile and shear strains against asphalt thick
ness at 2,000 and 5,000 MPa asphalt moduli (Figs. 7-10) show 
a rather unwieldy picture, if tensile strains are considered, 
whereas the shear diagrams confirm a transition from critical 
surface to critical interface at an asphalt thickness between 
40 and 50 mm. 

Influence of Tire Tread Pattern 

In a recent study, Roberts et al. (J) demonstrate quite an 
uneven distribution of contact pressure over the contact area; 

further, the contact pressure is considerably higher than 
expected from consideration of pneumatic pressure and load 
only. In the present study a contact pressure of 0.8 MPa was 
assumed, and the tire has so far been treated as giving a 
rectangular contact pressure distribution. 

A simple approach to the influence of tire pattern has been 
made by considering a contact zone composed of several cir
cular loads, together forming a contact area of approximately 
the same size as in the simple model used above. The pattern 
is outlined in Figure 11. For simplicity, the contact zone is 
assumed to carry a load of 25,000 N equally distributed over 
32 circles. The contact pressure will then be 1.1 MPa in the 
interface between each circle and the road surface and nil 
between the circles. 

Analysis of the strain distribution was made by assuming 
the pavement shown above, the surfacing having a thickness 
of 40 mm and an elastic modulus of 3,000 MPa. The result is 
listed in Table 3. 
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FIGURE 6 Shear strains at positions 1, 2, and 3 as a function of 
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FIGURE 7 Tensile strains XXI, ZZ2, XX3, and YY3 as a function of 
thickness of asphalt-bound layer, when asphalt layer modulus is 2,000 
MPa. 

The table shows no dramatic differences between the two 
tire types. The differences between the subgrade values are 
negligible. The greatest difference occurs at the asphalt inter
face, showing horizontal tensile strains 309 and 396, respec
tively; the higher value appears at the center of the loading 
circle. This difference may correspond to a displacement of 
the transition curves found but will not change the general 
transition picture obtained from the simpler contact area model 
used. 

Influence of Base Course Modulus 

The variation with asphalt thickness of the hor.izontal strain 
in the direction of motion (YY3) at the asphalt interface at 
different values of the base course modulus is demonstrated 

in Figure 12, the pavement design being the same as in Table 
3. The figure demonstrates the neutralizing effect of a thick 
asphalt layer at different modulus values of the base course. 

The combined influence of asphalt modulus and granular 
base modulus on the transition of highest strain from the 
surface to the interface is shown in Table 4. The effect of 
increasing moduli of surfacing as well as granular base is 
obviously to slightly push the transition point to a greater 
asphalt thickness, confirming that critical road surface pre
dominantly belongs to comparatively thin surfacings and low 
stiffness. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Highest tensile strains have been found to occur at the surface 
of the road in thin asphalt surfacings; however, the level of 
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asphalt layer thickness when asphalt layer modulus is 2,000 MPa. 
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highest strain is transferred to the lower asphalt interface at 
increasing thickness of the surfacing. The transition thickness 
varies moderately with asphalt modulus and with base course 
modulus. According to the present study, the absence of tread 
pattern does not influence the findings qualitatively , as long 
as only comacr pressures are considered. The relation between 

inflation pressure and contact pressure is a different problem. 
The three positions (1, 2, 3) considered above were ana

lyzed only with respect to tensile and shear strains. The strength 
of the material will also be influenced by the current bulk 
strain (€ 1 + E2 + E3), i.e., the sum of the tensile strains in 
the three principal directions of stress. An analysis of the 

TABLE 3 INFLUENCE OF MODEL TIRE PATTERN ON 
PARAMETERS STUDIED 

Depth xx zz uz 

nm microstrain nm MP a nm 

0 -387 417 0.61 between 3000 40 

40 309 -438 0.61 pattern 300 110 

700 122 -244 0.27 circles 150 300 

100 250 

0 -387 417 0.61 centre 50 

40 309 -436 0.61 of pat-

700 122 -244 0.24 tein circle T 

pavement 

0 -515 389 0.64 ti.re of ro design 

40 396 -594 0.64 tread pat-

700 123 -246 0.24 tein 
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FIGURE 12 Variation of the horizontal strain at the bottom of the 
asphalt stabilized layer under one circular load as a function of 
thickness of the asphalt stabilized layer at different modulus values of 
the base course. 

TABLE 4 COMBINED EFFECT OF DIFFERENT BASE AND 
SURFACING MODULI ON TRANSITION OF HIGHEST 
STRAIN FROM SURFACE TO INTERFACE 

F.asi;Xl Ebase Shear crit. Strain crit. 

MP a MP a z x 

nm 

1000 150 30 0 

1000 250 42 150 

3000 150 ~ 150 

3000 250 47 150 

5000 150 35 150 

5000 250 53 150 

influence of "continuously acting stresses" on the response 
to fluctuating stresses, given by Monismith et al. (2), is an 
approach to a solution of this very problem. 

It is also reasonable that microcracks in the road surface 
develop into harmful road damage more quickly than similar 
cracks in the lower interface due to invasion of water and 
material particles. The transition thicknesses given in this paper 
may therefore not necessarily reflect transition with respect 
to fatigue only. These thicknesses probably are greater than 
those corresponding to transition with respect to highest ten
sile or shear strain. 

The BISAR program used for analysis in the present paper 
describes a simplified model of real pavements. Therefore, 
the transition thicknesses reported in the paper cannot be 
taken as accurate to the millimeter but rather as an indication 
of the fact that the classical allocation of fatigue crack initi
ation is not necessarily applicable, especially to pavements 
with comparatively thin bituminous layers. 

z x ~ 

nm of dir. 

37 0-.150 XX-YY 

39 0-.150 zz-.yy 

32 150 zz-.yy 

39 150 zz-.yy 

30 150 ZZ-.YY 

36 150 ZZ-.YY 

Crack initiation in the road surface was the subject of dis
cussion at the recent Ann Arbor Conference, which took place 
after the present work was finished. However, there is dif
ficulty in establishing by mere observation whether a fully 
developed crack was initiated at the surface or at the bottom 
of the pavement layer. 
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Application of Equivalent-Layer-Thickness 
Concept in a Mechanistic Rehabilitation 
Design Procedure 

EMILE HORAK 

The South African mechanistic rehabilitation design procedure 
is well established and has been verified with the help of a fleet 
of heavy vehicle simulators. Surface deflection basins can be 
measured with the road surface deflectometer or the National 
Institute for Transport and Road Research deflectograph. 
Typical South African pavement structures were analyzed, and 
various deflection basin parameters were calculated. The 
equivalent-layer-thickness (ELT) concept was investigated for 
its applicability to this analysis procedure and was found to 
be useful in representing the structural capacity of a pavement. 
The basis for the calculation of the EL T is the effective elastic 
modulus of the subgrade. Deflection points measured on the 
extremes of the deflection basin are used to calculate the subgrade 
effective elastic modulus. Various deflection basin parameters 
can be used to calculate pavement EL T, which can be related 
to typical distress determinants or directly to remaining life in 
a design-curve approach. 

Odemark's (J) equivalent-layer-thickness (ELT) concept is 
often used as a simple method of approximation in pavement 
structural analysis, since it permits the conversion of a mul
tilayered system into a single layer with equivalent thickness. 
It is based on the principle that the equivalent layer has the 
same stiffness as the original layer, so as to give the same 
pressure distribution beneath the layer. This concept of clas
sifying a pavement by means of one number that represents 
the approximate bearing capacity of that pavement has been 
clearly illustrated by Molenaar and Van Gurp (2) and Mole
naar (3). In these cases the investigated pavement structures 
were mainly three-layered structures with different loading 
conditions. 

Typical South African pavement structures found in the 
TRH4 catalog ( 4) were analyzed and converted into the EL T. 
In that catalog, various pavement structures are suggested for 
various traffic classes and categories of pavement. Pavement 
types are generally grouped together as bitumen, granular, 
cemented, or concrete base (Figure 1). Most of the typical 
flexible pavement structures analyzed, such as the granular
and the cemented-base pavements, have thin asphalt surfac
ings (30 to 50 mm). The calculated ELT values were then 
related to various distress determinants and fatigue life in 
order to evaluate this concept as a possible aid in the mechan
istic rehabilitation design procedure (5). 

This study is part of an investigation in which various deflec-

National Institute for Transport and Road Research, CSIR, P.O. 
Box 395, Pretoria 0001, Republic of South Africa. 

I. PAVEMENT CLASS 

A, B, c 

,. 
2. PAVEMENT TYPE 

GRANULAR BASE 

BITUMINOUS BASE 

CEMENTED BASE 

CONCRETE 

' 3. PAVEMENT STATE 

VERY STIFF 

STIFF 

FLEXIBLE 

VERY FLEXIBLE 

4. PAVEMENT LAYER STATE 

WET, DRY, CRACKED 

+ 
5. DESIGN INPUTS 

LAYER THICKNESS 

ELASTIC MODULI 

6. EVALUATION 

LINEAR ELASTIC 

MODELS USED IN 

MECHANISTIC ANALYSIS 

FIGURE 1 Flow diagram of mechanistic 
pavement rehabilitation design method (5). 
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TABLE 1 SUMMARY OF DEFLECTION BASIN PARAMETERS 

Porometer Formula 

I. Maximum deflection 80 

2. Radius of curvoture R . r2 
127 mm 

2 80 ( 80 I 8 r - 11 ' r • 

3 . Spreodability s ~ 
( ( 80•81• 0 2 + 83)/SJ 100 

' 
81 ··· 83 space 

80 305mm 
4. Are o A . 6[ I+ 2 ( 01 /80) + 2(82/ 80 + 83/ 80] 

5 Shope factors F = (80-82)/81 ' F 2 = ( 8 1 - 83) I 8 2 

6. Sur face c urvoture index SCI . Bo - Or ; r = 305 or 500 mm 

7. Bose curvature index SCI = 8s10- 0 s1s 

8 Bose domoge index SDI = 8305 -8s10 

9 Deflection rotio Or . 8r/ 8 o i where Sr~ 8o/2 

10. Bending index BI = 80 /o i where o =deflection bosin length 

11. Slope of deflection SD = ton- 1(80-Srl/r ; where r • 610mm 

12. Tangen I slope ST = (8o-8rl/r; where r = distance to 
inflection point 

13 Radius of influence RI = R'/80 
' 

where R' is the distance from 

80 to where basin is tangent 
Io horizontal 

TYPICAL DEFLECTION BASIN 

a or R' 

Deflection basin length 

Deflected / 
shope of 
road surface 

Applied load 

Positive 
curvature 

tion basin parameters were calculated for these pavement 
structures (6) and related to typical distress determinants. In 
Table 1 the most significant of these deflection basin param
eters are iisted with their formuias reiaied io the road surface 
deflectometer (RSD). The RSD is a modernized, automated 
Benkelman beam (7) which is used with the accelerated testing 
facilities, i.e., the heavy-vehicle simulators (HVSs). The 
National Institute for Transport and Road Research (NITRR) 
deflectograph has also been modernized and can measure the 
deflections on the deflection basin, thus enabling the calcu
lation of the deflection basin parameters as listed in Table 1. 

An attempt is made in this paper to show how the mechan
istic design procedure (5, 8) can be enhanced with the aid of 
these nondestructive deflection measuring devices. These 
measurements can then also be used to calculate the EL T 
with a minimum of information. The purpose is to establish 
typical design curves whereby flexible pavements can be ana
lyzed without the need for detailed calculations typical of 

fundamental linear elastic analysis. Such an approach can 
greatly enhance the South African mechanistic rehabilitation 
design procedure, which is well established and has been ver
ified with the HVS testing program (8, 9). 

MECHANISTIC DESIGN PROCEDURE 

The mechanistic pavement rehabilitation design procedure (5) 
is summarized in the flow diagram of Figure 1. The pavement 
classes identified as A, B, or C in step 1 can be broadly defined 
as freeways, major highways, or lightly trafficked roads, 
respectively ( 4). Pavement types (step 2) in the present study 
are restricted to granular, bituminous, and cemented bases, 
since the focus is on flexible pavements. 

Pavement behavior states (step 3) are defined as very stiff, 
stiff, flexible, and very flexible (5). From data on deflection 
basins measured under accelerated tests ( 6), the ranges of 
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TABLE 2 BEHAVIOR STATES DEFINED BY 
DEFLECTION BASIN PARAMETERS 

Deflection basin parameter ranges 
Behaviour 

SCI BDI state Max. deft. SD 
(mm) ( x 10-6 ) (mm) (mm) 

Very stiff < 0,2 < 50 <0,01 < 0,01 

Stiff 0,2 - 0,4 50-400 0,01 - 0,2 0,01 - 0,1 

Flexible 0,4 - 0,6 400-750 0,2 - 0,4 0,1 - 0,15 

Very > 0,6 
flexible 

>750 > 0,4 > 0,15 

BCI 
(mm) 

<0,01 

0,01-0,05 

0,05 -0,08 

>0,08 

deflection basin parameters in each behavior state , as shown 
in Table 2, can be used to define the behavior state accurately. 
Previously, this distinction of behavior states was based on 
maximum deflection only, but it is now suggested that at least 
two of the other deflection basin parameters listed in Table 
2 be used for this purpose. Steps 4, 5, and 6 of Figure 1 form 
part of the normal mechanistic design procedure whereby the 
design inputs in terms of moisture condition, state of cracking 
of treated materials, layer thicknesses and elastic moduli are 
needed before the typical linear elastic models can be used 
for the analysis. 

A design-curve approach is suggested, where with the use 
of relations established through prior analyses of the typical 
pavement types in the flexible state, steps 4, 5, and 6, can be 
greatly simplified . This design-curve approach will also render 
superfluous detailed knowledge of the design inputs (as shown 
in step 5) that is required for a fundamental linear elastic 
analysis. Instead, the evaluation phase follows from the meas
urement phase of the deflection basins. The purpose is there
fore to make use of the ELT to simplify this analysis procedure 
by determining EL T directly from measured deflection basin 
parameters. 

DETERMINATION OF ELT 

The ELT, as developed further by Molenaar and Van Gurp 
(2), is calculated as follows: 

L - 1 [ Ei(l 
EL T = a L h.1 E, (l 

where 

_ vJ)] 113 

- vf) 

a = 0.9 for flexible pavements, 
h; thickness of layer i (m), 
E; elastic modulus of layer i (N/m2), 

Es = elastic modulus of subgrade (N/m2), 

v; = Poisson ratio of layer i, 
vs = Poisson ratio of subgrade layer with value equal to 

0.35, and 
L = number of layers. 

The general formula for the EL T is related to the effective 
elastic modulus of the subgrade. This means that the latter 
has to be determined before the ELT can be determined. 
Molenaar and Van Gurp (2) established a relationship between 
deflection measured at 2 m and subgrade elastic moduli as 
measured under the falling-weight deflectometer (FWD) for 
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FIGURE 2 Relation of subgrade elastic modulus to deflection 
in four- and five-layered flexible pavements. 

bitumen-base pavements. This same procedure can be used 
to determine the subgrade effective elastic modulus for the 
typical South African flexible pavements analyzed (6). Rela
tionships were also established between deflection measured 
at offsets of 915, 610, and 500 mm and subgrade elastic mod
uli. In Figure 2, these relations are shown for four- or five
layered flexible pavement structures. 

By thus measuring deflections with the RSD or even the 
NITRR deflectograph at those offsets on the deflection basin, 
it is possible to determine the subgrade modulus. It is rec
ommended that at least three of these relations (as illustrated 
in Figure 2) be used to arrive at an average value of subgrade 
effective elastic modulus. 

By measuring deflections with the RSD or even the NITRR 
deflectograph at those offsets on the deflection basin , it is 
possible to determine the subgrade modulus. It is recom
mended that at least three of these relations be used to arrive 
at an average value of subgrade effective elastic moduli . 

Three subgrade effective elastic moduli (50, 70, and 150 
MPa), which are typical of the subgrades of South African 
pavements, were selected as a basis to determine the equiv
alent thickness for the typical flexible multilayered pavements 
that were analyzed. In Figure 3, however, it is shown that the 
deflection basin parameter F1 (shape factor, see Table 1), if 
related to ELT, cannot be used to discern such a difference 
in subgrade effective elastic modulus . In Figure 4, on the other 
hand, it is shown how the deflection basin parameter SD 
(slope of deflection, see Table 1) can be used to discern the 
difference in effective elastic moduli of the subgrade for mul
tilayered flexible pavement structures. 

Nevertheless, with the deflection basin parameter SCI (sur
face curvature index, see Table 1) it was possible to subdivide 
these flexible pavements into two separate sets of relations . 
Those with granular bases had a greater sensitivity to ELT 
than bitumen-base pavements. This is illustrated in Figure 5, 
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in which the three subgrade effective elastic moduli of the 
two base types in the flexible behavior state are shown. 

The subgrade effective elastic 1no<lulus l:an therefore be 
determined from Figure 2. Using that subgrade effective elas
tic modulus, it is thus possible to use the measured deflection 
basin parameters in Figures 3, 4, or 5 to calculate the ELT. 

ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE 

In the mechanistic design procedure (5), permanent defor
mation is related to subgrade vertical strain (e"), and fatigue 
cracking in the bitumen bases is related to the maximum 
horizontal asphalt strain (eHA). As stated earlier, the purpose 
is to use a design-curve approach in order to simplify the 
analysis procedure. This is achieved by relating the previously 
determined EL T directly to these strains. 
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FIGURE 5 Relation of equivalent layer 
thickness to surface curvature index. 

In Figure 6 it is shown how it is possible to relate EL T 
directly to subgrade vertical strain ( ev,) for the various subgrade 
support conditions for flexible pavements. When the ELT is 
related to maximum horizontal asphalt strain (eHA), it is appli
cable only to flexible bitumen-base pavements. The relations 
for the various subgrade support conditions are illustrated in 
Figure 7. This means that the granular-base pavements, which 
have relatively thin asphalt surfacings (on average 30-50 mm 
in the dry regions of South Africa), cannot be analyzed in 
this fashion. This emphasizes the fact that the ELT concept 
was developed to calculate compressive strain in the subgrade 
and does not necessarily give a good indication of horizontal 
strain in the asphalt layers (10) . The ELT determined earlier 
using Figures 3, 4, or 5 is now used in Figures 6 and 7 to 
determine the sub grade vertical strain ( evs) or the maximum 
horizontai asphait strain (eHA). 

Remaining life can be determined for subgrade vertical 
strain ( ev,) by using the typical fatigue life curves of the South 
African mechanistic design procedure (5, 9). In Figure 8 these 
curves are shown for the typical road categories according to 
the NITRR design traffic classes ( 4). The subgrade vertical 
strain (ev,), as determined from Figure 6, can therefore directly 
be used as input with Figure 8 to calculate the remaining life. 
All that is needed is to establish the road category. In the 
calculation of the remaining life of bitumen bases, Figure 9 
can be used as in the South African mechanistic design pro
cedure (5, 9). In this case, however, it is necessary to know 
the stiffness of the base layer. 

Stiffness can be determined by using typical tabulated val
ues (5) or by using the typical nomograph approach to deter-
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mine stiffness modulus values of bituminous mixes (2, 11). 
By using the previously determined maximum horizontal strain 
(EHA) as input, the equivalent traffic can be determined for 
the related bitumen base stiffness. The recommended shift 
factors shown in Table 3 should be applied to the calculated 
remaining fatigue life. 

ELT can, however, be related directly to fatigue life 
(3) as calculated above. It was shown previously how deflec
tion basin parameters can be used to identify the pavement 
behavior state accurately. ELT can be used to indicate whether 
a pavement structure with cemented subbases or bases is in 
the flexible behavior state. According to the definition given 
by Freeme (5), such flexible pavements with the cemented 
layers are in the cracked phase, exhibiting equivalent granular 
behavior. In Figure 10, ELT for the precracked life of pave
ments with cemented subbases and bases is shown in terms 
of standard 80-kN axle repetitions. A distinction can be made 
on the basis of the variance of the elastic modulus of the 
sub grade. However, an EL T value of at least 1. 1 m is required 
for a subgrade modulus of 70 MPa to have any significant 
precracked life for the cemented layers. Although the 
mechanistic rehabilitation procedure (5) makes provision for 
the application of crack growth factors, this does not change 
the fact that the major portion of the structural life of typical 
South African pavement structures with cemented layers is 
in the cracked phase. 

In flexible pavement structures, typical fatigue life curves, 
such as those shown in Figure 11, can be used. In this figure 
the subgrade support condition applies for a subgrade effec
tive elastic modulus(£,) of70 MPa. The relation for subgrade 
vertical strain (Evs) holds good for all flexible pavements, but 
the relation for maximum horizontal asphalt strain ( EHA) holds 
only for flexible bitumen-base pavements. 
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thickness to maximum horizontal asphalt 
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Deflection basin parameters, as measured with the RSD or 
the NITRR deflectograph, can be used to enhance and sim
plify the South African mechanistic design procedure. The 
mechanistic design procedure can be simplified by using a 
design-curve approach, achieved in this instance by using the 
EL T concept. 

The deflections, as measured on the reverse curvature of 
the deflection basin, correlate well with subgrade effective 
elastic modulus. The subgrade effective elastic modulus deter
mined using such relations forms the basis for calculation of 
the EL T. It also has intrinsic significance in terms of identi
fying statistically uniform sections of subgrade support con
ditions in a typical initial assessment of a pavement length. 

The EL T concept is applicable to the approximation of 
structural capacity of flexible pavements. Deflection basin 
parameters correlate well with a value such as ELT in general, 
as calculated for flexible pavements. For some deflection basin 
parameters it is even possible to discern between granular
and bitumen-base pavements. Using such measured deflection 
basin parameters, it is possible to determine ELT for the 
previously determined subgrade effective elastic moduli. 

EL T correlates well with sub grade vertical strain (Ev,) for 
flexible pavement structures and can be used to discern the 
effect of variance of subgrade elastic moduli. On the other 
hand , clear relations between maximum horizontal asphalt 
strain ( EHA) and ELT do not exist for granular-base pavements 
as they do for bitumen-base pavements. This is due to the 
thin asphalt layer typically used on granular-base pavements 
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108 

in South Africa. There are other design curves (6) whereby 
the maximum horizontal asphalt strain ( EHA) can be calculated 
by using deflection basin parameters. These distress deter
minant strains can be calculated from previously determined 
ELT values. 

flexible pavement with regard to the distress determinants (Evs 

and eHA) . Use is made of the typical fatigue-life relations of 
these two distress determinants. 

A design-curve approach can also be followed whereby 
ELT, as determined from deflection basin measurements, is 
directly related to remaining life. The precrack life of cemented 
subbase::s and base::s can aisu be:: determined using such a design 
curve. 

The value of EL T can be used in a mechanistic design or 
an analytical procedure to establish the structural life of a 

TABLE 3 SHIFT FACTORS FOR BITUMINOUS BASES 

A 
(Lightly traf-

ficked roads) 

2 

Road category 

B 
(Major roads) 

5 

c 
(Freeways) 

10 

Overlays are important rehabilitation options. Although 
the EL T concept does not allow for the analysis of individual 
layers, the design-curve approach lends itself ideally to use 
with overlay-design curves developed for these types of pave
ments (6) . Apart from that, the concept of the ELT can be 
used in the initial assessment of rehabilitation investigations. 
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Development of an Improved Overlay 
Design Procedure for Alaska 

MARGOT YAPP, R. G. HICKS, AND BILLY CONNOR 

Alaska is currently developing a pavement management system 
for their road system. An important input to the system is the 
determination of flexible overlays based on the structural ade
quacy of the existing pavement. The current overlay procedure 
(Asphalt Institute method) does not always show a need for 
overlays, despite the poor surface condition of the pavement 
and high traffic volumes. Therefore, an improved procedure 
that considers not only traffic but also surface distress, struc
tural properties of the pavement, and effects of a freezing and 
thawing of the base, subbase, and subgrade layers is needed. 
This report recommends two such methods: a simplified 
mechanistic method using equations developed in Pennsylva
nia, and a mechanistic procedure using a back-calculation com
puter program known as ELSDEF. A comparison of these 
methods showed that the Asphalt Institute procedure was inap
propriate and underdesigned the overlay for the road sections. 
The Pennsylvania equations were slightly more conservative 
than the mechanistic method using ELSDEF, except for cases 
where the pavement fatigue life had been utilized completely 
by past traffic loads. It is recommended that Alaska utilize the 
mechanistic approach to design overlays and ELSDEF as the 
back-calculation procedure. The Pennsylvania equations can 
be used in cases not requiring considerable accuracy. 

At present, Alaska uses the falling-weight deflectometer (FWD) 
to measure pavement deflections and then determines overlay 
thickness using the Asphalt Institute procedure (1). The avail
ability of an FWD for each region enables Alaska to obtain 
sufficient deflections at the critical time of the year for design. 
However, this procedure does not consider the remaining life 
of the pavement or the effects of freezing and thawing on 
subgrade materials. Therefore, the resulting design thick
nesses have been inadequate and, on occasion, the procedure 
has failed to indicate a need for an overlay. 

This paper describes the development of an improved 
framework for overlay thickness design. Data were collected 
from selected highway projects to evaluate the proposed 
methodology. The results are compared with those from the 
existing design procedure. 

The study approach consisted of two phases as shown in 
Figure 1: Phase I evaluated existing methods of overlay thick
ness design and developed a framework for a new procedure 
to be used in Alaska. In Phase II, testing was performed to 
modify the design procedure as needed. Once tested and eval
uated, the overlay design procedures are to be documented 
in a field manual. 

M. Yapp, ARE Inc. Engineering Consultants, Scotts Valley, Calif. 
95066. R. G. Hicks, Oregon State University, Corvallis, Ore. 97331. 
B. Connor, Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facil
ities, Fairbanks, Alaska 99709. 

PHASE I 

EVALUATION AND DEVELOPMENT 

i 
TASK A 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

i 
TASK B 

DEVELOP IMPROVED METHOD 

i 
PHASE II 

TESTING 

i 
TASK C 

COMPUTERIZE METHOD 

t 
TASK D 

FINAL REPORT 

t 
TASK E 

FIELD MANUAL 

FIGURE 1 Flowchart of study approach. 

BACKGROUND 

Current Overlay Design Method 

The Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facil
ities' (ADOT&PF) official flexible overlay design method (2) 
is essentially that contained in the Asphalt Institute's MS-17 
(1). With this procedure, the representative rebound deflec
tion (RRD) at the center of load is measured with an FWD 
using an impulse load of 9,000 lb (40 kN). The average of all 
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FIGURE 2 Asphalt concrete overlay thickness required to reduce pavement 
deflections from a measured to a design deflection value (rebound test) (1). 

deflection values plus twice the standard deviation, together 
with the design traffic, in equivalent 18-kip axle loads (EALs), 
is used to obtain the required overlay thickness (Fig. 2). 

Although the official overlay design approach is currently 
the Asphalt Institute procedure, other methods have been 
used by ADOT&PF. For example, in the Central (Anchor
age) and Southeastern (Juneau) regions, the Asphalt Institute 
procedure indicates that no overlay is required despite the 
fact that roadways have high traffic volumes. Therefore, 
mechanistic procedures have been used. However, in the Inte
rior region (Fairbanks), only the Asphalt Institute procedure 
is used and, interestingly enough, deflections in this region 
are higher than in Anchorage despite a colder climate and 
lower traffic volumes. One possible explanation could be that 
Fairbanks generally uses thinner asphalt concrete pavements 
than Anchorage and Juneau. 

Problems with Current Overlay Design Methods 

The problems associated with the current ADOT&PF overlay 
design procedure are as follows: 

• Current procedures do not always show a need for over
lays despite high traffic volumes. 

• Pavement surface condition is not considered, especially 
cracking. 

• Effects of frozen subgrade and base are not considered. 
• Remaining life is not considered. 
• Pavement layer dimensions are not used. 
• Use of new additives in asphalt concrete is not consid

ered. 
• Peak center deflection is not a good indicator of Elistress. 

Typically, higher traffic volumes would require thicker over
lays, and a rational design procedure should illustrate this. 
Further, although it is known that cracking reduces the 

remaining life of the pavement, most existing overlay pro
cedures do not address this issue very well (3). 

The data collected using current procedures are insufficient 
to provide accurate indications of the contributions of each 
structural layer, particularly if the pavement structure is par
tially frozen. When underlying layers are partially frozen, the 
surface deflections measured are smaller than when taken 
over thawed pavements. However, despite the smaller deflec
tion values for a partially frozen pavement , the stresses and 
strains that the pavement endures may be much greater ( 4) . 
The pavement stresses and strains are actual indicators of the 
structural strength, with high value indicating a weaker pave
ment. Therefore, the center-of-load deflection alone is a poor 
indicator of the potential for pavement distress. 

The maximum damage potential may occur long before 
peak deflection occurs. This is because pavement strains may 
be highest when deflections have not yet reached their peak. 
This may be remedied if the depth of thaw is known, in which 
case an adjustment to the deflection value is made . However, 
the thaw depth generally varies greatly from point to point, 
depending on factors such as exposure to sunlight , types of 
materials present, and water content. Frost tube measure
ments used to approximate thaw depths may be in error by 
several feet (4), and the adjusted deflection values may err 
by a factor of two or more as well. 

Further, the Asphalt Institute method as given in MS-17 
(J) does not consider the remaining life of the pavement. 
Work completed by Kennedy and Lister (5) indicates that, in 
many pavements, deflections remain relatively constant for 
most of the serviceable life of the pavement and only increase 
near the end of the pavement life. Therefore , a fatigue rela
tionship that incorporates both past and future traffic should 
be used in the analysis. Also, the tolerable deflection used 
may not be adequate to properly quantify the desired deflec
tion criteria (6). This tolerable deflection is a function of the 
materials in the pavement structure, subgrade support, and 
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the layer thicknesses; however, the deflection method as used 
docs not consider the contributions of the different iayers. 

In addition, new additives such as rubber and other poly
mers in asphalt concrete have added new dimensions to the 
overlay problem which are not addressed in the current method. 

DEVELOPMENT OF IMPROVED PROCEDURE 

Design Approach 

In Juiy 1986, a planning meeting with ADOT&PF was heid 
to discuss existing and future overlay design practices. The 
advantages and disadvantages of the current overlay proce
dures were debated, and outlines of an improved procedure 
were developed. Project sites and data needs were also iden
tified. 

A two-tiered concept for overlay design was also deter
mined to be most desirable. The first tier would be a simpler 
and easier approach than the second. Therefore, it was pro
posed that the first tier be a simplified mechanistic approach, 
such as that developed by Fernando et al. (7). This is a simpler 
and more straightforward approach than the mechanistic 
approach using back-calculation analysis. However, the range 
of layer properties used in the study by Fernando et al. is not 
completely appropriate for Alaska's conditions. Therefore, it 
may prove necessary to develop strain vs. deflection rela
tionships specifically for Alaskan pavements. This step is out
side the scope of the project. 

The second tier is a fully mechanistic approach in which 
layer moduli are back-calculated from surface deflections. A 
number of automated back-calculation programs with itera
tive basin-fitting procedures are available for microcomputers 
(8). Two of these procedures (BISDEF and ELSDEF) were 
evaluated as a part of this study. 

Simplified Mechanistic Procedure 

The simplified mechanistic method uses mechanistic princi
ples to arrive at empirical relationships. Linear elastic theory 
and regression analysis techniques are used to develop equa
tions that describe the relationships between surface deflec
tions and pavement layer properties. 

This strain-deflection approach is a simplified mechanistic 
procedure that was developed by Fernando et al. (7). Essen
tially, the linear elastic layer theory was used to develop strain 
vs. deflection relationships for the direct calculation of pave
ment strains from measured FWD deflections rather than 
using a deflection-basin-fitting procedure to back-calculate 
moduli values. The multilayer linear elastic program, BISAR, 
was used in a large factorial study to develop these relation
ships. Strain vs. deflection relationships were then developed 
for the tensile strain (E,) at the bottom of the existing asphalt 
layer and the compressive strain (Ee} at the top of the subgrade. 
These are: 

log[E,/log(Hi + 1)] = -2.261 - 0.944log(Bi - 82) 

+ 1.947 log [(81 - 83)/82] 

+ 0.175(8i*H2) 

+ 0.926log(8 1*82) (1) 
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log Ee= -0.054 + l.941log(8 1 - 82) 

- 2.004log[(Bi - 83)/82] - l.465log(Hi + H2) 

- 0.136 (H2)0
·
5 + 0. 725 log (Bi* H 2 ) 

+ 0.285(8i*Hi)05 
- 0.910log(8/82) 

where 

E, = tensile strain at bottom of the existing AC layer, 
Ee = compressive strain at top of subgrade, 
8, = deflection at ith sensor of the FWD (in.), 

Hi thickness of existing AC layer (in.), and 
H 2 = thickness of existing subbase (in.). 

(2) 

Using the calculated strain values, performance prediction 
estimates are possible. The tensile strains were used with the 
Austin Research Engineers' fatigue equation (9), and the 
subgrade strains were used with the performance model devel
oped by Luhr et al. (10) to obtain the equations relating 
expected life to allowable strain. However, the performance 
predictions from the deflection-basin-fitting (i.e., back-cal
culation) procedures match more closely the predictions gen
erated from the theoretical strains than from this simplified 
strain-deflection procedure. The two performance equations 
are defined as follows: 

Wis= 9.33 X 10-1s(E,)-s.i6 

logNx = 2.15122 - 597.662Ex - 1.32967 log Ex 

+ log[(PSI, -TSI)/(4.2 - 1.5)]0
•
5 

where 

(3) 

(4) 

Wis = weighted 18-kip applications prior to Class 2 crack
ing, 

E, = tensile strain at bottom of the AC layer, 
Nx = allowable applications of axle load x, 
Ex = subgrade compressive strain due to axle load x, 

PSI, = initial PSI of pavement, and 
TSI = terminal serviceability index. 

Once the strains are known, it is possible to input various 
thicknesses of the overlay and then to recompute the strains. 
The required overlay thickness would be the one that reduces 
the strains to a specified tolerable level. The relationships 
developed for estimating the pavement's tensile and com
pressive strains are given by the following: 

- 0.041 (HOV + Hi)0 5 
- 0.057 HOV (5) 

-0.359 + 0.870 log Ee - 0.05lHOV 

- 0.109 [(Hov + Hi)/Hi]0
·
5 (6) 

where 

(E,)ov = tensile strain at bottom of original AC laye1 after 
overlay 

(Ee)ov = compressive strain of subgrade after overlay, 
E, = tensile strain of AC layer before overlay, 
Ee = compressive strain before overlay, 

H 0 v = overlay thickness (in.), and 
Hi = thickness of original AC layer (in.). 
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FIGURE 3 Flowchart for the simplified mechanistic procedure. 

The relationships and equations were developed for condi
tions in Pennsylvania; therefore, they may not be valid for 
Alaska. Some experimentation on the validity of the proce
dure should be performed. However, it should be possible to 
derive similar relationships utilizing Alaskan conditions, if 
needed. Figure 3 provides a flowchart of this procedure. 

Mechanistic Procedure 

A fully mechanistic design procedure characterizes the response 
of the pavement to a load in terms of strains and/or stresses 
in various pavement layers. A fatigue relationship between 
that response and number of load repetitions to a designated 
failure criterion is used to determine pavement life. Mechan
istic and deflection procedures are not mutually exclusive. 
Most procedures use a stress or strain level based on deflection 
testing as the pavement response that is related to perfor
mance. The difference between such a system and a deflection 
approach is that the deflection used to develop the perfor
mance relationship is based on a mechanistic model rather 
than an empirical one. 

Figure 4 is a flowchart of a fully mechanistic design pro
cedure (11). As in the deflection-based procedures, nondes
tructive pavement tests, condition surveys, and traffic data 
are required as inputs. In addition, some knowledge of the 
stiffness properties and distress characteristics (such as fatigue 
cracking and plastic deformation) of the various materials 
constituting the pavement structure are needed. Stiffness 
characteristics of the various pavement components can either 
be determined by tests on undisturbed or representative spec
imens of the pavement components, or back-calculated from 
NDT measurements. 

The FWD, when used to measure the structural response, 
provides a measure of the surface deflection under an impulse 
load. Measurements should be obtained at reasonable inter
vals throughout the project. The condition of the pavement 
must be carefully ascertained. This is needed to determine 
the analysis sections and to help establish performance criteria 
for the observed distress types. 

The stiffness characteristics of the various layers can be 
estimated from surface deflection measurements. The shape 
of the deflection basin is defined by deflections measured 
directly under a load and at a number of radii. Computer 
programs that perform elastic-layer analysis are used to deter
mine a set of modulus values that provides the best fit between 
the measured and computed deflection basins at the pavement 
surface. Normally, the procedure involves assuming a set of 
modulus values and then iterating with the computer until the 
measured and computed deflections are in "reasonable" 
agreement. Various programs are available to perform the 
back-calculation analysis. This paper analyzes two such pro
grams: ELSDEF and BISDEF. With both programs, it is 
recommended that some laboratory testing be performed to 
check the back-calculated results (11). Figure 5 is a flowchart 
of the CHEVDEF/BISDEF program (12). 

As in all design methods, traffic volumes using the facility 
should be known. The distribution of traffic across lanes and 
the concentration of truck traffic in the outer lane should 
be recognized . With the traffic information and layer stiff
nesses, critical performance parameters can be determined 
using elastic-layer analysis . The parameters can be related 
to "acceptable" and "unacceptable" performances observed 
in the condition survey as well as to laboratory-defined 
distress criteria. 

Since Alaska has not developed its own design criteria at 
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FIGURE 4 Flowchart for the mechanistic procedure (11). 
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present, those developed by the Asphalt Institute (13) may 
be used. For control of fatigue in the asphalt layer, Equation 
7 is used: 

(7) 

where 

N = number of 18-kip (80-kN) equivalent single-axle loads, 
E, = horizontal tensile strain on underside of existing AC 

layer, 
E = modulus of AC layer (psi), and 
C = a function of voids and volumes of asphalt in the mix 

design and can be calculated as 

and 

where 

Vb = volume of asphalt(%), and 
v v = volume of air voids ( % ) . 

(8) 

(9) 

Similarly, the vertical compression strain criterion is used to 
control permanent deformation: 

N = 1.365 X lQ- 9 *Ec - 4.477 (10) 

where 

Ee = vertical compression strain at the subgrade surface. 

If the future anticipated traffic for the life of the overlay is 
known, it is possible to rearrange Equations 7 and 10 to obtain 
the tolerable strains. 

The remaining life of the pavement can be determined using 
Miner's Hypothesis. A simple form of the expression is: 

N)N01 = 1 - NA1/N01 

where 

N)N01 = remaining life, 
NA1 = number of applications of EALs to date, 

(11) 

N01 = allowable number of applications of EALs 
according to fatigue relationships, and 

N, = additional number of applications of EALs that 
can be applied to the existing pavement. 
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and rutting. For a specific thickness of overlay to minimize 
fatigue, the tensile strain on the underside of the existing layer 
must be determined. The allowable number of applications 
can be estimated using some form of fatigue relationship mod
ified by the remaining life ratio. It is possible to define the 
relationship between overlay thickness and additional load 
applications. Similarly, relationships exist between the com
pressive subgrade strain and the pavement life to preclude 
rutting. At present, the Asphalt Institute criteria (13) are 
recommended for use in Alaska. 

If other distress mooes are considered, similar relationships 
between thickness and load applications can be developed. 
The design overlay is the maximum thickness value required 
to satisfy fatigue and rutting criteria (11). 
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EVALUATION OF IMPROVED PROCEDURE 

Project Sites 

Three sites were evaluated, two in Anchorage and one in 
Fairbanks. Figure 6 shows the location of the three project 
sites. Sterling and Seward Highways are located in the 
Anchorage region, and Parks Highway is located near Fair
banks. Parameters of all three projects are summarized in 
Table 1. Generally, Sterling and Parks Highways are rural 
highways, with low traffic volumes and thin AC layers ranging 
from 1.5 to 2 in. (3.8 to 5 cm). The Seward Highway project 
site, however, is located in downtown Anchorage with thicker 
AC layers ranging from 2.25 to 5 in. (5.7 to 12.7 cm). All 
projects, therefore, consist of an asphalt concrete surface over 
untreated aggregate base and subbase. 

Results of Analysis 

Four overlay design procedures are evaluated in this section. 
The first is the current Asphalt Institute MS-17 (J) procedure. 
The second design procedure was developed by Newcomb 
(14) for the state of Washington. The procedure utilizes 
regression equations to calculate the layer moduli and was 
added only for comparison. These values were used in the 
mechanistic design procedure to calculate overlay thickness. 
The last two are the simplified mechanistic procedure devel
oped by Fernando et al. (7) and the fully mechanistic pro
cedure that uses the back-calculation programs ELSDEF and 
BISDEF to determine the layer moduli of the pavements. 
Comparisons of layer moduli are given in Table 2, and the 
overlay thicknesses resulting from the four procedures are 
summarized in Table 3. 

FIGURE 6 Location of project sites in Alaska. 
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TABLE 1 SUMMARY OF PARAMETERS FOR PROJECT SITES 

Project 
Location 

STERLING H1GHWAY 

MP 117-130 

MP 130-157 

MP 157-162 

MP 162-166 

MP 166-171 

SEW~D HJ;GHWAY 

36th to 4th Ave 

PARKS HIGHWAY 

North Section 

South Section 

Pavement Structurel 

AC - 1.5 in. 
Base - 4.0 
Subbase - 6.0 
Borrow - 24.0 

Same as above 

AC - 1. 5 
Base - 6.0 
Borrow - 0 to 

Same as above 

Same as above 

AC - 2 to 5.25 
Base - 6.0 
Subbase - 18.0 

AC - 2.0 
Base - 4.0 to 
Sub base - 6.0 
Borrow - 24.0 

Same as above 

36.0 

6.0 
to 12.0 
to 36.0 

Traffic 
To Date 20 yr. EAL Pavement Condition 

130,0002 1,800,000 Good 

130,0002 1,800,000 Extensive alligator 
cracking and rutting. 

No fatigue cracking. 

130,0002 1,800,00~ 

unknown 2. 770. 000 5-26% cracking. 

unknown 7,980,000 100% cracked. 

4,400,000 5,083,000 Extensive cracking 
(10 years) and rutting. 

78. 7232 390,521 Severe rutting and 
alligator cracking . 

76,0692 345,526 Severe rutting and 
alligator cracking. 

For Parks Highway, these are asswned dimensions . 
2Traffic data are asswned. 

1 in. = 2.54 cm 

Sample layer moduli that were obtained from BISDEF, 
ELSDEF, and Newcomb's equations for the three sites are 
summarized in Table 2. Because of the presence of frozen 
subsurface layers and thin surface layers, it was difficult to 
close in on the layer moduli with BISDEF. It is apparent that 
the layer moduli obtained are at the limits of the input ranges. 
Final moduli values were also output despite the fact that 
error messages indicating that computations had been sus
pended were present. This occurred in more than half of the 
deflection basins that were analyzed. 

The layer moduli calculated with ELSDEF appear more 
reasonable when these results are compared with those obtained 
from laboratory tests. In approximately half of the pavements 
analyzed, the subgrade values show substantial stiffnesses of 
150 to 650 ksi (1,030 to 4,480 kPa) indicating that this layer 
is frozen or partially frozen. Also, about half of the sections 
show asphalt concrete moduli in the 400-1200 ksi range (2,750-
8,270 kPa), which would be in accordance with pavements 
tested during March when pavement temperatures were 37°F 
(2.8°C). For the remaining sections, temperatures averaged 
60°F (15.6°C), and the moduli are correspondingly lower. The 
base moduli average from 30 to 40 ksi (206 to 275 kPa). 

The layer moduli from Newcomb's equations are signifi
cantly different from those obtained using ELSDEF. As Table 
2 indicates, the surface moduli are much lower whereas the 
base and subgrade moduli are higher than expected. It should 
be emphasized that these equations were not developed for 
frozen soil applications. These equations were included in the 
study only because initially it was thought that the thawed 
pavement would be the critical case. Also, the models were 
built with the assumption that the underlying moduli are smaller 
than the overlying layers, and this is not true for our sites. 
For the Parks Highway, the surface moduli were so low that 
adding an overlay did not decrease the tensile strains as 
expected. Instead, there was an increase in strains. This is 
apparently due to the weak AC layer moduli computed. The 
equations of Fernando et al. (7) and the Asphalt Institute 
procedure (1) do not yield layer moduli results and are there
fore not included in Table 2. 

Table 3 summarizes the overlay thicknesses for the projects. 
Two reliability levels as defined by AASHTO (15), 50 percent 
and 90 percent, are included in the analysis. The reliability 
level concept is further discussed in the technical appendices 
of the Asphalt Institute's MS-17 (1). Briefly, a 50 percent 
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TABLE2 COMPARISON OF LAYER MODULI 

BISDEF2 ELS DEF NEWCOMB3 
Location El E2 E3 El E2 E3 El E2 E3 

Sterling Highway 

MP 117. 5 1688 93 125 399 71 120 289 136 148 
118.0 1719 36 103 919 33 76 112 119 146 
118.5 657 51 93 304 37 91 97 115 144 
119.0 2000 34 346 971 41 165 4 
119.5 398 42 189 274 37 161 98 115 143 

Seward H!ghwax 

TH 1 2000 46 29 1038 52 24 247 88 78 
TH 2 2000 52 16 634 62 9 307 76 54 
TH 3 2000 16 47 1892 21 12 198 79 74 
TH 4 1488 37 14 438 39 10 252 58 40 
TH 45 570 26 12 485 21 11 131 46 34 
TH 34 2000 32 14 1269 40 6 359 64 44 
TH 35 1522 42 24 620 44 15 169 75 65 

Parks liighwax 

CDS 206 2000 18 1000 422 24 17 18 22 240 
206.2 286 25 1000 383 24 45 5 37 684 
206.4 1035 24 171 381 26 32 15 21 225 
206.6 1194 21 552 352 23 31 14 21 233 
206.8 554 25 89 243 20 203 23 21 225 

All moduli values are in ksi (1 ksi - 6.89 MPa) 
2BISDEF values did not converge. The results included here are not reliable, 

and are only for general comparison purposes. Most of the moduli are at the 
extremes of the ranges specified. 

3Newcomb's regression equations specifically do not consider the effects of 
a frozen base and subbase, whereas these sections are partially frozen. 

4Moduli values were not calculated due to a zero deflection reading. 

level would imply a probability of .5 that a pavement will 
perform well over the design period. Therefore, different lev
els may be used to underscore the relative importance of a 
road structure's failure. For example, it would be desirable 
for a high-volume highway to have a high probability of 
achieving its design life and performance, and so a higher 
reliability level would be selected. 

As shown in Table 3, the mechanistic procedure indicates 
that overlays ranging from 0 to 7 in. (0 to 17 cm) are needed 
for 50 percent reliability. For Seward Highway, reconstruction 
is recommended because of the high traffic volumes. The 
increase in the reliability level from 50 to 90 percent generally 
increases overlays by 2 in. (5 cm). The current procedure does 
not directly incorporate reliability levels. 

The equations of Fernando et al. (7) tend to be more con
servative and produce overlays that are approximately 2 in. 
(5 cm) thicker than the mechanistic procedure. However, for 
the Seward Highway project, they recommend a 2 to 6 in. (5 
to 15 cm) overlay rather than reconstruction. 

The results of the analyses using the layer moduli from 
Newcomb's regression equations indicate that no overlays are 
required. However, they agree with the mechanistic proce
dure for Seward Highway and recommend reconstruction. 
The Asphalt Institute procedure (1) is confirmed as producing 
the thinnest pavement sections. Overlay thicknesses range 
from 0 to 3 in. (0 to 7 .5 cm) and are typically lower than those 

determined with the mechanistic method, by 2 to 3 in. (5 to 
7.5 cm) or more. 

Discussion of Results 

From the preceding sections, some clear trends or conclusions 
can be drawn. Overall, use of the program BISDEF was not 
very successful. This may be due to the presence of frozen 
layers, the presence of thin surface layers, or a combination 
of both. ELSDEF gives more reasonable values. Still, there 
are some anomalies. In the case of Seward Highway, more 
sections should have been analyzed to obtain a better sample 
of the population. The base moduli seem to be on the low 
side, but the program seems to handle the presence of a frozen 
layer well. To ensure that the back-calculated moduli are 
accurate, particularly for thin surface layers ( < 2 in .) , cores 
should be obtained from the project sites and tested in the 
laboratory. 

Newcomb's equations for layer moduli are not recom
mended for Alaskan conditions. They were specifically devel
oped for nonfrozen pavements and probably should not have 
been included in this paper. Also, the presence of a frozen 
layer and a very thick base and subbase result in shallower 
deflection basins, and the outermost sensors should probably 
be extended farther than 48 in. (122 cm). Figure 7 shows an 
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TABLE 3 COMPARISON OF OVERLAY THICKNESSES 

Location 

Sterling Highway 

MP 117.5 
118.0 
118.5 
119.0 
119 . 5 

S!lwiu;d HJ.ghway 

TH 1 
TH 2 
TH 3 
TH 4 
TH 45 
TH 34 
TH 35 

Parks Highway 

CDS 206 
206.2 
206.4 
206 . 6 
206.8 

The 
Asphalt 

Institute 

The overlay 
thickness 
required 
is 2.0 in. 

RRD = 26 
Overlay is 
2 in. (50%) 
& 3 in. (90%) 

RRD - 26 
Overlay 
is 0. 

Mechanistic* 
Newcomb Fernando 50% 90% 

0 2.5 0.0 0 .0 
0 5.0 4.0 6 . 5 
0 5.5 5.0 8.0 
** 5.5 ** ** 
0 5.5 5.5 8.0 

0 3.5 Reconstruction is 
6 2.0 recommended for 
Recon. 4.0 this section. 
Recon. 5.0 
Recon. 6.0 
Recon . 4.5 
6 4.0 

** 6.5 4.0 6.5 
** 6.5 4.5 6.5 
** 6.5 3.5 6.5 
** 7.0 4.5 7.0 
** 5.0 7.0 >8.0 

NB: The minimum overlay thickness is 1 inch, and values are rounded 
up to the nearest 0.5 inch. (1 inch - 2.54 cm) 

*These are the 50% and 90% reliability levels as defined by AASHTO . 
**Overlay thicknesses could not be computed. 

example of a deflection basin. If equations were to be devel
oped for deflections beyond this point, the layer moduli might 
be more reasonable. 

The method of Fernando et al. (7) did not always yield 
reasonable results. For example, it was determined that an 
overlay is sufficient for Seward Highway even though the 
pavement fatigue life is used up. Generally, this procedure 
produces overlay thicknesses at least equal to or greater than 
those determined by the mechanistic method in the majority 
of cases . The presence of the frozen layers generally does not 
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FIGURE 7 Typical deflection basin for Alaska. 

appear to distort the results from the regression equations. 
However, the conservative tone of the overlay designs should 
prove sufficient for Alaskans to develop their own equations. 

The results from the Asphalt Institute procedure confirm 
that this procedure may not always be appropriate for use in 
Alaska. The lack of consideration of surface distress or of the 
presence of frozen layers is obvious in the results. The overlay 
thicknesses obtained are either significantly lower than those 
obtained by the other procedures or no need for an overlay 
is indicated. 

A final comment is necessary on the present procedure of 
using center deflections to determine the critical section for 
analysis. Figure 8 illustrates both the overlay thicknesses (for 
the 50 percent reliability level) and center deflections at the 
same location for Sterling Highway. They show little, if any, 
coherent relationship between the center deflection ( cor
rected to 70°F and normalized to a 9,000-lb load) and the 
overlay thickness (from the mechanistic method). On the other 
hand, Figure 9 indicates a clearer relationship between the 
overlays and the tensile strains. This again emphasizes the 
point that center deflections should not be used as a criterion 
for selection of an analysis section. 

As a final note, the lack of accurate data on the historical 
traffic EALs and the pavement layer thicknesses can be a 
major obstacle in the analyses. Efforts are needed to improve 
the quality of traffic and thickness data. It cannot be empha
sized strongly enough that an accurate knowledge of the traffic 
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and layer thicknesses is very important. The thickness of the 
asphalt concrete layer, in particular, markedly affects the back
calculated results (8), and inaccurate traffic counts disguise 
the actual remaining life of the pavement. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The present overlay design procedure used by the state of 
Alaska does not acknowledge the special problems that the 
climate presents in that region. It also does not utilize the 
concept of remaining life and tends to underdesign the pave
ment by specifying a thinner overlay than needed. 

Four methods of overlay design were analyzed in this report. 
They include the Asphalt Institute procedure, the strain
deflection relationships developed in Pennsylvania by Fer
nando et al., and a mechanistic method using the back-cal
culation programs BISDEF and ELSDEF and one set of 
regression equations developed in Washington State. 
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The tensile strain at the base of the asphalt concrete layer 
was the criterion used in determining the remaining life, as 
fatigue appeared to be the predominant failure mode. The 
fatigue equation developed by the Asphalt Institute was also 
used. However, other criteria such as the compressive subgrade 
strain and corresponding equations are available. 

There were insufficient traffic and pavement structural data 
for the projects. This led to assumptions used in the analysis 
that may be inaccurate and, as a result, the overlay thicknesses 
could be misleading. However, the data are representative of 
what is actually available for most design situations. Often, 
more accurate data are simply not available. 

The BISDEF program did not always close; therefore, it 
was determined that the back-calculated moduli were not always 
reliable. The ELSDEF program resulted in layer moduli that 
compared favorably with prior laboratory tests. However, 
additional work is needed to verify these back-calculated val
ues. The Asphalt Institute procedure appears inappropriate 
for use in Alaska in that the resulting overlay thicknesses are 
very thin. This method indicates that overlays are not required 
for several sections despite contrary results from the other 
methods. 

The equations of Fernando et al. perform reasonably well 
compared with the mechanistic method; if anything, they are 
more conservative. However, when a pavement is badly 
fatigued, the procedure can give misleading results. On the 
other hand, there probably should be more sections analyzed 
where the remaining life is close to zero before a definitive 
conclusion can be reached. 

The basis for selection of the critical section should not be 
the center deflection alone because the overlay thicknesses 
obtained are not related to the magnitude of these deflections. 
Instead, tensile strain is a better indicator, and the procedure 
discussed in this report is recommended. 

For the projects evaluated, an increase in the AASHTO 
reliability levels from 50 to 90 percent generally increases the 
overlay thickness by approximately 2 in. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Asphalt Institute procedure should not be used for over
lay design in Alaska. The proposed mechanistic procedure 
using ELSDEF should be considered as a replacement for the 
Asphalt Institute procedure in the design of flexible overlays. 
For thin asphalt layers (< 2 in.), it is recommended that 
asphalt cores and aggregate samples be obtained and tested 
to determine how well the mechanistic method back-calcu
lates the layer properties. 

The tensile strain criterion and the Asphalt Institute fatigue 
relationships appear adequate at present. For a simpler over
lay design procedure, the equations of Fernando et al. may 
be used. However, the results are more conservative than 
those using the mechanistic procedure. 

More accurate traffic data (EALs) are needed, particularly 
historical data. Efforts should also be concentrated on col
lecting traffic data for future use and making growth projec
tions. It is recommended that weigh-in-motion and automatic 
vehicle classification units be left in the field for several weeks 
at different times of the year to obtain a better representation 
of the traffic profile. Similarly, accurate layer thicknesses are 
needed, since this strongly influences the back-calculated 
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moduli . If construction records have not been kept, then cores 
should be taken, approximately at the rate of five per mile. 

The 50 percent reliability level is recommended for design 
on roads with low volumes. However, for roads with signif
icant traffic volumes or those that may expect a substantial 
increase in traffic, a 90 percent level may be more appropriate. 
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Performance Prediction and Cost
Effectiveness of Asphalt-Rubber 
Concrete in Airport Pavements 

DENISE M. HOYT, ROBERT L. LYTTON, AND FREDDY L. ROBERTS 

An asphalt-rubber concrete 'and an asphalt concrete were tested 
in the laboratory and materials characterizations and prop
erties were generated. The characterization parameters and a 
runway model for a municipal airport were input into the 
modified ILLIP A VE computer program for predictions of rut
ting and cracking damage and relative lives of the materials 
as airfield pavement surfaces in each of four climatic zones. 
An economic evaluation was performed comparing the expected 
service lives and costs of each material in each zone. An equiv
alent uniform annual cost per square yard over the life of the 
pavement for the construction cost of each pavement was deter
mined. The material with the least equivalent uniform annual 
cost was selected as the most cost-effective. In every zone but 
the dry no-freeze zone, the asphalt-rubber concrete was cal
culated to be the most cost-effective material. 

A research study was conducted to investigate the feasibility 
of using asphalt-rubber concrete, which contains ground and 
recycled tire rubber, as a surface material for airfield pave
ments at municipal airports. This research indicated that asphalt
rubber concrete, when properly designed and compacted, could 
provide a temperature-resistant and long-wearing pavement 
surface course for the large aircraft typically using a municipal 
airport. The asphalt-rubber concrete was predicted to be par
ticularly advantageous over asphalt concrete in cases of wide 
seasonal temperature variation. 

The study was performed in two parts. The first phase 
included development of the laboratory procedure for pre
paring asphalt-rubber for mix design and an evaluation and 
modification of the Marshall mix design procedure for design
ing an asphalt-rubber concrete mix (1, 2). The second phase 
involved designing and testing an asphalt-rubber concrete mix 
and an asphalt concrete mix and, using a computerized pave
ment analysis program, evaluating and comparing the two 
mixes as airfield pavement surface materials (3). This paper 
describes the testing, analysis and results generated by this 
second phase of the study. 

MATERIALS 

Aggregate 

The aggregate used in both mixes (asphalt concrete and asphalt
rubber concrete) was made up of crushed limestone and field" 
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A&M University, College Station, Tex. 77843. F. L. Roberts, National 
Center for Asphalt Technology, Auburn University, Auburn, Ala. 
36849. 

sand and was blended to meet the 1977 Federal A via ti on 
Administration (FAA) aggregate grading specification for 
pavements with a bituminous surface course that will accom
modate aircraft with gross weights of 60,000 lb or more or 
with tire pressures of 100 psi or more (4). The maximum 
particle size was V2 in. (100% passing the V2-in. sieve and 
some retained on the %-in. sieve). 

Asphalt Concrete Control Mix 

The asphalt concrete control mix was prepared with an AC-
10 lab standard binder (American Petrofina). A Marshall mix 
design was performed according to the Asphalt Institute's MS-
2 (5) with results as follows: 

Property Design Criterion % Binder 

Unit weight maximum 5.30 
Marshall stability maximum 4.82 
Air voids (%) median of 3-5 4.41 
Optimum numerical average 4.84 

For a binder content of 4.8 percent, the properties of the 
asphalt concrete mix as determined from the mix design curves 
were as follows: 

Property 

Unit weight (lb/ft3
) 

Marshall stability (lb) 
Air voids ( % ) 
Voids in mineral 

aggregate (o/o) 
Flow (0.01 in.) 

Value of 
the Mix 

151 
2,300 
3.0 
13 

8.8 

Value Specified 
in Design 
Procedures 

minimum = 1,500 
3 to 5 
minimum= 15 

8 to 16 

It can be seen that the voids in mineral aggregate (VMA) of 
the asphalt concrete mix are below the design specification. 
However, the mix meets the other mix design criteria (5). 
The mix was accepted with a low VMA because the limestone 
aggregate had previously been used in many successful mixes. 

Asphalt-Rubber Concrete 

The name asphalt rubber has been given to a blend of asphalt 
paving cement and ground tire rubber which is formulated at 
an elevated temperature to promote chemical as well as phys
ical bonding of the two component materials. Rubber content 
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of the blend is between 18 and 25 percent by total weight of 
the blend ( 6). 

The asphalt-rubber binder used for this study was obtained 
from a Texas State Department of Highways and Public 
Transportation road project. The binder was produced by the 
Arizona Refining Company and was a mixture of 77 percent 
AC-10 asphalt cement, 20 percent rubber, and 3 percent 
extender oil. The rubber was a blend of several types of ambient 
temperature grind, vulcanized whole tire rubber: 40 percent 
Baker CR40, 20 percent Baker C107, 30 percent Genstar 
C106, and 10 percent Genstar Cl12. The rubber gradation 
included particle sizes between the No. 16 and No. 200 sieves, 
with 37.5 percent of the rubber particles being retained on 
the No. 30 sieve. As discussed in an earlier report on this 
research (1), the aggregate blend used in the asphalt-rubber 
concrete mix should be adjusted to account for the rubber 
particles. However, in this case, the change in the aggregate 
blend due to this correction was smaller than the anticipated 
variation in the aggregate gradation itself. Therefore no 
adjustment was made and the same aggregate blend was used 
for both mixes. 

A Marshall method mix design, modified for asphalt-rubber 
binder as described in an earlier report on this study (1), was 
performed on the asphalt-rubber concrete. However, the air 
void contents in the Marshall samples of the asphalt-rubber 
concrete were too high to meet the Marshall design criterion 
for air voids. This occurrence is consistent with difficulties 
experienced by earlier researchers in compacting asphalt-rub
ber materials in the laboratory (1). Therefore, the air void 
content requirement for the asphalt-rubber concrete was relaxed 
to 6 to 8 percent to allow the study to continue. At this time, 
it is not known whether the higher air void content will adversely 
affect the oxidation and aging rates of an asphalt-rubber con
crete as it does with asphalt concretes with high air void con
tents. Also, it is possible that a lower air void content can be 
attained during field compaction with higher laydown tem
peratures and/or greater compaction efforts than those used 
for asphalt concrete. 

The optimum binder content for the asphalt-rubber con
crete is: 

Property Design Criterion % Binder 

Unit weight maximum 4.88 
Marshall stability maximum 4.05 
Air voids (%) median of 3-5 5.27 
Optimum numerical average 4.73 

Thus, the binder contents for the two mixes were close enough 
to each other to be considered the same. This does not usually 
occur, and separate mix designs need to be performed for the 
two materials. 

For a binder content of 4.7 percent, the properties of the 
asphalt-rubber concrete mix as determined from the mix design 
curves were as follows: 

Property 

Unit weight (lb/ft3
) 

Marshall stability (lb) 
Air voids ( % ) 
Voids in mineral 

aggregate ( % ) 
Flow (0.01 in.) 

Value of 
the Mix 

145 
2,200 
7.5 
16 

7.3 

Value Specified 
in Design 
Procedures 

minimum = 1,500 
6 to 8 (see above) 
minimum= 15 

8 to 16 
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The density of the asphalt-rubber concrete mix is seen to be 
about 6 lb/ft3 less than that of the asphalt concrete mix. This 
is largely due to the relaxed air void content requirement for 
the asphalt-rubber concrete. 

LABORATORY TESTS 

Laboratory tests were performed on the asphalt concrete con
trol material at optimum binder content (AC) and on the 
asphalt-rubber concrete at optimum binder content and at 
+0.5 percent binder content (ARC-low, ARC-medium, and 
ARC-high). 

Marshall Stability 

Marshall stabilities were measured on the two materials as 
part of the mix design process. The maximum Marshall sta
bilities for both mixes were almost the same (about 2,300 lb), 
but the maximum for the asphalt concrete control mix occurred 
at a higher binder content (about 4.8 percent) than that of 
the asphalt-rubber concrete (about 4.1 percent). The shapes 
of the stability vs. binder content plots were similar, indicating 
that the materials were about equally sensitive in stability to 
changes in the binder content. 

Resilient Modulus 

Resilient modulus was measured on each material, and curves 
of resilient modulus vs. temperature were plotted. The mod
ulus of the asphalt concrete control was slightly more sensitive 
to temperature change than that of the asphalt-rubber 
concrete. 

Fatigue 

To study the fatigue characteristics of the materials, a third
point bending test was used on beam specimens. Plots of strain 
vs. cycles to failure were generated. Regression lines were 
fitted and fatigue parameters were calculated according to the 
familiar fatigue equation: 

N1 = K 1(lle,)K' 

where 

N1 = number of load applications to failure, 
e, = tensile strain induced, and 

K 1 , K 2 = regression constants. 

(1) 

Two sets of regression equations, as shown in Table 1, were 
generated to describe the variation of the fatigue parameters 
with temperature for each material. These equations predict 
longer laboratory fatigue lives for the asphalt-rubber concrete 
than for the asphalt concrete. 

It has been shown that the fatigue life of a material during 
laboratory testing is less than that experienced by the same 
material in the field (7). The difference between laboratory 
and field fatigue lives can be accounted for by applying a 
multiplier to the laboratory value of K1 • Finn et al. (8) sug
gested a multiplier of 13 after looking at data for asphalt 
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TABLE 1 REGRESSION EQUATIONS TO PREDICT 
FATIGUE PARArv1ETERS FOR A~~y TEi'v1PERATURE 
(°F) FOR MATERIALS AT OPTIMUM BINDER 
CONTENTS 

Material 

AC 

ARC-Medium 

Material 

AC 

ARC-Medium 

~11 vs. log T ( "F) 

Regression Equat ion 

I log K1I - 14.630 - 4.558 log T 

!log K1! - 20.483 - 7.879 log T 

~2 vs. log K1 

Regression Equation 

K2 1.512 - 0.280 (log K1) 

K2 1.900 0.243 (log K1) 

Note: Generated from laboratory data. 

concrete from the AASHO road test. The multiplier of 13 
was used to estimate field fatigue for all materials in this 
project, but it may not be accurate for all types of materials. 
A means has been developed at Texas A&M University to 
derive the K 1 multiplier from laboratory data (9), but tests 
on healing would have been necessary to perform this analysis 
on the materials in this study. 

Fracture 

The Texas Transportation Institute overlay tester was used 
to investigate the fracture properties of the materials. The 
overlay tester opens a crack of controlled width at the bottom 
of a beam specimen. Repeated cycles drive the crack pro
gressively upward through the beam. The load, P, and the 
length of the crack up into the beam, c, are measured. 

The fracture of asphaltic concrete obeys a law of fracture 
mechanics known as Paris's law (10). Although it originally 
was an empirically derived relation, it has subsequently been 
derived from first principles of mechanics by Schapery (11). 
The fracture constants A and n, which can be calculated from 
the results of the overlay test, appear in Paris's law: 

dc/dN = A(~K)" 

c = crack length, 
N = number of load cycles, 

dc/dN = crack speed, or rate of growth of the crack, 
~K = change of stress intensity factor during load 

application, 
A = fracture coefficient, and 
n = fracture exponent. 

(2) 

Empirically, it has been found that the sum of log10 A and 
n, called the crack speed index, is an indicator of the relative 
effectiveness of materials in resisting cracking. A lower crack 
speed index indicates greater effectiveness at reducing crack
ing. The average values of crack speed index for each material 
are shown in Table 2. On this basis, the ranking of the mate-
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TABLE 2 AVERAGE VALUE OF CRACK SPEED INDEX 
FOR EACH tvlATERIAL AT EACH TEST TEtvtPERATURE 

Temperature Crack Speed 

Material ( • F) Index 

AC 34 -1. 223 

77 -5.054 

ARC-Low 34 2.474 

77 -4.476 

ARC-Medium 34 -2.288 

77 -0.740 

ARC-High 34 -1. 408 

77 

rials for fracture resistance at low temperature (34°F) from 
best to worst is: ARC-medium, ARC-high, AC, ARC-low. 
At moderate temperature (77°F), one of the two high-binder
content asphalt-rubber concrete samples proved defective and 
therefore this material was not evaluated. Of the other mate
rials, their order from best to worst fracture resistance was 
as follows: AC, ARC-low, ARC-medium. The results indicate 
that, with respect to the fracture resistance, the asphalt-rubber 
concrete with medium (optimum) binder content performed 
best at low temperature (34°F) but the asphalt concrete per
formed best at moderate temperature (77°F). 

Creep 

Creep tests were performed on cylindrical samples, and creep 
compliances were calculated. Averages of the compliances at 
each test temperature were fitted with a curve of the form: 

D(t) = Dif"' (3) 

The degree to which the resulting constants change with tem
perature is an indicator of the relative temperature suscep
tibility of the material. In order to numerically compare the 
temperature susceptibilities, a time-temperature shift prop
erty was calculated for each material. A "master" creep curve 
was created by shifting the average creep compliance curves 
horizontally parallel to the time axis until each one lined up 
with the curve for 70°F, the reference temperature. The amount 
of the time shift for each temperature was expressed as a 
ratio, aT, as follows: 

aT = tl(tT0) 

where 

(4) 

tTo = time at which a given compliance is reached when 
the material is at the reference temperature, and 

t = time at which the same compliance is reached when 
the material is at some other temperature. 
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TABLE 3 TIME-TEMPERATURE SHIFT CONSTANTS FOR EACH 
MATERIAL AT EACH TEST TEMPERATURE 

Temperature 

Material ( • F) 

AC 40 

70 

100 

ARC-Low 40 

70 

100 

ARC-Medium 40 

70 

100 

ARC-High 40 

70 

100 

One commonly used function that can be fitted to the curves 
of log10 ar vs. temperature is the "WLF equation" (12): 

(5) 

where 

C1, C2 = materials constants; the constant C1 is the tem
perature susceptibility constant. 

T0 = the master curve temperature; 70°F, in this case. 
T = any other temperature. 

The values of the temperature shift constants for the materials 
in this study are shown in Table 3. On the basis of the WLF 
equation and the constant c1 , the materials in this study can 
be ranked in order of increasing temperature susceptibility in 
creep behavior: ARC-high, ARC-medium, ARC-low, AC. 
Thus, the results of the creep testing indicate that the rubber 
helps the material to maintain a more stable compliance (or 
modulus) during temperature changes. 

Permanent Deformation 

Repeated load tests as described in the VESYS manual (13) 
were performed on cylindrical samples in order to obtain 
permanent deformation parameters for the prediction of rut
ting behavior . A three-parameter equation was generated to 
describe the shape of the permanent strain vs. cycles curves: 

log1oaT 

2.25 

0.0 

-1. 35 

2 . 65 

0.0 

-1.10 

2.70 

0.0 

-0.9 

2.4 

0.0 

-0.80 

where 

Time-Temperature 

Shift Constants 

C1 C2 

6 . 75 120 

3.76 72.6 

2.70 60.0 

2 . 40 60.0 

Ea = permanent (accumulated) strain, 
N = loading cycle, and 

e0 , p, and 13 = calculated parameters. 

This equation describes an S-shaped curve . 

(6) 

The permanent deformation parameters were sensitive to 
several factors, including stress level and temperature, during 
testing. Therefore, an adjustment had to be applied to the 
permanent deformation parameters from the laboratory results 
before they were used to predict field behavior. The adjust
ment procedure is described in an earlier project report (3). 
The adjusted values of permanent deformation parameters 
were plotted vs. temperature. 

The permanent deformation parameters calculated from 
the laboratory tests for the mixes at optimum binder contents 
are shown in Table 4. If the values generated from the lab
oratory results are used in Equation 6, then the equation 
predicts that at low temperature (40"F) and at high temper
ature (100°F) the asphalt-rubber concrete would experience 
less strain under a given number of loadings than would the 
asphalt concrete. Thus, it appears as though the addition of 
rubber causes the material to become more resistant to per
manent deformation at low and at high temperatures . At 
moderate temperature (70°F), however, the asphalt concrete 
is predicted to be less susceptible to permanent deformation 
at high numbers of cycles. 
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TABLE4 PERMANENT DEFORMATION PARAMETERS FROM LABORATORY 
TESTS FOR MATERIALS AT OPTIMUM BINDER CONTENTS 

Material T(°F) fo 

AC 40 0.0187E+O 

70 O.B232E-3 

100 0.9355E+O 

ARC-Medium 40 0.0181E+O 

70 0.0238E+O 

100 0.0588E+O 

DESIGN DATA 

A comparative analysis of the materials was performed by 
selecting a structural model and environmental and loading 
conditions and by putting this information along with material 
parameters obtained from the laboratory tests into the mod
ified ILLIPAVE pavement analysis program (14). 

Airport Type and Traffic 

Asphaltic materials are typically used as surface layer mate
rials at medium to small civil airports. Therefore, the Robert 
Mueller Municipal Airport in Austin, Texas, was selected as 
an appropriate airport model for this study. 

Total numbers of aircraft using the Austin airport between 
1969 and 1981 were known, and projections were available 
for 1985 and 1990 (15). Five air carriers were included in the 
traffic: DC-9, DC-10, B-727, B-737, and B-757. The total 
yearly traffic for each aircraft, as summarized in Table 5, was 
divided by 365 to obtain an estimate of daily traffic. This was 
then multiplied by a wander factor to account for lateral wan-

p f3 fo/fr Regression 

l.1539El6 0.0637 1,662 Nonlinear 

0.9817E04 0.2070 27.44 Linear 

6.3750El6 0.0591 31,509 Nonlinear 

3.4514El6 0.0645 1,445 Nonlinear 

2.8904El6 0.0524 544 Nonlinear 

2.5023El6 0.0560 1,680 Nonlinear 

der of the aircraft. The wander factors used in this study were 
computed by Brent Rauhut Engineering, Inc. (15), generally 
following a procedure by Ho-Sang (16) which assumes that 
the lateral movement of each aircraft type over the width of 
the runway is normally distributed. The wander factors are 
shown in Table 6. 

Previous research has shown that the contact pressures against 
a pavement can be much higher than the tire inflation pressure 
(14). This can greatly increase the pavement damage caused 
by heavy vehicles, thus greatly reducing pavement life. There
fore, an attempt was made to estimate the contact pressures 
of the aircraft. A previously calculated pressure distribution 
(17) for a 32 x 8.8 Type VII aircraft tire was used as a model, 
and similar pressure distributions along the width centerline 
of the tire were calculated for each aircraft in the traffic 
pattern. 

Pavement Structure 

A typical pavement section was chosen from the main runway 
at the Austin municipal airport, and material properties were 

TABLE 5 SUMMARY OF AIRCRAFT TRAFFIC DATA FROM 
THE AVIATION DEPARTMENT, AUSTIN, TEXAS 

Aircraft Type 

Year i;g.;-9 llQ-lO B-721 B-Z37 B -Z~Z 

1969 32,660 

1971 17,410 2,176 2,176 

1974 2,570 15,430 7. 710 

1976 1,870 11, 230 5,610 

1981 5,200 31,200 15,600 

1985 2,910 580 36,670 17,460 580 

1990 3,100 3,100 37,200 15,500 3,100 
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TABLE 6 SUMMARY OF AIRCRAFT TRAFFIC WANDER 
FACTORS FOR EACH AIRCRAFT CONSIDERED IN PAVEMENT 
EVALUATION 

Aircraft Wander Factora 

B-727 0. 77 

B-737 0.S7 

B-7S7 0.61 

DC-9 0.68 

DC-10 0. 72 

a Wander Factor is 
Ratio 

the inverse of the Pass-to-Coverage 

/ 
/ 

15.5" AC or ARC 

/ 

5.0 (.
1
/ Crushed Limestone 

/ 
a.o· Lime-Stabilized 

I/Clay 
/ 

E=40ksi 
1'=130pcf µ=0.45 

E=70ksi µ=0.25 
1'=140pcf 

Brown Clay with Gravel 
Over 

E=20 ksi 
1'=110pcf 
µ=0.45 Tan Silty Clay, Some Gravel 

E=MODULUS 
/'=DENSITY 
µ=POISSON 'S RATIO 

FIGURE 1 Schematic of pavement structure used for 
the modified ILLIPAVE performance analysis. 

estimated for the underlying layers. Material characterizations 
obtained from the laboratory testing were used for the top 
bituminous layer. Figure 1 shows the typical section. 

Seasonal Temperatures 

Because asphaltic materials are temperature sensitive, the 
analysis was performed using four climatic zones of four sea
sons each. Seasonal average temperatures were used and are 
shown in Table 7. 

COMPUTER ANALYSIS 

Modified ILLIPAVE Computer Program 

The computer program used in this analysis was the third in 
a series of programs developed to analyze the stresses, strains, 

TABLE 7 AVERAGE SEASONAL TEMPERATURE FOR 
EACH OF FOUR SEASONS FOR EACH CLIMATIC ZONE 

TemJ;!eratui;e, OF 

Z.o!le Wi!Jt!i!.t SJ;!ring Summer Fi!U 

Wet-Freeze 3S 6S 9S 60 

Wet-No Freeze 7S 9S lOS 9S 

Dry-Freeze 3S 60 90 50 

Dry-No Freeze SS 7S 9S 75 

and displacements in a pavement under repeated loads. The 
original program was developed by Duncan et al. (18). The 
program was revised at the University of Illinois (19) and was 
renamed ILLIPAVE. The program was then obtained and 
revised by Texas A&M University (14) and provides for mul
tiple tires on one or two axles, nonuniform vertical and hor
izontal contact pressure distributions on circular loaded areas, 
and all of the nonlinear stress-strain curve capabilities avail
able in the two previous programs. This program predicts rut 
depth and fatigue cracking. 

Mixed-Traffic Damage Evaluation: Comparison of Mixes 

Computer runs were made for every combination of aircraft, 
climatic zone, and material using the modified ILLIP A VE 
computer program. For any particular computer run, one 
aircraft was considered as making up the entire traffic count. 
Then calculations were performed on the totals for each of 
the damage criteria (cracking and rutting) to produce damage 
totals for the mixed-traffic condition (3). A 20-year period 
was analyzed. 

Rutting was chosen as the critical failure mode because the 
cracking indice that predict field cracking behavior never got 
very large. A rut depth of 0.7 in . was cbo en as the compar
ative level. Thi is a large rut depth for an airport runway, 
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but it allowed a better comparison between materials in the 
climates with large temperature ranges than a smaller rut 
depth would have. 

A cracking index of 0.2 (adjusted to the field fatigue con
dition) was chosen as a comparison level but not as a failure 
index. A pavement with this level of cracking index would 
exhibit low-severity fatigu cracking with f w of the cracks 
being interconnected and none of them being spalled. 

In eve ry combinati n of type of damage and climatic zone, 
the modified rLLJPA YE program predicted that the asphalt
rubber concrete would experience Jess damage and therefore 
would perform better than the asphalt concrete control 
material. 

Predicted Cracking 

For all four climatic zones, the predicted field cracking index 
was highest for the asphalt concrete control and low ·t for 
the asphalt-rubber concrete with medium (optimum) binder 
content. This means that the asphalt concrete pavement would 
be expected to crack earlier than the asphalt-rubber concrete 
pavement. Of the four environmental zones, the wet non
freeze zone displayed tht; greatest difference between the pre
dicted cracking performances of the control vs. the rubberized 
materials . Also, the predicted field cracking indices for all 
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materials were the highest in this zone, which had three hot 
seasons (> 90°F). This indicates that the predicted cracking 
behavior of all four mixes was most susceptible to hot tem
peratures, with the asphalt concrete mix being the worst case. 
Table 8 is a tabulation of the calculated 20-year field damage 
indices that illustrate these observations. Figure 2 shows plots 
of calculated field cracking index vs. time (years) for all four 
materials in two of the climatic zones. 

Predicted Rutting 

The modified ILLIP A VE program predicted that all four 
of the materials considered would reach a rut depth of at 
least 0.5 in . during the 20-year analysis period. The years 
in which each material reached 0.5-in. predicted rut depth 
and the comparison level of 0.7-in. predicted rut depth are 
shown in Table 9. Figure 3 shows plots of calculated rut 
depth vs. time (years) for all four materials in two of the 
climatic zones. 

For all four climatic zones, the modified ILLIP A VE pro
gram predicted that the asphalt concrete would experience 
the largest rut depths and the asphalt-rubber concrete, opti
mum (medium) binder content, would experience the smallest 
rut depths. The difference between the predicted rut depths 
of the control and the rubber material was greatest in the wet 

TABLE 8 FIELD CRACKING INDICES FOR COMBINED TRAFFIC AT 20 
YEARS 

Zone Cracking Index 

Material (Field. 20 Years) 

Wet-Freeze AC 0 . 21 

(35-65-95-60) ARC-Low 0.07 

ARC-Medium 0.04 

ARC-High 0.05 

Dry-Freeze AC 0 . 16 

(35-60-90-50) ARC-Low 0.06 

ARC-Medium 0.03 

ARC-High 0.04 

Wet-No Freeze AC 0.83 

(75-95-105-95) ARC-Low 0.15 

ARC-Medium 0.10 

ARC-High 0 . 11 

Dry-No Freeze AC 0.35 

(55-75-95-75) ARC-Low 0.13 

ARC-Medium 0.06 

ARC-High 0 . 07 
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FIGURE 2 Plots of predicted field cracking index for combined traffic vs. year, for all four mixes, in two climatic 
zones. 
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nonfreeze zone, and the difference was very small and prob
ably would be considered insignificant for the dry nontreeze 
zone. Therefore, it could be concluded that the asphalt con
crete or the asphalt-rubber concrete would perform equally 

well as pavement materials in moderate temperatures, but 
that at hot or cold temperatures the asphalt-rubber concrete 
would be considerably more resistant to permanent defor
mation than the asphalt concrete. 

TABLE 9 TIMES TO RUT DEPTHS OF 0.5 IN. AND 0.7 IN. FOR COMBINED TRAFFIC 
AND FOR VARIOUS MATERIALS AND CLIMATIC ZONES 

ZONE YEAR YEAR 

(Seasonal (First Rut FIELD (First Rut FIELD 

Temperatures, Depth ~ CRACKING Depth ~ CRACKING 

• F) MATERIAL 0 . 50 in.) INDEX 0. 70 in.) INDEX 

Wet/ Freeze AC 01 0 . 006 04 0.020 

(35-65-95-60) ARC-Low 12 0 . 024 17 0 . 050 

ARC-Med. 13 0 . 016 17 0.027 

ARC-High 12 0.018 17 0 . 038 

Dry/Freeze AC 01 0 . 004 05 0 . 017 

(35-60-90-50) ARC-Low 13 0 . 028 18 0.054 

ARC-Med. 13 0 . 013 18 0.025 

ARC-High 12 0 .016 17 0 . 033 

Wet/ No Freeze AC 01 0.019 01 0.019 

(75-95-105-95) ARC-Low 09 0 . 031 13 0.062 

ARC-Med. 11 0.031 15 0 . 060 

ARC-High 08 0 . 020 13 0 . 045 

Dry/No Freeze AC 10 0 . 086 15 0 . 201 

(55-75-95-75) ARC-Low 11 0 . 034 16 0.083 

ARC-Med . 12 0 . 020 16 0 . 038 

ARC-High 11 0 . 020 15 0.038 
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FIGURE 3 Plots of predicted rut depth for combined 
traffic vs. year, for all four mixes, in two climatic 
zones. 

COST-EFFECTIVENESS COMPARISON 

Approximate costs for asphalt concrete and for asphalt-rubber 
concrete were estimated for the materials compacted in place. 
A cost-effectiveness analysis was then performed for each of 
the mixes . Because the material used in the surface layer was 
the only difference between the pavements analyzed, the cost
effectiveness of that layer was analyzed. 

Cost Data 

Cost estimates for asphalt-rubber concrete were based on 
(1) the cost of producing the asphalt-rubber binder and (2) 
substitution of the cost of the asphalt-rubber binder for the 
cost of the asphalt cement in asphalt concrete unit prices. 
An 'liririltlnn'"-11 1() n.P.rf" P nt u1~~ ~nriPri t" thP rf\~t nf h~nl 

'" • •• •·--••• .,.. ••-· - - r' _ _ ,.. _ _ ,.. · ·- ---•· •- ~ - - - I 

laydown, and compaction for the asphalt-rubber concrete 
over that cost for the asphalt concrete to account for higher 
temperatures or greater compactive effort possibly required 
for compaction of the asphalt-rubber concrete. An industry
supplied price of $100 per ton, delivered to the batch plant, 
was used for the asphalt cement. A price of $370 per ton 
was used for the asphalt-rubber binder; this was based on 
a binder containing 18 percent rubber, 82 percent asphalt 
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cement, and no cutback, for a job using 1,000 tons or more 
of the binder material. 

Approximate in-place component costs for hot mixes made 
with asphalt cement binder and asphalt-rubber binder are 
given in Table 10. Using an asphalt-rubber binder increased 
the cost of the concrete by 50 percent. Most of this cost 
increase was related to production of the asphalt-rubber binder. 

Cost-Effectiveness Analysis Based on Projected Lives 
of Pavements 

Rutting was chosen as the type of pavement distress that 
controls the useful lives of the pavement surface layers. As 
discussed above , a limiting rut depth of 0.7 in. was set, and 
predicted pavement lives were determined. 

The steps in the cost comparison were as follows: 

1. Determine the construction cost of each paving material 
in place per square yard. 

2. Determine the equivalent uniform annual cost per square 
yard of each pavement over its predicted life. 

3. Select the most cost-effective material in each climatic 
zone as the one that provides the least equivalent uniform 
annual cost per square yard for the life of the pavement. 

The equivalent uniform annual cost per square yard is the 
annual cost per square yard that, if paid annually over the 
life of the pavement, has a present value equal to the in-place 
cost per square yard of construction of the asphaltic surface 
layer. It includes only the cost of construction distributed 
uniformly over the expected life of the pavement. It does not 
include the cost of maintenance or rehabilitation of the pave
ment or the costs to the user while these activities are being 
carried out. Because these are largely unknown for asphalt
rubber concrete pavements, it was assumed for the purposes 
of this cost-effectiveness analysis that they are roughly pro
portional to the equivalent uniform annual cost of construc
tion and that a comparison of these would provide a rational 
means of selecting the preferable material in each climatic 
zone. 

The interest rate that was used in calculating the equivalent 
uniform annual cost was 4.0 percent. This was considered to 
be a reasonable estimate of the difference between actual 
interest and actual inflation rates as applied to construction. 

Construction Cost per Square Yard 

The following steps were followed for the determination of 
the in-place construction cost per square yard for the asphaltic 
surface layer: 

1. Using the compaction curves from the Marshall mix 
designs, determine the in-place density of each of the four 
materials. 

2. Determine the tons per square yard of each material. 
3. Determine the cost per square yard of each material in 

place. 

The results of these determinations are shown in Table 11. 



TABLE 10 UNIT COST PER TON OF MATERIAL IN PLACE FOR ASPHALT 
CONCRETE AND ASPHALT-RUBBER CONCRETE 

Asphalt Cement Asphalt-Rubber Cement Binder 

Binder Low Binder Medium Binder High Binder 

Component $/Ton % $/Ton % $/Ton % $/Ton % 

Bindera 4.80 16.3 15.65 36.5 17.50 38 . 8 19.35 41.0 

Aggregate 8.85 30.1 8.85 20.6 8.85 19.7 8.85 18.7 

Energy Costs 1.28 4.4 1.28 3.0 1. 28 2. 8 1. 28 2. 7 

Mixing 3.51 11.9 3.51 8 . 2 3 . 51 7 . 8 3.51 7 .4 

Haul, Laydown 

and Compactionb 5.92 20.1 6.51 15.2 6.51 14.4 6.51 13.8 

Miscellaneous 0.66 2.2 0.66 1.5 0.66 1.5 0.66 1.4 

Mark-Up (15%) 4.42 15.0 6.43 15.0 6.76 15 . 0 7.09 15 . 0 

TOTALS 29.44 100.0 42.89 100.0 45.07 100.0 47.25 100.0 

a 4.8% - Asphalt Cement Binder; 4.23% - Low Asphalt-Rubber Cement Binder; 

4.73% - Medium Asphalt-Rubber Cement Binder; 5.23% - High Asphalt-Rubber 

Cement Binder. Asphalt Cement at $100 per ton, and Asphalt-Rubber Cement 

at $370 per ton, at the batch plant. 

b 10% added to cost for compaction of Asphalt-Rubber Concrete due to 

anticipated increase in compaction temperature and/or compactive effort 

over that required for Asphalt Concrete. 

TABLE 11 IN-PLACE COSTS FOR ASPHALT CONCRETE AND ASPHALT-RUBBER 
CONCRETE 

In-Place Tons per In-Place 

Costs Square Costs per 

Percent per ton, Density, Yard, Square Yd . , 

Binder $/Ton lb/ft T/S.Y. $/S.Y. 

Asphalt Concrete 4. 80 29.44 151. 2 0.851 25.04 

Asphalt-Rubber Concrete 

Low Binder 4.23 42.89 144.8 0.815 34.93 

Medium Binder 4. 73 45.07 145.3 0.817 36.84 

High Binder 5.23 47.25 144.9 0.815 38.51 
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TABLE 12 EQUIVALENT UNIFORM ANNUAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS FOR ASPHALT 
CONCRETE AND ASPHALT-RUBBER CONCRETE 

0,5 in, &uttiag 0,7 ia. Ru tting 

Costa per Costa per 

Climatic Zone Age, Square Yard Age, Square Yard 

Material (Temperature, • F) Years per Year Years per Year 

AC Wet-Freeze 1 25.04 4 6.63 

ARC-Low (35-65-95-60) 12 3.58 17 2.76 

ARC-Medium 13 3.55 17 2.91 

ARC-High 12 3.95 17 3.04 

AC Dry-Freeze 1 25.04 5 5.41 

ARC-Low (35-60-90-50) 13 3.36 18 2.65 

ARC-Medium 13 3.55 18 2.80 

ARC-High 12 3.95 17 3 .04 

AC Wet-No Freeze 1 25.04 1 25 . 04 

ARC-Low (75-95-105-95) 9 4.52 13 3 . 36 

ARC-Medium 11 4.04 15 3 . 19 

ARC-High 8 5.50 13 3 . 71 

AC Dry-No Freeze 10 2.97 15 2.17 

ARC-Low (55-75-95-75) 11 3.83 16 2.88 

ARC-Medium 12 3. 77 16 3 . 04 

ARC-High 11 4.23 15 3 . 33 

a Most cost effective choices in each climatic zone are underlined . 

Equivalent Uniform Annual Cost per Square Yard of 
Materials in Place 

The formula for the equivalent uniform annual cost per square 
yard is 

_EU_A_C = (PV/SY)(i) 
(7) 

SY (1 + i) [1 - (1 + i)-"] 

where 

r:'TT A r"/CV 
.L....UC'l..'-'IV.L 

yard; 
PV/SY = the "present value" or construction cost per 

square yard; 
effective interest rate, which is assumed to 
be the difference between the actual interest 
and the actual inflation rates, in percent 
divided by 100; and 

n - useful pavement life in years. 

Two comparisons are shown in Table 12, one for a critical 
rut depth of 0.5 in. and one for a critical rut depth of 0.7 in. 
The most cost-effective material to use depends, not surpris
ingly on the climatic zone and the level of the critical rut 
depth. The low or medium (optimum) binder content asphalt
rubber concretes are predicted to be more cost-effective than 
the asphalt concrete in every climatic zone except the dry 
nonfreeze zone. 

CONCLUSION 

The use of asphalt-rubber concrete for municipal airport pave
ments appears to be justified on the basis of its expected cost
effectiveness in three of the four unique climatic zones in the 
United States that were included in this study, excluding only 
the dry-no freeze zone. Production and construction practices 
may need to be altered to account for higher temperatures 
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or increased compaction effort which may be required to 
properly mix and place ARC. 
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Measurement and Analysis of Truck Tire 
Pressures in Oregon 

OK-KEE KIM AND CHRIS A. BELL 

As axle loads have increased, the use of higher tire pressures 
has become more popular in the truck market. To collect data 
on tire pressures and types of tires in use, a survey was carried 
out at a weigh station located near Woodburn, Oregon, on 
Interstate 5 during the summer of 1986. The data show that 
87 percent of the tires surveyed are of radial construction. The 
average measured pressures of radial and bias tires are 102 
psi and 82 psi, respectively. The survey results show that the 
difference between the manufacturer's maximum recom
mended tire pressure and the measured tire pressure is very 
small, particularly for radial tires. Therefore, if government 
agencies wish to control tire pressures, it would be expedient 
to control the manufacturer's maximum recommended pres
sure rather than the inflation pressure used by truckers. This 
would ensure reasonable control, since the data collected in 
this study show that measured and recommended tire pressures 
are nearly equal. The survey results show that most tires are 
11 in. wide with a rim diameter of 24.5 in. (i.e., 11/80 R 24.5 
or 11-24.5) and the average tread depth ofradial tires is slightly 
greater than that of bias tires. 

The economics of truck transportation have contributed to 
an increase in the average gross weight of trucks such that 
the majority of trucks are operating close to the legal gross 
loads or axle loads (J). Many states, including Oregon (2), 
also issue permits for trucks to operate above normal legal 
load limits. As axle loads have increased, the use of radial 
tires with higher pressures has become more popular in the 
truck market to support the increased axle loads. 

Higher tire inflation pressures decrease the contact area, 
resulting in reduced tire friction or reduced skid resistance 
and increased potential for pavement damage under the high 
stress. The higher tire pressures contribute to greater defor
mation in flexible pavements, manifested as high-severity wheel 
track rutting. Rutting results in hazardous pavements, since 
ruts create an uneven pavement where water and ice can 
accumulate in harsh weather. The higher tire pressures also 
tend to be accompanied by higher loads, and these will tend 
to increase the severity of fatigue cracking. 

In order to determine the levels of tire pressures in use, a 
survey was carried out at a weigh station located on Interstate 
5 during the summer of 1986 by the Oregon Department of 
Transpunatiun (ODOT) auu 01cgu11 Siaic u11ivc1~iiy (GSu). 
This paper presents a part of the study on procedures for 
controlling the effect of increased tire pressure of trucks on 
asphalt pavement damage (3) performed by the ODOT and 
OSU. It describes existing operating characteristics of Ore-

Department of Civil Engineering, Oregon State University , Corvallis, 
Oreg. 97331-2302. 

gon's trucks, particularly levels of tire pressures and tire sizes, 
and analyzes the survey data. 

BACKGROUND 

Economic incentives that often exceed the expected costs of 
overweighting to the trucker are a major reason for increasing 
the cargo weight of trucks . The benefit to a trucker from 
increasing the load capacity of a truck is increased financial 
returns . 

Table 1 indicates that the cash incentive to load 80,000 lb 
rather than 73,000 lb is $180, and the incentive increases as 
cargo weight increases ( 4). This results from decreasing costs 
per ton-mile as cargo weight increases. Figure 1 shows how 
costs per ton-mile decrease dramatically and costs per mile 
increase only slightly as the weight of the load increases. As 
the weight increases from 10 to 25 tons, the cost per ton-mile 
decreases 60 percent, whereas the cost per mile increases only 
1.5 percent. Since fuel cost per mile traveled does not vary 
proportionately with the weights of trucks, as shown in the 
Mississippi and Oregon studies (J), the more a truck is loaded 
the greater the financial benefit. 

Consequently, the economics of long-haul truck transpor
tation have contributed to the increase in the average gross 
weight of trucks such that the majority of trucks are operating 
close to or above the legal gross loads or axle loads. In 1982, 
the federal government permitted 80,000 lb gross vehicle weight, 
20,000 lb single-axle weights, and 34,000 lb tandem-axle weights 
on Interstate highways . 

As axle loads have increased, so have tire pressures, due 
in part to attempts to decrease the contact area between the 
tire and the pavement, resulting in reduced rolling resistance 
of vehicles and, therefore, reduced fuel consumption. A recent 
study in Texas (5) indicates that trucks typically operate with 
tire pressures of about 100 psi in that state. A study by Roberts 
and Rosson (6) indicated that the contact pressure between 
the tire and pavement for a bias tire with an inflation pressure 
of 125 psi could be as high as 200 psi. That study showed that 
for legal axle loads, increasing the tire pressures from 75 to 
125 psi for a bias-ply tire (10.00-20) can cut the life of the 
typical thin asphalt concrete pavements of Texas by 30 to 80 
percent. 

Thus , increased tire inflation pressures and axle load 
configuration are important factors to be considered in 
asph~lt pavement design and rehabilitation strategies 
(part1cularly overlay design). Consideration of these fac
tors could result in the refinement of paving mix design 
and pavement structure design methods, as well as in the 
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TABLE 1 INCREMENTAL INCENTIVES TO OVERWEIGHT (4) 

Rate 
Vehicle Cargo per Resulting 
Weight Weight Pound* Rate Incentive 

(lb) (lb) ($) ($) ($) 

73,000 45,000 0.056 2520 0 

75,000 47,000 0.054 2540 20 

80,000 52,000 0.052 2700 180 

90,000 62,000 0.050 3100 580 

100,000 72,000 0.048 3460 940 

*A typical rate $0.056; the decreases in rate per pound are given in an 
attempt to account for the rate reduction that might be offered by a trucker 
planning to overweight. 
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FIGURE 1 Cargo weight vs. line haul cost (4): (a) per mile; (b) per ton-mile. 

adjustment of highway user costs. Also, highway main
tenance schedules should be reviewed and the remaining 
life of the existing pavements constructed on the basis of 
truck tire pressures of about 80 psi. 

RESULTS 

A survey to evaluate tire inflation pressures and types of tires 
in use was carried out at a weigh station located near Wood
burn, Oregon, on Interstate 5 from July 28 to July 30 and 
from August 25 to August 31, 1986. The data for each truck 
took about 15 to 30 min for two or three inspectors to collect, 
depending on the truck type. The survey was performed day 
and night for the above-mentioned period. 

A tire pressure data collection sheet is shown in Figure 2. 
One data collection form represents one truck, and the form 
consists of four parts, as follows: 

1. Basic data: date, time (start time and finish time), Public 

Utility Commission (PUC) safety inspection number, inspec
tor, PUC plate number, and commodity; 

2. Weather information, including air temperature and 
pavement temperature; 

3. Truck classification used in Oregon's Weigh-in-Motion 
study; 

4. Tire data: axle number, dual/single tire, tire manufac
turer, tire construction (radial/bias), tire size, tread depth, 
and tire pressure [recommended maximum pressure (cold) by 
manufacturer, first and second measured tire pressure]. 

The tire manufacturer, tire construction, and tire size were 
read from the tire. As Middleton et al. (5) did in Texas, tire 
pressure was measured twice. The first measured pressure 
was the inflation pressure measured after the truck was stopped. 
The second pressure measurement was the last step of col
lecting the data. Therefore, a time interval between the first 
and the second measurement was 15 to 30 min. The reason 
for the second measurement was to determine whether or not 
a change in pressure occurred as the tires cooled down. 
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TABLE 2 NUMBER OF TRUCKS BY TYPE IN THE SAMPLE 

Single Units 

Trucks and Trailers 

Tractors and Semi-Trailers 

Tractors, Semi-Trailers 
and Trailers 

Unknown 

TOTAL 

Truck Types 

Trucks were classified as shown in Figure 2. As presented in 
Table 2, of the 270 trucks surveyed, 55.9 percent were 3-S2 
(18-wheelers), 7.4 percent were single-unit trucks, and 13 
percent were trucks with tractors, semitrailers, and trailers. 

Tire Construction 

The tires surveyed were divided into three groups: 

1. Single tires used for steering axles, 
2. Single tires for nonsteering axles, and 
3. Dual tires for nonsteering axles. 

As presented in Table 3 the data collected show that the 
majority of tires are radials, i.e., 87 percent of total tires (total 
is 2,704 tires). Radial tires constitute 91 percent of tires used 
for steering axles, which is the greatest percentage among the 
three groups. 

Truck Type Frequency x 

SU-2 11 4.1 

SU-3 9 3.3 

2-3 2 0.7 

3-2 16 5.9 

3-3 4 1. 5 

3-4 3 1.1 

4-4 1 0.4 

2-Sl 12 4.4 

3-Sl 3 1.1 

2-S2 11 4.1 

3-S2 151 55.9 

4-S2 1 0.4 

2-S3 1 0.4 

3-S3 1 0.4 

2-Sl-2 10 3.7 

3-Sl-2 11 4.1 

3-S2-2 3 1.1 

3-S2-3 3 1.1 

3-S2-4 1 0.4 

2-Sl-2-2 4 1. 5 

3-Sl-2-2 2 0.7 

2-Sl-2-1 1 0.4 

9 3.3 

270 100 

Recommended Maximum Tire Pressure 

Figure 3 shows the distribution of the recommended maxi
mum tire pressure (cold) by manufacturers for three groups 
of radial and bias tires, and Table 3 presents the mean value 
and one standard deviation. The averages of recommended 
maximum pressure for dual radial and bias tires are 101 psi 
and 81 psi, respectively. 

Measured Tire Pressure 

Figure 4 shows the distribution of the first measured tire pres
sure for three groups of radial and bias tires. Table 3 presents 
the mean value and one standard deviation of the first mea
sured tire pressure and the difference between the first and 
the second measured tire pressures. The averages of the first 
measured pressure of dual radial and bias tires are 102 and 
82 psi, respectively. The first measured tire pressures are 
slightly higher by 1.2 to 2.4 psi than the second measured 
pressures. 



TABLE 3 RESULTS OF TIRE SURVEY 

Single Tire for Single Tire for Dual Tire for 
Steering Axle Non-Steering Axle Non-Steering Axle 

Radial Bias Radial Bias Radial Bias 

A. Tii;e Qonsi;;i;:u!;lt!on 

Sample Number 499 46 91 11 1755 292 
Sample Frequency, x 91. 5 8.5 89.2 10.8 85.7 14.3 

B. Recommended Tire Pressure 

Mean 106 84 108 84 101 81 
One Standard Deviation (psi) 7 9 14 4 8 8 
Sample Number 495 46 89 11 1735 285 

c. 1st Mea1;u:i;:ed 'J;'.ire Pressure 

Mean (psi) 106 86 107 93 102 82 
One Standard Deviation (psi) 10 17 15 10 12 15 
Sample Number 498 46 91 11 1755 292 

D. (!st Measurement)-(2nd Measurement) 

Mean (psi) 1. 5 2.4 1. 6 1. 5 1. 2 1. 6 
One Standard Deviation (psi) 2.3 2 1. 9 0.7 3 2.7 
Sample Number 316 18 66 2 1064 202 

E. Tread De~th (1~32 -in,) 

Mean 13 11 12 12 11 9 
One Standard Deviation 3.4 3.7 4.3 3.7 4.9 3.4 
Sample Number 496 46 88 11 746 287 
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FIGURE 3 Distribution of the recommended tire pressure. 
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FIGURE 4 Distribution of the measured tire pressure. 

Tread Depth 

Figure 5 and Table 3 present the results of the tread depth 
survey. The average tread depth for radial tires used for steer
ing axles is 13/32 in. This is the highest tread depth among the 
groups. The average tread depth for bias dual tires used for 
nonsteering axles is o/32 in. This is the lowest measured tread 
depth. 

Tire Size 

Table 4 presents the distribution of tire size for radial and 
bias tires. The major tire size for radials is 11/80 R 24.5. 
However, for the single tire for nonsteering axles, the major 
tire size is 12 R 22.5, which is slightly wider than 11180 R 
24.5. The major tires sizes for bias are 11-24.5 and 10.00-20 
as presented in Table 4b. It should be noted that 13.2 percent 
of single radial tires used for nonsteering axles are 15 R 22.5, 
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i.e ., 15-in.-wide tires, which are wider than the major tire 
sizes. 

Figure 6 (7) shows the description of tire dimensional infor
mation used in truck tire sizing nomenclature. For example, 
11180 R 24.5 means that the size of the tire is 11 in . wide , has 
an aspect ratio of 0.8 (section height/section width, see Figure 
7), radial, and rim diameter of 24.5 in . Bias ply tires are 
designated with a hyphen in place of the R. 

More detailed data on tire size are presented by Kim 
et al. (3) . 

Manufacturer 

Table 5 presents the distribution of the eight manufacturers 
surveyed for radial and bias tires. One company, which sup
plies 28 percent of the radial tires, did not produce any bias 
tires . More detailed data on tire manufacturers are presented 
by Kim et al. (3). 
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FIGURE 5 Distribution of tread depth. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

As expected, the majority of tires were of radial construction . 
As presented in Table 5, one company which supplies 28 
percent of the radial tires did not produce any bias tires. There 
may be several reasons that bias tires have been replaced with 
radial tires, as outlined below. 

From the 1970s, the trucking industry increased their use 
of radial truck tires as tire service demands on medium and 
heavy trucks increased. Testing done on bias and radial tires 
with similar tread designs from the same manufacturer con
firmed that the radial tire generally offered improvements 
over the bias, as presented in Table 6 (8) . 

As mentioned earlier, the federal government permitted 
80,000 lb gross vehicle weight and 34,000 lb tandem-axle weights 
on Interstate highways in 1982. This allowed a potential 12,000-
lh lm1<i nn the steerine axle. Most states invoke a restriction 
on the load per inch width of tire of 600 lb, i.e., two 10-in.
wide tires could legally support a 12,000-lb axle load. Accord
ing to Cooper (8), two bias tires in the commonly used sizes 
and standard 12-ply rating do not have 12,000-lb capacity, but 
two standard 14-ply-rating radial tires which allow the higher 
inflation pressure necessary for a higher capacity rating do 
carry over 12,000 lb. The improved loading capacity and the 
advantages presented in Table 6 are some of the reasons that 
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have led to an increase in radial truck tire usage. Wong (9) 
indicated that for a radial ply tire on a hard surface, there is 
a relatively uniform ground pressure over the whole contact 
area . In contrast, the ground pressure for a bias ply tire varies 
greatly from point to point as tread elements passing through 
the contact area undergo a complex localized wiping motion. 
However, the effect of different tire construction on asphalt 
pavements is still not well known. 

As shown in Table 3, the average of the recommended tire 
pressure of single tires (for steering axles and nonsteering 
axles) is higher than that of dual tires. The same trend is 
apparent in the first measured tire pressure distribution in 
Table 3. Therefore, the data show that truckers tend to use 
higher tire pressure (i.e ., higher rated tires) for a single tire 
for steering axles as well as nonsteering axles than for dual 
tires for nonsteering axles . 

As indicated in Table 3, the first measured tire pressure is 
slightly higher than the second measured one. For radial tires, 
the difference between the first measurement and the second 
measurement is smaller than that for bias tires except in the 
case of single tires for nonsteering axles . 

For radial tires, Table 3 and Figures 4 and 5 show that 
truckers tend to use the manufacturer's maximum recom
mended tire pressure. This is due to operation safety and 
efficiency. For bias single tires with nonsteering axle, the 
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TABLE 4 TIRE SIZE DISTRIBUTION(%) 

(a) Radial Tire 

Single Tire on 
Tire Size Steering Axle 

11/80 R 24.5 46.5 

11 R 22.5 22.2 

285/75 R 24.5 9.6 

275/80 R 24.5 6.1 

275/80 R 22.5 3.9 

12 R 22.5 2.0 

10.00 R 22 2.0 

15 R 22.5 

Others 7.7 

Number in Sample 490 

Single Tire on 
Non-Steering Axle 

15.4 

19.8 

1.1 

3.3 

33.0 

13.2 

14.2 

91 

Dual Tire on 
Non-Steering Axle 

49.1 

21.1 

7.1 

3.9 

4.1 

2.2 

3 . 9 

8.6 

1737 

(b) Bias Tire 

Single Tire on 
Tire Size Steering Axle 

11-24.5 30.8 

10.00-20 15.4 

10.00-22 11. 5 

11-22 . 5 17.3 

9.00-20 3.8 

Others 21. 2 

Number in Sample 52 

average of the measured pressure is higher by about 10 psi 
than that of the recommended maximum pressure , but the 
sample size of 11 tires is very small. 

As shown in Table 7, the difference between recommended 
pressure and measured pressure for radial tires is almost zero. 
However, for bias tires, the inflated pressure is greater than 
the recommended pressure. As presented in Table 3, radial 
tire pressure is higher by 20 psi than bias tire pressure. The 
study performed by Middleton et al. (5) indicated that radial 
tires on the average showed 12 to 21 psi higher pressure than 
did bias tires. 

If government agencies wish to control tire pressures, it 
would be expedient to control the manufacturer's maximum 
recommended pressure rather than the inflation pressure used 
by truckers. This would ensure reasonable control, since the 
data collected in this study show that measured and recom
mended tire pressures are nearly equal. 

In general, higher-inflation-pressure tires have deeper tread 
depth as presented in Table 3. This implies that operators 
may use higher pressures with newer tires. 

Recently, the trucking and tire industries have started to 

Single Tire on Dual Tire on 
Non-Steering Axle Non-Steering Axle 

30.8 

36.4 29.8 

18.1 21. 2 

9.9 

45.5 2.6 

0.0 5.8 

11 302 

promote super single radials and new low-profile (or low
aspect-ratio) tubeless tires. The concept of replacing dual tires 
with a wide single is not new but has gained popularity recently 
in the long-haul market. As mentioned in the earlier section, 
13.2 percent of single tires used for nonsteering axles are 15 
R 22.5 (Table 4a). According to the restriction of 600 lb per 
in. width of tire, two tires 15 in. wide can support 18,000 lb, 
that is, the equivalent standard single-axle load used in pave
ment design by many states. 

New super single radial tires are claimed to have 10 percent 
or better tread mileage and 8 to 10 percent better fuel econ
omy than conventional dual radials (JO). Also, the lighter 
weight of the wide-base single tire assembly permits higher 
payloads. The reduced tire aspect ratio decreases tire deflec
tion, thereby improving vehicle handling and stability while 
increasing tread life and fuel economy. However, the effect 
of the super single tire on the performance of asphalt pave
ment needs more study. The pressure data collected indicate 
that the mean pressure of the whole sample is similar to that 
found in the Texas study (5) and is considerably higher than 
that traditionally used in pavement design (i.e., 80 psi). Since 
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FIGURE 6 Tire sizing designation (7). 

the study described herein and other studies have confirmed 
that a wide variety of tires and pressures are used, it is nec
essary to refine paving mix design and pavement structure 
design methods to account for the prevailing levels of tire 
pressure. Also, the remaining life of existing asphalt pave
ments or maintenance schedules on the section having high 

LOW ASPECT RATIO TIRES 
24.5 INCH HIGHWAY SIZE 

!USING TYPICAL DESIGN DIMENSIONS) 

CONVENTIONAL ASPECT RATIO 
ITUBELESSI 

LOW ASPECT RATIO 
!TUBELESS) 

H -W - .85 (.86 ACTUAL) 

11R24.5 
H = 0 24 METRES I 9 5 INCHES! 
W = 0.28 METRES 111 ,0 INCHES) 

OD = 1.10 METRES 143,5 INCHES) 

H' W' = .75 1.77 ACTUAL) 

285/75R24.5 
H' = 0 21 METRES I 8.4 INCHES! 
W' = 0.28 METRES 110,9 INCHES! 
OD = 1.05 METRES 141 .3 INCHES! 

FIGURE 7 Comparison of conventional and low-aspect-ratio 
tires (8). 
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truck traffic may need adjustment because the increased truck 
tire pressure may result in severe damage. 

The factor of truck tire pressure , as well as axle loads, could 
be a consideration in setting registration fees and fine 
schedules. 

However, caution is advised when considering the effects 
of tire pressures on asphalt pavements for, say, 80 psi (a 
typical tire pressure in the 1960s) with 100 psi (a typical tire 
pressure in the 1980s) because the former were almost exclu
sively bias tires and the latter are predominantly radial tires . 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The existing operating characteristics of Oregon's trucks, 
including levels of tire pressures , were surveyed and analyzed. 
The major findings and conclusions of this study are: 

1. As expected, the use of radial tires is dominant. Eighty
seven percent of the tires surveyed were of radial construction. 
The bias tires used may be repiaced with radial tires in the 
future. 

2. The average measured pressures of radial and bias tires 
are 102 and 82 psi, respectively. Therefore, adequate consid
eration of current levels of tire pressure should be reflected 
in paving mix design, pavement structure design methods 
including overlay design, and maintenance schedules. 

3. Since the difference between the recommended maxi
mum tire pressure by manufacturer and the measured tire 
pressure is very small, it can be said that truckers tend to use 
the recommended maximum pressure (cold) for reasons of 
operating safety and efficiency. 

4. The sizes of most radial tires are 11/80 R 24.5 and 11-
24.5, respectively . 

5. The average tread depth of radial tires is slightly greater 
than that of bias tires. 

In order to control the effect of increased tire pressure on 
asphalt concrete pavement, the following recommendations 
are made: 

1. If government agencies wish to control tire pressures, it 
would be expedient to control the manufacturer's maximum 
recommended tire pressure (cold) rather than the inflation 
pressures used by truckers, since the data collected in this 
study show that measured and recommended tire pressures 
are nearly equal. 

2. For overload permits, fees, and fine schedules, the levels 
of tire pressure might be included in assigning appropriate 
cost responsibility after an investigation into the effect of 
higher tire pressures on the asphalt pavements is performed. 
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TABLE 5 DISTRIBUTION OF RADIAL AND BIAS TIRES BY TIRE MANUFACTURER 

(a) Radial Tire 

Single Tire on Single Tire on Dual Tire on 
Steering Axle Non-Steering Axle Non-Steering Axle 

1. Michelin 25.0 36.3 28.4 

2 . Goodyear 22.0 11.0 22 . 7 

3. Bridgestone 15.5 24.2 15.0 

4 . Toyo 9.7 15.4 9.6 

5 . Kelly 3.6 2.2 4.0 

6 . Yokohama 3.8 1.1 3.0 

7 . Firestone 2.2 1.1 2.8 

8. OHTSU 3.6 1.1 1. 7 

Others 14.6 7.6 12.8 

Number in Sample 496 91 1755 

(b) Bias Tire 

Single Tire on Single Tire on Dual Tire on 
Steering Axle Non-Steering Axle Non-Steering Axle 

1. Goodyear 10.9 30 . 0 23.2 

2 . Firestone 6.5 9.5 

3. Goodrich 10.9 20.0 6.7 

4. Bridgestone 7.7 

5 . General 10.0 7.0 

6. Multimile 8.7 3.5 

7. Dunlop 4.3 0 3.9 

8 . OHTSU 8.7 20.0 2.1 

Others 50.0 20.0 36.4 

Number in Sample 46 10 284 

TABLE 6 COMPARISON OF BIAS AND RADIAL TIRE PERFORMANCE (8) 

Property Type Test Bias Tire Radial Tire 

Wear Rate Proving Grounds Par Better 

Wear Regularity Proving Grounds Par More Sensitive 

Running Temperature Laboratory Par Better (Lower) 

Fuel Economy Proving Grounds Par Better (6% Savings) 

Tire Noise SAE J57A Par Better (3 dBA Less) 

Puncture Resistance Commercial Fleet Par Better (40% Fewer) 
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TABLE 7 MEAN VALUES OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN RECOMMENDED TIRE 
PRESSURE AND FIRST MEASURED PRESSURE 

Single Tire on Single Tire on Dual Tire on 
Steering Axle Non-Steering Axle Non-Steering Axle 

Radial Bias Radial Bias Radial Bias 

Mean (X) 0.3 2 . 5 -0 . 2 10.0 1. 3 2.2 

Standard 10.7 14.6 8.0 9.6 12.9 19.9 
Deviation (%) 

Number of Tires 495 44 89 11 1734 285 

Measured Pressure - Recommended Pressure x lOOX 
Recommended Pressure 
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Evaluation of Flexible Pavement 
Performance from Pavement Structural 
Response 

EMMANUEL G. FERNANDO, DAVID R. LUHR, CHARLES E. ANTLE, AND 

DAVID A. ANDERSON 

A model for predicting flexible pavement performance was 
developed from AASHO Road Test data. The pavement con
dition indicator selected for quantifying performance is pave
ment surface roughness, which correlated highly with pave
ment serviceability as perceived by the road user. In the 
development of the model, pavement performance was initially 
defined as the history of a pavement condition indicator(s) over 
time or with increasing axle load applications. Consequently, 
the performance model developed predicts the trend in pave
ment surface roughness with cumulative axle load applications. 
Since strain basins provide more information on the pavement 
response under load than just the maximum pavement response, 
indices determined from an evaluation of subgrade compres
sive and asphalt tensile strain basins were evaluated for their 
utility as performance predictors. The results obtained .strongly 
indicate that strain basin indices are important predictors of 
the performance of AASHO flexible pavement sections. 

A wide range of analytical procedures are used to determine 
the structural response of flexible pavements, including linear
elastic, viscoelastic, and finite-element methodologies. The 
specific performance-related pavement response variables (e.g., 
asphalt tensile strain, subgrade compressive strain) deter
mined by these methodologies are used to design new pave
ment construction or pavement rehabilitation. 

The task of designing pavements for transporting people 
and commodities is logically related to what pavement per
formance is perceived to be. One commonly accepted defi
nition states that performance is the amount of service ren
dered by a pavement before reaching a failure condition (J)
This definition is attractive in its simplicity, but has certam 
shortcomings for the same reason. Figure 1 illustrates what 
these shortcomings are. 

Consider two pavement structures, A and B, and assume 
that the trend in each pavement's present serviceability index 
(PSI) with increasing load applications is as shown in Figure 
1. From the definition given previously, the two pavements 
would be characterized as having the same performance, using 
terminal serviceability level PSI1 , since both pavements reached 
this terminal level of PSI after the same number of load appli
cations. However, it is apparent that these two pavements 

E. G. Fernando , Texas Transportation Institute, Texas A&M Uni
versity, College Station, Tex. 77843. D . R. Luhr, Keystone Man
agement Systems, Inc., State College, ~a . 16801. ~· E: Antle and 
D. A. Anderson, Pennsylvania State Umvers1ty, Umvers1ty Park, Pa. 
16802. 
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FIGURE 1 Conceptual serviceability histories for 
pavement~ A and B. 

provided different levels of service. Significantly different user 
and maintenance costs may be associated with pavements A 
and B. In addition, if PSl2 is used as the terminal level of 
serviceability, pavement B would be considered to have the 
better performance, whereas if PSl3 is used, then pavement 
A would be considered to have the better performance. 

In view of the above shortcomings, a different definition 
of pavement performance was used in this research. Specif
ically, it was defined as the history of a pavement condition 
indicator(s) over time or with increasing axle load applica
tions . This is believed to be a better definition than the one 
given previously for the following reasons: 

1. A performance history is needed to consider the differ
ence between two pavements that fail at the same time. 

2. A performance history allows the comparison of two 
pavements that have not failed, rather than considering them 
as equally satisfactory. 

3. A performance history is required for determining user 
and maintenance costs in a life-cycle cost analysis. 

This definition was subsequently used to develop a per
formance model through an evaluation of the relationships 
between pavement performance and theoretical pavement 
response. 
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RESEARCH SCOPE 

The objective of this research was the evaluation of the rela
tionships between pavement performance and structural 
response . Pavement failure was assumed to be a function of 
the response to vehicle loadings, and it was hypothesized that 
the variation in pavement performance can be explained from 
the corresponding variation in the theoretical structural 
response. 

Although maximum asphalt tensile strain and maximum 
subgrade compressive strain are the most frequently used var
iables for predicting pavement performance, strain basin indices, 
developed from an evaluation of theoretical strain basins, 
were also examined for their usefulness as performance pre
diction variables. These quantities are analogous to deflection 
basin indices such as surface curvature index (SCI), base cur
vature index (BCI), or base damage index (BDI) (defined in 
Figure 2), which are used as indicators of pavement structural 
integrity. Strain basin indices are therefore related to theo
retical strains at different locations within a pavement struc
ture . Figure 3 shows a subgrade compressive strain basin for 
an 18,000-lb single-axle load. 

The importance of strain basins in the evaluation of pave
ment performance is illustrated conceptually in Figure 4, which 
shows plots of the longitudinal distribution of subgrade com
pressive strains for two different pavements. If only the max-

Pavement 

A 

Basin 

Sj = i th sensor 
Wi = deflection at ith sensor 

SCI= W1 -W2 
BCI = W3-W4 
BDI = W2 -W3 

FIGURE 2 Example of surface deflection basin. 
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FIGURE 4 Conceptual subgrade compressive 
strain basins for pavements A and B. 

imum subgrade compressive strain is considered, then the two 
pavements would be characterized as having the same pave
ment response under load. However, it is apparent from an 
examination of the strain basins in Figure 4 that this is not 
the case. The load distribution across the subgrade for pave
ment A is different from the load distribution for pavement 
B. Inasmuch as pavement performance is logically related to 
how the pavement responds under load, indices developed 
from an evaluation of strain basins may provide a better expla
nation of the variation in performance for different pavement 
structures. 

Performance data from flexible pavement sections at the 
AASHO Road Test (2) were used in the development of the 
performance model presented herein . Pavement surface 
roughness, as measured by slope variance (SV), was the pave
ment condition indicator selected for modeling pavement per
formance . This pavement condition indicator is strongly cor
related with riding quality as perceived by the road user. This 
is evident in Figure 5, which shows a plot of present service-
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FIGURE 5 Present serviceability rating vs. log10(1 
+ SV). 
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ability ratings vs. log10 (1 + SV), an indicator of pavement 
roughness. The present serviceability ratings were made by a 
panel of highway users who rated, on a scale of 0 to 5, the 
riding quality of 74 selected flexible pavement sections at the 
time of the AASHO Road Test (2). 

For this research therefore, roughness was used in modeling 
pavement performance. It was beyond the scope of the research 
to develop performance models using other pavement con
dition indicators such as cracking and rutting. In addition, the 
evaluation of pavement structural response was made using 
linear elastic-layer theory, which is widely used for the analysis 
of pavement structures. The stress dependency of the moduli 
of unbound pavement materials was considered in the com
putation of pavement strains. Subgrade compressive and asphalt 
tensile strain basins were evaluated in the study, and statistical 
regression techniques were used to evaluate relationships 
between pavement performance and pavement response. 

LOGISTIC REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF AASHO ROAD 
TEST DATA 

Performance data from the AASHO Road Test (2) were ana
lyzed to develop an equation for identifying pavement designs 
that would likely lead to premature pavement failure. Exam
ination of AASHO Road Test data revealed that certain flex
ible pavement sections experienced early failure. These sec
tions did not last beyond tbe first spring season, after traffic 
operations began in October 1958, and sustained less than 
100,000 18-kip ESALs prior to reaching a terminal service
ability level of 1.5. 

Figure 6 shows a comparison of the performance history of 
a section that failed prematurely with the performance history 
of a section that lasted the duration of the AASHO Road 
Test. For most of the sections that failed early, the PSI values 
were adequate until a sharp decrease in serviceability was 
observed at the onset of the spring season. This sudden loss 
in serviceability was most likely due to the adverse subsurface 
conditions that existed during this period. Because of the 
thawing that occurred at this time of the year, subgrade sup
port conditions were poor, leading to the development of 
pavement distress, primarily cracking and rutting. 
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FIGURE 6 Comparison of PSI histories of 
sections 579 and 601. 
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In this particular study, AASHO Road Test pavements 
that experienced premature failure (i.e., sustained less than 
100,000 18-kip ESALs) were categorized as Class 1 sections, 
and those that lasted longer were categorized as Class 2. 
Since this research was concerned with evaluating the per
formance of flexible pavements designed for high-volume 
traffic conditions, the procedure developed for discrimi
nating between Class 1 and Class 2 pavements was used to 
sort the AASHO flexible pavement sections into the afore
mentioned categories. Only the performance of Class 2 sec
tions was subsequently evaluated. 

A statistical technique, known as logistic regression, was 
used to develop an equation for discriminating between Class 
1 and Class 2 pavement sections. The logistic model for the 
case where the dependent variable is binary (0 or 1) is given 
by the following equation: 

Pr[Y = 1] = 1/[1 +exp( -X'(l)) (1) 

where 

Pr[Y = 1) probability of premature failure, 
X' transpose of the vector of independent var

iables, and 
(3 = vector of model parameters. 

In the development of the logistic regression equation from 
AASHO Road Test data, the binary dependent variable Y; 
was set to 1 for flexible pavement sections that failed early. 
Sections that failed early were defined as those that did not 
last beyond the first spring season and sustained less than 
100,00018-kip ESALs. For all other sections, Y; was set equal 
to 0. The independent variables included in the analysis were 
the surface, base, and subbase layer thicknesses, and the the
oretical values of subgrade compressive strain, calculated using 
multilayer linear elastic theory. Subgrade compressive strain 
was calculated using the applied axle load for a given test 
section. The subgrade strain directly beneath one tire was 
calculated. 

Table 1 summarizes the material properties assumed for 
the various layers of the AASHO flexible pavement sections. 
The material properties are representative of average yearly 
conditions at the AASHO test site. The modulus of the asphalt 
concrete mix was obtained at a test temperature of 70°F (3). 

A computer program called NEU was u ed to calculate 
the compressive strain at the top of the subgrade for each 
of the 284 AASHO flexible pavement sections included in 
the experiment. Thi program was developed by Luhr and 
McCullough (4) and is a modification of the BISAR pro
gram (5). NEU con id er · the tress d pendency of the 
resilient modulus of unbound pavement materials in the 
calculation of stresses, strains, and displacements within the 
pavement structure. This is accomplished through an iter
ative application of linear elastic-layer theory to get stress
compatible moduli. 

The theoretical values of subgrade compressive strain and 
the layer thicknesses of the flexible pavement sections were 
used as independent variables in a logistic regre ion analy i . 
A stepwise nonlinear regression procedure (6) was used to 
determine the coefficients of the logistic model given by Equa
tion 1. Table 2 ummarizes the results of the regre ion anal
ysis, howing the independent variables that. entered at eac11 
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TABLE 1 MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF AASHO FLEXIBLE 
PAVEMENT SECTIONS 

Material 

1. Asphalt concrete 

2. Crushed limestone base 

3. Sand-gravel subbase 

4. Subgrade 

step of the procedure, and the fraction of concordant pairs . 
The final logistic regression equation is: 

Pr(Y = 1] 11( 1 + exp{ - (16.586 - 0.300 H1 

- 0.722 H2 - 0.353 H 3 

+ 3.824 log10(E,gm) 

where 

Pr[Y = 1] = probability of premature failure, 
H, = asphalt concrete thickness (in.), 
H 2 = base thickness (in .), 
H 3 = subbase thickness (in.), and 

Esg· = subgrade compressive strain. 

(2) 

The fraction of concordant pairs is a statistic that meas
ures the predictive ability of the model. This statistic can 
have a maximum value of 1.0 indicating a model with excel
lent ability to classify observations into the different levels 
of the dependent variable. For the logistic regression equa
tion developed, the fraction of concordant pairs is equal to 
0.93, indicating that a model with good predictive ability 
has been obtained . 

Modulus (psi) 

450,000 

4000 8 0.6 

54008 0.6 

The results of the analysis summarized in Table 2 reveal 
that, for the independent variables considered , the base and 
subbase layer thicknesses initially provided the largest con
tribution to the predictive ability of the model. As can be 
seen in the table, the fraction of concordant pairs increased 
from 0.500 to 0.805 with the addition of base thickness as an 
independent variable, and attained a value close to 0.90 with 
just the base and subbase thicknesses in the logistic regression 
equation. The significant ability of these two variables to dis
criminate between Class 1 and Class 2 pavements reflects the 
fact that of the 84 flexible pavement sections that failed early 
during the Road Test, 56 had either no base and/or subbase . 
This is indicated in Figures 7 and 8, which show the distri
butions of base and sub base layer thicknesses drawn according 
to the level of the pavement class variable. 

Most of the Class 1 pavements failed during the initial spring 
season at the AASHO Road Test. Considering the adverse 
subgrade support conditions that existed during this time period, 
the absence of base and/or sub base layers would further accel
erate pavement distress and lead to premature failure. 

The results of the analysis shown in Table 2 also indicate 
that the contribution of asphalt concrete thickness to the frac
tion of concordant pairs is small relative to those for the base 
and subbase layer thicknesses. However, this observation does 
not imply that asphalt concrete thickness has little effect on 

TABLE 2 RESULTS OF STEPWISE LOGISTIC REGRESSION ANALYSIS 

Step Variable entered Variable Fraction of concordant 
removed pairs 

0 intercept 0 . 500 

1 base thickness 0.805 

,.. 
:;~~!;~= ~ ~~:!.~!~!"!~=:~ n RQI> L 

3 log1o<tsg) 0 . 926 

4 surface thickness 0.930 

fsg - compressive strain at the top of the subgrade 
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pavement performance. Rather, the results presented should 
be viewed relative to the purpose for conducting the analysis , 
which was to develop an equation for discriminating between 
two different classes of pavement sections. For this purpose , 
the base and subbase thicknesses are variables that better 
discriminate between Class 1 and Class 2 sections. A plausible 
explanation for this was given previously, i.e., that most of 
the premature failures were associated with sections that were 
built without base and/or subbase layers. It is expected that 
in the evaluation of the performance of sections categorized 
as Class 2, the thickness of the asphalt concrete layer would 
have a significant effect on pavement performance. 

DEVELOPMENT OF PERFORMANCE MODEL 

The logistic regression equation presented above was used to 
select the AASHO flexible pavement sections to include in 
the performance modeling phase of the research effort. As 
part of the development of the performance model, an eval-
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uation was made to identify trends in pavement performance 
with increasing axle load applications. In the evaluation , the 
variation in roughness with increasing axle load applications 
was examined for each of the AASHO flexible pavement 
sections categorized as Class 2 from the logistic regression 
analysis. From this examination, the performance trends illus
trated in Figure 9 were identified. 

Efforts were made to identify a model that would define 
the five trends shown in Figure 9. Three different models 
were evaluated : The Weibull (Eq . 3) ; the logistic (Eq. 4); 
and the cubic, i.e . , third-degree polynomials (Eq . 5). 

y 

y 

133 ( 1 - exp{ - [(N - 130)1131]~'}) 
130/[l + 131 exp( - l32N)] 

where 

y = log10(1 + SV), 
N = cumulative number of axle load applications , and 
13; = model parameters determined from regression 

analysis. 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

Using linear as well as nonlinear regression techniques, 
efforts were made to determine whether any of the models 
given in the above equations fit all of the five trends identified 
in Figure 9. It was found that the cubic model could fit the 
five performance trends shown. Consequently, in the devel
opment of the performance model , the form of the model 
was taken to be a cubic or third-degree polynomial. 

The next step in the development of the performance model 
was the evaluation of the parameters of the cubic model. 
Pavement performance can be predicted if, for any given 
design, the parameters of this model can be specified. Con
sequently, it was essential to develop prediction equations for 
the parameters of the cubic model. In connection with this, 
it was reasonable to assume that the model parameters are 
functions of certain attributes of the pavement design. Con
sistent with the hypothesis for this research, an evaluation of 
the relationships between the model parameters and pave
ment structural response variables (strains and strain basin 
indices) was conducted. 

For each of the AASHO flexible pavement sections included 
in the analysis, the cubic model was fitted to the observed 
performance data to estimate the model parameters for each 
test section. Inasmuch as there were 202 sections to analyze, 
a program was written to accomplish this task on a personal 
computer. 

An evaluation of the relationships between the fitted model 
parameters and pavement structural response variables was 
then conducted. Each model parameter (i.e., 13 1, 132 , 133) was 
plotted vs. pavement structural response variables such as 
compressive strain at the top of the subgrade, tensile strain 
at the bottom of the asphalt layer , and strain basin indices. 
Compressive strain basins at the top of the subgrade , and 
tensile strain basins at the bottom of the asphalt layer were 
determined using computer program NELl with the material 
properties shown in Table 3. 

In the development of the performance model, the evalu
ation of seasonal effects was considered important . However, 
after a careful examination of AASHO Road Test data, it 
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FIGURE 9 Observed performance trends of AASHO flexible pavement 
sections. 

was found that an analysis of seasonal effects cannot be made 
since the rate of loading was not systematically varied during 
the Road Test. Consequently, it was not possible to separate 
the effects of load and season on the observed trends in pave
ment performance. The decision was therefore made to use 
material properties representative of average yearly condi
tions at the AASHO Road Test site, and to model the entire 
performance history exhibited by each Class 2 section during 
the duration of the Road Test. 

From the strain basins determined, the indices shown in 
Table 3 were evaluated. As noted previously, strain basin 
indices are analogous to deflection basin indices , which are 
currently used by many highway agencies as indicators of 
pavement structural integrity. These indices are related to 
strains at different locations within the pavement structure. 
Inasmuch as the strain basin provides more information on 
the response of the pavement under load than just the max
imum pavement response, strain basin indices were evaluated 
for their utility as performance prediction variables. 

Figures 10 and 11 show conceptual illustrations of com
pressive strain basins at the top of the subgrade for single and 
tandem axles, respectively. These were the axle configura
tions that were considered at the AASHO Road Test. For 
each axle configuration, the elements of the strain basin used 
for calculating the subgrade strain basin indices presented in 
Table 3 are shown. Similar illustrations can be drawn for 
tensile strain basins at the bottom of the asphalt layer. 

Through regression analysis, prediction equations for s,, 
S2 , and (33 of the cubic model were developed. Table 4 shows 
the prediction equations for the cubic model parameters. It 
was found that the subgrade strain basin index V2 provided 
equations with the highest coefficients of determination. 

No prediction equation was developed for Sn- Physically, 
this parameter represents the initial surface roughness after 
construction, and is an input to the pavement design process 
that is provided by the highway engineer. Alternatively, (30 

may be one of the specifications established for the construc
tion of flexible pavement structures. 

The prediction equations shown in Table 4 were subse
quently evaluated by comparing predicted performance trends 
with the observed performance trends at the AASHO Road 

Test. As may be discerned from Figure 12, the results obtained 
were not very encouraging. It was found that the predicted 
performance trend usually diverged from the observed per
formance trend. The divergence is very significant . Observed 
values of pavement roughness [log 10(1 + SV)] for bituminous 
sections ranged from 0.18 to 2.4 at the AASHO Road Test. 
However, because of the significant disparity between the 
predicted and observed values for pavement roughness, the 
observed performance trend appears to be just a horizontal 
line passing through the zero point of they axis. 

The predictions for pavement roughness were so unrealistic 
that the possibility of arithmetic or programming errors in the 
analysis was initially investigated. However, a careful review 
showed that no such errors were committed. The predicted 
parameters of the cubic model were simply giving unaccept
able results. Consequently, efforts were made to improve the 
accuracy of the prediction equations for the cubic model 
parameters (Table 4), and new equations were subsequently 
developed. However, the results obtained were again very 
discouraging; many predicted performance trends still diverged 
unreasonably from the observed trends. 

The difficulties encountered may be attributable to the 
extreme sensitivity of the predictions from the cubic model 
to deviations in the model parameters, primarily those that 
are multipliers of the X2 and X3 terms (i.e., S2 and (33). Even 
though the cubic model adequately fitted the observed per
formance histories, the model coefficients, particularly those 
that are multipliers of thex2 andx3 terms, have to be predicted 
very accurately in order to come up with performance pre
dictions comparable with the observed data. Deviations between 
the predicted and fitted coefficients were significantly mag
nified by the higher order terms leading to unrealistic pre
dictions of pavement performance . 

In view of the difficulties encountered with the cubic model , 
it was decided that further modeling involving the cubic poly
nomial would not be productive, and that working with another 
model would be the best direction to follow. Consequently, 
efforts were made to identify another mathematical equation 
for modeling the observed AASHO performance trends. Pre
viously , plots showing the variation in pavement surface 
roughness, as quantified by log10(1 + SV), with cumulative 
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TABLE 3 EVALUATION OF STRAIN BASIN INDICES 

Strain Basin Index 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

= maximum subgrade compressive strain 
directly underneath the tire load 

subgrade compressive strain located 
along the longitudi.nal direction and 
at a distance of 'i' feet from the 
maximum 

maximum asphalt tensile strain 
directly underneath the tire load 

~ asphalt tensile strain at a distance 
of 'i' feet from the maximum 
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Definition 

e:sg1 - Esgmax 

e:sgz - e:S8max 

e:sg3 - Esgmax 

e:sg4 - e: 
S8max 

e:sgz - e: 
sg1 

e: - e: sg3 sgz 

e:sg4 - e: 
sg3 

e: - e: 
sg3 sg1 

e: - e: 
sg4 sgz 

e: - e: 
sg4 sg1 

e:acmax - e: aq 

Eacmax - e: acz 

e:acmax - e: ac3 

e:acmax - e: ac4 

e:aq - e: acz 

e:ac2 
- e: ac3 

e:ac3 e: 
ac4 

e:aq - e: ac3 

e:ac2 
- e: 

ac4 

e:aq - e: 
ac4 

number of load applications, were examined to identify a 
mathematical equation for modeling the performance of 
AASHO flexible pavement sections. In the reevaluation of 
observed performance trends, new plots showing the variation 
in pavement roughness with the logarithm (base 10) of the 
cumulative number of load applications were examined. It 
was realized that the trends observed would be affected by 
transformations to the variables being plotted. Consequently, 
a logarithmic transformation of the cumulative number of load 
applications was applied to see if a different set of perfor
mance trends would be obtained. It was found that with this 

transformation, the new trends observed could be modeled 
by the hyperbolic equation 

(6) 

where 

y pavement surface roughness, log10(1 + SV), 
x = logarithm (base 10) of cumulative number of load 

applications, and 
fj; parameters of the hyperbolic model. 
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Using nonlinear regression, the parameters of the hyper
bolic model were estimated by fitting the model to the obseived 
performance data for each AASHO flexible pavement section 
included in the modeling phase of the research effort. Pre
diction equations for the fitted model parameters (131 and 132) 

were subsequently developed using stepwise multiple linear 
regression. No prediction equation was established for 130 for 
reasons mentioned previously. The prediction equations are 
as follows: 

13 1 - 0.035 - 0.220 13o - 0.035 log10 V3 
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FIGURE 11 Conceptual illustration of subgrade compressive strain basin for tandem-axle 
configuration. 

(7) 
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TABLE 4 PREDICTION EQUATIONS FOR CUBIC MODEL PARAMETERS 

8 1 -0.109 + 0.959 v2 for v2 < o. 700 

a -0.109 + 0.959 V2 + 9.143 (V2 - 0.700) 
-4.143 (V2 - 0.700)2 for v2 <: o. 700 

R2 = 0.56 N 202 obs. 

o.500 - 2.146 v2 for v2 < o. 700 

o.5oo - 2.146v2 - 35.77l(Y2 - 0.100) 
+ 13.895 (V2 - 0.700) 2 for V2 <: o. 700 

R2 .. 0.59 N 202 obs. 

8 3 ,. -0.616 + 2.253 V2 for v2 < o. 100 

-0.616 + 2.253 v2 + 31.474 (V2 - 0.100) 
- 9.956 (v2 - o. 700)2 for v2 <: o. 100 

R2 = 0.62 N 202 obs. 

= maximum subgrade compressive strain directly underneath 

the tire load 

Esg2 compressive strain at the top of the subgrade located along 

the longitudinal direction and at a distance of 2 feet from 

the maximum 

where 

fj; = the ith parameter of the hyperbolic model; 
V3 , V5 , T2 = strain basin indices defined in Table 3; 

H 1 = thickness of asphalt concrete layer (in.); and 
H 2 = thickness of base layer (in.). 

To evaluate the accuracy of the performance predictions 
from these equations, observed vs. predicted trends were 
compared. It was found that the predicted performance trends 
were much more reasonable than those obtained with the 
prediction equations for the cubic model parameters. In addi
tion, a root-mean-square (RMS) statistic, indicating the accu
racy of the predictions, was calculated from the following 
equation: 

[ ]
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RMS = ;~(y - y')2/n 

where 

y = observed log10(1 + SV), 
y' = predicted log10(1 + SV), and 
n = total number of observations. 

(9) 

The RMS statistic for the performance predictions was 0.24 
on the basis of 5,895 observations. A similar statistic calcu
lated from the observed performance data for the replicate 
sections at the AASHO Road Test was 0.19 for 767 obser
vations. (Replicate sections were identical pavement sections 
constructed at the AASHO Road Test.) Thus the RMS sta
tistic for the performance model compares favorably with the 
RMS statistic for the replicates, which gives a measure of the 
pure error in observed pavement performance. 

Figure 13 illustrates how the predictions from the model 
compare with the observed values for pavement roughness. 
The predictions generally compare favorably with the observed 
roughness data as reflected by the dark region around the 
line of equality. The correlation coefficient between the pre
dicted and observed log10(1 + SV) was determined to be 
0.59. In contrast, the correlation coefficient for the observed 
log10 (1 + SV) between replicates was found to equal 0.44. 
The fact that a higher correlation coefficient was obtained 
from the model predictions reflects the smoothing effect of 
the curve-fitting conducted as part of the model development. 
In addition, it further indicates that a performance model with 
reasonable predictive ability has been developed. 
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SUMMARY 

A performance model was developed in this paper for pre
dicting the trend in pavement surface roughness with cumu
lative number of load applications. In view of the difficulties 
encountered with the cubic model, a reevaluation of observed 
AASHO performance trends was conducted in order to iden
tify another mathematical function for modeling the perfor
mance of AASHO flexible pavement sections. It was found 
that the predictions from the cubic model were extremely 
sensitive to deviations in the model coefficients, primarily 
those that are multipliers of the X2 and X3 terms. Conse
quently, the model coefficients have to be predicted very 
accurately in order to come up with performance predictions 
comparable with the observed performance. The reevaluation 
of observed AASHO performance histories resulted in the 
selection of the hyperbolic equation for modeling the per
formance of AASHO flexible pavement sections. 
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Prediction equations for the parameters of the hyperbolic 
model were subsequently developed. It was found that the 
hyperbolic equation adequately modeled the observed per
formance of AASHO flexible pavement sections. However, 
it should be realized that the performance model was devel
oped using pavement surface roughness as the condition indi
cator, and that other mathematical functions may be more 
appropriate for other condition indicators. 

Consistent with the hypothesis for this research, an eval
uation of the relationships between the hyperbolic model 
parameters and pavement structural response variables (strains 
and strain basin indices) was conducted. Through stepwise 
multiple linear regression, prediction equations \Vere <level-
oped that included subgrade and asphalt strain basin indices 
as independent variables. In the stepwise regression analysis, 
both the maximum asphalt tensile strain and maximum subgrade 
compressive strain were allowed to enter into the prediction 
equations in addition to strain basin indices. The fact that 
strain basin indices were selected as independent variables 
reflects the importance of the strain basin for evaluating pave
rnent perfonnance, and provides a strong indication of the 
utility of strain basin indices as performance predictors. 
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Rigorous Application of Linear Damage 
Concepts in Development of Improved 
Flexible Pavement Performance Models 

STEPHEN B. SEEDS AND LUIS M. MEDUS 

This paper describes the development of improved flexible 
pavement performance prediction models in which Miner's 
linear damage hypothesis was rigorously applied in evaluating 
original data from the AASHO Road Test. Effects of seasonal 
variation of soil and pavement properties were considered along 
with the actual steering and trailing axle loads within the linear 
damage framework of Miner's hypothesis. Separate models to 
predict the number of single- and tandem-axle loads sustained 
were developed using five mechanistic response criteria: asphalt 
concrete (AC) tensile strain, AC tensile stress, AC shear strain, 
AC shear stress, and roadbed soil vertical strain. The single
and tandem-axle models based on AC tensile strain had the 
highest overall precision, i.e., coefficients of determination (r2) 
of 0.83 and 0.68, respectively. The models correlate highly 
with Road Test data, but they do not compare well with other 
performance models or even the basic AASHO Road Test per
formance equation. The implication is that the improved models 
require their own set of standard 18-kip equivalency factors 
for use in projecting the number ofload applications that would 
be used in designing a flexible pavement structure. 

A study for the Arizona Department of Transportation (DOT) 
was recently completed to evaluate increased pavement load
ing. In it, new procedures were developed for accurately con
sidering the effects of load magnitude, load configuration, 
and tire pressure on pavement design and performance. One 
major task in that study was the development of improved 
mechanistic-empirical models to simulate the performance of 
flexible pavement sections at the AASHO Road Test. The 
models, which are based on a rigorous application of elastic
layer theory and Miner's linear damage hypothesis, were used 
to develop an improved set of load equivalence factors and 
a new mechanistic pavement design (McPAD) procedure. 
The focus of this paper, however, is on model development. 

BACKGROUND 

A damage-based pavement performance prediction model (or 
damage model as it will sometimes be referred to) is an equa
tion that can be used to predict the number of load applica
tions that can be sustained by a given pavement structure in 
a given environment before it reaches a certain failure cri
terion. (In this context, a damage model does not have to be 
one that is based on fatigue cracking; it only has to be one 
that considers cumulative load applications.) The primary and 
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most obvious application of a damage model is in the pave
ment structural design process where it provides a means for 
the determination of pavement layer thicknesses. Depending 
on the nature of the model, it also provides a basis for deter
mining the relative effects of different wheel loads, tire pres
sures, and load configurations on a pavement's load-carrying 
capacity. The latter provision translates further into a means 
for converting mixed-axle-load traffic into an equivalent design 
number of axle load repetitions of a uniform magnitude. 

Existing damage models vary from empirical (relying on 
experience or observation alone) to mechanistic (relying on 
engineering mechanics). Historically, pavement performance 
models have been empirically derived; however, there is now 
a trend toward developing mechanistic-empirical models. These 
models are based on mechanistic response factors (i.e., stress, 
strain, and deformation) but are statistically calibrated to 
observed performance. 

Existing pavement damage models have one of two general 
criteria for failure: one is pavement condition (i.e., extent 
and severity of distress); the other is pavement roughness 
(i.e., ride quality or serviceability). The AASHTO flexible 
pavement performance algorithm (1) is an example of an 
empirical damage model having terminal serviceability as its 
failure criterion. Fatigue damage equations developed under 
NCHRP Project 1-lOB (2) are examples of mechanistic
empirical models having an allowable level of cracking as their 
failure criterion. In general, empirical models are adequate 
for predicting future performance under conditions similar to 
those under which observations are made; however, they are 
not necessarily reliable for predicting performance under con
ditions outside those inherent in their development. Mechan
istic (or mechanistic-empirical) models are better suited for 
prediction outside the range of the data from which they were 
developed, since they rely on pavement responses generated 
by proven theoretical models for their extrapolation. Because 
of the need to consider loads and tire pressures significantly 
higher than those considered in the past, a mechanistic approach 
was selected for developing the damage-based prediction models 
in this study. 

CRITERIA FOR DAMAGE MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

In addition to the use of a mechanistic-empirical approach, 
the following criteria were selected for the development of 
du.mage-based pavement performance prediction models for 
Arizona DOT: 
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1. AASHO Road Test data. Although 25 years old, the 
data base from the original AASHO Road Test experiment 
is still the best organized, most extensive and accurately col
lected set of roadway performance data. 

2. Seasonal variation of roadbed soil support. To develop 
a mechanistic damage model with a potentially higher degree 
of accuracy than that of previous research efforts, it was con
sidered essential that the seasonal variation of roadbed soil 
support at the Road Test be evaluated. To accomplish this, 
it was necessary to translate seasonal deflections and labo
ratory test results into pavement material properties so that 
the resulting variation of critical pavement stresses and strains 
could be considered. Miner's linear damage hypothesis (3) 
was assumed to be valid, thus allowing the individual seasonal 
damages for each AASHO Road Test section to be accu
mulated and used in the analysis process. 

3. Consideration of the effects of steering axles independ
ently from load axles. Since steering axle loads ranged as high 
as 12,000 lb at the Road Test, it was decided that their effects 
should be considered separately from the trailing load axles. 
This was accomplished within the same linear damage frame
work used for considering seasonal effects. 

4. Serviceability as performance criterion. Traffic repeti
tions corresponding to a serviceability index of 2.5 were used 
in developing the damage models. Traditionally, pavement 
damage has been associated with the development of crack
ing; however, there was no reason not to associate it with loss 
of serviceability. 

5. Separate damage models for single- and tandem-axle 
loads. This was included in the criteria for model development 
in order to maximize precision and to provide a better basis 
for evaluating the relative difference between single- and tan
dem-axle loads. 

ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE 

Several steps were accomplished in the process of developing 
the damage models. These steps are discussed in a logical 
sequence below. 

Step 1: Section Selection 

All of the primary AASHO Road Test flexible pavement 
sections consisted of cross sections having three pavement 
layers: asphalt concrete surface, granular base, and granular 
subbase. In choosing sections for detailed analysis, only those 
meeting the following layer thickness constraints were included: 
asphalt concrete surface thickness (D 1 :::: 2 in.), base thickness 
(D2 :::: 6 in.), and subbase thickness (D3 :::: 8 in.). These layer 
thickness constraints were selected in order to confine the 
analysis to sections having significant load-carrying capacity. 
Since several of these sections did not reach a terminal ser
viceability of 2.5 during the two-year traffic loading per
iod, only 33 single-axle and 27 tandem-axle sections were 
considered. 

Step 2: Season Delineation 

Primary seasonal divisions were established on the basis of a 
detailed examination of seasonal deflections and on the find-
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SEASON 

1958 
OCT Fall 

NOV 19 

DEC 

1959 
Winter - Frozen 

JAN 

FEB 25 + Winter - Frozen or 
6 Spring - Thaw 

MAR Spring - Thaw 

APR 

HAY 

JUN 
Summer 

JUL 

AUG 

SEP 23 

OCT i;aJ_1 

NOV 
2 

DEC Winlar - Uorrozen 

1960 
30 

Winlar - Frozen 
JAN 23 

10 
Sprl!!!j - Thew 

FEB 
Winter - Frozen 

MAR 23 

APR 
Spring - Thaw 

4 
MAY 

JUN 

Summer 
JULY 

AUG 

SEP 21 

OCT 
Fall 

NOV 
30 

FIGURE 1 Seasonal divisions established for 
AASHO Road Test experiment. 

ings of NCHRP Project 1-lOB (2). These are depicted in 
Figure 1. Note that because of the different rates of thawing 
associated with section thickness, there is a variable division 
between the first hard-freeze winter and the first spring thaw. 
This variation was handled on a section-by-section basis. The 
asphalt concrete elastic modulus values for each of the seasons 
were based on laboratory test results and recommendations 
from NCHRP 1-lOB (2): summer (230 ksi), fall (450 ksi), 
wintPr (1 7()() lcoi'\ ~nri onrino (71 () lcoi'\ ------ '\-, - - ----/ ----- -.-----o" - - / 

Step 3: Determine Cumulative Load Applications 

Appendix A of AASHO Road Test Special Report 61E ( 4) 
was used to determine the cumulative number of wheel load 
applications sustained by each section (single and tandem) 
until it reached a serviceability of 2.5. 
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Step 4: Determine Seasonal Deflections 

The graph in Figure 2 provides an example of deflection vs. 
time for Section 253. That plot represents the pavement sur
face deflection under a 30-kip single-axle load measured using 
a Benkelman beam. The plot indicates the critical deflection 
values that were selected for each season. Note that in one 
case (summer 1959), deflections were divided into two sub
seasons because of a significant difference in deflection at the 
beginning and end of the season. This subdivision was con
sidered necessary because of the potential impact on materials 
characterization and was applied on several other sections. 

Seasonal deflection estimates were made for all sections 
under the different deflection loads. Table 1 identifies the 
single-axle loads that were used to measure deflection on each 
of the sections. Recall that Lane 1 was loaded solely with 
single-axle load groups whereas Lane 2 was loaded prirp.arily 
with tandem-axle load groups. (The tandem-axle trucks did 
have single-axle steering axles.) 

Step 5: Characterize Seasonal Material Properties Under 
Deflection Loads 

To characterize the seasonal material properties of each sec
tion, a computer program, MODEST-1, was developed which 
basically uses an elastic-layer-theory model, ELSYM5 (5), to 
identify a unique set of pavement layer moduli that will match 
the specified critical seasonal deflections and satisfy the bulk 
stress relationships established in NCHRP Project 1-108 (2) 
for base and subbase materials at the Road Test. Figure 3 
provides a flow diagram of the basic iterative deflection matching 
process used by the MODEST-1 program. The tolerances 
selected for satisfying the bulk stress and deflection criteria 
were 5 and 3 percent, respectively. 

Step 6: Solve for Seasonal Material Properties for Each 
Lane 1 Section 

Unfortunately, because of stress (or load) sensitivity of the 
materials and the fact that the deflection loads were not always 

TABLE 1 AXLE LOADS USED IN AASHO ROAD TEST 
DEFLECTION STUDIES (4) 

Loop 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Lane 

1 
2 

1 
2 

1 
2 

1 
2 

1 
2 

Single Axle 
Load (kips) 

6 

6, 12 
6 , 12 

12, 18 
12 

12, 22 .4 
12 

12, 30 
12 
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equivalent to the actual wheel loads (compare Table 2 with 
Table 1), it was necessary to include this additional task as 
part of the materials characterization process. To predict sea
sonal material properties under the actual applied wheel loads, 
two additional computer programs were developed: STAX-1 
and TANDAX-1. 

Since the loads used to measure deflection matched the 
actual single-axle wheel loads in Lane 1, STAX-1 was designed 
only to estimate the material properties under the Lane 1 
steering-axle loads. The diagram in Figure 4 shows roadbed 
soil resilient modulus vs. deviator stress, which illustrates this 
process for a given section during a given season. The solid 
line is established by plotting the modulus-deviator stress 
values generated in Step 5 for the two deflection loads. (The 
slope of the line that connects these two points is indicative 
of the roadbed soil's sensitivity to load.) The theoretical steer
ing-axle relationship was generated by solving for the deviator 
stress values corresponding to the two previous roadbed soil 
modulus values. In solving for these deviator stress values, it 
was still necessary to satisfy the bulk stress criteria for the 
base and subbase materials. The intersection of the two lines 
defines the point at which roadbed soil stress conditions under 
the steering axle are consistent with the in-situ behavior of 
the soil. Thus , the roadbed soil resilient modulus and cor
responding base and subbase modulus values at this point 
represent the material properties required for steering-axle 
load conditions. 

The actual stresses and strains for each season of each seg
ment are a by-product of the MODEST-1 and STAX-1 solu
tions. The results for this and the previous five steps [as they 
pertain to all single-axle (Lane 1) sections] are included within 
the draft final report to the Arizona DOT (6), but are too 
lengthy to include in this paper . 

Step 7: Solve for Seasonal Material Properties for Each 
Lane 2 Section 

Unlike the single-axle sections, neither the steering- nor the 
tandem-axle loads in Lane 2 matched the loads used to mea
sure deflection. Consequently, it was necessary to incorporate 
a slightly different approach into the TANDAX-1 program 
to solve for the material properties required for the Lane 2 
sections. As can be seen in Table 1, most of the deflections 
in the Lane 2 sections were measured using only a 12-kip 
single axle. Thus , to solve for the material properties under 
the steering- and tandem-axle loads, the single resilient mod
ulus vs. deviator stress point (derived from the MODEST-1 
program for the 12-kip single-axle load) had to be combined 
with an estimate of the roadbed soil's stress sensitivity. 

The single resilient modulus vs. deviator stress point from 
the MODEST-1 deflection analysis is plotted, and a straight 
line corresponding to the estimated stress sensitivity (slope) 
is drawn through the point. This line represents the in-situ 
resilient modulus vs. deviator stress relationship for that sec
tion during that season. Since the stress sensitivity for most 
of the Lane 2 sections was unknown, individual estimates were 
based on the calculated stress sensitivity of the adjacent Lane 
1 sections. For the cases where Lane 1 information was 
unavailable, stress sensitivity estimates were based on trends 
observed in other Lane 1 sections. 

Once the in-situ relationship for the roadbed soil was estab-
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Estimate new base 
end subb1se moduli 

by ever1ging 
previous eslim1tes 

HOOEST- 1 
Elastic Modulus Estimates for 
AASHO Road Test Hal.tri1ls 

Enter structural layer thicknesses, 
denection lo1d ind critical seasOl\lll 

denection for section. Also enter initial 
estimate or roadbed soil resilient modulus. 

Assign AC elastic modulus according lo 
season and NCHRP Project 1-108 results. 

Estimate moduli for subbase and 
base m1l.trl1ls using W1l.trw1ys 
Experiment Stellon rel1tlonshlp. 

Run ELSYHS. Solve ror m11e. deneclion 
and bulk stresses In base and subbne 

under deneclion lold. 

Calculate new subbase and base 
modulus estimates using rel1tionships 
established in NCHRP Project 1-108. 

Yes 

END 

FIGURE 3 Flow diagram of MODEST-1 program. 

Estimate new 
modulus ror 
roadbed soll . 
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Jished, the theoretical steering- and tandem-axle relationships 
were generated and plotted in the same way that the steering
axle relationship was produced for the Lane 1 sections. Sim
ilarly, the intersections of the two theoretical relationships 
with that established for the in-situ soil represent the points 
at which the roadbed soil stress conditions under the given 
steering and tandem-axle loads are consistent with the in-situ 
behavior of the soil. Thus, the roadbed soil modulus values 
and their corresponding base and subbase moduli at these two 
points are the material properties required for the two par
ticular loading conditions. 

tions (6). Like the single-axle results, however, they are too 
lengthy to include in this paper. 

The actual stresses and strains for each season of each sec
tion are, in this step, a by-product of the TANDAX-1 solu-

Step 8: Develop Single-Axle Damage Models 

Separate damage models were developed for single- and tan
dem-axle loads. The reason for this was the desire to inde
pendently examine the effects of single and tandem axles. A 
combined model would have required some assumption as to 
the relative impact on pavement performance of positioning 
two single-axle loads of a given magnitude in a tandem con
figuration. This assumption would have introduced an addi-
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TABLE2 TEST VEHICLE LOADINGS AT AASHO ROAD 
TEST (4) 

WEIGHT IN KIPS 
LOOP LANE FRONT L~D GROSS 

AXLE AXLE WEIGHT e··· {2) l.OAO ..!o 2 2 4 Ci)., 
• 2 8 8 

F~ONT t.OAO 

~ {©fl.'!. Lt: 4 12 28 

®"" ••• 8 24 54 
FRONT LOAD t.OAD 

,, 
8 18 42 

••• II 32 73 

{®--= ,, 
8 22.4 SI 

@ 

@ ••• II 40 811 

II {®--= •• 30 811 

® .... @ • • •• 12 48 108 

tional source of error into the analysis and also made it impos
sible to use the model to examine the effects of axle 
configuration. 

To apply a mechanistic analysis approach using elastic-layer 
theory and Miner's linear damage hypothesis, it was first nec
essary to assume a form for the damage model. Previous 
research efforts, including NCHRP Project 1-lOB (2), sug
gested a form which was adopted for this study: 

(1) 

where, in this case, 

N1 = estimated number of load repetitions to 
serviceability of 2.5, 

R = selected mechanistic response (i.e., stress 
or strain), 

EAc = estimated elastic modulus of the asphalt 
concrete, and 

n-~ n. ~ :inn n_ = r.oP.ffiriP.nt~ tn hP clP.tP.rminP.cl thrnneh ~t:i

tistical analysis of the data. 

The mechanistic responses that were considered in devel
oping damage models (for both the single- and tandem-axle 
loads) include: (1) maximum asphalt concrete (AC) tensile 
strain, EAc; (2) maximum AC tensile stress, aAc (psi); (3) 
maximum AC shear strain, 'YAc; (4) maximum AC shear 
stress, '!'Ac (psi); and (5) maximum vertical strain on roadbed 
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soil, A.Rs· The first four of these mechanistic responses were 
calculated at the bottom of the surface (asphalt concrete) 
layer and were considered in order to determine if any one 
in particular is a better predictor of pavement performance 
than the other. The last response, vertical strain at the top 
of the roadbed soil, was considered because of its appli
cability in predicting the performance of thin-surfaced 
pavements . 

As discussed in Step 6, seasonal values for all the mechan
istic responses were generated using the ELSYM5 program 
(5), based on elastic-layer theory. Actual values for each load 
and season of each section are contained within the single
axie data base presented in Appendix B of the report to 
ADOT (6). 

The machinery for producing the a0 , a,, and a2 coefficients 
for the damage models was incorporated into a program called 
DAMOD-4. Figure 5 is a flow diagram of the major opera
tions of this interactive program. 

First, the desired mechanical response is identified and, for 
a specified trial a2 value, initial values for both a0 and a, are 
provided (operation 1). The program then goes through every 
season for a given section and calculates the allowable load 
repetitions for both the steering- and the single-axle loads 
(operations 2 and 3). The next two operations (4 and 5) require 
an explanation of a technique derived by Taute et al. (7) which 
uses Miner's linear damage hypothesis (3) to consider multiple 
seasons and nonuniform axle loads in developing a new dam
age model. 

The linear damage hypothesis basically implies that one 
repetition of a given stress or strain produces the same amount 
of damage to a pavement whether it is applied at the begin
ning, middle, or end of the pavement's life. It can be expressed 
mathematically as follows: 

(2) 

where, in this case, 

D total damage to the i'h section, 
ni actual number of stress or strain repetitions of a 

given load during a given season, 
(N1)i = allowable number of stress or strain repetitions of 

a given load during a given season, and 
m = product of the number of different axle loads times 

the number of different seasons (on the i'h section). 

The allowable number of repetitions, (N1)i, is determined by 
solving the damage model (Eq. 1) for the stress or strain level 
corresponding to a given axle load and season. The key to 
estimating the a0 , a,, and a2 coefficients in the damage model, 
then, is to find an effective stress or strain level that would 
produce the same amount of damage to the section as the 
combination of all the axle load repetitions during the· dif
ferent seasons. This means that the total damage (to the i'h 
section) can also be expressed as: 

m 

2:ni 
D=~ 

NJ)orr 
(3) 

where (N1).n is the allowable number of load repetitions cor
responding to the "effective" stress or strain level. 
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FIGURE 4 Graph of roadbed soil resilient modulus vs. deviator stress, 
illustrating technique used to solve for material properties under steering
axle loads in Lane 1 sections. 

Rearranging the 'terms to solve for (NJ)eff and recognizing 
that the total damage is calculated using Equation 2 gives: 

(4) 

Substituting the form of the damage model for NJ in Equation 
1 and solving for the effective stress or strain, Rem results in: 

(5) 

Note that because asphalt concrete elastic modulus, EAc, is 
in the equation, it is necessary to calculate the effective stress 
or strain, Rem for a modulus value corresponding to a par
ticular season. Since it occurs between the extreme seasons, 
fall (autumn) was selected as the season for Reff calculations. 
Thus, the asphalt concrete elastic modulus value used was 
450,000 psi. It should be recognized that the selection of fall 
as the season for Rerr calculations theoretically has no effect 
on the ultimate predictive accuracy of the damage model. 

Operations 2, 3, 4, and 5 of the flow diagram in Figure 5 
are performed for one Road Test section at a time . Conse
quently, operations 6 and 7 are included to provide a means 
for incrementing through each section. 

Once effective stress or strain values are calculated for each 
section, a regression analysis (operation 8) is performed on 
NJ (in this case, the actual number of load repetitions expe
rienced by the section before it "failed") vs. R.lf to generate 
new a0 and a1 coefficients for the damage model. A measure 
of the "fit" of the model to the data, known as the coefficient 
of determination (or r2), is also generated as part of this 
regression analysis . 

Operation 9 provides a test of whether the new a0 and a 1 

values are significantly different from the assumed initial val
ues. If they are, then the process must be reexecuted using 
the new a0 and a1 values as initial estimates (operation 10) . 
When the a0 and a1 values are essentially equivalent to the 
assumed initial values (operation 11), they represent the "best" 
solution for the trial a2 value . 

Table 3 is an example of output from the DAMOD-4 pro
gram for one of the initial asphalt concrete tensile strain models. 
For the trial a2 value of - 3.97, eight iterations were required 
before the final a0 and a 1 values matched the initial specified 
values. These values, then, represent the best combination of 
a0 and a1 for the selected trial value of a2 • To get the best 
combination of a0 , a,, and a2 , it was necessary to try different 
a2 values with the objective of finding the combination that 
provides the highest coefficient of determination (r2). Table 
4 illustrates how the a2 value of -3.97 and the corresponding 
a0 and a, values of 6.89 and - 6.21 (respectively) provided 
the maximum r2 • Therefore , they represent the best set of 
single-axle coefficients. 
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calculate the allowable load repelilions 

for both the steering and single axle loads 
using the current a0, a 1• and a 2 values. 

Calculate the seasonal damage due to each 
1xle load by dividing the actual number or 
seasonel load applications by the aiiowllbie . 

The total d1m1ge for the ith section is 
the sum or these individual damages 

Yes 

Use the total cumulative damage for 
the ;th section lo estimate an 

effective value for lhe response, 
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No 
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analysis or log Hf' versus 

109 Reff • generate new ao and 
a I v1lues Ind determine r 2. 

10 ..-----'----. 
No Rewind data and 

iterate using new 
a0 and a1 values. 

FIGURE 5 Flow diagram of DAMOD-4 program. 

The DAMOD-4 analysis for single-axle loads was per
formed considering five different mechanistic responses 
(including asphalt concrete tensile strain). The results are 
summarized in Table 5. Figure 6 illustrates how well the ten
sile strain model fits the Road Test data . However, this and 
the other relationships were all considered initial or prelim
inary single-axle damage models . Although they are certainly 
valid and could be used for design or pavement performance 
prediction, additional equations (described next) were devel
oped which may be more suitable. 

modd based on vertical strain at the top of the roadbed soil, 
the analysis indicated an impractical and undue correlation 
with vertical strains sustained during the winter. This was 
probably due to the fact that the underlying materials were 
assigned modulus values based on engineering judgment of 
the properties during the winter rather than on the deflection
based materials characterization technique used for the other 
seasons. Whatever the explanation, it was reasoned that if 
pavement damage during the winter was indeed insignificant, 
then a suitable damage model could be developed by not 
considering the frozen-winter seasons in the DAMOD-4 anal-In the process of trying to develop a single-axle damage 
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TABLE 3 SAMPLE DAMOD-4 OUTPUT FOR PRELIMINARY SINGLE-AXLE 
LOAD MODEL 

CRITICAL RE5KtlSE KR llAMl\GE MJDEL: AC, TENSil.E S'mAIN 
'!RIAL ro. 8 

Af) 6.890 
Al -6.210 
A2 -3.970 

SEASCNAL EFl'ECl'S : 
SHUN; -23. 2295000 
SlttlER - 21. 2860600 
FAIL -22.4432500 
WINl'ER -24. 7348800 

NSF.C D1 D2 03 'IRSlM DAMSlM 1RPRlM SIREF x y 

111 2. 6. 8. .9315E-t-06 . 3528E-+Dl 264037. .000419 -3 .37760 28.41244 
155 3. 6. 8 . . 9555E-+D6 .1587E-+Dl 602083. .000367 -3.43525 28.42348 
623 3. 6. 8. .1245E-t-06 .4273E-+DO 291340. .000413 -3.38449 27.53842 
601 3. 6. 12 . .9315E-t-06 .1739E-+Ol 535789. .000374 -3.42709 28 .41244 
577 4. 6. 8 . . 1140E-+D7 .1891E-+{)l 602813. .000367 -3.43534 28 .50016 
625 4. 6. 12 . . 1019E-+D7 .9352E-+DO 1089033 . .000334 -3.47670 28 .45122 
419 3. 6. 8 . . 1095E-t-06 .3208E-+DO 341288 . .000402 -3.39555 27 .48267 
487 3. 6. 12 . . 1155E-t-06 .2264E-+DO 510210. .000377 -3.42367 27.50584 
471 3. 9. 8 . . ll85E-t-06 .7254E-+DO 163350. .000453 -3.34402 27.51697 
455 4. 6. 8 . . 1449E-t-06 .9820E-+DO 147563 . .000460 -3.33691 27.60432 
453 4. 6. 8 . . l359E-+D6 .4430E-+DO 306764. .000409 -3.38809 27.57647 
425 4. 6. 12 . . 7575E-t-06 .1042E+-01 726904. .000356 -3 .44843 28 .32264 
417 4. 9. 8. . 2520E-t-06 . 8012E-+DO 314520. .000408 -3 .38984 27.84465 
477 4. 9. 12 . . 1649E-+D7 .1429E-+<ll 1153994. .000331 -3 .48075 28 .66034 
469 5. 6. 8. . 8400E-t-06 . 7164E+-00 1172530. .000330 -3.48186 28.36753 
445 5. 6. 12 . . l052E-+D7 .6511E-+DO 1615064. .000313 -3.50426 28.46506 
303 4. 6. 8 . . 1200E-t-06 .7707E-+DO 155697. .000456 -3.34067 27.52244 
323 4. 6. 12 . . 1200E-t-06 .1071E+-Ol 112036 . .000481 -3.31765 27.52244 
253 4. 6. 16 . . 6765E-t-06 .1950E+-Ol 346877 . .000401 -3 .39669 28 .27352 
321 4. 9. 8. .1200E-t-06 . 1248E-+Dl 96156. .000493 -3 .30696 27 .52244 
267 4. 9. 12 . . 1620E-t-06 .1538E-+Dl 105324. .000486 -3 .31333 27.65277 
309 4. 9. 16 . . 1535E-+D7 .4167E+-Ol 368219. .000397 -3.40086 28.62922 
259 5. 6. 8 . . 1365E-t-06 .6848E-+DO 199322. .000439 -3.35794 27.57839 
307 5. 6. 12 . .8775E-t-06 .1576E-+01 556653. .000372 -3.42976 28.38650 
305 5. 6. 12 . . 1890E-t-06 .6615E-+DO 285720 . .000414 -3.38312 27.71972 
327 5. 6. 16 . .1014E-+D7 .1700E-+<ll 596383 . .000368 -3.43459 28 .44929 
313 5. 9. 8. .6615E-t-06 .1551E-+Dl 426449 . .000388 -3.41113 28 .26378 
331 5. 9. 12 . . 8355E-t-06 .8997E-+DO 928599. .000342 -3.46555 28.36520 
325 6. 6. 8. .1530E-t-06 .4016E-+DO 380967. .000395 -3.40324 27.62795 
257 6. 6. 12 . . l070E-+D7 .1150E-+Dl 929806. .000342 -3.46564 28.47243 
263 6. 9. 8. . 7680E-t-06 . 8489E-+DO 904675. .000344 -3 .46373 28.32862 
271 6. 9. 8. .1058E-+D7 .1384E-+Dl 764358 . .000353 -3 .45194 28.46754 
311 6. 9. 12 . .1005E-+07 . 8740E-+DO 1149881. .000331 -3 .48050 28.44542 

REX:RESSICN LlNE IS : 
Af) 6.883 
Al -6.212 
R-S11'\RE .599 

YRUM 
5.96918 
5.98023 
5.09517 
5.96918 
6.05690 
6.00796 
5.03941 
5.06258 
5.07372 
5.16107 
5.13322 
5.87938 
5.40140 
6.21709 
5.92428 
6.02181 
5.07918 
5.07918 
5.83027 
5.07918 
5.20952 
6.18597 
5.13513 
5.94325 
5.27646 
6.00604 
5.82053 
5.92195 
5.18469 
6.02918 
5.88536 
6;02428 
6.00217 

Notes: NSEC = AASHTO section number; D1, D,, D3 = layer thickness (in.) for surface , base, 
and subbase; DAMSUM = total damage for section computed using a0 , a,, and a2 ; STREF = 
effective fall stress or strain for section ; TRPRIM = allowable load applications corresponding to 
effective fall stress or strain; X = log10 of STREF (independent variable in the regression analysis); 
YPRIM = log10 of TRSUM (dependent variable in the regression analysis); Y = YPRIM minus the 
fall seasonal effect. 
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ysis. When this analysis was performed, the results for the 
vertical strain model were so remarkable that similar analyses 
were carried out to develop models for the other four mechan
istic response variables. The results are summarized in Table 
6 and a graph illustrating the relative precision for the asphalt 
concrete tensile strain model is presented in Figure 7. 

in damage that results in each section when the frozen winters 
are included was indeed insignificant. This test basically con
sisted of an examination of the differences between the dam
age calculated with the frozen-winter effects and those cal
culated without the frozen-winter effects. The results indicated 
that there was no significant difference for all 33 Road Test 
section_s. Thus, it was concluded that the increase in damage A test of these models was made to determine if the increase 



TABLE 4 SAMPLE OF OPTIMUM COMBINATIONS OF a0 , 

a1 , AND a2 FOR SINGLE-AXLE DAMAGE MODEL 

Coefficient of 
Coefficients Determination 

a2 al ao (r2) 

-3.50 -6.46 3.33 0.588 

-3.70 -6.35 4.85 0.597 

-3.90 -6.23 6.40 0.597 

-3.95 -6.21 6.78 0.597 

-3.97 -6.21 6.89 0.599 (Optimum) 

-4.00 -6.19 7.13 0.597 

-4.10 -6.15 7.85 0.596 

-4 ,30 -6 , 06 9_34 0.587 

TABLE 5 INITIAL SINGLE-AXLE DAMAGE MODELS RESULTING FROM DAMOD-4 
COMPUTER ANALYSIS 

Mechanistic 

Response 

Considered 

Asphalt Concrete 

Tensile Strain 

Asphalt Concrete 

Tensile Stress 

Asphalt Concrete 

Shear Strain 

Asphalt Concrete 

Shear Stress 

Vertical Strain 

on Roadbed Soil 

Form of Damage Model 

Symbol 

(R) 

€AC 

(J'AC 

'(AC 

TAC 

fRS 

log(Nf) - a0 + a1*log(R) 

Optimum Coefficients 

6.89 -6.21 -3.97 

4.68 -6.40 2.80 

8.96 -6.43 -4.20 

6.69 -6.28 2.10 

(Model not possible) 

+ a2*log(EAc) 

Coefficient of 

Determination 

(r2) 

0.599 

0.615 

0.584 

0.562 
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FIGURE 6 Single-axle damage model based on asphalt concrete tensile strain. 

TABLE 6 SINGLE-AXLE DAMAGE MODELS RESULTING FROM DAMOD-4 
COMPUTER ANALYSIS ON DATA WITHOUT FROZEN-WINTER EFFECTS 

Mechanistic 

Response 

Considered 

Asphalt Concrete 

Tensile Strain 

Asphalt Concrete 

Tensile Stress 

Asphalt Concrete 

Shear Strain 

Asphalt Concrete 

Shear Stress 

Vertical Strain 

on Roadbed Soil 

Eo~m gt Damftge Mogel 

Symbol 

(R) 

£AC 

()"'AC 

YAC 

TAC 

£RS 

log(~f) - ao + a1*log(R) 

Optimwn Coefficients 

3.25 -7.50 -4.10 

2.69 -7.47 3.60 

6.61 -7. 72 -4.50 

3.85 -7.62 3.10 

-7.75 -4.28 

+ a2*log(EAC) 

Coefficient of 

Determination 

(r2) 

0.834 

0.841 

0.829 

0.819 

0. 723 
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FIGURE 7 Single-axle damage model based on asphalt concrete tensile strain (frozen-winter effects not included). 

due to load applications during the frozen-winter season is 
indeed negligible. 

Step 9: Develop Tandem-Axle Damage Models 

The approach to developing the tandem-axle damage models 
was almost identical to that for the single-axle models in Step 
8. The form of the model was the same, the same five mechan
istic response variables were considered, and, for consistency, 
load applications during the frozen-winter season were not 
considered. The principal difference in the analysis was in the 
recognition that damage due to the steering axles had to be 
assessed using the appropriate single-axle damage model. The 
necessary changes were incorporated into the DAMOD-4 
program to produce DAMOD-5. The differences are in oper
ations 1, 3, 4, and 5 (see Figure 5). 

In operation 1, fixed a0 , a1 , and a2 values from the single
axle model are entered along with the trial a2 value and initial 
estimates of a0 and a1 for the tandem-axle model. In operation 
1. thP ~llf'llur~hlP l"~rl rPnPtltlnn1;;. fnr thP li.i.tPPrlncr ~nil t~nriPm--, ---- ---- ., ____ ------ --r--------- --- ---- --------o ------ ----------

axle loads are calculated using the appropriate a0 , a1 , and a2 

values. In operation 4, total damage is calculated with par
ticular attention to the load configuration (steering or tan
dem). In operation 5, the effective stress or strain is calculated 
with a formula derived using the same basic approach as that 
used to derive Equation 5 for single-axle loads. 

The final results of this step for all five mechanistic response 
variables are presented in Table 7. 

RECOMMENDED MODELS 

Based on the results of the analyses, it was recommended 
that the single- and tandem-axle damage models that are based 
on asphalt concrete tensile strain without frozen-winter effects 
be used both for asphalt concrete pavement design and for 
examining the relative effects of different loads, load config
urations, and tire pressures on pavements with asphalt con
crete thicknesses greater than 2 in. The predictive accuracy 
of all the models based on a mechanistic response in the 
surface layer was very high; however, the single- and tandem
axle tensile strain models had the highest combined precision. 
The fact that most of the experience to date with asphalt 
concrete damage models has been with tensile strain was another 
reason for recommending these particular models. 

The roadbed soil vertical strain models were only recom
mended for the case where surface treatments or thin asphalt
concrete-surfaced pavements are being designed or evaluated. 
Although these models have a somewhat lower level of pre
cision, they still explain a high percentage of the variability 
nh~PTVPrl in thP A_~SHO R0l!.d Ti:st dat:i .. 

CONCLUSION 

In order to minimize the effects of extreme seasonal variations 
observed at the AASHO Road Test and to provide a better 
basis for extrapolation to heavier loads, higher tire pressures, 
and more repetitions, a rigorous mechanistic approach was 
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TABLE 7 TANDEM-AXLE DAMAGE MODELS RESULTING FROM DAMOD-5 
COMPUTER ANALYSIS ON DATA WITHOUT FROZEN-WINTER EFFECTS 

Mechanistic 

Response 

Considered 

Asphalt Concrete 

Tensile Strain 

Asphalt Concrete 

Tensile Stress 

Asphalt Concrete 

Shear Strain 

Asphalt Concrete 

Shear Stress 

Symbol 

(R) 

£AC 

0-AC 

YAC 

TAC 

Optimum Coefficients 

0.82 -6.18 -3.0 

0.91 -5.51 3.0 

5.19 -5.30 -3.0 

4.75 -5.05 1. 9 

Coefficient of 

Determination 

(r2) 

0.676 

0.654 

0.580 

0.578 

Vertical Strain f.RS -5.27 -3.42 0.649 

on Roadbed Soil 

Form of Damage Model 

used to develop improved flexible pavement performance pre
diction models. This has resulted in a methodology that should 
be better suited for use over loads, tire pressures, and envi
ronments that are well outside those of the Road Test. 

As part of the Arizona DOT study, revised load equivalency 
factors and a computerized flexible pavement design proce
dure (McPAD) were developed based on the new damage 
models. Although the damage model coefficients (i.e., the a1 

values) are higher than those generated in past research stud
ies, comparisons with designs derived from the Road Test 
performance equations indicate an excellent correspondence 
for Road Test conditions. The differences occur when com
parisons are made for loading and environmental conditions 
outside the Road Test, where heavier loads, higher tire pres
sures, and stronger soils result in significantly different pave
ment structural requirements. Obviously, this means that the 
final results of the study will need further investigation before 
the models and procedures can be implemented. 
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Comparison of AASHTO Structural 
Evaluation Techniques Using 
Nondestructive Deflection Testing 

G. R. RADA, M. w. WITCZAK, AND s. D. RABINOW 

Two approaches for evaluating the structural capacity of asphalt 
concrete pavements from nondestructive deflection data are 
presented in the newly revised AASHTO Guide. Both proce
dures should ideally yield similar results, but studies to confirm 
this have not been performed. This paper describes a study 
undertaken by the authors to compare the two techniques. 
Deflection data from 1,049 tests performed on 55 homogeneous 
pavement sections were used. Structural capacities were cal
culated according to both AASHTO techniques in terms of the 
structural number (SN) value. On the basis of comparisons of 
the resulting SN values, it was concluded that both AASHTO 
techniques predict similar capacities. However, the compu
tational time, required effort, and amount of information gen
erated by each method are significantly different. Therefore, 
selection of the particular evaluation technique for use in a 
given project should be based on a clear understanding of the 
type of information required. 

Since its introduction several decades ago, nondestructive 
deflection testing .(NDT) has been an integral part of the 
structural evaluation of pavements. In the earliest years, this 
evaluation was based upon the analysis of a single deflection 
measurement resulting from a static or slow-moving load. 
However, as experience with deflection testing grew and tech
nical advances were made, predictive capabilities greatly 
improved. Currently, the most accurate assessment of pave
ment structural capacity is achieved through the measurement 
and subsequent analysis of deflections at various radial dis
tances (i.e., deflection basin) resulting from a dynamically 
applied load. 

In the newly revised. AASHTO Guide (1) for the design of 
pavement structures, two procedures for evaluating the effec
tive structural capacity of an asphalt concrete pavement from 
nondestructive deflection data are presented: the Pavement 
Layer Moduli and the Direct Structural Capacity prediction 
techniques. Both approaches are based on the use of dynamic 
loads and the subsequent measurement of the deflection basin. 

The first NDT approach utilizes the entire measured deflec
tion h11sin to 11ssess the in-situ mocl11l11s of e11c,h l11yer. The 
..-.oc>nl+~ .......... mr..Anl~ n...-.o. fh.o....,, nc-.a.rl n.lr..n.rrur~+h .cw+.-.hl~eo'ha...-1 A A CUTI""\ 
.L"'U''-&.l. .. .L.L.1.f, .l..L.LV ......... u._ ................. .L.L--.L.L ~ ......... ""', ~& .... .L.ao •• .L ... .LJI. ..... u .. 0L40U'JLl.VJl..L.._,'U' L A.L .............. A ,a_'-' 

correlations between modulus and structural layer coefficient, 
to calculate the effective structural capacity of the pavement 
in terms of an effective structural number. 

G. R. Rada and S. D. Rabinow, Pavement Consultancy Services, 
4700 Berwyn House Road, #202, College Park, Md. 20740. M. W. 
Witczak, Department of Civil Engineering, University of Maryland, 
College Park, Md. 20740. 

The second NDT approach is based on theoretical deflec
tion equations that allow for prediction of the effective struc
tural number (SN) directly from the maximum NDT deflec
tion and knowledge of the subgrade modulus as interpreted 
from the outer geophone deflection measurements. 

Both procedures should theoretically yield similar results, 
but, until now, verification studies have not been performed. 
This study is one of the first attempted direct comparisons in 
the United States and has been conducted primarily because 
of its importance to the long-range verification and modifi
cation of the NDT methodology suggested in the AASHTO 
Guide. 

Three major research tasks were performed: 

1. deflection and pavement data collection, 
2. analysis of deflection data, and 
3. comparison of results. 

In Task 1, deflection basin data and other pertinent pavement 
information were collected for direct use in this study. Those 
data were analyzed using both AASHTO evaluation tech
niques in Task 2. And, in Task 3, a comparison of the effective 
structural capacity results generated was undertaken to verify 
the AASHTO NDT methodology. 

A more detailed discussion of the study is presented in this 
paper. In the ensuing section, a brief description of the non
destructive testing equipment and a summary of the deflection 
data and pavement information collected are provided. A 
later section presents the analysis of deflection data according 
to the two AASHTO evaluation techniques. The results of 
the analysis are summarized and compared later. Finally, the 
major findings and conclusions of the study are discussed. 

DEFLECTION AND PAVEMENT DATA COLLECTION 

Nondestructive Testing Equipment 

All nondestructive field data used in this comparison study 
were collected with a Phonix model MLlOOOO falling-weight 
deflectometer (FWD). This Phonix FWD model is a trailer
mounted pavement loading device capable of applying impulse 
loads ranging from approximately 2,500 lb to 24,000 lb. This 
impulse load range facilitates deflection studies on pavement 
structures ranging from low-volume roads to heavy-load air
field pavements. 
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The standard electronic package consists of six deflection 
sensors that can be positioned at various radial offset distances 
from the load plate center so that an accurate measurement 
of the complete deflection basin can be made under a given 
dynamic load. Additional standard features include a pave
ment surface and air temperature recording system and a 
trailer-mounted distance measuring instrument. 

The complete FWD operation-data collection and sub
sequent data reduction and analysis-is accomplished using 
IBM-PC or compatible microcomputers and software systems 
developed by the authors. The FWD is operated by a single 
person from within the tow vehicle using a data collection 
program (COLLECT) that monitors the test mode condition 
and stores all pertinent field data such as load, deflections, 
and temperature. 

Data reduction tasks are accomplished using the program 
REDUCE, which converts the raw field data from sequential 
test files to random-access binary files; allows for the correc
tion of bad data elements and the creation of subset files and/ 
or normalized deflection files; and provides tabular and graph
ical printouts of the deflection data along with statistical sum
maries. On completion, the resulting deflection data are ana
lyzed using programs EMOD or SNEFF which back-calculate 
the in-situ layer moduli and/or structural capacity of the pave
ments tested. 

Nondestructive Field Data 

A total of 1,049 nondestructive deflection tests conducted 
between October 1985 and December 1986 were used in this 
study. These tests were performed on 55 unique pavement 
sections located in five different states: Virginia, Maryland, 
Colorado, Connecticut, and Texas. 

In Virginia and Maryland, 593 tests on 23 pavement sections 
were conducted to assess the condition and structural capacity 
of the pavements under investigation and, on the basis of the 
results of the evaluation, to make rehabilitation recommen
dations. In Colorado, 253 tests results on 18 different pave
ment sections were used, along with other pertinent infor
mation, in the development of a data base for implementation 
of a pavement management system. And, in Connecticut and 
Texas, deflection tests were performed to demonstrate the 
operation and capabilities of the Phonix MLlOOOO FWD. 

Table 1 is a summary of the pavement sections, indicating 
the section identification number, route number or name, 
location, pavement cross section, pavement temperature, and 
the number of tests conducted. 

ANALYSIS OF NONDESTRUCTIVE DATA 

In order to compare the approaches recommended in the 
AASHTO Guide detailing the uses of NDT within structural 
evaluation and rehabilitation studies, the deflection results 
for the pavements under investigation were analyzed using 
the EMOD and SNEFF programs. EMOD is a computerized 
solution to the Pavement Layer Moduli procedure recom
mended in the AASHTO Guide. SNEFF is the computerized 
solution to the AASHTO Direct Structural Capacity tech
nique. Both programs and the methodology used in each are 
described below. 
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Subgrade Moduli Predictions 

Regardless of the pavement structural evaluation technique 
selected, the first step in the overall analysis is to determine the 
in-situ subgrade modulus from the measured deflection basin. 
The fundamental concept used in either approach to establish 
this value is best illustrated in Figure 1, which shows a pavement 
structure being deflected under a dynamic NDT load. As the 
test is conducted, the load applied to the surface is distributed 
through the depth of the pavement system. The distribution of 
stresses, represented in this figure by the "Zone of Stress," is 
obviously dependent upon the stiffness or modulus of the mate
rial within each layer. As the stiffness of the material increases, 
the stress is spread over a much larger area. 

More important, Figure 1 shows a radial distance (r = a3e) 
in which the stress zone intersects the interface of the subbase 
and subgrade layers. When the deflection basin is measured, 
any surface deflections obtained at or beyond the a3e value 
are due only to stresses, and hence deformations, within the 
subgrade itself. Thus, the outer readings of the deflection 
basin primarily reflect the in-situ modulus of the subgrade 
soil. 

Using this concept, the in-situ subgrade modulus is deter
mined in both EMOD and SNEFF programs from the com
posite moduli predicted for radial distances greater than the 
effective radius, a3., of the stress bulb at the pavement-subgrade 
interface, as indicated by the horizontal dashed line in Figure 
2 for linear elastic subgrades or by the upward trend for non
linear (stress dependent) subgrades. The composite modulus 
is a single-value representation of the overall pavement stiff
ness, at a given radial distance, that combines the modulus 
of elasticity of all layers present in the pavement. 

The specific evaluation technique used by both programs 
involves the generation of pavement composite moduli plots 
from measured radial NDT deflections. Computer-generated 
plots of the composite moduli vs. radial distance are calculated 
by means of the following equations: 

(la) 

or 

(lb) 

where 

Ec = composite modulus, 
r = radial distance, 

Pc = contact pressure applied by NDT device, 
ac = radius of contact of NDT device, 

u,8 = Poisson's ratio of the subgrade, 
l) = measured or predicted (from curve-fitting analysis) 

deflection, and 
C = [1.1 *log(r/ac) + 1.15] or [0.5*u,8 + 0.875] (lowest 

of the two values). 

A more detailed discussion of the theories contained in this 
section is presented in the 1985 AASHTO Guide (2). 

Pavement Layer Moduli Analysis 

The AASHTO Pavement Layer Moduli analysis technique is 
based on the supposition that a unique set of layer moduli 
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TABLE 1 PAVEMENT TEST SECTIONS 

SECTION PAVEMENT STRUCTURE PAVEMENT NUMBER OF 
ID NUMBER ROUTE I LOCATION LAYER 1 LAYER 2 LAYER 3 TEMP. NOT POINTS 

VAOT5-2 Route 17 SBL, Stafford Co., Virginia 7. 5" AC 6.0" GB SG 73 9 
VADT5-3 Route 3 EBL, Spotsylvania Co., Virginia 4.4" AC 6.0" GB SG 76 19 
VADT5-4 Route 301 NBL, King George Co., Virginia 9.0" AC 3.0" GB SG 59 10 
VADT5-5 Route 17 NBL, Caroline Co., Virginia 8.2" AC 7 .O" GB SG 54 46 
VADT5-6 Route 17 NBL, Caroline Co., Virginia 5.8" AC 7 .O" GB SG 56 28 
VADT5-9 Route 360 EBL, Richmond Co., Virginia 5. 9" AC 6.0" GB SG 52 46 
VADT5-10 Route 203 SBL, Westmoreland Co., Virginia 3.1" AC 10.0" GB SG 52 20 
VADT5-ll Route 3 NBL, Lancaster Co., Virginia 5. 3" AC 10.0" GB SG 54 28 
VADT5-12 Route 3 NBL, Lancaster Co., Virginia 4. 4" AC 10.0" GB SG 55 20 
VADT5-13 Route 201Y NBL, Lancaster Co., Virginia 1. 9" AC 6.0" GB SG 60 8 
VADT5-14 Route 200 NBL, Northumberland Co., Virginia 2. 5" AC 10.0" GB SG 58 25 
VADT5-18 Route 14 EBL, King & Queen Co., Virginia 2. 7" AC 8.0" GB SG Bo 11 
VADT5-20 Route 360 WBL, King & Queen Co., Virginia 4. 5" AC 6.0" CTB SG 80 45 
VAOT5-21 Route 207 SBL, Caroline Co., Virginia 3.9" AC 6.0" CTB SG 60 10 
PAFB Paine Street, Peterson AFB, Colorado 3.0" AC 6.0" GB SG 65 15 
PAFB-1 Hamilton Street, Peterson AFB, Colorado 2. 5" AC 5.0" GB SG 75 20 
PAFB-2 Kincheloe Loop, Peterson AFB, Colorado 2. 5" AC 5.0" GB SG 80 10 
PAFB-3 Thule Loop, Peterson AFB, Colorado 2. 5" AC 5.0" GB SG 90 13 
PAFB-4 Suffolk Street, Peterson AFB, Colorado 2. 5" AC 5.0" GB SG 80 11 
PAFB-5 Otis Street, Peterson AFB. Colorado 3.0" AC 5.0" GB SG 90 19 
PAFB-6 Mitchell Street, Peterson AFB, Colorado 2.0" AC 6.0" GB SG 90 12 
PAFB-7 Glasgow Street, Peterson AFB, Colorado 2. 5" AC 5.0" GB SG 90 9 
PAFB-8 Loring Street, Peterson AFB, Colorado 2. 5" AC 6.0" GB SG 90 9 
PAFB-9 Dover Ave., Peterson AFB, Colorado 2. 5" AC 6.0" GB SG 90 8 
PAFB-10 Vincent Street, Peterson AFB, Colorado 2. 5" AC 5.0" GB SG 90 17 
PAFB-11 ENT Ave., Peterson AFB, Colorado 2. 5" AC 3.0" GB SG 90 18 
PAFB-12 Peterson Blvd., Peterson AFB, Colorado 4. 5" AC 5.0" GB SG 50 28 
PAFB-13 Stewart Ave., Peterson AFB, Colorado 3.0" AC 5.0" GB SG 65 31 
PAFB-14 Truax Street, Peterson AFB, Colorado 3.0" AC 1.0" GB SG 75 12 
PAFB-15 Tinker Street, Peterson AFB, Colorado 2. 5" AC 5.0" GB SG 75 4 
PAFB-16 Goodfellow Rd., Peterson AFB, Colorado 2. 5" AC 6.0" GB SG 75 10 
PAFB-17 Duluth Street, Peterson AFB, Colorado 2. 5" AC 5.0" GR SG 80 7 
VADT6-3 Route 29 NBL, Culpeper Co., Virginia 9. 7" AC 6.0" GB SG 88 34 
VADT6-4 Route 55 WBL, Fauquier Co., Virginia 3. l" AC 12.0" GB SG 79 13 
VADT6-5 Route 29 SBL, Fauquier Co., Virginia 8. 4" AC 6.0" GB SG 74 25 
VAOT6-7 Route 17 SBL, Fauquier Co., Virginia 8.0" AC 3.0" GB SG 87 53 
CTDT-A6 Route 77 NBL, Guilford, Connecticut 4.0" AC 2.0" GB SG 59 20 
CTDT-Bl Route 218 EBL, Bloomfield, Connecticut 4.0" AC 29.0" GB SG 54 20 
CTDT-C8A Route 80 EBL, Guilford, Connecticut 4.0" AC 3.0" GB SG 55 11 
CTDT-E4 Route 68 EBL, Wallingford, Connetir.ut 9.0" AC 10.0" GB SG 44 14 
CTDT-E7 Route 187 NBL, Bloomfield, Conneticut 9.0" AC 20.0" GB SG 46 18 
CTDT-F4 Route 202 NBL, New Hartford, Conneticut 4. 3" AC 13.0" GB SG 56 19 
CTDT-F9 Route 140 EBL, Windsor Locks, Connecticut 3. 3" AC 9.0" GB SG 58 20 
ARE-9A Route 71 EBL, Lagrange, Texas 10. 5" AC 12.0" GB SG 91 12 
ARE-10 Route 71 EBL, Lagrange, Texas 10. 5" AC 12.0" GB SG 93 12 
ARE-11 Route 71 EBL, Lagrange, Texas 10. 5" AC 12.0" GB SG 96 12 
ARE-12 Loop 360 SBL, Austin, Texas 3.0" AC 15.0" GB SG 100 12 
ARE-12A Loop 360 SBL, Austin, Texas 3.0" AC 15.0" GB SG 91' 12 
ARE-14 Route 183 NBL, Austin, Texas 2. 5" AC 17 .O" GB SG 86 12 
ARE-14B Route 183 NBL, Austin, Texas 2.5" AC 17 .O" GB SG 103 9 
ALF-F4Z FHWA Turner-Fairbanks Research Lab, Virginia 5.0" AC 5.0" GB SG 72 7 
ALF-SlOLl FHWA Turner-Fairbanks Research Lab, Virginia 5.0" AC 5.0" GB SG 58 18 
ALF-F3Z FHWA Turner-Fairbanks Research Lab, Virginia 7 .O" AC 12.0" GB SG 65 26 
ALF-S 10L2 FHWA Turner-Fairbanks Research Lab, Virginia 7 .O" AC 12.0" GB SG 59 32 
CTI-GP Grosvenor Pk. Loop Rd., Montgomery Co., MD 4.0" AC 6.0" GB SG 60 60 

Total Number of Sections = 55 AC Asphalt Concrete Layer 
Total Number of Test Points ~ 1049 CTB Cement Treated Base Layer 

GB - Granular Base Layer 

exists such that the theoretically predicted deflection basin is The EMOD program has been developed to estimate in-
equivalent to the measured deflection basin. This NDT situ pavement layer moduli from measured NDT deflection 
approach utilizes the entire measured deflection basin to assess basin data. The analysis technique is b(\sed on the concepts 
the in-situ (E;) modulus of each layer. By using AASHTO of linear multilayer elastic theory and uses the Chevron N-
correlations between the modulus and structural layer coef- Layer computer code (3) as a subroutine within the back-
ficient (a,) values, the effective structural number of the pave- calculation procedure . In general, layer moduli are esti-
ment can be computed, assuming that the thicknesses of each mated from the combination of E, values that result in the 
layer (h;) have been accurately determined. minimum cumulative residual error at all deflection (geo-
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phone) readings. In order to utilize this program, the layer 
thicknesses and Poisson's ratio of each layer must be known 
or assumed . 

correlation recommended m the AASHTO Guide is con
tained in EMOD: 

Once the layer moduli have been calculated, the predicted 
asphalt concrete modulus must be corrected to a standard 
temperature of 68° to 78°F. The same temperature correction 

"' " :; 
"O 

~ ... 
~ 
QJ 
> 

"' C1. 

QJ ... 

£(70) 
E(T) 

103,245 x I0 - "(2079.446 - Tp 1.798) 
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FIGURE 2 Composite modulus vs. radial distance plot. 
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where 

£(70) = temperature-corrected modulus, 
E(T) = modulus back-calculated from deflection basin (in 

EMOD), and 
TP = pavement temperature at time of NDT test. 

After temperature correction, the estimated layer moduli 
are correlated with the empirical AASHTO structural layer 
coefficients through the use of nomographs or layer coeffi
cient-modulus relations found in the AASHTO Guide. The 
predicted layer coefficients are then used, along with the known 
!ayer thicknesses, to estimate the effective structural capacity 
of the pavement system by means of the following expression: 

n-1 

SN = a; h; + a2h2 + ... a" _ 1 h" _ 1 = L a;h; (3) 
i=l 

However, instead of the nomographs or layer coefficient 
relations found in the AASHTO Guide, an alternate analyt
ical form of layer coefficients to elastic modulus was used in 
this study. The theoretical bases behind the development of 
this alternate correlation are detailed in the 1985 AASHTO 
Guide (2) and are summarized below. 

Assuming that the individual pavement layers (h;, a;) can 
be represented by equivalent thicknesses (hs,;) of a standard 
material (as) having the same structural number, then 

(4a) 

or 

a; = as(hs)h;) (4b) 

Also, if the structural number of the equivalent layers is 
the same as that of the in-situ layers, then the "stiffness" of 
the two must be the same: 

Es h°1; 
12 (1 - ui) 12 (1 - u;) 

or 

hs; _ [E, (1 - uJ)] 113 

h; - E., (1 - u;) 

(5a) 

(5b) 
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where 

a; layer coefficient of i'h layer material, 
as layer coefficient of standard (arbitrarily selected) 

material, 
E; = elastic modulus of i'h layer materials, 
Es = elastic modulus of standard material, 
U; = Poisson's ratio of i'h layer material, and 
us = Poisson's ratio of standard material. 

Substituting Equation 5 into Equation 4 yields the alternate 
modulus-layer coefficient relation used in the study: 

[
E; (1 - u;)]m 

a; = as E ?) 
• 1 - Ui 

(6) 

This alternate relation fits with every material-layer-type 
correlation in the AASHTO Guide except for the asphalt 
surface course. To illustrate this fact numerically, if one arbi
trarily selects (as was done in this study) a crushed stone base 
cm1rse llS thf'. stl!ncfarcl mllterilll-n = 0 14 F, = 10 000 nsi ----- -- ---- --------- ---------- --s -·- . , -:,; --,--- r--, 

and us = 0.35-the computed a; values shown in Table 2 are 
obtained for commonly accepted moduli values. As can be 
seen from this table, the predicted layer coefficients fit the 
AASHTO correlations very well except for the asphalt surface 
material. 

Furthermore, if crushed stone is assumed to be the standard 
material, substitution of Equation 6 into Equation 3 yields 
the SN predictive equation contained in the EMOD program: 

n-1 n-1 [E' (1 _ u;)] 113 

SN = L a;h; = L as E ( J _ ~) h; 
1=1 1=1 ""s U1 

SN 
n-1 ( E )113 

0.0043 2: h; _i_ 
;~1 1 - ut (7) 

In addition to the above theoretical considerations, a much 
longer computational time is associated with the Pavement 
Layer Moduli technique because layer elastic solutions (e.g., 
Chevron) are required to iteratively back-calculate the layer 
moduli. However, since individual layer strengths are pre
dicted, the results of the analysis can be used in the identi
fication of problem layers/materials or as input into the more 
rational mechanistic approaches presently available. 

TABLE 2 COMPARISON OF STRUCTURAL LAYER COEFFICIENTS FROM 
AASHTO AND ALTERNATE APPROACH 

Material 
Type 

A.C. Surfdce 

A.C. Base 

Granular Base 

Granular Subbase 

Modulus 
(ksi) 

930 

450 

340 

30 

15 

La~er Coefficients 
Alternate 

AASHTO Approach 

>.45 .44 

.44 .35 

. 30 .31 

.14 .14 

.11 .11 
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Direct Structural Capacity Analysis 

The approach used in the AASHTO Direct Structural Capac
ity analysis technique is based on the premise that the overall 
pavement structural capacity is the result of the combined 
stiffness influence of each layer. Consequently, the maximum 
NDT deflection may be viewed as comprising two separate 
components: (1) pavement structural capacity and (2) subgrade 
support. 

Using these concepts, a computerized solution (SNEFF) to 
the AASHTO Direct Structural Capacity analysis technique 
was developed. The procedure uses outer deflection basin 
data to estimate the subgrade modulus and then uses this 
parameter, along with the maximum NDT deflection, to directly 
estimate the effective structural capacity of the pavement 
system. 

More specifically, the effective structural capacity of the 
pavement is determined in the program SNEFF through an 
iterative process. Assuming that the pavement structure can 
be represented by a one-layer system resting on the subgrade 
(see Figure 3) and that crushed stone (a, = 0.14, E, = 30,000 
psi, and u, = 0.35) is the standard material, the equivalent 
modulus (£.) of the one-layer system (for a given iteration 
of the SN value) can be calculated by rearranging Equation 
7 as follows: 

E, = (SN/0.0043*h,)3(1 - uf.) (8) 

where h, is the total pavement thickness (i.e., h, = L.h;). 
In turn, the theoretical maximum deflection (00 ) of the one

layer system with modul.us E, can be derived from the fol
lowing expression contained in the 1985 AASHTO Guide (2): 

2pc'1c (J - u:g) 
Bo= E Fw 

sg 

x [1 + ____ A ____ ] 
2(1 - u,8) (1 + A2) 112 

[
Ee (l - u~J ]

113 

h, = 0.9 h, E,s (1 - u,) (9) 

where 

F w = Burmeister's two-layer deflection factor, 
Fb = Boussinesq's one-layer deflection factor, 
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h. = transformed thickness of pavement in terms of the 
subgrade modulus, 

A = depth radii of the transformed section, 
E,g = subgrade modulus, and 
u. = Poisson's ratio of transformed section. 

Therefore, by iterating on the SN value, the structural num
ber that results in a predicted maximum deflection equal to, 
or within 1 percent of, the measured value is determined in 
the SNEFF program. 

It should also be noted that the maximum measured NDT 
deflection must be adjusted to the standard temperature of 
70°F before the effective structural number, SN, is calculated. 
The adjustment correlation used in SNEFF is that developed 
by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (4): 

de = dm/(l + fac*m) 

m = - 8.491 x 10- 2 + (1.213 x lQ - 3)*T.;, 

where 

de = corrected maximum deflection (to 70° F), 
dm = measured maximum NDT deflection, 
t.c = total thickness of asphalt layers, and 

T.,, = air temperature at time of NDT test. 

(10) 

Because a simpler, two-layer solution is used in the Direct 
Structural Capacity technique, the computational time asso
ciated with this procedure is much faster. However, it cannot 
be used to isolate problem layers nor can the results be used 
as input into a mechanistic analysis. 

Analysis Results 

As previously described , calculations were performed ana
lyzing the structural resp nse f more than 1,000 els of 
deflection measurements by means of Pavement Layer Mod
uli (EMOD program) and Direct Structural Capacity (SNEFF 
program) techniques. It should be emphasized that the cal
culations were performed for each set of deflection measure
ments individually, and that statistical analyses were per
formed on the results for each homogeneous pavement section 
investigated. 

Table 3 presents the results of these analyses. Under the 
heading "EMOD ANALYSIS," reported results are based 
on the Pavement Layer Moduli techniques. Since all pave
ments were modeled as three-layer systems, results consist of 
mean layer moduli for the surface and base courses, as well 
as for the subgrade. The fourth column of this group repre
sents the mean calculated effective SN value represented by 
the layer moduli. 

Under the heading "SNEFF ANALYSIS," reported results 
are based on the Direct Structural Capacity techniques. The 
results include the mean subgrade modulus, thickness of pave
ment modeled, mean equivalent modulus of that thickness of 
pavement, and the mean calculated effective SN of that com
bination of modulus and thickness. 
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TABLE 3 STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF LAYER MODULI AND SN VALUES 

+ ------------EMOD ANALYSIS-----------------+ 

SECTION MEAN LAYER MODULI (ks1) MEAtl 
ID NUMBER SURFACE BASE SUB GRADE EFFECTIVE SN 

VADT5-2 445.B 42.2 20.0 3,52 
VADT5-3 416.5 49.2 26.0 2.47 
VADT5-4 305. 9 36.0 23.6 3. lB 
VADT5-5 167 . 5 19 . 7 21.6 2.89 
VADT5-6 214.5 28.6 15.3 2.53 
VADT5-9 118. 1 18.2 12.5 2.02 
VADT5-10 179. 9 33.8 lB.5 2.25 
VADT5-ll 233.3 24.l 17 .8 2. 77 
VAOTS-12 323 . 9 32.4 23 . 6 2.80 
VADT5-13 162.4 27 .1 10.2 1. 28 
VADT5-14 856.6 21.B 16.B 2.33 
VADT5-18 495.3 22.6 20.0 1. 98 
VAOT5-20 490 .7 93.3 21. 1 2.83 
VADT5-21 269 . 3 580.0 40.8 3.39 
PAFB 565.5 51.0 17.5 2.13 
PAFB-1 1080. 4 61. 5 21. 4 2.05 
PAFB-2 1138. 7 65.0 18.9 2.08 
PAFB-3 953.8 70.4 22.7 2.04 
PAFB-4 469.1 52 . 3 15.2 l. 72 
PAFB-5 772.8 46.l 16.8 2.05 
PAFB-6 929.5 63.3 17.8 1.96 
PAFB-7 620.5 65.6 16.1 1.87 
PAFB-8 1155.7 50.6 17.7 2.18 
PAFB-9 739 . 1 61. 9 17. 2 2.09 
PAFB-10 613.0 48.8 17.0 1. 7B 
PAFB-11 157 3. 4 74. 7 19.3 1.88 
PAFB-12 348.2 62.5 21.0 2.32 
PAFB-13 545.8 52.1 16.6 1. 95 
PAFB-14 1667.0 43.0 19.2 1. 76 
PAFB-15 153.7 20.0 10. 3 1. 22 
PAFB-16 380. 3 43.0 21. 7 l. 76 
PAFB-17 1271. 9 45.9 18.8 2.03 
VADT6-3 327.8 16.8 21. 4 3.71 
VADT6-4 527.3 39.8 29.4 2.98 
VADT6-5 971.0 46.2 37.5 4. 7 2 
VADT6-7 405.4 18. 2 19.4 3. 02 
CTDT-A6 305. 7 32.3 12.7 1. 50 
CTDT-Bl 512.9 30.8 21. 2 5. 54 
CTDT-C8A 578. 6 50.0 21.0 2.00 
CTDT-E4 516.6 29.6 34.3 4. 65 
CTDT-E7 475. l 39.7 23.B 6.24 
CTDT-F4 591. 3 24.2 45.9 3.32 
CTDT-F9 769.8 34 . 3 14.8 2. 68 
ARE-9A 571. 5 30.0 36.1 5.61 
ARE-10 471. 2 18.3 31. 5 5.11 
ARE-11 427.5 15.8 22.2 4.92 
ARE-12 1559.0 107 .1 125.7 4.78 
ARE-12A 1516.9 103.8 122.7 4. 73 
ARE-14 653.3 42.1 18.9 3.64 
ARE-14B 1236.4 44.4 17.9 3.92 
ALF-F4Z 204.7 7.4 7.2 1. 77 
ALF-SlOLl 338.9 11.8 8.3 2.08 
ALF-F3Z 325.1 22.6 19.0 3. 70 
ALF-S10L2 398.5 33.9 18.B 4.07 
CTI-GP 375.9 24.1 13.0 2.08 

COMPARISON OJ<' STRUCTURAL EVALUATION 
TECHNIQUES 

The analysis results generated by the EMOD and SNEFF 
programs allowed for a direct comparison of the NDT struc
tural evaluation techniques presented in the newly revised 
AASHTO Manual. As noted earlier, this study was conducted 
primarily because of its potential importance to the long-range 
verification and modification of the NDT methodology sug
gested in the AASHTO guide for asphalt concrete pavements. 

The effective structural number for all 55 pavement sections 

+-----------------SNEF ANALYSIS--------------------------+ 

MEAN SUBGRADE PAVEMENT EQUIVALENT MEAN 
MODULUS (ksi) THICK. (in) MODULUS (ksi) EFFECTIVE SN 

20.0 13.5 192.3 3,50 
26.0 10.4 135,6 2.40 
23.6 12.0 209.3 3. 20 
21.6 15.2 89.2 3.05 
15.3 12 .8 87.3 2.55 
12.5 11. 9 56.4 2.05 
18. 5 13.1 55.9 2.25 
17.B 15.3 71. 3 2.B5 
"~ c 14 .4 35.6 2.85 L..JoV 

10.2 7.9 43.7 1. 25 
16.8 12.5 56.2 2.15 
20.0 10. 7 57.0 , .85 
21.1 10.5 198.2 2. 75 
40.B 9.9 390 . 5 3.25 
17.5 9.0 121.1 2.00 
21. 4 7.5 165.6 1.85 
18.9 7.5 165.6 1.85 
22.7 7.5 165.6 1.85 
15.2 7.5 107. 2 l. 60 
16.8 8.0 136.5 1.85 
17.8 8.0 125.7 1.80 
16.1 7.5 140.2 1. 75 
17.7 8.5 133.3 1. 95 
17. 2 8.5 133.3 1. 95 
17.0 7. 5 117. 5 1.65 
19.3 5.5 271. 7 1. 60 
21.0 9.5 146.6 2.25 
16.6 8.0 104.8 1.80 
19 . 2 4.0 642.2 1. 55 
10. 3 7.5 39.B 1.15 
21. 7 8.5 88.3 1. 70 
18.8 7.5 140.2 1. 75 
21.4 15.7 156.5 3.80 
29.4 15.l 82.3 2.95 
37.5 14.4 383. 7 4.70 
19.4 11.0 213.9 2.95 
12.7 6.0 140.2 1. 40 
21. 2 33.0 69.7 6.10 
21.0 7.0 203.7 1.85 
34.3 19.0 195.2 4.95 
23.8 29.0 162.0 7.10 
45.9 17. 3 83.8 3.40 
14.8 12.3 98.3 2.55 
36.1 22.5 225.4 6.15 
31. 5 22.5 174.8 5.65 
22.2 22.5 152.6 5.40 

125.7 18.0 209.3 4.80 
122.7 18.0 202.B 4. 75 

18.9 19.5 72.4 3.65 
17.9 19.5 8B.3 3.90 
7.2 10.0 49.6 1.65 
8.3 10.0 81.8 1. 95 

19.0 19.0 99.2 3.95 
18.8 19.0 127.9 4.30 
13.0 10.0 81.8 1. 95 

under investigation has already been presented for the Pave
ment Layer Moduli llpprocich (EMOD based) and the Direct 

EMOD vs. SNEFF plots of the predicted effective SN values 
for all test points (1 ,049) and the section means are presented 
in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. 

On the basis of these results, it is apparent that the effective 
structural capacities predicted by both AASHTO procedures 
are generally in excellent agreement with each other. The R
squared value (R = correlation coefficient) for both the point
by-point and section-by-section comparison is 0.98, and the 
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FIGURE 4 EMOD vs. SNEFF-predicted SN values for all test 
points. 

siope is approximately equal to one when the correlations are 
forced through a y-intF~rcept of zero. 

Figures 4 and 5 also show that tor SN values approximately 
equal to or greater than 5, a more systematic error away from 
the line of equality occurs· the SNEFF program predicts larger 
SN values. However, because this systematic error is limited 
to 5 of the 55 pavement sections or 78 of the 1,049 test points 
investigated, further research is needed to compare the two 
AASHTO techniques for pavements with high SN values. 

To further verify the agreement shown in Figures 4 and 5, 
a statistical comparison of the predicted SN values was under
taken. The acceptance criteria used to determine whether or 
not the hypothesis that the mean SN values generated by both 
AASHTO techniques are equal for the various pavement sec-
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FIGURE 5 EMOD vs. SNEFF-predicted SN values for section 
means. 

7 

tions is shown in Table 4. The statistical test assumes that the 
SN values are normally distributed and that the true standard 
deviations are known. 

Using the equations shown in Table 4, the test statistic ( U) 
was calculated. The resulting values are summarized in Table 
5. Next, assuming O'. values of 5 and 1 percent (or confidence 
levels of 95 and 99 percent) and using a two-sided confidence 
test yields K,,12 values of 1.96 and 2.57, respectively. 

On the basis of the results presented in Table 5, acceptance 
of the hypothesis is dependent on the level of confidence 
selected. For an O'. value of 5.0 percent, 45 (or 81.8 percent) 
of the 55 pavement sections have equal means. On the other 
hand, for an O'. value of 1.0 percent, 50 (or 90.1 percent) of 
the pavement sections have statistically equal mean SN values. 

TABLE 4 EQUATIONS FOR HYPOTHESIS TEST FOR EQUALITY OF SN MEANS 
(H: Ux = uy) 

Test Description: 

Mean, two populations, known standard deviation 

Test Statistic: 

u = (x - .Yl 
2 2 k [(ax/nx) + (ay/ny)] 2 

where: U = test statistic (normal distribution) 
x, y = mean of population x and y; 
ax, ay = standard deviation assoCiated with population x and y; and 
nx, ny = number of units in population x and y. 

Acceptance Criteria: 

- Ka;2 ~ U ~ + Ka12 

where: Ka;2 = values of the standard nonnal variate with cumulative 
probability levels (a/2 ) and (1 - a/2). 

Note: in this study, a~ and a; represent the pooled variance of SN derived 
from the layer moduli and direct capacity approaches, respectively. 
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TABLE 5 RESULTS OF HYPOTHESIS TEST FOR EQUALITY OF SN MEANS 

EFFECT! VE SN 
SECTION NUMBER OF METHOD 1 METHOD 2 

ID NUMBER NOT POINTS SN STD DEV SN STD DEV 

VADT5-2 9 3.52 0.61 3.50 
VADT5-3 19 2.47 0.35 2.40 
VADT5-4 10 3.18 0.77 3.20 
VADT5-5 46 2.89 0.64 3.05 
VADT5-6 28 2.53 0.53 2.55 
VADT5-9 46 2.02 0.43 2.05 
VADT5-10 20 2.25 0.34 2.25 
VADT5-ll 28 2. 77 0.43 2.85 
VADT5-12 20 2.80 0.50 2.85 
VAOT5-13 8 I. 28 0.23 1.25 
VADTS-14 25 2.33 0.20 2.15 
VADT5-l8 11 I. 98 0.12 1.85 
VADTS-20 45 2.83 0.32 2. 75 
VADT5-21 10 3.39 0.45 3.25 
PAFB 15 2.13 0.29 2.00 
PAFB-1 20 2.05 0.30 1.85 
PAFB-2 10 2.08 0.24 1.85 
PAFB-3 13 2.04 0.11 1.85 
PAFB-4 n 1. 72 0.13 1. 60 
PAFB-5 19 2.05 0.18 1.85 
PAFB-6 12 1. 96 0.13 1.80 
PAFB-7 9 1.87 0.11 1. 75 
PAFB-8 9 2.18 0.21 1. 95 
PAFB-9 8 2.09 0.15 1. 95 
PAFB-10 17 1. 78 0.16 1. 65 
PAFB-11 18 1.88 0.22 1. 60 
PAFB-12 28 2.32 0.40 2.25 
PAFB-13 31 1. 95 0.24 I.BO 
PAFB-14 12 1. 76 0.12 1. 55 
PAFB-15 4 1. 22 0.06 1.15 
PAFB-16 10 1. 76 0.21 1. 70 
PAFB-17 7 2.03 0.27 1. 75 
VAOT6-3 34 3.71 0.37 3.80 
VADT6-4 13 2.98 0.24 2.95 
VADT6-5 25 4.72 0.91 4.70 
VAOT6-7 53 3.02 0. 35 2. 95 
CTDT-A6 20 1. 50 0.26 1. 40 
CTDT-Bl 20 5.54 0.24 6.10 
CTDT-C8A 11 2.00 0.24 1.85 
CTDT-E4 14 4.65 0.50 4.95 
CTDT-E7 18 6.24 0.53 7 .10 
CTDT-F4 19 3.32 0. 36 3.40 
CTDT-F9 20 2.68 0.21 2.55 
ARE-9A 12 5.61 0.20 6.15 
ARE-10 12 5.11 0.13 5.65 
ARE-11 12 4.92 0.19 5.40 
ARE-12 12 4.78 0.13 4.80 
ARE-12A 12 4. 73 0.18 4. 75 
ARE-14 12 3.64 0.13 3.65 
ARE-14B 9 3.92 0.11 3.90 
ALF-F4Z 7 1. 77 0.08 1. 65 
ALF-SlOLl 18 2.08 0.17 1. 95 
ALF-F3Z 26 3.70 0. 32 3. 95 
ALF-Sl0L2 32 4.07 0.50 4.30 
CTI-GP 60 2.08 0.42 1. 95 

In either case, the results show that from a statistical point 
of view the SN values predicted by both AASHTO methods 
are in excellent agreement . This is particularly true for pave-
..,... 0 ..,+.-. .,.,~+J... C'l\.T .,,.,.1 •• ,... ,.. 1,....,.. ,.. +\....,. ..... C 
••• ...., • .._ ... ._, ••.L ... .L.I '-'.l.. • T'-4..1."6""''-' .LV.:J.:> 1.1.J.U...l.I. ..lo 

Finally, a comparison of NDT-derived vs . typical SN val
ues was performed. Typical SN values were calculated using 
Equation 4. The layer thicknesses for input into this equa
tion have been summarized in Table 1. Typical structural 
layer coefficients were assumed for the various materials as 
follows : 

0.59 
0.32 
0.72 
0.60 
0.51 
0.38 
0.18 
0.42 
0.50 
O.lB 
0.20 
0.13 
0.31 
0.32 
0.24 
0.18 
0.14 
0. 09 
0.14 
0.18 
0.10 
0.09 
0.15 
0.15 
0.17 
0.15 
0.32 
0.19 
0.10 
0.05 
0.22 
0.18 
0. 37 
0.25 
0.91 
0.34 
0.21 
0.27 
0.17 
0.48 
0.58 
0.34 
0.17 
0.16 
0.15 
0.22 
0.12 
0.18 
0.09 
0.07 
0.06 
0.14 
0.35 
0.25 
0.40 

a; = 0.42 for asphalt concrete surfaces up to a maximum 

STATISTICAL COMP. 
PERCENT ACCEPTANCE 

DIFFERENCE u ALPHA=5% ALPHA=1% 

0.7% 0.12 YES YES 
2.9% 0.59 YES YES 

-0.6% -0.12 YES YES 
-5.6% -2.09 NO YES 
-0.8% -0.20 YES YES 
-1. 7% -0.39 YES YES 
-0.2% 0.00 YES YES 
-2.8% -0.81 YES YES 
-1.8% -0.43 YES YES 

2. 3% 0.16 YES YES 
7.7% 1. 73 YES YES 
6. 7% 0.83 YES YES 
2. 7% 1.03 YES YES 
4.2% 0.85 YES YES 
6.3% 0.97 YES YES 
9.6% 1. 72 YES YES 

11.2% 1. 40 YES YES 
9.3% 1. 32 YES YES 
6.9% 0. 77 YES YES 
9.7% 1. 68 YES YES 
!l.1% 1.07 YES YES 
6.4% 0.69 YES YES 

10. 7% 1. 33 YES YES 
6.6% 0.76 YES YES 
7.4% 1.03 YES YES 

14.9% 2.29 NO YES 
3.1% 0. 71 YES YES 
7.6% 1. 61 YES YES 

12.0% 1. 40 YES YES 
5.4% 0.27 YES YES 
3.6% 0.37 YES YES 

13.7% 1. 43 YES YES 
-2.5% -1.01 YES YES 

0.9% 0.21 YES YES 
0.4% 0.19 YES YES 
2.5% 0.98 YES YES 
6.8% 0.86 YES YES 

-10.1% -4.82 NO NO 
7.5% 0.96 YES YES 

-6.5% -2.16 NO YES 
-13.8% -7.02 NO NO 

-2.4% -0.67 YES YES 
4.9% 1.12 YES YES 

-9. 7% -3.60 NO NO 
-10.6% -3.60 NO NO 
-9. 7% -3. 20 Nd NO 
-0.4% -0.13 YES YES 
-0.4% -0.13 YES YES 
-0.2% -U.07 YES YES 
0.6% 0.12 YES YES 
6. 7% 0.61 YES YES 
6.5% 1.06 YES YES 

-6.8% -2. 45 NO YES 
-5.6% -2. 50 NO YES 

6.4% 1. 94 YES YES 

thickness of 3 in. For thicknesses greater than 3 in., 
a value of a; = 0.28 (typical of asphalt concrete base 
materials) was assumed. 
A ,..., A r · . • ~ • 

U; - V.L'+ lVl Ct:lllt:lll-Ut:aLeU oases . 

a; = 0.14 for granular base materials . 

The resulting NDT-derived (average of values shown in 
Table 3) and typical SN values are presented in Table 6 and 
plotted in Figure 6. On the basis of these results, a very good 
correlation (R-squared = 0.86) between the NDT-derived 
and typical SN values exists. Also, the NDT-derived SN values 
appear to be quite reasonable . 
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TABLE6 NOT-DERIVED VS . TYPICAL SN VALUES 

SECTION NUMBER OF 
IO NUMBER NOT POINT 

VADT5-2 9 
VAOT5-3 19 
VADT5-4 10 
VADT5-5 46 
VADT5-6 2B 
VADT5-9 46 
VADTS-10 20 
VAOT5-11 28 
VADT5-12 20 
VADT5-13 8 
VADT5-14 25 
VADT5-18 11 
VADT5-20 45 
VADT5-21 10 
PAF8 15 
PAFB-1 20 
PAFB-2 10 
PAFB-3 13 
PAFB-4 11 
PAFB-5 19 
PAFB-6 12 
PAFB-7 9 
PAFB-8 9 
PAFB-9 8 
PAFB-10 17 
PAFB-11 1!l 
PAFB-12 213 
PAFB-13 31 
PAFB-14 12 
PAFB-15 4 
PAFB-16 10 
PAFB-17 7 
VADT6-3 34 
VADT6-4 13 
VADT6-5 25 
VADT6-7 53 
CTDT-A6 20 
CTDT-Bl 20 
CTDT-C8A 11 
CTDT-E4 14 
CTDT-E7 18 
CTDT-F4 19 
CTDT-F9 20 
ARE-9A 12 
ARE-10 12 
ARE-11 12 
ARE-12 12 
ARE-12A 12 
ARE-14 12 
ARE-148 9 
ALF-F4Z 7 
ALF-S lOLl 18 
ALF-F3Z 26 
ALF-S10L2 32 
CTI-GP 60 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The ultimate goal of this study was to compare the NDT 
structural evaluation techniques presented in the newly revised 
AASHTO Guide. In order to accomplish this objective, three 
major tasks were undertaken: (1) deflection and pavement 
data collection, (2) analysis of deflection data, and (3) com
parison of analysis results. 

In Task 1, a total of 1,049 deflection test results, along with 
other pertinent pavement information, performed on 55 unique 
pavement sections in five different states were collected. This 

AVG NOT TYPICAL 
SN VALUE SN VALUE % DIFF 

3.5 3.3 6.0% 
2.4 2.4 1. 4% 
3.2 3.3 -3. 4% 
3.0 3.6 ~21. 2% 
2.5 3.0 -18 .1% 
2.0 2.9 -42.5% 
2.3 2.6 -15.6% 
2.R 3.2 -13.9% 
2.8 3.0 -6.2% 
l. 3 1. 6 -26.5% 
2.2 2.4 -7.1% 
1. 9 2.2 -14.9% 
2.8 2.5 10. 4% 
3.3 2.3 30. 7% 
2.1 2.0 3.1% 
2.0 1. 7 12.8% 
2.0 1. 7 13.5% 
1. 9 1. 7 12.6% 
1. 7 l. 7 -2.4% 
2.0 1. 9 2.6% 
1. 9 1. 6 14.9% 
1.8 1. 7 6.1% 
2.1 1.8 12.8% 
2.0 1.8 10.9% 
1. 7 1. 7 0.9% 
1. 7 1. 4 19.5% 
2.3 2.3 -0. 7% 
1. 9 1. 9 -1.3% 
1. 7 1. 4 15.4% 
1. 2 1. 7 -43.5% 
1. 7 1.8 -4.0% 
1. 9 1. 7 10.1% 
3.8 3.9 -3.9% 
3.0 2.8 5.6% 
4.7 3.6 23.6% 
3.0 3.1 -3.9% 
1. 5 1.8 -24.1% 
5,B 5,3 8.9% 
1. 9 1. 9 1. 3% 
4.8 4.2 12.5% 
6.7 5.5 17.5% 
3.4 3.3 1.8% . 
2.6 2.5 4.4% 
5,9 4.9 16.7% 
5.4 4.9 8.9% 
5.2 4.9 5.0~ 
4.R 3.2 33.2% 
4.7 3.2 32.5% 
3.6 3.3 9.5% 
3.9 3.3 15.6% 
1. 7 2.5 -46.2% 
2.0 2.5 -24.1% 
3,8 3.9 -2.0% 
4.2 3.9 6.B% 
2.0 2.3 -14. 1% 

information was analyzed in Task 2 using computerized solu
tions of the AASHTO NDT techniques . In Task 3, a detailed 
comparison of the analysis results was performed to verify the 
NDT methodologies contained in the new AASHTO Guide. 

Based upon the results of this study, it was concluded that 
both AASHTO evaluation procedures predict similar struc
tural capacities. This is particularly true for pavements with 
SN values of 5 or less. However, the computational time, 
required effort , and amount of information generated by each 
method are significantly different. 

The Pavement Layer Moduli procedure is a slower solution, 
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FIGURE 6 NOT-derived vs. typical SN values. 

but the results of the analysis can be used in the identification 
of problem layers/materials or as input into the more rational 
mechanistic approaches presently available. The Direct Struc
tural Capacity procedure, on the other hand, is a much faster 
computational solution but cannot be used to isolate problem 
layers, nor can the results be used as input into a mechanistic 
analysis. Therefore, although both procedures yield similar 
results, the selection of the particular AASHTO NDT eval
uation technique for use in a given project should be based 
on a clear understanding of the type of information required . 
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Effects of Dynamic Loads on Performance of 
Asphalt Concrete Pavements 

JORGE B. SOUSA, ]OHN LYSMER, SHI-SHUENN CHEN, AND C. L. MONISMITH 

To determine the influence of dynamic loading on pavement 
response, an analytical and a laboratory study were under
taken. In the analytical study, temporal and spatial variation 
of stresses and deformations in a pavement system, resulting 
from dynamic loading conditions, were estimated using the 
computer program SAPSI. To compute these stresses and 
deformations, elastic and damping characteristics of various 
materials constituting pavement sections were defined by a 
laboratory investigation that provided such data for an asphalt 
concrete (AC) and a fine-grained soil (silty clay) for a limited 
range in service conditions. With the SAPSI program, a rep
resentative pavement system consisting of an AC layer resting 
directly on silty clay subgrade was analyzed to determine the 
pavement life that might result using actual load histories for 
three tandem-axle suspensions as compared to that obtained 
for the same axle with a uniform static load. Results of the 
dynamic analyses suggest that pavement life is reduced when 
dynamic effects are considered, and the magnitude of reduction 
is dependent on the tandem-axle suspension. The largest reduc
tion in pavement life was obtained for the axle with the walking 
beam suspension. Comparable smaller reductions, as com
pared to the static case, were obtained for the torsion bar and 
four-leaf spring suspensions. 

Assessment of pavement response to dynamic loads requires 
the following information: 

1. Time history and spatial distribution of loads that spe
cific vehicles apply to the pavement as a function of vehicle 
speed and pavement profile . 

2. Solutions for stresses, strains, and deformations of rep
resentative pavement structures subjected to loads that dupli
cate those applied in-situ both in magnitude and as functions 
of time. 

3. Measures of the dynamic response of the materials con
stituting pavement systems over the range in loading times, 
stress states, and material states that might be anticipated. 

Many studies have been conducted on the effects of dynamic 
loads of trucks on pavements. Recent investigations have 
included: evaluation of theoretical vehicle models; in-situ 
measurements of dynamic loads resulting from special trucks 
or from truck loads passing over bumps, or other predefined 
obstacles; and the measurement of dynamic loads by special 
instrumentation mounted on the trucks themselves. This paper 
provides a brief summary of some of those investigations to 
provide the background for the methodology described herein 

Department of Civil Engineering, Institute of Transportation Studies, 
University of California, Berkeley, Calif. 94720. 

for estimating the influence of dynamic loads on pavement 
response. 

BACKGROUND 

Truck Studies 

Results of instrumented truck studies indicate that dynamic 
response of these vehicles is influenced by: 

1. Suspension type (Figure 1 illustrates some examples of 
suspension systems); 

2. Vehicle type; and 
3. Load (the magnitude of the load on the vehicle as well 

as its center of gravity influence dynamic response). 

Vehicle speed and pavement roughness also have significant 
influences on dynamic response. Figure 2 illustrates results 
obtained by Sweatman (1) which demonstrate the influence 
of suspension type as well as pavement roughness and speed 
on dynamic load coefficients . 

The results reported by Sweatman (1) indicate that different 
suspensions exhibit different levels of dynamic response. For 
tandem axles the "walking-beam" type produced the greatest 
dynamic loads, and torsion-bar suspensions , with hydraulic 
absorbers, produced the least (e.g., Fig. 2). Other factors 
such as tire pressure and tire "out-of-roundness" also have 
some influence, but it appears that the primary factors affect
ing the response of dynamic wheel loads are suspension type, 
vehicle type, truck loading and its spatial distribution on the 
truck, pavement roughness, and vehicle speed . 

Analysis of Truck-Pavement Interactions 

It is possible to estimate the dynamic load caused by a par
ticular truck if certain characteristics of the truck are known 
and the surface profile of the pavement on which it is operated 
has been defined. One such representation for the truck sys
tem is illustrated in Figure 3 and has been proposed by Lee 
(2) . The experimental setup for the scale location is shown 
in Figure 4. Figure 5 illustrates the computed responses for 
the left dual wheels of the loaded truck of Figure 3 as it moved 
at 30 mph. Figure 5 also shows loads measured at specific 
points by weigh-in-motion (WIM) scales. 

These results illustrate that it is possible to model dynamic 
response; however, model parameters such as those identified 
in Figure 3 must be available. The results in Figure 5 indicate 



diroction of travel 

direction of travel 

. Current four-spring tandem (short rockers) suspension 
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• Trslllng srm tandem air suspension 

land viewl 

·Walking beam (rigid beam) tandem drive axle suspension 

FIGURE 1 Commonly used truck suspensions (J). 
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- Single point tandem drive axle suspension 

front cr.nk 

(end view) 

· Torsion bar tandem drive axle suspension 

FIGURE 1 continued. 

that WIM systems may provide a check on any computational 
procedures used to define dynamic loads. However, since 
WIM devices provide measurements of dynamic loads only 
at specific points, WIM results do not provide a complete 
check on the loading that a particular vehicle exerts on a 
pavement. 

Several researchers have provided estimates for the com
plete spectrum of dynamic loading (3, 4). Although loading 
frequencies can be developed from data such as those shown 
in Figure 5, it is possible to directly ascertain specific fre
quency ranges associated with different types of suspensions 
and vehicles (5). Figure 6 illustrates the results of such deter
minations; note that the frequencies are less than 20 Hz. 

ANALYTICAL DEVELOPMENTS 

Current capabilities to perform dynamic analyses are highly 
developed. However, the computational effort required to 
solve a completely general three-dimensional dynamic prob
lem representative of a pavement system subjected to a mov
ing load is very large-too large, in fact, to be acceptable for 
practical pavement analyses. This effort can be reduced through 
simplifying assumptions regarding material properties, the type 
and distribution of the dynamic loads, and the geometry of 
the problem. This section briefly discusses these efforts and 
the resulting computer solution termed SAPSI. 

Material Properties 

For this analysis, the materials constituting the pavement sec
tion have been assumed to be linear viscoelastic in response 
to loads. With this assumption, the laws of superposition are 

valid and, in turn, provide considerable computational advan
tages. Unfortunately, by choosing these material properties, 
it is not possible to directly obtain permanent displacements. 
It may, however, be possible to estimate them from the com
puted stress time histories. 

An additional advantage of using viscoelastic materials in 
the computational models is that it leads to stable algorithms 
and computer codes. Furthermore, the description of the 
material properties is simple and unambiguous, and can directly 
utilize the data described subsequently. 

Dynamic Loads 

A major challenge to the development of an efficient method 
of dynamic analysiii'is the fact that actual traffic loads move 
over the surface of the pavement. Thus, one of the first the
oretical tasks undertaken in this study was to investigate the 
effects of vehicle velocity on the stresses in a typical pavement. 
More specifically, an attempt was made to answer the ques
tion: "How different is the stress field developed under a 
moving load from the stress field developed under the same 
load acting at a stationary location?" 

This problem has been investigated by Cole and Huth ( 6) 
for the special case of a vertical line load moving at constant 
velocity over the surface of a uniform elastic half space. They 
found that the major effect of the nonstationarity of the load 
is an increase of the maximum stresses that occur in the pave
ment. This increase can be closely approximated by the ratio: 

maximum dynamic tres 
Amplification ratio = ------'-----

static stress 

1 
(1) 
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Dl AND D 2 WALKING BEAM TANDEM 

D3 TORSION BAR TANDEM 

D4 SINGLE POINT TANDEM U5 ARTICULATED -iEAM 

'a 

T1 FOUR SPRING TANDEM T2 SIX SPRING TRIAXLE 

TJ AIR BAG TANDEM T4 AIR BAG TRIAXLE 

FIGURE 2 Factors influencing dynamic response: (a) suspension types tested for dynamic loading (1). 

V = velocity of the moving load, and 
Vs = shear wave velocity in the half space. 

Unfortunately, the above result is not directly applicable 
to pavement structures, which behave like layered systems, 
and no solutions for such systems are available. It was, there
fore, necessary to develop a new theory and an associated 
computer program, MOVE (7), for dynamic analysis of the 

1--·---..l --·-'--- -L~-- -- ;_ r.; _____ ,_, "T"L ... -..-..---·'--'-.: ............. 1 ............ ...1,...1 
JQ,\,..Jltr\..I "J"l..VUJ. .;).l.IVVYU UJ. .l. .i5uJ.v I • .&.UV \,;VllJ.f-'ULU.UVJJ.U.L J.J.JVU"J. 

consists of a number of viscoelastic layers resting on a rigid 
base, and the loading is a vertical line load that moves with 
a constant velocity, V, over the free surface of the system. A 
lower half-space can be simulated by placing the rigid bound
ary at a large depth. 

The computer program was verified by comparing it with 
a static solution by Poulos and Davis (8), and also with the 
Cole and Huth (6) solution (where P0 = 2,000 lb/ft, Vs = 
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FIGURE 2 Factors influencing dynamic response: (b) effects of speed and pavement roughness on dynamic load coefficient for 
three groups of suspensions (1). 

500 ft/sec, Poisson's ratio = 0.4, H = 30.0 ft). In both cases, 
excellent agreement was obtained (Tables 1and2). Following 
verification, several pavement structures were analyzed. The 
two-layer structure shown in Figure 8 is an example; it consists 
of an asphalt concrete layer 20-in. thick resting on a half
space subgrade. This model was analyzed for line loads mov
ing with three different velocities: V = 0, 60, and 90 mph. 
For each case, the maximum shear stresses developed at dif
ferent depths were computed. The values so obtained were 
compared to those resulting from a stationary 'load. Results 
of this analysis are shown in Figure 8 in the form of a plot of 
amplification ratio vs. depth. Also shown is the amplification 
ratio predicted by Equation 1, using the properties of the 
subgrade for the half space. 

The results indicate that the Cole-Huth solution overesti
mates the importance of vehicle velocity. At a velocity of 60 
mph, the amplification in the actual pavement is only 7 per
cent; and within depths that are of interest for analyses of 
subgrade stresses, it is less than 10 percent. These increases 
are relatively small so that a major computational effort does 
not seem appropriate for an accurate determination. Accord
ingly, the assumption has been made that the dynamic stresses 
in a pavement can be computed using stationary loads. It is 
also recommended that a small dynamic amplification factor 
thus neglected be included in the design by multiplying the 
stresses by approximate stress amplification factors obtained 
using the program MOVE. The savings in computation effort 
thus achieved can be significant. 
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FIGURE 3 Truck elements used to estimate dynamic response (2). 

The above conclusions and simplifying assumption should 
not be construed to mean that dynamic effects can be neglected 
or that the stresses in a pavement will be independent of the 
velocity of the traffic moving on the pavement. It can be 
assumed that wheel loads are stationary as to their location 
on the pavement, but the magnitude and time variations of 
these loads are strongly dependent on the type and velocity 
of the traffic and the stiffness and roughness of the pavement. 
Also, dynamic effects are likely to be significant for the man-

ner in which stresses from different wheel loads superimpose 
in a pavement. That is, in computing the stress field caused 
by a group of wheels, dynamic effects may have to be con
sidered. 

The finding that all loads can be considered stationary is 
significant. It means that, provided the magnitude and time 
variation of typical wheel loads can be determined, relatively 
simple computer programs can be used for stress and distress 
analysis of pavements. 
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FIGURE 6 Response of vehicles, by suspension type and speed, on aged portland cement 
concrete roadway with considerable faulting, cracking, and patching (5). 

Complex geometry will inevitably lead to complicated com
puter programs which are expensive to run . This is especially 
true if the geometry is three-dimensional and the loading is 
riun~mlr ~lonlflr~nt t:imnlifir~finn~ r~n hP ~rhiPvPri hv imnn~-

the analysis of joint and edge problems. Nevertheless , in tht: 
interest of progress and economy, this restriction has been 
adapted for the solutions used herein. 

SAPST Prm•r11m -J - - - ----- · - - 0 - ----- ----- -----c- - - ------ ---- - -- -- - - . --- -- - - "J --- -··. -

ing restrictions on the generality of the geometry and load 
distribution. 

For pavement analyses, the single most effective restriction 
is that of allowing only semifinite horizontally layered models. 
This will effectively reduce the dimensionality of the problem 
from three to two dimensions , since with viscoelastic mate
rials, the problem reduces to a superposition of similar axi
symmetric solutions. Unfortunately, this restriction precludes 

A computer code was developed which takes advantage of 
the above-mentioned simplifications and involves many of the 
concepts embodied in the SASS I code (a computer program 
developed for the solution of soil-structure interaction prob
lems) . This new code, SAPSI, is a menu-driven program writ
ten in FORTRAN and can be utilized on an IBM-PC/AT (7). 

SAPSI can be used to calculate the response of a viscoelastic 
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FIGURE 7 Model for pavement-subgrade system subjected to 
moving loads. 

layered system subjected to surface circular loads. It can be 
assumed that the layered system is resting on a half space. 
This is simulated by vertically extended layers and by a series 
of dashpots attached to the bottom of the extended layers. 
The layer properties, which include the shear modulus, the 
damping ratio , and Poisson's ratio, can be varied with the 
excitation frequencies of the loads. Multiple loads (up to 40) 
are acceptable for harmonic and transient motions. The loads 
may have different radii and time histories. Static loads can 
be simulated by specifying a harmonic motion with zero exci
tation frequency. 
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The program uses special techniques in the frequency domain 
to interpolate results obtained at only a few frequencies (up 
to 20 frequencies can be analyzed). Thus, computation time 
can be significantly reduced . Furthermore, to facilitate mod
ifications and adaptability to different computer memory sizes, 
the program also uses the dynamic allocation technique. This 
allows the dimensions of the program to be easily increased, 
if so desired, without much effort. 

With respect to output for time histories, the program can 
calculate displacement, stress, or strain at any point in the 
middle of any layer (in global coordinates) up to 108 points. 
The output can be as follows ; 

• displacements at layer interfaces, 
• stresses at center of layers, 
• strains at center of layers. 

The general output or the printout contains control infor
mation, input layer profile and properties, eigen values and 
vectors, and maximum responses for displacements, stresses, 
and strains. 

LABORATORY EVALUATION OF DYNAMIC 
PROPERTIES OF PAVING MATERIALS 

To determine the dynamic response· of representative pave
ment materials, a testing system was devised which can test 
specimens as hollow cylinders at frequencies up to 30 Hz. The 
specimens can be subjected to axial, torsional, or combined 
axial and torsional loads in this frequency range to attempt 
to simulate the three-dimensional stress states that occur in 
pavement materials in situ when subjected to moving loads. 
This equipment has been described in detail by Sousa and 
Monismith (9). 

Although they reported the results of tests on an asphalt 
concrete (California Type B mixture, %-in. maximum size 
aggregate consisting of Watsonville granite, AR-4000 asphalt 
cement supplied by Chevron) and Vicksburg silty clay (LL 

TABLE 1 COMPARISON OF MOVE PROGRAM AND STATIC SOLUTION (8) FOR 
HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL DISPLACEMENTS IN MULTILA YERED SYSTEMS 

Horizontal Displacement Vertical Displacement 

10-3 
(ft) 10-3 

(ft) 
Coordinate 

x (ft) 
Poulos and MOVE 

Poulos and 
MOVE Davis Davis 

3 0 . 07713 o. 07716 o. 6721 0.6425 

6 0.05226 0.05296 0.3930 0.3802 

12 0.00990 0.01024 0.1459 0.1423 

18 -0.02689 -0.02367 -0.03586 -0.03539 

24 -0.05051 -0.04734 -0.01404 -0.01391 

30 -0.06255 -0.05852 -0.03281 -0.03293 



TABLE 2 COMPARISON OF MOVE PROGRAM AND STATIC SOLUTION (8) FOR 
NORMAL AND SHEAR STRESSES IN MUL TILA YERED SYSTEMS 

Nonna! Stress Shear Stress 
a , psf 

yy 
T , psf 

yy 
Coordinates 
(x, y) ft. 

MOVE 
Poulos and MOVE Poulos and 

Davis Davis 

(3, 6) 137 .10 126.41 66.70 61.29 

(3, 12) 95 . 50 97 . 30 18.40 21.40 

(3, 18) 78.96 74.23 8.76 9.25 

(3, 24) 62.26 61.96 5.26 5.14 

(3, 30) 52.57 52.40 5.57 5.65 

(6, 18) 63.44 63.45 15.62 15.39 

(6, 24) 56.03 56.07 9.45 9.32 

(6. 30) 48.54 48.62 10. 72 10.53 
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FIGURE 8 Load moving at 0, 60, and 90 mph on an asphalt concrete layer 20-in. thick resting on a half-space 
subgrade. 
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35, PI 13), some of the test data are presented herein since 
they are germane to the analyses described below. Both mate
rials were tested as hollow cylindrical specimens 18-in. high, 
9-in. outside diameter, and with a 1-in. wall thickness. 

Asphalt Concrete 

The properties of the asphalt concrete were measured by the 
application of several vertical and torsional sinusoidal loads 
to the hollow cylindrical specimens at three different tem
peratures (11°C, 25°C, and 40°C). At 11°C the vertical sinu
soidal compression pressure had a mean value of 40 psi and 
an amplitude of 70 psi, and the torsional sinusoidal loads 
produced shear stresses with a mean value of 12 psi and ampli
tudes of 20 psi. At 25°C and 40°C, the axial values were 25 
psi and 40 psi and shear stresses of 4 psi and 6 psi, respectively. 
At each temperature level the frequency of the sinusoidal 
loads varied between 0.5 and 20 Hz (0.5, 1.0, 5.0, 10, 15, and 
20 Hz). A total of 200 loading cycles was applied at each 
frequency (at 0.5 Hz only 60 cycles were applied, and at 1.0 
Hz only 100 cycles were applied). All tests were performed 
under stress control (feedback from the load cells) with L VDTs 
placed 2.5 in. from the ends of the specimen. Each specimen 
was initially tested at 11°C, then at 25°C, and at 40°C. This 
sequence was repeated three times. A specimen was main
tained at each temperature level for at least 3 hr prior to 
testing. Vertical vibratory loads (20 to 0.5 Hz) were applied 
first, then torsional vibrations (20 to 0.5 Hz). This sequence 
was repeated twice at each temperature . 

The effect of temperature and frequency on the variation 
of the dynamic modulus IE*I and the dynamic shear modulus 
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IG*I is illustrated in Figure 9. Repeatability of the results after 
various tests had been performed indicates that the dynamic 
properties of the specimen are not influenced by previous 
testing frequencies and temperatures. Thus, several different 
tests can be performed on the same specimen using various 
frequencies, temperatures, load applications, and levels of 
stress without changing the data significantly. However, the 
stiffness moduli exhibit strong dependence on frequency and 
temperature. 

From stress-strain hysteresis loops (Fig. 10), the internal 
damping can be determined. The effects of temperature and 
frequency on the values of internal damping, measured under 
vertical loading and torsional loading, are plotted in Figure 
11. Note that the differences in damping increase with 
temperature. Temperature and frequency effects are partic
ularly noticeable on the values of the dynamic Poisson's ratio 
[ v* = E* /(2 G*) - 1], as shown in Figure 12. The high values 
obtained at 40°C and at 25°C under low frequencies are prob
ably due to volume change during the shear loading cycles. 
Under those conditions the contribution of the bitumen for 
the resistance of the mix is reduced, and this results in a 
behavior more like that of an aggregate. Similar results have 
been reported by Hills and Heukelom (10). · 

Silty Clay 

Specimens of silty clay were tested at three strain levels (0.01, 
0.1, and 1.0 percent), four frequency levels (0.5, 1.0, 5.0, and 
10 Hz), and four levels of confining pressure (29, 20, 11, and 
again at 29 in. Hg). During testing, approximately 30 sinu
soidal load cycles were applied at each level. 
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FIGURE 9 Influence of frequency and temperature on dynamic moduli of an asphalt concrete in 
compression and shear. 
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FIGURE IO Hysteresis loop for an asphalt concrete mixture where 
frequency = 1 Hz, T = 40°C. 
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FIGURE 11 Influence of temperature and frequency on damping 
characteristics of an asphalt concrete. 

Figure 13 illustrates the effects of shear strain amplitude 
and confining stress on the dynamic shear modulus IG*I. To 
obtain these values, confining pressure was changed at each 
strain level; this was done to mitigate the effects of damage 
that might occur at higher strain levels on the test results. The 
rPnP'!lt~hilihr "f TP'i.!lllt~ '!lt 'JO in l-lo '!l ftpr t:PUPr'!ll '""""'lP~ U/PTP --r--- -- ----J -- ------- -- -- ---· - -o --- -- -- · ---- _J ____ ·· ---

applied at 20 and 11 in. Hg indicates that the number of load 
applications (even if applied at lower confining pressures and 
different frequencies) does not significantly alter the dynamic 
shear modulus. Furthermore, it can be inferred from the data 
(Fig. 14) that frequency of loading does not affect the dynamic 
shear modulus. 

The effects of confining stress, frequency, and strain ampli
tude on damping were also evaluated. The data presented in 

Figure 15 suggest that internal damping increases with increase 
in shear strain amplitude but is little affected by confining 
pressure. Furthermore, the effects of loading frequency on 
internal damping are also evident. Note also that the fre
quency effect is similar at each level since "11 of the lines 
nlntt&:1orl ".Jl1'"P. PC'e>Ant1<:1llu .,....'1r'111o1 r- - ---- _ ... _. _.,.._.._ ......... """ .... J r .............. _. ... 

ANALYSIS OF A PAVEMENT DESIGN 

This section presents a methodology used to assess the relative 
damage caused by tandem axles with three different suspen
sion systems: a torsion bar, a four-leaf spring, and a walking 
beam. 
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FIGURE 12 Influence of temperature and frequency on Poisson's ratio 
for an asphalt concrete . 
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To properly solve this problem requires data defining the 
time histories of the loads applied to a pavement structure 
with trucks equally loaded but equipped with different sus
pension systems. 

Gillespie et al. (5) have presented data from measurements 
of the time variations of loads applied to the same pavement 
section and nearly conforming to these requirements. Their 
data, illustrated in Figure 16, represent the loads measured 
at the wheel hub and do not include the inertia forces caused 
by vibrations of the mass of the wheel. This implies that the 
actual variation in magnitude of the dynamic loads on the 
pavement was only slightly higher than that recorded and that 
the data can therefore be considered representative . 

of distress to be analyzed, that is , modes that will lead to a 
reduction in pavement serviceability. In the example that fol
lows, the fatigue mode of distress was selected. The relative 
damage effects of the three types of suspensions were deter
mined in three steps: 

Another requirement is to decide on the mode or modes 

1. Determination of time histories of the tensile strain at the 
bottom of a representative pavement structure using dynamic 
material properties determined in this investigation. The strains 
were computed using the SAPS! program (7). This program, 
as noted above , simulates the dynamic response of layered 
systems to dynamic surface loads and incorporates the vari
ation of the material properties with loading frequency . 

2. Determination of pavement life expectancy using gener-
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FIGURE 14 Influence of frequency loading on the dynamic shear modulus. 
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FIGURE 15 Influence of load frequency on internal damping at different 
strain levels for Vicksburg silty clay. 

ally accepted fatigue criteria. For each of the suspension types 
the number of load applications to failure was computed. The 
Linear Summation of Cycle Ratio Cumulative Damage 
Hypothesis was used to assess the relative damage imposed 
at each level of strain. 

NF (suspension) number of load repetitions to failure 
(taking into consideration the dynamic 
effects of the suspension). 

During this analysis it was assumed that the dynamic loads 
produced by a moving truck on a rough surface were a random 
phenomenon. Consequently, any particular point on the pave
ment may be subjected to the full spectrum of. loads that a 
given truck might apply. In essence, any single point in the 
wheel path is likely to sustain the same level of loading as 
any other point might sustain. In addition, based on the anal
ysis presented earlier, velocity effects of a moving load ( veloc
ity > 0) on a layered structure are negligible for velocities 
below 70 mph. 

3. For comparison, a reduction of pavement l(fe (RPL) index 
was developed for each suspension type. Each RPL value rep
resents the percentage of pavement life consumed solely by 
Ih~ Uynan1i1.,; tlltL: is i11l.:u11cU Uy U H t: i.ypc; ul ~u~pcu~iuu. T~1c;::; 

definition of the RPL index is as follows: 

RPL = 1 - NF(suspension)/NF(static) 

where 

(2) 

NF (static) number of load applications to failure 
computed by current quasi-static 
methods. 

These two considerations enable the conversion of the spa
tial and temporal problem of determining the maximum strain 
variation under a moving truck to that of determining the 
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FIGURE 16 Comparison of three vehicle responses to the 
same road input, by type of suspension (note that signals are 
not accurately synchronized) (5). 
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time history of the tensile strain (at any chosen point on the 
pavement structure) for a nonm ving (velocity = 0) randomly 
applied load. According to this assumption , one can state (for 
instance) that 4.8 sec of time train hi tory (for a single point 
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FIGURE 17 Time variation of tensile strain at a point on 
the underside of the asphalt concrete layer. 
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on the layered structure) under a nonmoving random load 
represents the maximum variation of the strain (on equivalent 
points of the layered system) over a section of pavement 0.073 
mile long excited by the same load (or truck) moving at 55 
mph [0.073 mile = 4.8 (sec) 55 (mph)/3,600 (sec/hr).] 

Figure 17 illustrates this assumption. The solid line repre
sents the time variation of the tensile strain at the bottom of 
the asphalt concrete layer. The two peaks are due to the 
passage of a moving (velocity = 55 mph) tandem wheel sus
pension (the difference in the values is due to the time var
iation of the loads on each of the wheels). The dashed line 
represents the time variation of the tensile strain for the non
moving (velocity = 0) case but subjected to the same time 
load history. 

Pavement Life Determination for Quasi-Static Case 

To determine the pavement life for the quasi-static or con
stant-load case (i.e., no dynamic load variation with time), 
the pavement system was assumed to respond to the load as 
a layered elastic system. For an asphalt concrete pavement 
system, the stiffness modulus of the asphalt-bound layer is 
dependent on the velocity of the moving vehicle (time of 
loading) and the temperature of the material at the time of 
loading. In this type of analysis, equally loaded trucks equipped 
with different suspension types and traveling at the same speed 
are expected to produce the same pavement response and, 
hence, the same damage. 

To determine the time of loading to be used to estimate 
the stiffness modulus of the asphalt-bound layer, use can be 
made of an approach recommended by McLean (11) and 
shown in Figure 18. In this figure the solid curves are those 
computed by McLean assuming square vertical compressive 
stress pulses; as shown in the figure, the time of loading depends 
on the layer thickness as well as the velocity of the vehicle. 
As an example, this figure suggests that asphalt properties 
obtained from a testing sequence using square waves with a 
loading time of 0.024 sec are representative of the asphalt 
concrete behavior in a 10-in.-thick pavement structure excited 
by a truck traveling at 30 mph. Barksdale's (12) analysis for 
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TABLE 3 STIFFNESS CHARACTERISTICS OF ASPHALT CONCRETE FOR 
QUASI-STATIC ANALYSIS 

Temperature Shear Modulus 1 Poisson•s2 
5mix 

3 

oc IG*l Ratio I E*I 
ps \) psi 

25 4.24 x 10
5 

0.28 1.09 x 106 

11 I 8.92 x 105 0.13 2.01 x 106 

1. From line of best fit, Fig. 20, assuming 5 Hz loading frequency. 

2. From line of best fit, Fig. 22, assuming 5 Hz loading frequency. 

3. Computed from IE*I"' IG*l/2(1 + V). 

the same conditions (also shown in Figure 18) suggested a 
testing sequence based on triangular pulses with loading times 
of 0.075 sec. If sinusoidal loading is chosen instead of trian
gular or square loading waves, it is reasonable to expect (from 
interpolation) that a loading time of 0.03 sec would be rep
resentative of a truck traveling at 55 mph on the same 10-in . -
thick pavement (Figure 18) . In this analysis it was assumed 
that this loading time corresponds to asphalt concrete prop
erties tested under a 5-Hz sinusoidal loading frequency 
[5 Hz = 1/(2'1T x O.Q3 sec)]. 

For these loading frequencies, estimates of the stiffness 
properties of the asphalt concrete to be used for the quasi
static analyses are shown in Table 3. 

Figure 19 illustrates the dimensions of the tandem axle used 
in the analysis. A 5,000-lb static load was applied to each 
circular surface location with a radius of 4.2 in. (tire pres
sure = 90 psi) . The pavement system consisted of 12 in. of 
asphalt concrete resting on the silty clay subgrade. 

y 
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[~] [~] [~] [~] 

~ 
x y 

COORDINATE COORDINATE 
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ER 

1 - ~.52~5 ~ n 

2 0.5265 2.0 
3 - 0.5265 -2.0 
4 0.5265 -2.0 
5 6.465 2.0 
6 7.526 2.0 
7 6.465 -2.0 
8 7.526 -2.0 

FIGURE 19 Spatial distribution of tandem-axle loads. 

The maximum tensile strain at the bottom of the asphalt 
layers was computed by the SAPS! program. This program 
is also capable of performing static analyses. However, for 
increased accuracy, the subdivision of each layer into idealized 
sublayers of the same material is necessary. Table 4 shows 
the thicknesses of the various layers used in the calculation. 
However, the program can only compute the stresses, strains, 
or displacements at the center of each layer. Thus, to deter
mine the tensile strains of an element at a distance sufficiently 
close to the bottom of the asphalt concrete layer, an idealized 
thin sublayer had to be created. The stresses were computed 
0.06 in . from the bottom of the asphalt layer. 

Estimates of the fatigue life were made using the relation
ship for asphalt concrete developed by Finn et al. (13) for 
less than 10 percent cracking in the wheel path: 

log NF= 15.947 - 3.291 log (e,110- 6 ) 

- 0.854 log (Sm;)l03) 

where 

NF = number of load repetitions to failure, 
e, = tensile strain in asphalt layer (in.fin .), and 

(3) 

Sm;x = asphalt mixture stiffness modulus (dynamic modu
lus in psi). 

For the two temperatures the computed strains and the 
corresponding fatigue lives according to Equation 3 are shown 
in Table 5. 

Dynamic Load Considerations in Pavement Life 
Determination 

To establish the inflnenc.P. of thP. lo:irl :lf'f'liP.rl rlyn:imir::i l!y, <>~ 

compared to the previous solution for the quasi-static case, 
at least three major aspects must be considered: 

1. time variation of the load applied to the pavement, 
2. pavement model capable of simulating dynamic response, 

and 
3. variation of material properties as a result of different 

loading frequencies. 
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TABLE 4 IDEALIZATION OF PAVEMENT SYSTEM FOR STRAIN 
DETERMINATION 

Layer 
Number 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

The spatial loading pattern for the dynamic loads was the 
same as for the quasi-static solution (Fig. 19). The time history 
for each suspension type (Fig. 16), was applied simultaneously 
to each of the eight load locations. 

The SAPSI program is capable of simulating the dynamic 
response of layered structures excited by loads on the surface. 
The layered structure is assumed to consist of a number of 
layers over a half pace. Viscoelastic material are assumed 
in both the layers and the half pace. To simulate the half 
space, the program automatically generates 10 additional lay
ers with thicknesses varying depending on the frequency of 
excitation. Table 6 lists the thicknesses of the sublayers used 
to simulate the pavement structure. 

The program is capable of incorporating frequency-depen
dent material properties. Careful consideration of the prop
erties was necessary in order that the speed effect of the 
moving trucks might also be included. The current design 
criteria, used to convert velocity of moving trucks into appro
priate loading frequencies for determination of material prop
erties, has been described previously. Such criteria assume 
that the response of a pavement, R(t), can generally be given 
by: 

(4) 

Thickness 
(in.) · 

6.00 

4.80 

2.40 

1.20 

0.48 

0.12 

0.48 

1.20 

2.40 

4.80 

12.00 

36.00 

60.00 

84.00 

120.00 

where 

t = time, 

Material 

Asphalt 

Concrete 

Sub grade 

(silty clay) 

L = constant load applied by the truck, 
A 1 = function of pavement structure, and 
w1 = constant (function of the pavement structure and 

velocity). 

With the incorporation of dynamic loads, L is no longer a 
constant. Furthermore, the variation of the rate of loading 
affects frequency-dependent material properties. Therefore, 
the combined effect of truck speed and the variation of the 
rate of loading must be incorporated into the model. If L is 
a function of time, it can be assumed that: 

L(t) = S + Dei(wz)r (5) 

where 

S = static component of the load, 
De;<..,,Jr = dynamic component of the load, and 

w2 = predominant frequency of the dynamic load. 

Therefore, a dynamic analysis must consider a pavement 
response function, R 0 (t), such that: 

(6) 



TABLE 5 FATIGUE LIFE CRITERIA FOR STATIC 
ANALYSIS 

Temperature, 0 c 

25 11 

Strain, £ 
t 

35.2 24.2 

in. per in. x 10-6 

Predominant 
V = 55 mph (5 Hz) 

Frequency 

smix 

psi x 106 1.09 1.17 

N 1 
F 

183 x 106 373 x, 106 

1
1og }!F 15.947 - 3.291 x log c::6] - 0.854 x log (~;::_x3 J 

TABLE 6 PAVEMENT SYSTEM FOR DYNAMIC ANALYSIS 

Layer 
Number 

2 

3 

4 

Pavement Structure 

Thickness 
(in.) 

6.00 

4.80 

2.40 

1.20 

5 0.48 

6 0.12 

7 0.48 

8 1.20 

9 2.40 

10 4.80 

Material 

Asphalt 

Concrete 

Sub grade 

(silty clay) 

10 additional layers simulate half space 
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or 

where 

A 2 = constant dependent of pavement structure. 

Essentially, this indicates that the dynamic response to a mov
ing truck can be given by the sum of the following two com
ponents: 

which represents the effect of the static component of the load 
and can be determined by current quasi-static analyses with 
material properties depending only on truck speed and pave
ment structures; and 

which represents the response of the pavement due to dynamic 
effects. The material properties used in this analysis should 
be determined at a frequency level (wL) = (w1) + (w2). 

To determine the actual material properties of the pave
ment, taking into account the dynamic components of pave
ment response, a frequency shift (w1 = 5 Hz) is necessary to 
simulate the adopted truck speed of 55 mph. To accomplish 
this, material properties at each frequency level were replaced 
by those obtained at a frequency level 5 Hz higher (see Figures 
20, 21, and 22). The resulting properties are summarized in 
Tables 7, 8, and 9. Material properties at intermediate fre
quencies can be interpolated within the program. 

Time histories of the tensile strain obtained with these prop
erties using SAPSI are plotted in Figures 23, 24, and 25. The 
general shape of each of these time histories is similar to that 
of the corresponding load (see Figure 16). 

SAPSI is capable of determining the time variation of the 
strain, at any particular point, caused by a moving load 
(assuming no velocity effects as discussed earlier). The output 
of such calculations obtained with the four-leaf suspension 
traveling at 55 mph at the bottom of the asphalt concrete layer 
(X = 0, Y = 2 ft) is shown in Figure 26. Note the difference 

best fit of data 
best fit + 5 Hz velocity effect 

L ---------;;e- , 

T=l 1 C 

T=25 C 
10 . 

IO'-t----.---.--.--,.....,......,....,---,----...--,--.--.,-TTT"-~---.,,---,....,rrT-rl-10' 
10 _, 1 10 10' 

Frequency (Hz) 

FIGURE 20 Variation of dynamic shear modulus with 
frequency for an asphalt concrete mixture at ll°C and 25°C; 
adopted properties simulate a 5-Hz velocity effect. 
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FIGURE 21 Variation of internal damping with frequency for 
an asphalt concrete mixture at ll°C and at 25°C; adopted 
properties simulate a 5-Hz velocity effect. 
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FIGURE 22 Variation of Poisson's ratio with frequency for an 
asphalt concrete mixture at ll°C and at 25°C; adopted properties 
simulate a 5-Hz velocity effect. 

in the high of the two peaks due to the time variation of the 
loads. The first peak is caused by the passage of loads 1 and 
2 (see Figure 19) and the second due to loads 3 and 4. Figure 
27 shows, on a different time scale, the same graph super
imposed on the time variation of the maximum tensile strain 
obtained with the four-leaf suspension (Fig. 24). The graph 
in Figure 17 is an enlargement of this plot in the time span 2 
to 3 sec. 

To determine the fatigue life of the pavement, assuming it 
is subjected to only one type of suspension loading, the Linear 
Summation of Cycle Ratios Cumulative Damage Hypothesis 
was used. The time history of the tensile strain caused by each 
type of suspension was digitized into 256 equal parts. For each 
part (i), the fatigue life (N;) corresponding to that level of 
strain was computed using the fatigue criteria shown in Equa-



TABLE 7 MATERIAL PROPERTIES FOR ASPHALT CONCRETE CONSIDERING 5-Hz 
FREQUENCY SHIFT TO SIMULATE TRUCK VELOCITY AT l1°C 

Frequency Adjusted Shear Moduli Internal Poisson's 
(Hz) Frequency IG*I (psi) Damping Ratio 

0 .1 (5.1) 892000 .056 0.127 

0.5 (5. 5) 901000 .053 0 .125 

1.0 (6.0) 911000 .048 0.122 

5.0 (10. O) 976000 .024 0.108 

10.0 (15.0) 1030000 .010 0.098 

15.0 (20.0) 1071000 .004 0.091 

30.0 (35.0) 1154000 .0003 0.080 

TABLE 8 MATERIAL PROPERTIES FOR ASPHALT CONCRETE CONSIDERING 5-Hz 
FREQUENCY SHIFT TO SIMULATE TRUCK VELOCITY AT 25°C 

Frequency Adjusted Shear Moduli Internal Poisson's 
(Hz) Frequency IG*\ (psi) Damping Ratio 

0.1 (5 .1) 427000 .1761 0.278 

o.s (S.S) 437000 .1698 0.269 

1.0 (6.0) 449000 .1623 0.258 

s.o (10.0) 527000 .1132 0.206 

10.0 (15.0) 598000 .0721 0.172 

15.0 (20.0) 654000 .0459 0 .151 

30.0 (35.0) 7780oa .al18 a.117 

TABLE 9 MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF SUBGRADE (SILTY CLAY) 

Frequency Shear Moduli Internal Poisson's 
(Hz) IG*\ (psi) Damping Ratio 

0.1 3,000 o.a6 0.30 

a.5 3,000 a.as 0.30 

1.0 3,000 0.04 0.30 

5.0 3,000 0.02 0.30 

la.a 3,000 a.01 0.30 

15.0 3,ooa 0.005 0.30 

30.0 3,000 0.002 0.30 
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tion 3. The total number of load applications to failure for 
each suspension type was then calculated by: 

256 

1/NF (suspension) = 2:: [1/(256 · N;)] (7) 
i=l 

This analysis required consideration of the variation of the 
stiffness modulus of the mix with the predominant loading 
frequency of the suspension (see Figure 7) and the 5-Hz fre
quency shift. For the torsion bar, this value is 2 Hz; for the 
four-leaf, it is approximately 4 Hz; and for the walking beam, 
it is about 8 Hz. Tables 10 and 11 summarize the results. 

The NF values for each of the suspension types differ sig
nificantly from the values predicted by the quasi-static model. 
The lowest NF value was obtained from the truck equipped 
with a walking-beam suspension (NF = 115E + 06). If this 
value is compared with that predicted by the quasi-static model 
(NF= 183E + 06), it can be inferred that the dynamic effects 
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FIGURE 27 Time variation of tensile strain for four-leaf 
spring suspension with tandem configuration at 25°C 
superimposed on time variation of maximum tensile strain 
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TABLE 10 ESTIMATED FATIGUE LIFE FOR THREE SUSPENSION TYPES AT 25°C 

Loading/Suspension Type 
Temperature 

25°C ~ I 

Q/Static I Torsion i Four Leaf Walking 

I 

Strain (£t) . 352 See Fig. 23 l See Fig. 24 See Fig. 25 

(E-04) 
I \, Predominant I v = 55 mph 5 + 2 = 7 Hz 5 + 4 = 9 Hz + 8 = 13 Hz 

Frequency (5 Hz) I 

I I 
' 

smix 1.087 1.171 1.240 1. 353 
psi (E + 06) 

NF * 
(E + 06) 

183 148 143 115 

RPL 
0 19 22 37 Percent 

TABLE 11 ESTIMATED FATIGUE LIFE FOR THREE SUSPENSION TYPES AT l1°C 

Loading/Suspension Type 
Temperature 

11°C Q/Static Torsion Four Leaf Walking 

Strain (£t) .242 See Fig. 23 See Fig. 24 See Fig. 25 

(E-04) 

Predominant V = 55 mph 5 + 2 = 7 Hz 5 + 4 = 9 Hz 5 + 8 = 13 H z 
Frequency (5 Hz) 

smix 2.008 2.081 2.139 2.228 
psi (E + 06) 

--

NF * 373 306 304 252 

(E + 06) 

RPL 

I 
Percent 0 18 19 33 
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produced by walking-beam suspensions consume more than 
one-third of the expected pavement life. 

The introduction of the RPL index facilitates the evaluation 
of the dynamic effects caused by different suspension types. 
An ideal suspension would have RPL = 0. Values for the 
torsion bar (RPL = 19) and for the four-leaf suspension (RPL 
= 22) at 25°C are quite close. This indicates that both sus
pension types produce similar levels of damage. However, 
the walking-beam suspension with an RPL of 37 is clearly the 
most damaging. 

The RPL of a suspension depends on the roughness level 
of the pavement surface. The results obtained in this research 
are representative of a rough pavement surface; smaller RPL 
values may be expected for smoother pavements. 

SUMMARY 

A methodology has been developed to determine the effects 
of dynamic vehicle loads on pavements. It involves use of the 
SAPSI computer program, which can be used on an IBM
PC/ AT. To estimate the influence of dynamic loads requires 
a knowledge of the load time history at a point in the pave
ment. If this is not available, it is possible to prepare an 
estimate provided the pavement profile and the dynamic 
response characteristics of representative trucks using the 
pavement are available. 

In addition, a knowledge of the dynamic-response of paving 
materials is required. For the SAPSI program, this requires 
a measure of the elastic and damping characteristics of the 
materials. For this investigation these properties were deter
mined using the dynamic loading system described by Sousa 
and Monismith (9). The ability to control the values of three 
principal axes of stress or strain over a representative range 
of frequencies provides a valuable tool for determining mate
rial properties. 

Results of the test program for the asphalt concrete illus
trate the dependence of the stiffness and damping character
istics of the mixture on frequency, temperature, and mode of 
loading. Some nonlinearities are apparent in the response 
characteristics of this asphalt concrete. This is evidenced, for 
example, by changes in values for internal damping computed 
from the stiffness moduli IE*I and IG*I. As the differences in 
damping determined in the axial and shear modes of loading 
increase, computed Poisson's ratios exceed 0.5, indicating some 
volume increase-most likely in the shear mode of loading. 

This investigation also considered the effect of frequency, 
confining pressure, and strain level on the dynamic shear 
modulus and the internal damping characteristics of a silty 
clay. The data clearly indicate that frequency has no influence 
on the dynamic shear modulus of clay specimens (within the 
range tested). At the same time, frequency has a marked 
effect on the internal damping. 

A representative pavement system consisting of an asphalt 
concrete layer resting directly on silty clay subgrade was ana
lyzed by the SAPSI program to determine the pavement life 
that might result using actual load histories for three tandem
axle suspensions (on the same pavement traveling at the same 
speed) as compared to that obtained for the same axle with 
a uniform static load. 

Results of the dynamic analysis suggest, at least for the load 
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histories used herein, that pavement life is reduced when 
considering dynamic effects and that the magnitude of reduc
tion is dependent on the tandem suspension. For this inves
tigation, the largest reduction in pavement life was obtained 
for the axle with the walking-beam suspension. Comparable 
smaller reductions, as compared to the static case, were also 
obtained for the torsion-bar and four-leaf spring suspensions. 

These determinations were based on load histories obtained 
from measurements of truck response on rough pavements. 
Less damage would result from operations on smoother pave
ments. Nevertheless, the study indicates that different damage 
will result from different suspension types for the same total 
static load. It would seem important to pursue this issue with 
further research since the RTAC study (14, 15) indicates sim
ilar findings. The trailer suspension producing the highest 
dynamic loading in the RTAC study was the walking beam, 
the same as obtained in this investigation. 

The natural frequencies of the truck-suspension assembly 
play an important role on the amplitude of the dynamic com
ponents of the loads. As the predominant frequencies of the 
excitation caused by the pavement roughness approach the 
natural frequencies of the truck-suspension assembly, higher 
dynamic load components will occur. 
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Incremental Design of Flexible Pavement 

RAYMOND A. FORSYTH, JOSEPH B. HANNON, AND WILLIAM A. NOKES 

Deficiencies and problems inherent in existing empirical and 
mechanistic design procedures have prompted an incremental 
design approach based primarily on the response of in-situ 
pavement to nondestructive tests. The first increment is designed 
with a structural section sufficient to preclude excessive subgrade 
deformation using conventional pavement design procedures. 
The second, if necessary, is placed in sufficient thickness to 
avoid excessive tensile strain of the asphalt concrete surfacing 
and, thus, premature fatigue cracking. A field evaluation was 
conducted on incremental sections with and without fabric 
reinforcement, and on control sections designed using the 
standard California (empirical) procedure. On the basis of 
laboratory tests characterizing all elements of the structural 
section, pavement designs for the site were developed using 
two empirical and one mechanistic-empirical procedure. These 
designs were compared to that designed by the incremental 
procedure. The results revealed that substantial savings in 
initial structural section costs are possible by incremental pave
ment design. 

As defined by C. K. Kennedy, "Pavement design is essentially 
a structural engineering problem in which it is necessary to 
define the load conditions and to ensure that, for the range 
of environmental conditions to which the pavement is sub
jected, the materials can absorb the stresses and strains imposed 
without suffering unacceptable deterioration" (1). More spe
cific to the semiarid environment representative of most of 
California, flexible pavement design has, as its primary objec
tives, avoidance of two conditions that will result in premature 
distress. As shown by Figure 1, one of these is permanent 
subgrade deformation, ultimately resulting in pavement rut
ting. The second is excessive tensile strain, which induces 
fatigue cracking within the design life of an asphalt concrete 
(AC) surfacing. 

EMPIRICAL DESIGN 

Empirical flexible pavement design procedures, including the 
California (R-value) and AASHTO methods, are primarily 
aimed at avoiding excessive subgrade deformation. All are 
based on standard soil strength tests, accelerated test track 
data, and/or long-term performance of in-service pavements. 

California procedure is based, in part, on a triaxial-type 
soil strength test (R-value) and the results of the Brighton 
test track in California conducted in the early 1940s. In 1957, 
the traffic factor was modified so that the California procedure 
would conform to the results of the WASHO Road Test (2). 
As a result, structural section thickness increased an average 
of 3 in. 

Office of Transportation Laboratory, Division of Construction, Cal
ifornia Department of Transportation, 5900 Folsom Blvd., Sacra
mento, Calif. 95819 
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FIGURE 1 Subgrade deformation and 
AC tensile strain criteria used for flexible 
pavement design. 

In 1959, the procedure was adjusted further based on the 
assumption of a greater degree of base, subbase, and subgrade 
saturation than was previously utilized (3). This modification 
resulted in a significant decrease in R-value, particularly on 
subgrade soils with a high silt content. In 1963, additional 
adjustments were implemented using the results of the AASHO 
Road Test (4). The R-value, and gravel equivalence for asphalt 
concrete, and the method of calculating the traffic factor for 
the design equation were all modified so that required pave
ment thickness was increased. As a result of these modifi
cations, evidence of permanent subgrade deformation (rut
ting) is extremely rare in California, even on badly cracked 
asphalt concrete pavements. 

In 1982, a further modification of the flexible pavement 
design policy in California was made to ensure rapid positive 
drainage of water entering the pavement surface. The Cal
trans design manual was modified in 1987 (5), based upon 
the experience of the previous four years, to simplify the 
procedure. Except in areas of extremely low rainfall ( < 5 in./ 
yr), or where a relatively permeable subgrade is available 
c~100 ft/day), new structural section designs incorporate a 
drainage element with collectors and outlets. Rapid drainage 
is normally accomplished by an asphalt-treated permeable 
base with a permeability of ± 15,000 ft/day. Positive rapid 
drainage of the pavement structural section should extend 
pavement life significantly and/or permit reductions in pave
ment thickness, the extent of which has not, as yet, been 
determined. The quantification of the benefits of positive rapid 
pavement structural section drainage should be given a high 
priority in future flexible pavement research. 

The empirical pavement design procedure utilized by Cal
ifornia, in common with those used by other entities with 
which the writers are familiar, share the following deficien
cies: 

1. They are usually based on a worst-case subgrade strength 
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FIGURE 2 Overlay design for a thin 
structural section (AC = asphalt concrete, 
AB = aggregate base, and AS = aggregate 
subbase). 

condition both in terms of material properties and degree of 
saturation. 

2. They have been developed from accelerated test track 
data which do not adequately incorporate the critically impor
tant performance variable of asphalt concrete-resistance to 
fatigue cracking. 

3. They do not allow for the effects of positive rapid pave
ment drainage. 

4. They are based on a relatively limited range of traffic 
loading conditions. 

The innate conservatism of California's present empirical 
design procedure has also been demonstrated repeatedly upon 
application of the overlay design procedure in connection with 
widenings. As shown by Figure 2, almost without exception, 
overlay design requirements of an existing relatively thin 
structural section, as determined by nondestructive tests 
(pavement deflection measurements), are such that the exist
ing structural section, plus required overlay, is usually sub
stantially thinner than that required by the conventional R
value design procedure. This phenomenon was graphically 
illustrated by an investigation in March 1980 by the Trans
portation Laboratory (6). That study required recommending 
a structural section design for a widened portion of Bottle 
Rock Road in Lake County and an overlay design for the 
existing pavement. In the past, that road had performed 
remarkably well in spite of its thin structural section (in some 
cases, as little as 0.1 ft of asphalt concrete over existing soil). 
On the basis of conventional design procedure, the following 
structural section was found to be necessary for the widened 
portion of Bottle Rock Road: 0.4 ft asphalt concrete, 0.5 ft 
aggregate base, and 1.15 ft aggregate subbase. On the basis 
of the results of the nondestructive test conducted on existing 
structural section, the design of the widened portion was mod
ified to 0.35 ft of asphalt concrete over 0.5 ft of aggregate 
base. The use of nondestructive tests on the existing facility 
as the basis of the widening design resulted in a 43 percent 
savings in structural section construction costs. 

MECHANISTIC DESIGN 

In recent years there has been a concerted effort on the part 
of many in the pavement design community to move from 
empirical to mechanistic design, a system by which elements 
of the structural section are modeled by elastic-layer theory 
or by finite-element analysis. Design criteria require sufficient 
layer thickness to ensure that asphalt concrete tensile strain 
~nd S1-!bgrade defor?n:!tion do not exceed tolerable !imit~. 
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Practical application of mechanistic procedures to routine 
pavement design presents real difficulties including the use of 
simplifying theoretical assumptions and material characteri
zation procedures. Thus, it has been necessary to calibrate 
mechanistic designs with observed pavement behavior, utiliz
ing "shift factors." Other problems associated with mechan
istic design are appropriate characterization of typically stress
dependent and moisture-sensitive subgrade materials, extent 
and effects of seasonal changes in the moisture regime, and 
changing properties of the asphalt concrete due to aging. 

For current use, and in the near future, mechanistic pro
cedures show more promise in analysis than in routine design. 
Mechanistic procedures have already been used by Caltrans 
and others as an analytical tool to evaluate new materials, 
unique structural sections, and loading conditions. 

Although mechanistic design has a much sounder basis in 
structural theory than does conventional empirical design, its 
reliance on uncertain pavement loading and materials prop
erties data makes it, at best, a mechanistic-empirical proce
dure. Future research may eventually overcome the problems 
in the mechanistic approach, but this does not provide today's 
pavement design engineer with a cost-effective and efficient 
design tool for routine use. 

INCREMENTAL DESIGN 

Another approach to flexible pavement design which is cur
rently being evaluated by Caltrans has been identified as 
"incremental design ." This approach , not to be confused with 
stage construction, requires design of the pavement in two 
separate increments. The first addresses excessive subgrade 
deformation. It can be developed by the use of a mechanistic 
procedure or an empirical design based on a 3- to 5-year traffic 
loading. 

The second increment is developed during construction on 
the basis of nondestructive tests conducted on the first incre
ment. From the resulting data, an overlay of sufficient thick
m:ss to preclude premature fatigue cracking completes the 
pavement. The basis of the design of the second increment 
is the Caltrans Overlay Design Procedure, the development 
of which began in 1938 with the installation of permanent 
linear variable differential transformer gages in pavements 
throughout California. In 1955, critical levels of pavement 
deflection were determined for average traffic loading con
ditions, which, if exceeded, would result in premature fatigue 
cracking (7). An overlay design procedure based on these 
critical deflection levels was adopted in 1965 along with a 
means of varying critical levels for traffic conditions. The 
critical deflection-ESAL-thickness curves were adjusted slightly 
as a result of a 14-year study of 27 test pavements completed 
in 1978 (8). 

In 1980, further follow-up studies (9) on 40 selected pave
ments designed by the overlay procedure indicated an a~erage 
life of 11 years (see Figure 3). The overlay design procedure 
has stood the test of time and is deemed an appropriate and 
reasonable procedure to develop designs sufficient to preclude 
fatigue cracking of an asphalt concrete pavement under aver
age conditions in California. 

The basic rationale for incremental pavement design was 
".ll~tlu C't".)tP.~ h.., r D I:"' ... +""'-;"" i..; .... ,..1; ... ~H ,..,.. ;,... .......... + .. J.. ..... A A C'ITTA 
..,...l-""'"] ..., ............... ~ v J ........,., .._,, .A. '-'..,'-"-'L .UJ .lJ..li'.) UJ...,\,,U.'.t;)JVJ..l V.1._ l11'-' .r'lt..f""l..".l.J.\...J 
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FIGURE 3 Service life of structural overlays. 

Road Test at the 1962 International Conference on the Struc
tural Design of Pavements (JO): 

(Pjerformancc of a pavement under traffic i, re lated only to 
the in-place strength of the mate ria ls in the pavement cross 
section . Tl is not related to the strengths predicted by a lab
oratory design test (although the laboratory test for predicting 
Strength is 11 nece sary part of any design system) , it is not 
related to the as-constructed strengths; nor is il related 10 the 
strengths measured in loop 1 which received no traffic. Per
formance is related only to the in-place strengths in the section 
being trafficked. 

Put another way, using proven nondestructive testing tech
niques, incremental design offers the possibility of utilizing 
the most cost-effective and effici ent design tool available, the 
response of the prototype to load. 

The potential economics in an incremental approach to 
flexible pavement design suggested by over 20 years of pave
ment deflection studies in California prompted the develop
ment of the field evaluation that is reported herein . An inte
gral part of that evaluation also involves a comparison of the 
incremental-design section with designs developed for the same 
site by conventional empirical and mechanistic procedures. 

Test Project Description 

The first project selected for field evaluation of the incre
mental procedure is on a section of Route 99 between Sac
ramento and Marysville/Yuba City. This facility was recently 
widened to provide additional capacity and safety for signif
icant increases in truck and automobile traffic. The previous 
alignment consisted of two-Jane roadway traversing farmland 
that is subject to rice farming and irrigation. The existing 
basement soils in the area are silty clays and claying silts of 
low strength when saturated . 

This project consisted of widening the existing roadway and 
constructing a separate two-lane southbound roadbed. The 
existing two-lane roadway now serves as the northbound lanes. 
The final grade is 3 to 4 ft above adjacent irrigated farml and. 

Construction began during the spring of 1986. The limits of 
this contract were from 0.5 mile north of Route 5 to 0.8 mile 
north of Elverta Road, about 10 miles north of Sacramento. 

Experiment Design 

Because of the generally uniform, and relatively weak, subgrade 
conditions (R-value = 5) the site also provided an excellent 
opportunity to evaluate the use of high-strength geotextiles 
for subgrade enhancement. 

The experimental and control structural sections were 
developed based on the California (R-value) design procedure 
and are shown in Figure 4. In addition to the incremental 
design , a high-strength woven fabric for subgrade enhance
ment was also included. The test section from Stations 175 to 
180 is designed with an "effective" R value of 40 based on 
subgrade support provided by the fabric, as shown by recent 
research of the Transportation Laboratory (11, 12). A second 
test section from Station 180 to 185 is basically the incremental 
design underlain with the same fabric. The test sections between 
Stations 170 and 175 and between 195 and 200 are control 
sections designed on the basis of 5 R-value basement soil and 
a traffic index (TI) of 12.5 over a 20-year design period . The 
incremental sections are designed for the same basement soil 
conditions and a TI of 10.0 for a 5-year design period. 

The conventional section for the remainder of the project 
was also designed for 20 years and was placed over imported 
material with minimum R-value of 15. The upper 1.0 ft of the 
imported material was treated with lime. The field experiment 
was extended from Station 200 to 210 to include a 1,000-ft 
test section (see Figure 4). 

During the field-testing period, it was proposed that the 
constructability and performance of the various experimental 
test sections be evaluated by materials sampling and by the 
following tests : 

1. Sampling basement soil , aggregate subbase (AS) , aggre
gate base (AB), asphalt-treated permeable base (ATPB), and 
AC surfacing and performing applicable laboratory tests for 
grading , R-value, sand equivalent (SE), density, stability, and 
resilient modulus (M,) . 

2. Obtaining samples of proposed geotextile fabric and testing 
for grab tensile strength and elongation. 

3. Obtaining deflection measurements with the Dynaflect 
during construction , on the subgrade and on each subsequent 
layer of structural section. 
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FIGURE 4 Experimental test section: 3-Sac-99-P.M.32.6/36.2. 

4. Observing structural section construction progress and 
noting any difficulties or advantages of using subgrade 
enhancement fabrics . 

5. Using deflection measurements on AC surface course 
to determine need for additional AC to satisfy structural 
requirements of the structural section for each of the proposed 
test sections. 

Ultimately, the performance of the incremental sections 
would be evaluated in terms of what would have been required 
under test site subgrade and loading conditions using con
ventional empirical and mechanistic design procedures. 

In the construction phase , contract contingency funds pro
vided for an additional 0.15-ft AC thickness, if needed. In 
remote areas where significant amounts of aggregate pro
cessing are required , separate bid items may be needed for 
this procedure. Pavement deflection measurements on the 
incremental sections would determine if any additional AC 
thickness is required to satisfy the tolerable deflection require
ments for the conventional 10- or 20-year design period. Fig
ures 5 and 6 from California Test 356 provide the criteria for 
this procedure. Figure 5 presents the relationships between 
pavement thickness, loading, and deflection level at or below 
which premature fatigue cracking will be precluded. Figure 6 
is utilized to determine the amount of additional material 
(AC) needed to reduce the measured deflection to a tolerable 
level. 

Sampling and Testing 

The initial field study was conducted by the Transportation 
Laboratory during construction in October 1986. The purpose 
of the field study was to evaluate the incremental procedure 

by comparing deflection measurements on all structural layer~ 
at several test sites . The field study consisted of (1) measuring 
surface deflections on the asphalt concrete pavement; (2) 
determining in-situ density and moisture content of the base, 
subbase, and basement soil ; and (3) collecting samples of 
these materials for laboratory testing. Surface deflections were 
measured using the Dynaflect at 0.01-mile intervals on each 
layer of the structural section except the ATPB. Deflection 
measurements were obtained over all test sections shown in 
Figure 4. 

After AC surface deflections were measured, one site was 
chosen in each test and control section to measure in-situ 
conditions and to collect material samples including "undis
turbed" subgrade samples. Sampling sites were judged to be 
representative of each control and test section based on 
deflection measurements. All laboratory and field tests were 
performed following standardized test procedures (13, 14). 

In-situ material density and moisture content were mea
sured at each sampling site. Density of each layer was mea
sured using a nuclear gage. AC density was measured by 
backscatter whereas direct transmission was used to deter
mine density of base, subbase, and basement soil. Moisture 
content was determined by oven drying. Test data for each 
layer are shown in Table 1. Density shown for AC is the mean 
of five or more measurements at and near each sampling site . 

Material samples were collected at all sites for classification 
and evaluation of material properties . Extensive laboratory 
testing of samples was performed to fully characterize the 
behavior of materials in each test section. In this way, dif
ferences in deflection measurements from one section to another 
could be evaluated in terms of material characteristics as well 
as structural section variations. Subgrade soils were classified 
by sieve and hydrometer analysis as well as plasticity index 
(PI) . Typical subgrade !!!~teria! is c!3.ssified ~~ ~ !i~ndy silty 
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clay (CL, AASHO A-6) with low to medium plasticity, medium 
to high dry strength, firm and damp in place. An exception 
to this is the subgrade sample for Station 198, in the northern 
control test section. Subgrade soil at that site is a silty clay 
(AASHO A-7-6) characterized by higher compressibility and 
greater volume change than other samples. This classification 
is based on a Pl of 23, liquid limit of 42, and more than 89 
percent passing a No. 200 sieve. Higher-than-normal deflec
tions, which were measured in the incremental and northern 
control sections during December 1986, are probably attrib
utable to this more moisture-sensitive clay subgrade. 

Grading analysis was performed on all base and subbase 
material samples. Base material samples conform to Class 2 
aggregate described in Caltrans Standard Specifications (15) . 
Subbase material grading met specifications for Class 2 aggre
gate subbase. 

Basement soil properties were evaluated by triaxial 
compression and resilient modulus (M,) tests. Triaxial tests 
were performed on at least one subgrade sample from each 
sampling site. Unconsolidated-undrained (UU) triaxial tests 
were used to determine in-situ shear strength of the subgrade 
soil. Subgrade cohesion was typically 14-18 psi, and the angle 
of internal friction varied from 16° to 24°. The strength prop
erties of the subgrade soil at Station 198 exhibited lower strength 
compared to typical values at the other sampling sites. These 
differences correspond to the damper and more moisture
sensitive clay at the northern control section. 

Resilient modulus testing was performed by the Transpor
tation Laboratory on material from each structural layer. 
Subgrade cores measuring 4 in. by 8 in. were extracted from 
the southern control section (Station 172 + 50) and the subgrade 
enhancement test section (Station 177). Several base, sub-

base, and subgrade samples were also tested at the University 
of California, Berkeley (UCB), for interlaboratory compar
ison of test procedures, equipment, and results . M, was deter
mined according to AASHTO T274-82 (14). This test is usu
ally performed on granular and cohesive soils. ATPB samples 
were also tested using the AASHTO procedure to determine 
M,. Modulus of the AC was determined using the diametral 
test (14) . 

Results for base and subbase materials show moduli that 
are dependent on bulk stress (sum of principal stresses, 0) 
similar to research reported by Hicks (16). This dependence 
is represented by a log-linear relationship shown as M, = 

6,000 0°·5 • Test results from UCB compared favorably with 
those determined at the Transportation Laboratory. Sub grade 
soil from the sampling sites did not exhibit typical deviator 
stress sensitivity as documented in the literature (17-19). On 
the basis of test results, a fixed resilient modulus of 20,000 
psi was determined to be reasonable. 

The subgrade M, is much higher than the modulus used 
for design. The higher measured values probably reflect the 
lower subgrade moisture content during October, when 
samples were collected. Test results for the ATPB showed 
erratic M,/bulk stress relationships similar to behavior 
described by Monismith and McLean (20). The variability 
of the A TPB moduli can be attributed to temperature sen
sitivity of the material. A fixed modulus of 120,000 was 
determined to be representative for the A TPB. On the basis 
of diametral modulus tests of pavement cores, a dynamic 
modulus of 250,000 is reasonable for the AC. The relatively 
low M, for the AC is most likely attributable to the short 
interval between placement and compaction of the AC course 
and subsequent coring. 
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AASHTO Procedure 

2.50 

Structural section layer thicknesses for the test project were 
determined using an AASHTOWARE Software Program DNP 
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s86/PC, v2.0 (© AASHTO 1986). The AASHTO design 
assumptions are shown in Table 2 (21). Results are shown for 
comparison in Table 3. An effective subgrade modulus of 
6,000 psi was assumed to reflect seasonal variations in subgrade 
moisture at the site. 

The resulting structural section thicknesses for the 10- and 
20-year AASHTO design levels are considerably less than 
those required by the California R-value procedure and slightly 
thicker than the incremental design (see Figure 4) . This is 
undoubtedly the result of the drainage coefficients recently 
adopted by AASHTO, which permit significant reduction in 
structural section thickness for positively drained pavement 
structural sections. 

Mechanistic Procedure 

Two methods were used to design structural sections for a 10-
year and 20-year design life. The first is the Asphalt Institute 
procedure, which is a simplified user-friendly approach to 
design (22). Fatigue curves, granular material properties, and 
critical strains are implicit in this method (23). The other 
mechanistic procedure relies on the same fatigue curves as in 
the Asphalt Institute method. However, strains were pre
dicted using a primary response model, PSAD, to determine 
layer thicknesses. 

Both methods allow the engineer to determine layer thick
nesses based on critical strains. The design thicknesses must 
satisfy two separate strain criteria, which are the horizontal 
tensile strain at the bottom of the AC pavement and the 
vertical compressive strain at the top of the subgrade. Both 
procedures require the number of equivalent 18-kip single
axle loads (ESALs) ;:inci material properties 

The Asphalt Institute procedure requires three inputs: 
ESALs, subgrade resilient modulus, and types of base and 
surfacing. For the 3-Sac-99 project, structural elements of the 
design section are AC over untreated aggregate base (includ
ing subbase) supported by a weak subgrade. Design M, for 
the subgrade was 4,000 psi, which is based on the relationship 
between M, and R-value described in the Asphalt Institute 
Design Manual (22). This subgrade modulus is lower than the 

TABLE 1 MATERIAL DENSITY AND MOISTURE CONTENT AT SAMPLING SITES 

Incremental Incremental 

Control Fabric & Fabric Design Control 

Structural Sec ti on Section Section Section Section 

Layer Sta. 172+50 Sta. 177 Sta. 182+50 Sta. 188 Sta, 198 

Asphalt Concrete 2.19 gm/cc 2.26 gm/cc 2.16 gm/cc 2.25 gm/cc 2.29 gm/cc 

Aggregate Base 2.21 gm/cc 2.21 gm/cc 2.19 gm/cc 2.21 gm/cc 2.27 gm/cc 

2.9% 3.6% 3.4% 2.9% 3.1% 

Aggregate Base 2.31 gm/cc 2.23 gm/cc 2.25 gm/cc 2.22 gm/cc 2.24 gm/cc 

5 . 2% 4.8% 4.4% 3.5% 4.0% 

Sub grade 2.(15 gm/cc 1. 97 gm/cc 2.05 gm/cc 1.95 gm/cc 1.97 gm/cc 

14.9% 14.4% 13.9% 14.3% 19% 
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TABLE 2 AASHTO DESIGN ASSUMPTIONS (21) 

Design Level/Traffic 

Structural Layer Drainage 10-Year 2D-Year 

Section Coefficient Modulus Coefficient TI = 11.5 TI = 12.5 

w18=16x106 Layer (ai) (psi) (mi) *Wl8=8xl06 

AC 0.44 4.5 x 105 

ATPB D.14 1.2 x 105 

AB 0.13 

AS 0.09 

Basement 6 x 10
3 

Soil*** 

Other Assumptions 

Design Reliability= 95% 

Overall Standard Deviation= 0.35 

Terminal Serviceability Level= 2.5 

*w18 = ESAL 's 

** SN = Structural Number 

*** Mre = Effective Modulus 

value used in the AASHTO design because converting R
value to M, in the Asphalt Institute method does not consider 
drainage and seasonal adjustments, which are included in the 
AASHTO procedure (21). Table 3 shows designs using the 
Asphalt Institute method. Sections for both design periods 
require relatively thick AC layers over a relatively thin base, 
which is characteristic of the Asphalt Institute procedure (23). 

The designs from the Asphalt Institute method cannot be 
compared directly to the sections designed using the other 
procedures since this method does not consider an A TPB 
layer. To compensate for this, a primary response model was 
used that included a structural element of ATPB. Use of a 
primary response model also allowed direct computation of 
strains based on M, values from laboratory materials tests. 
Primary response was determined using the PSAD model 
developed at the UCB. The model computes strains by iter
ation solving M/stress level using tested materials properties 
and the CHEV5L elastic-layer algorithms (24). Critical strains 
were determined from the fatigue curves that are used implic
itly in the Asphalt Institute method. A balanced design for 
each design life was determined by maximizing both strain 
criteria without exceeding the limits. Table 3 presents designs 
using this approach. The AC layers are noticeably thinner 
and the base layers are thicker than those resulting from the 
Asphalt Institute method. It is reasonable to conclude that 
an acceptable mechanistic design lies between the values shown 
in Table 3. 

1.4 

1.1 

1.1 

Total (SN) 

**S N=l.83 

SN=0.59 

S N=l.46 

SN=l.6 7 

5.55 

SN=2.06 

SN=0.59 

S N=l.46 

SN=l. 99 

6.10 

FIELD PERFORMANCE 

Plots showing the results of Dynaflect deflection testing are 
presented in Figures 7 and 8. Figure 7 illustrates maximum 
deflections (Sensor No. 1) obtained at 50-ft intervals in the 
outer wheel track of lane 1 over individual layers of the struc
tural section during construction. No deflection measurements 
were obtained directly on the ATPB. Figure 8 illustrates three 
sets of measurements obtained on the AC surfacing in the outer 
wheel track of the southbound number 2 lane (outer lane). All 
deflection measurements on the AC surfacing in Figures 7 and 
8 have been adjusted for temperature by normalizing data to 
70°F based on the Asphalt Institute procedure (25). 

The October 1986 deflections on the 0.35-ft AC surfacing 
were utilized as the initial decision tool to evaluate the incre
mental procedure during construction, i.e., to determine if 
the deflection levels were at or below the tolerable level. In 
order to determine tolerable deflections it was first necessary 
to convert Dynaflect deflections to equivalent Deflectometer 
deflections using Figure 9. The resulting adjusted mean (:X) 
and evaluated (80th percentile) deflections along with toler
able deflection levels are presented for each test section in 
Table 4. These data revealed deflection levels somewhat higher 
than the tolerable level, suggesting the need for an additional 
increment of AC to satisfy the 10-year design criteria. How
ever, a decision was made to accept the design as constructed, 
without any additional AC placement, anticipating a further 
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TABLE 3 STRUCTURAL SECTION DESIGNS 

10-Year Desi9n Laxer Thickness (feet ) 

Em(!irical Mechanistic 

Incremental ~ AASHTO ~ PSAD 

Asphalt Concrete 0. 35 

Asphalt-Treated 0.25 

Pe rmeab 1 e Ba se 

Aggregate Base 0.85 

Aggregate Subbase 1.15 

Total SN 5.27 

20-Year Desi9n Laxer Thickness 

Asphalt Concrete 

Asphalt-Treated 

Permeable Base 

Aggregate Base 

Aggregate Subbase 

Total SN 

SN = Structural Number 

reduction in deflection level due to age stiffening of the asphalt 
concrete. with provision for monitoring pavement perfor
mance by subsequent deflection surveys. Also, the final sur
face layer of 0.06-ft open graded AC would still be placed. 
The control sections would also receive an additional 0.30 ft 
of dense graded AC, plus 0.06 ft open graded AC, as sched
uled, after the December 1986 deflection survey. The deflec
tion levels of the various sections were found to be quite 
uniform at the time of the October 1986 survey. Results of 
surveys in December 1986 and June 1987 reflect additional 
densification due to traffic compaction, age stiffening of the 
AC, changes in subgrade moisture , and deflection attenuation 
of the control sections due to placement of additional AC. 

The temperature-adjusted June 1987 deflections are all below 
the tolerable level (Table 5) . Note that the incremental and 
control sections were designed using a 5-R-value basement 
soil. In actuality, samples taken from the sub grade at two 
locations produced R-value test results of 14 at Station 186 
and 40 at Station 200. This probably indicates that the imported 
material was carried into the experimental area and was of 
higher quality than 15 R-value . This also suggests conserva
tism in the original R-value design. Future deflection mea
surements will provide a better overall evaluation of seasonal 
variations as the different sections reach equilibrium. 

0.60 0.35 1.15 0.58 

0.25 0.25 0.25 

0.85 0.85 
1.5 2.08 

1. 25 1.41 

6.71 5.55 6.80 6.67 

(feet) 

Em(! i r i ca l Mechanistic 

R-value AA SH TO A. I. PSAD ---
0.65 0.39 1.29 0.83 

0.25 0.25 0.25 

0.85 0.85 
1.5 1. 75 

1.50 1.67 

7.26 6.10 7.54 7.51 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The June 1987 deflection measurements were surprisingly low 
on all test sections, considering that they were made in the 
late spring on a relatively soft subgrade. 

The basis for this comment is an earlier research study on 
this portion of Route 99 which was carried out between 1959 
and 1969. The goal of that study was to establish the deflection 
attenuation properties of asphalt concrete, cement-treated base, 
and aggregate base (26) . The original structural section con
sisted of 0.08-ft armor coat and 0.50-ft aggregate base over 
0.75-ft aggregate subbase. 

Three test sections were overlain with 0.05-ft open-graded 
asphalt concrete, 0.25-ft asphalt concrete, 0.25-ft asphalt con
crete base and 0.50-ft aggregate base. The total gravel equiv
alence of the original structural section plus the overlay was 
2.99 ft , which is close to 3.11 ft for the incremental sections. 
Spring deflection measurements over the completed roadway 
averaged 0.029 in. in contrast to 0.014 in. for the incremental 
sections. 

Similarly, four test sections were overlain with 1.00-ft aggre
gate base , 0.25-ft asphalt concrete , and 0.05-ft open-graded 
asphalt concrete. These, plus the original structural section, 
were almost identical in eravel eq11iv<1!ence to the incremental 
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TABLE 4 DEFLECTION MEASUREMENTS TO EVALUATE INCREMENTAL DESIGN 

Deflection Measurements (lo-3 Inches) 

Dyna fl ect Equivalent Def1 ectometer 

Test Section x* 80%tile x 80%til e 

Control Section 1.05 1.09 14 15 

Sub grade Enhancement 1.01 1.07 13 14 

Fabric Section 

Incremental Design with 1.04 1.08 14 15 

Subgrade Enhancement Fabric 

Incremental Design 1.07 1.12 14 15 

Control Section 1.01 1.08 13 15 

(Sta. 195 to 200) 

Conventional Section with 1.02 1.07 14 14 

Lime-Treated Subgrade (LTS) 

* x = mean deflection. 

**Deflections tolerable for 0.35 foot of AC surfacing. 

Tolerable Oeflectorneter** 

Deflection (10-3 Inches) 

Design Level/Traffic Index 

5 yrs/10 10 yrs/11.5 20 yrs/12.5 

15 12 11 

15 12 11 
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TABLES MEAN AND TOLERABLE DEFLECTION MEASUREMENTS ON AC SURFACING 

Tolerable Deflectometer** 

Mean Deflection Level (lD-3 Inches~* Deflection (10-3 Inches) 

D.)'.na fl ect E9u i valent Defl ectometer Design Level/Traffic ~ndex 

Test Section 10/16/86 12/1/86 6/1/87 10/16/86 12/1/86 6/1/87 5 FS/10 10 ,)'.rS/11.5 20 irs/12.5 

Control Section 1.05 0.98 0.62 14 13 6 10 9 8 

(Sta. 170 to 175 

0 .65 foot AC) 

Subgrade Enhancement 1.01 0.88 0.84 13 11 10 15 12 11 

Fabric Section 

(0.35 foot AC) 

Incremental Design 1.04 0.95 0.81 14 12 10 15 12 11 

with Subgrade 

Enhancement Fabric 

(0.35 foot AC) 
Incremental Design 1.07 1.02 0.81 14 14 10 15 12 11 

(0.35 foot AC) 

Control Section 1.01 0.94 0.64 13 12 10 9 8 

(Sta. 195 to 200 

0 .6 5 foot AC) 

Conventional Section 1.02 1.04 0.61 14 14 6 10 9 8 

with Lime-Treated 

Sub grade (L TS) 

(0.65 foot AC) 

* Corrected for temperature 

** Deflection tolerable for AC thickness shown in parentheses for each test section. 

sections (3.07 ft). Spring deflection measurements over the 
completed roadway averaged 0.026 in., which is almost double 
those on the incremental sections. Because of the uniform 
nature of the subgrade and the fact that the area is subject 
to irrigation, one would not expect to find this degree of 
variation in the response of nearly equivalent structural 
sections. 

The surprisingly low level of deflection on the incremental 
sections is very possibly the result of the positive rapid drain
age feature common to all test sections, including the controls. 
Although, as would be expected, control section deflection 
levels were substantially lower than those of the incremental 
sections, the relatively high strength of all test sections masked 
the effect of lime stabilization or subgrade enhancement with 
geotextiles even though an earlier limited study (11) on the 
same subgrade revealed that the use of geotextiles was equiv
alent to 0.58 ft of aggregate base in terms of deflection atten
uation . In retrospect, construction of equivalent but undrained 
test sections in the experiment would have proven extremely 
informative. 

The decrease in deflection level on all sections between 
October and June represents the frequently observed effect 
of traffic compaction and age stiffening of the asphalt concrete 
pavement. All sections, however , exhibited deflection levels 
that would preclude premature fatigue cracking for average 
asphalt concrete pavements in California. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results of laboratory and field measurements and tests 
on the six test sections on Route 03-Sac-99 justify the follow
ing conclusions: 

1. For the assumed traffic, subgrade conditions , and pave
ment section material characteristics at the test site, the 
mechanistic-empirical and one empirical (California) proce
dure indicate the need for a thicker structural section than 
was found to be necessary using the incremental procedure. 

2. The structural section indicated by the recently modified 
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AASHTO (empirical) procedure for the 10-year design was 
relatively consistent with that resuiting from the incremental 
procedure. This is probably due to drainage coefficients, which 
apparently are reasonable for this site. 

3. The deflection measurements on all test sections were 
uniformly low although they are consistent with structural 
section strength and thickness characteristics. This is attrib
uted to the positive rapid drainage features used on all test 
sections. 

4. The late spring deflection measurements reflected the 
normal effects of traffic compaction and age stiffening of the 
asphalt concrete surfacing. For the incremental sections, they 
confirmed that the second increment of asphalt concrete sur
facing was not required to avoid premature fatigue cracking 
of the surfacing. 

5. The incremental procedun:: can reduce thickness 
requirements by providing a way to quantify the effects of 
favorable subgrade materials variations and rapid positive 
drainage of the pavement structural section. At this particular 
site, a structural section cost savings of 18 percent for a 10-
year design would have been realized with comparable fatigue 
performance of the AC surfacing. 
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Stability of Multilayer Systems Under 
Repeated Loads 

LUTFI RAAD, DIETER WEICHERT, AND WAJIH NAJM 

Multilayer systems such as pavements and railroads are sub
jected to repeated traffic loads of varying magnitude and num
ber of repetitions. The accumulation of plastic strains in a given 
system may increase under repeated load applications, leading 
to a state of incremental collapse, or plastic strain may cease 
to increase with time, resulting in a stable response or shake
down condition. An improved numerical method for the appli
cation of shakedown theory to multilayer systems is presented. 
The proposed method is used to analyze two-layer pavements 
with varying geometry and material properties. Fatigue and 
shakedown analyses are also performed for two-layer systems 
consisting of a cement-treated layer and an asphalt concrete 
layer overlying a subgrade. Results of analyses are compared 
and discussed in relation to the design of such systems. 

Multilayer systems such as pavements and railroads are sub
jected to repeated traffic loads of varying magnitude and num
ber of repetitions. A major form of distress is the accumu
lation of plastic or permanent deformations associated with 
long-term repeated loading effects. The accumulation of plas
tic strains in a given system may increase under an additional 
number of load repetitions thereby leading to a state of incre
mental collapse or may cease to increase with time resulting 
in a stable response or a shakedown condition, as illustrated 
in Figure 1. 

The shakedown theory was first presented by Melan (1) . 
According to this theory, a system will shake down under 
repeated cyclic loads if a self-equilibrated residual stress field 
could be found such that equilibrium conditions, boundary 
conditions, and yield conditions are pointwise satisfied . It is 
assumed in this case that the material is elastic-perfectly plas
tic with convex yield surface and applicable normality con
dition and that viscous and inertial effects are negligible. The 
theory has been applied to discrete structures and plates (2-
5). Although attempts have been made to apply the theory 
to general continua using various numerical algorithms (6-
9), these methods fall short of satisfying all constraints asso
ciated with the shakedown theory, specifically, equilibrium 
conditions, boundary conditions, and yield criteria by an arbi
trary chosen residual stress field in the system under 
consideration. 

In this paper an improved numerical method for the appli
cation of shakedown theory to multilayer systems is pre
sented. The proposed method is used to analyze two-layer 

L. Raad, Department of Civil Engineering, American University of 
Beirut, 850 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022. Current affilia
tion: Department of Civil Engineering, Univeisity of Alaska, 306 
Tanana Dr., Fairbanks, Alaska 99775. D . Weichert , Institute of 
Mechanics, Ruhr University, Bochum, West Germany. W. Najm, 
American University of Beirut. 

CD SHAKEDOWN 

Cl) INCREMENTAL COLLAPSE 

LOAD REPETITIONS 

FIGURE 1 Shakedown and 
incremental collapse with load 
repetitions. 

pavements with varying geometry and material properties. 
Fatigue and shakedown performance for typical cement-treated 
layers and asphalt concrete layers overlying a clay subgrade 
is discussed. 

PROPOSED NUMERICAL FORMULATION 

The proposed numerical approach involves analysis of the 
discrete elements of the system using the finite-element method. 
Rectangular elements with four external primary nodes are 
used in this case. The displacement functions are complete to 
the second degree and satisfy compatibility conditions. A quasi
static analysis is implemented whereby inertial and viscous 
effects are assumed negligible. If stress states u 0 , u,, and u a 

correspond respectively to body forces P0 , statically applied 
load/,, and repeated loads fa, then according to shakedown 
theory the system will not collapse provided a stress increment 
du can be found such that equilibrium conditions, boundary 
conditions, and yield conditions are satisfied. In this respect, 
the following terms could be defined for a two-dimensional 
plane stress or plane strain analysis: 

(<T;;)0 = stresses due to body forces P0 at the center of a 
given element , 

( u;;)s = stresses due to statically applied forces fs at the 
center of a given element, 

( u1;) 0 = stresses due to repeated loads fa at the center of 
a given element, 

du;1 = arbitrary stress increment applied at the center 
of each element, 

Sx; , Sy; = result of forces in the x and y directions at a nodal 
point due to du;i with respect to a global set of 
coordinates x-y, 
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ex = load multiplier associated with repeated loads f 0 , 

and 
f = yield function with yield occurring when f ;:::: 0. 

In the analysis of a multilayer transportation support sys
tem, a Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion is proposed. The yield 
function (f) in this case will be given by 

f = u 1 - <T3 tan2(45 + <j>/2) 

- 2C tan( 45 + <j>/2) 

where 

(1) 

u 1 , u 3 major and minor principal stresses, respectively 
(compressive stresses are positive, tensile stresses 
are negative), 

C = cohesion, 
<!> = angle of friction. 

Determination of the shakedown load reduces mathemat
ically to a minimizing function (Q) subject to a series of con
straints stated as follows: 

NP NP 

Minimize Q = -ex + L (Sx;)2 + L (S,.;)2 
i = l i = l 

Subject to the following constraints: 

ex> 0 

f[(u;)o + (u;)s + cx(a;)a + au;1] s 0 

u 3 ;:::: - 2C tan(45 - <j>/2) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

where NP is the number of nodal points in the discretized 
system. 

Minimizing Q, subject to the above constraints, would yield 
a maximum value of the load multiplier a which, when mul
tiplied by f

0
, would give the shakedown load for the system 

under consideration. It should be emphasized, however , that 
in this case, equilibrium conditions, boundary conditions, and 
yield criteria are satisfied in the "weak sense." This is a direct 
consequence of the numerical approach adopted . 

Minimizing Q is based on a pattern search approach orig
inally developed by Hooke and Jeeves (10). The minimization 
algorithm assumes a unimodal function. Therefore, if more 
than one minimum exists, several sets of starting solutions are 
recommended. However, in order to avoid this problem, the 
search is shifted to the vicinity of the region of interest by 
using a starting value of the load multiplier ex" such that the 
most critically stressed element in the system is on the verge 
of yielding. The search starts by determining Q for a " and a 
set of au;1 that satisfy constraint conditions 4 and 5. During 
a given exploratory sequence, the ex variable is allowed one 
disturbance in the direction of decreasing Q. Each of the stress 
variables is allowed as many disturbances, each equal to its 
step size and in the same direction , as long as the objective 
function Q decreases and the imposed constraints arc satis
fied. Otherwise, the exploratory sequence is rated a failure, 
and a new search is initiated about the last base point using 
smaller step sizes. The algorithm terminates when the values 
of the step sizes have been reduced to a certain preassigned 
value . 
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Where · 

I l 2" I 

1 1 1 1 I p 
SURFACE LAYER El ,'Vj .C1_,:i'.' 1_ 

SUBGRADE E2 . Vi ,C 2 .¢2 

E, = Modulus of surface layer 
E2 = Modulus of subgrade layer 
V, =Poisson 's rat io of surface layer 
v;, =Poisson· s ratio of subgrade 
C 1 ~ Cohesion of surface 1 ayer 
C2 =Cohesion of subgrade layer 
¢ 1 = Angle of friction of surface layer 
¢ 2 =Angle ot friction of subgrade layer 
H 1 = Thickness of surface layer 
P = A pp\ ied surface pressure 

80 " 

FIGURE 2 Representation of two-layer 
system consisting of a surface layer overlying 
a clay subgrade. 

APPLICATIONS 

The proposed numerical approach was applied to investigate 
the shakedown behavior of a two-layer system consisting of 
a surface layer overlying a clay subgrade (Fig. 2). The influ
ence of layer stiffness, shear strength, and geometry on long
term stability under repeated loads was considered (Table 1). 
Fatigue and shakedown performance for cement-treated and 
asphalt concrete surface layers are compared in Table 2. Results 
of analyses are summarized below. 

l. In the case where the surface layer overlies a soft subgrade, 
the shakedown load Ps increases with increasing surface layer 
modulus E1 but decreases for higher values of E 1 , as illustrated 
in Figure 3 (Cases lA, 2A) and Figure 4 (Cases SA, 6A). For 
lower values of £ 1 the subgrade seems to be carrying a large 
proportion of the applied load. As £ 1 increases, the subgrade 
will carry less, thereby resulting in a larger shakedown load. 
However , with further increase in £ 1 the surface layer will 
carry most of the applied load in flexure , and the shakedown 
load will decrease for a given top-layer shear strength. For a 
stiff subgrade condition, no increase in Ps is observed with 
increasing £ 1 for the range of values considered, which indi
cates that most of the load is carried through flexure of the 
surface layer as shown in Figure 3 (Cases 3A, 4A) and Figure 
4 (Cases 7A, 8A) . 

2. The shakedown load increases with increase in surface 
layer thickness and shear strength, and subgrade stiffness and 
shear strength (Figs. 3 and 4). 

3. Results of analyses indicate that shakedown of a system 
would still occur although a number of eh::rnents in the system 
exhibit plastic yield. In this case the plastic zone is "con
tained" and would not propagate further under repeated loads 
to induce incremental collapse. The influence of material 
properties on failure zones that develop when the shakedown 
load is applied is illustrnte cl in Figm i>. 'i The failme zone see!!!s 
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TABLE I MATERIAL PROPERTIES USED IN TWO-LAYER SYSTEMS 

Surface Layer 

El Hl ul cl 

(psi) in (psi) 

o.sx106 

Case lA 
l. Oxl0

6 

l.5xl06 9 0.25 100 

3. Ox10
6 

O .sx10
6 

Case 2A 
l .Ox10

6 

l .Sx10
6 9 0.25 500 

3. Oxl0
6 

0 .Sx10
6 

l. Oxl0
6 

Case 3A 
l .Sx10

6 9 0.25 100 

3.ox10
6 

O.Sxl0
6 

l. Ox106 
Case 4A 

l .Sx106 9 0.25 500 

3. Oxl0
6 

0.5xl0
6 

l.Ox10
6 

Case SA 
l.Sx10

6 15 0.25 100 

3"'0x10
6 

0.5xl0
6 

l. Oxl0 6 

Case 6A 
l .Sx106 15 0.25 500 

3. Gxl0
6 

0.5x10
6 

l .Oxl0
6 

Case 7A 
l.Sx10

6 15 0.25 100 

3< Oxl0
6 

O.Sx106 

LOx10
6 

Case BA 
l.5xl06 15 0.45 5 00 

3•0x106 

to extend more into the subgrade with increasing cohesion of 
the top layer (Fig. Sa and b ). This could be a result of increas
ing tensile strength of the top layer, resulting in a larger shake
down load and hence larger stresses in the subgrade layer. 
An increase in the number of failed elements is also obtained 
when the thickness of the top layer is reduced. In this case, 
a system with a 4-in .-thick top layer (Fig. Sc) would exhibit 
a much larger failure zone under applied shakedown load than 
a system with a lS-in.-thick top layer whose failure zone is 
similar to that shown in Figure Sa. 

4. In a cement-treated surface layer (Cases lB , 2B) or an 
asphalt concrete surface layer (Cases 3B, 4B), the variation 

Subgrade 

9' l E2 u 2 c2 9'2 

(psi) (psi) 

35° 3000 0.4 7 3 00 

35° 3000 0.47 3 00 

35° 20000 0 .47 20 00 

35° 20000 0.4 7 20 00 

35° 3000 0.47 3 00 

35° 3000 0.47 
0 

3 0 

35° 
0 

20000 0.47 20 0 

0 0 
35 20000 0.27 20 0 

of shakedown load with layer thickness is shown in Figure 6. 
An increase in layer thickness and subgrade stiffness would 
yield a larger shakedown load. The variation represented in 
Figure 6 reflects similar trends for all the cases considered. 
Specifically, an inflection point appears in all such represen
tations. This would probably indicate more subgrade contri
bution to the shakedown load for systems with smaller surface
layer thickness. 

S. A comparison between fatigue and shakedown perfor
mance for a cement-treated layer overlying a soft subgrade 
(Case lB) is shown in Figure 7. The variation of the load 
required to initiate cracking on the underside of the stabilized 
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TABLE 2 MATERIAL PROPERTIES FOR SYSTEMS WITH CEMENT-TREATED AND 
ASPHALT CONCRETE LAYERS 

Surface Layer 

E 
1 ul Hl cl 

(psi) (in) (psi) 

Case lB l .5x10
6 

0.25 4,6,9 200 

15 

Case 2B l .5x10
6 

o. 25 4,6 I 9 200 
15 

Case 3B l .5x10
6 

0.25 4 ,6 I 9 500 
15 

Case 4B l .5x10
6 

0.25 4 I 6 I 9 500 
15 

layer with layer thickness for a given number of load repe
titions is illustrated. Similar plots are shown for crack prop
agation to the surface of the cement-treated layer. The fatigue 
failure criterion used is presented elsewhere (11). Results 
indicate that for a given thickness of surface layer, crack ini
tiation always occurs at a smaller load than the shakedown 
load. However, the load associated with fatigue crack prop-

iii a. C1 = 500 psi SOFT SUBGRADE 
;1so CASES IA, 2A 

0 
<1 120 g 

z 90 
~ 
0 C1 =100 psi 

"~ 60 
I 
<fl 

30 

0 0,15 150 225 300 
SURFACE LAYER MODULUS , E1 (106 psi ) 

iii C1 =500 psi STIFF SUBGRADE a. 
~250 CASES 3A, 4A 
o.."' 

~ 200 g 

~150 . 
C1=100 psi 0 

~ 100 
<1 
I 
<fl 

50 

0 075 1.50 2.25 3.00 
SURFACE LAYER MODULUS , E1 ( 106psi) 

FIGURE 3 Influence of material propertie• un 
shak~d{;.,~'~ !oad for ~ 9-b:. surfare !2yer. 

Subgrade 

¢1 E u2 c ¢2 
2 2 

(psi) (psi) 

35° 3000 0.47 3 00 

35° 
0 

20000 0.4 7 20 0 

0 
00 35 3000 0.47 3 

0 
35 20000 0.47 20 00 

agation to the surface of the cement-treated layer could be 
greater or smaller than the shakedown load depenc;ling essen
tially on the thickness of the surface layer, interface condi
tions, and number of load repetitions under consideration. A 
similar illustration of fatigue failure for an asphalt concrete 
layer overlying a soft subgrade (Case 3B) is shown in Figure 
8. The variation of applied load with layer thickness for a 

~250 c;1 = 500 psi SOFT SUBGRADE 
a. CASES SA , 6A 

0-"zoo 
0 
<1 
g 150 

z 

e5 100 c 1 =100 psi 
0 

~ 
~ 50 
<fl 

0 0.75 1.50 2.25 100 
SURFACE LAYER MODULUS , E1 (106 psi) 

~.500 
r:{' C1 =500 psi STIFF SUBGRADE 

-400 CASES 7A, BA 
0 
<1 g 

300 
z 
~ 
8200 w C1 = 100 psi ::.:: 
<1 
I 
~ ifl100 

0 075 1.50 2.25 3.00 
SURFACE LAYER MODULUS , E1 ( 106 psi) 

FIGURE 4 Influence of material properties on 
shaketlcwn !oatl fm- a 15-in. S!!:rface !ayer. 
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'..£.~ 

' "1 
::! 

I 
E1 = 0.50 x 1cfpsi 

E2= 20 x 10
3 

psi 

E1 = 0 .50 , 106 psi 

E2 = 20 • 10
3 

psi 

E1 = 1.so , 106psi 

E2 = 20 x10
3 

psi 

C1 = 100 psi , ¢ 1 =35° 
C2= 20 psi ;¢2 =0° 

C1 = 500 psi ,¢1=35° 
C2 = 20 psi, ¢2= o• 

c, = 500 psi ; '161 ::35° 
C2:20 psi,~2=0° 

(a) ( b) (c) 

FIGURE S Failure zones under applied shakedown loads (scale 
1:10). 

given number of load repetitions required to cause fatigue in 
the asphalt concrete is determined using a fatigue failure cri
terion proposed by Brown and Pell (12). In this case the load 
required to induce fatigue in the asphalt concrete could be 
smaller or greater than the shakedown load, depending on 
layer thickness and number of load repetitions. It should be 
emphasized that in the case of the cement-treated layer and 
the asphalt concrete layer, thickness design represented by 
points above the shakedown curve could result in accelerated 
distress modes of fatigue and accumulated plastic deforma
tions, whereas for points below the shakedown curve the sys
tem is relatively stable and could adapt to a longer service 

:::- 1so STIFF SUBGRADE 
~ 
a."'120 
0 

g 90 

~ 60 

~ 30 

·v; 
a. 

0 

~2'·0 

0 

~180 
z 
~120 

~ 60 
I 
lll 

0 

2 4 

CEMENT TREATED LAYER 
CASES l B , 2B 

SOFT SUBGRADE 

6 8 10 12 14 16 
SURFACE LAYER THICKNESS, fii(in) 

STIFF SUBGRADE 

2 I. 

ASPHALT CONCRETE LAYER 
CASES 3 B, 4 B 

SOFT SUBGRADE 

6 8 IQ 12 14 16 
SURFACE LAYER THICKNESS, fii(in) 

FIGURE 6 Influence of surface layer thickness on 
shakedown load. 

life after maintenance measures are implemented following 
signs of fatigue failure. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

An improved numerical method for the application of shake
down theory was proposed and applied in the analysis of two
layer systems. Results indicate that the shakedown load 
increases with increase in surface layer thickness and shear 
strength, and subgrade stiffness and shear strength. Shake
down and fatigue analyses were also conducted on two-layer 
systems consisting of a cement-treated layer and an asphalt 
concrete layer over a soft subgrade. Fatigue and shakedown 
behavior were compared, and results show that for a given 
thickness of stabilized layer the load associated with fatigue 
failure could be greater or smaller than the shakedown load, 
depending essentially on the number of load repetitions under 
consideration. It is concluded that design loads smaller than 

90 . 

60 

30 

0 2 

N = NLtv1BER OF LOAD REPETITIONS 
---FATIGUE 
--SHAKEDOWN 

N: 1()6 [FULL FRICTION AT] 
l INTERFACE 

4 6 8 10 12 14 16 
SlffACE LAYER THICKNESS,H1(in) 

FIGURE 7 Fatigue and shakedown behavior for the 
cement-treated surface layer. 
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FIGURE 8 Fatigue and shakedown behavior for the 
asphalt concrete surface layer. 

the shakedown load would result in a relatively stable response 
and a longer service life provided the system is periodically 
maintained following signs of fatigue in the surface layer. 

Although the proposed numerical formulation is simple and 
yields a reasonable degree of convergence in the analysis of 
two-dimensional plane stress or plane strain multilayer sys
tems, further research using higher order finite-element mod
eling and advanced optimization procedures is needed to 
improve shakedown predictions of pavement structures. 
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Effects of Dynamic Loads on Flexible 
Pavements 

T. PAPAGIANNAKrs, R. C. G. HAAS, J. H. F. WooDROOFFE, AND P. A. LEBLANC 

Dynamic axle loads were measured with an instrumented vehi
cle, and pavement performance was modeled using a modified 
version of VESYS-III-A. The experiment involved five levels 
of pavement roughness, three levels of vehicle speed, and two 
suspension types-air and rubber. A method was proposed 
for modeling the impact of the repetitive in-space dynamic 
loads experienced by AASHO Road Test sections. It consisted 
of dividing the load frequency distribution experienced by each 
section into segments and assigning segment combinations from 
the axles of a vehicle to pavement subsections. The method 
yielded a considerable improvement in performance prediction 
accuracy. Another part of the study examined the impact of 
suspension type on pavement performance by assuming that 
dynamic loads are random in space. The load frequency dis
tributions obtained for the highest vehicle speed tested were 
used for this purpose. Comparisons were based on the area 
contained between the performance curve and a minimum PSI 
value. For the roughest section, the rubber suspension caused 
17 to 22 percent more damage than the static load, depending 
on the terminal PSI value assumed. Similar values calculated 
for the air suspension ranged between 4 and 8 percent. Results 
were sensitive to the way the tire inflation pressure was handled 
in modeling dynamic load. 

The AASHO Road Test was one of the earliest efforts to 
evaluate the impact of axle loads on pavement performance 
(1). Special studies conducted during the Road Test provided 
measurements of dynamic axle loads for a variety of vehicle 
speeds, suspension types, and levels of pavement roughness 
(2). A tire pressure transducer was used for the dynamic load 
measurements, and it was calibrated using a Weigh-in-Motion 
(WIM) scale. The general trend observed was that higher 
levels of pavement roughness and/or vehicle speed result in 
an increase in the dynamic load variation. There were no 
further efforts, however, to account for the effect of the dynamic 
axle loads on pavement performance. 

Whittemore et al. (3) presented an NCHRP-sponsored study 
dealing with a variety of experimental and analytical methods 
for determining dynamic axle loads on pavements. The study 
evaluated three different methods for measuring dynamic axle 
loads: a tire pressure transducer, a combination of strain gauges 
and accelerometers on the axles, and a wheel-force transducer 
mounted on the hub of one of the tires. The latter was devel
oped by General Motors for the study. It was concluded that 

T. Papagiannakis, College of Engineering, Memorial University of 
Newfoundland, St. John's, AlB 3XS, Canada. R. C. G. Haas, 
Department of Civil Engineering, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, 
Ontario N2L 3Gl, Canada. J. H.F. Woodrooffe and P.A. Leblanc, 
Vehicle Dynamics Laboratory, National Research Council of Can
ada, Ottawa, Ontario KlA OR6, Canada. 

the tire inflation pressure is not in phase with the dynamic 
load, and therefore the tire inflation pressure transducer was 
considered unsuitable for dynamic load measurements. The 
other two systems yielded comparable results in measuring 
dynamic loads. Efforts to model dynamic axle loads were 
limited to an analog model of a quarter-car which yielded 
estimates of dynamic load within 15 percent of the measured 
values. 

Recently, there has been a renewed interest in the area of 
dynamic axle loads and their impact on pavements. Sweatman 
(4), Woodrooffe et al. (5), and Woodrooffe and Leblanc (6) 
examined the vehicle parameters affecting dynamic axle loads. 
Sweatman used the General Motors wheel-force transducer, 
whereas Woodrooffe and co-workers used a combination of 
strain gauges and accelerometers. Both studies considered 
factors such as axle configuration, suspension type, tire pres
sure, vehicle speed, and pavement roughness. The primary 
objective of those studies was to optimize vehicle design rather 
than to evaluate the pavement damage aspect of dynamic axle 
loading. Those studies established that pavement roughness 
can induce substantial variations in axle load. They also showed 
that the suspension type significantly affects the magnitude 
of dynamic axle load variation. Furthermore, they found that 
vehicle speed causes an increase in the magnitude of dynamic 
load variation for all suspension types tested. 

Gorge (7) and Addis et al. (8) examined the relationship 
between dynamic axle load and pavement response param
eters. Gorge used a number of different methods for mea
suring dynamic loads, such as an accelerometer arrangement, 
a combination of strain gauges and accelerometers, and a 
wheel-force transducer. Addis et al. used an optical tire 
deflection device calibrated to yield tire load from tire deflec
tion. In both studies, strain gauges embedded in the pavement 
layers were used to measure pavement response. Although 
these efforts established a good relationship between dynamic 
load and pavement response parameters, they stopped short 
of relating dynamic load to pavement performance. 

A joint study has been undertaken by the University of 
Waterloo and the National Research Council of Canada to 
fill this gap. The objective was to examine the impact of 
roughness-induced dynamic axle load on pavement perfor
mance. Dynamic axle loads were measured using the instru
mented vehicle developed by the Research Council in the 
context of the Roads and Transportation Association of Can
ada (RTAC) Vehicle Weights and Dimensions Study (5, 6). 
Pavement performance was modeled using a modified version 
of VESYS-111-A (9). Predictions of pavement performance 
were compared to observations from a number of AASHO 
Road Test sections. The basic hypothesis tested was that proper 
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consideration of dynamic axle loads improves the accuracy of 
pavement performance predictions. 

This paper reports on some of the findings of the study 
documented by Papagiannakis (10). Three major parts of the 
study are presented. The first describes the experimental pro
gram and summarizes its findings. The second deals with the 
methodology followed for simulating the performance of the 
AASHO Road Test sections. The third studies the impact of 
suspension type on pavement performance. 

EXPERIMENT AL PROGRAM 

The dynamic load testing was conducted in two phases. First, 
exploratory tests were carried out in May 1986 as part of the 
RTAC Vehicle Weights and Dimensions Study. The emphasis 
in this phase of the testing was on the dynamic behavior of a 
leaf spring suspension, which was the type of suspension used 
in the AASHO Road Test. Second, an experiment was con
ducted in June 1987 to explore the dynamic properties of the 
two suspension types that were shown to exhibit extreme 
dynamic behavior-an air and a rubber suspension (5, 6). 
The following sections briefly describe the two experimental 
phases of the study and present some of the findings. 

Experimental Phase One, May 1986 

The vehicle runs for the RTAC Vehicle Weights and Dimen
sions Study were conducted on three pavement sections in 
Ottawa, Ontario. Two local streets and a freeway section were 
selected, representing a range of pavement roughnesses. 
Pavement roughness was measured on all three sections with 
a Mays Ride Meter (MRM) expressed in in./mi. In addition, 
roughness profile data were obtained for the two local streets 
using the rod-and-level technique. Elevation was measured 
in both wheelpaths at 0.5-m intervals. The profile data were 
intended for calculating slope variance (SV), which was the 
roughness statistic used in the AASHO Road Test. 

Study of the dynamic ioad waveforms of the ieaf spring 
suspension revealed two important findings. First, the load 
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waveforms of the lead and the trailing axles of a tandem 
assembly are approximately in phase and have roughly equal 
amplitudes as shown in Figure 1. As a result, load sharing 
between tandem axles is not important in evaluating their 
impact on pavements, and therefore the sum of the load of 
a pair of tandem axles can be treated as a single load. Second, 
the predominant oscillation frequency is on the order of 3 Hz 
and remains constant with changes in pavement roughness 
and/or vehicle speed as shown in Figures 2 and 3. These 
observations are important in modeling the spatial arrange
ment of dynamic load waveforms for pavement roughness 
levels increasing over time. 

A number of problems were experienced during the first 
phase of the experiment. First, the calculated variance in the 
measured pavement elevation slope was not comparable to 
the SV calculated from the CHLOE Profilometer. This is 
probably because the actual dynamics of the device were not 
taken into account. Indeed, estimates of SV made from mea
sured profiles were not equivalent to the outputs of the old 
instruments (11). The problem was resolved by using the 
dynamic load data obtained in the special AASHO Road Test 
study mentioned earlier. A regression equation was fitted to 
the coefficient of variation of the dynamic load for a vehicle 
speed of 48 kph (CV) and the pavement roughness (SV) as 
shown by Equation 1. The general form of the relationship 
proposed by Sweatman ( 4) was used for this purpose. 

CV = 3.974 SV0
·
5 (1) 

Another problem was realized in relating the load waveform 
to locations along the length of the pavement. To alleviate 
this problem, an axle detector was developed for the second 
phase of the experiment. Finally, it was decided to abandon 
the rod-and-level technique for profile measurements in favor 
of a profilometric roughness device. For this purpose, a Sur
face Dynamics Profilometer was used (12). 

Experimental Phase Two, June 1987 

The second phase of the experiment invoived five ievels oi 
pavement roughness and three levels of vehicle speed. Five 
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FIGURE 1 Dynamic load waveform of a leaf spring suspension, V = 40 
kph, R = 73 in./mi. 
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FIGURE 4 Axle detector and transmitter assembly. 

pavement sections were selected in the vicinity of Ottawa, 
Ontario, representing a wide range of pavement roughnesses . 
A laser-based axle detector coupled with a transmitter-receiver 
assembly was built (Fig. 4) . Its function was to transmit signals 
to the instrumented vehicle every time the laser beam was 
interrupted by an axle . A typical output of this device is shown 
in Figure 5. The laser beam was set across the road at the 
beginning of each section , and a fifth wheel on the vehicle 
provided exact distance measurements. In addition to the 15 
runs mentioned above , a number of replicate runs were con
ducted to study the spatial arrangement of successive dynamic 
load waveforms. 

The results of the second phase of the experiment are sum
marized in Table 1 in the form of the standard deviation (SD) 
of the dynamic load generated by each suspension type. The 
profile data were used to produce simulated MRM indices at 
50-m intervals according to the procedure described by McQuirt 
et al. (13) . For each section , the MRM indices were averaged 
to produce a representative value which is shown in Table 1. 
The observed range in SD was between 8 and 42 kN depending 
on suspension type, pavement roughness , and vehicle speed. 
Curves were fitted to the experimental data obtained for the 
air and the rubber suspensions (Equations 2 and 3, respec
tively) . 

SD = 0.087V 0 •398 R0 725, (r2 = 0. 797) 

SD = 0.005V i.265 R0-671 , (r2 = 0.903) 

(2) 

(3) 

The dynamic behavior of the two suspensions is quite differ
ent, mainly their response to vehicle speed, as indicated by 
the magnitudes of the exponents of speed in equations 2 and 
3. The effect of vehicle speed is further demonstrated by 
plotting SD vs. speed for the roughest section, as shown in 
Figure 6. For vehicle speeds higher than 40 kph, the rubber 
suspension yields significantly higher load variation than the 
air suspension. 

The replicate runs revealed an important finding . Dynamic 
load waveforms from replicate runs are repeatable in space 
as shown in Figure 7. A similar observation was made by 
Addis et al. (8) . Although this loading condition is clearly not 
the case for pavements under normal traffic , it was typical of 
the loading experienced by AASHO Road Test sections. In 
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FIGURE 5 Output of the axle detector. 

the latter, a particular vehicle type carrying a given payload 
and traveling at a constant speed was assigned to each loop 
or lane. Thus, a loading condition resulted where certain points 
on the pavement experienced loads consistently higher than 
the static whereas others experienced loads consistently lower 
than the static. This localized application of the dynamic load 

TABLE 1 RESULTS OF PHASE TWO OF THE 
EXPERIMENT 

ROUGH. SPEED OBSERV. LENGTH 

RUN SITE (Mays) (km/h) 

29 

30 

31 

21 

22 

24 

13 

14 

12 

3 

4 

40 

16 

17 

20 

56 

2 67 

3 96 

4 115 

5 201 

40 

60 

60 

40 

60 

80 

40 

60 

60 

40 

60 

60 

40 

60 

80 

(m) 

7069 

4440 746.17 

3400 

7207 

4527 760.74 

3467 

7266 

4576 769.06 

3505 

4913 

3065 516.59 

2363 

6423 

4034 677.98 

3090 

S .D. (kN) 

RUBBER AIR 

6.04 

10.87 

14.28 

11.05 

16.76 

8.07 

6.94 

7.40 

9.44 

8.66 

28.17 11.01 

10.86 10.40 

14.49 11.30 

30.11 13.67 

14.76 12.60 

16.81 19.07 

33.57 19.46 

22.15 15.65 

27 .06 22 .11 

42.55 21.08 

Note 1: Static loads on the tandem groups are 205.52 and 

204.54 kN for the drive and trailer axles, resp. 

Note 2: 100 observations correspond to 1 sec 

is taken into account in simulating the performance of AASHO 
Road Test sections as subsequently described. 

ANALYTICAL PROGRAM 

The analytical program of the study had two main objectives. 
The first was to demonstrate that consideration of dynamic 
axle loads can improve the accuracy of pavement performance 
predictions. For this purpose, the performance of a number 
of AASHO Road Test sections was analyzed by simulating 
the dynamic axle loads experienced over their service lives. 
The second objective was to study the impact of suspension 
type on pavement performance. For this purpose, the exper
imental dynamic load data obtained for the air and the rubber 
suspensions were input into VESYS, and comparisons of 
pavement performance predictions were made. 

Simulation of AASHO Road Test Sections 

Ten AASHO Road Test sections were selected for the per
formance simulations. The selected sections included six that 
developed severe roughness (i.e., SV higher than 10 x 10- 6) 

and four that remained relatively smooth through their service 
lives (i.e., SV lower than 10 x 10-6). The material properties 
documented by Rauhut et al. (14) were used throughout. The 
temporal variation in material properties was accommodated 
by distinguishing five "seasons." For each season, the spatial 
variation in material properties was described by their coef
ficients of variation. 

The analysis of the sections that remained smooth was 
intended for calibration of the VESYS simulations with respect 
to material properties. These sections were analyzed by 
assuming that axle loads are static. Since a number of the 
sections analyzed carried 5-axle vehicles, it was decided to 
modify VESYS-111-A to accommodate the overlapping influ
ence of tandem axles. For this purpose, the "rainflow" method 
described in ASTM E1049-85 was followed (15). 

Another modification considered necessary was the addi
tion of~ moclel clesr,rihinP the r,omnonent of n~vement ro11Ph-

- --- -- ----------0---- -----r------- --r- ------------0--
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FIGURE 6 Impact of vehicle speed on axle load variation. 

ness caused by fatigue cracking. Two relationships were used, 
the first relating the damage index (DI) to the area cracked 
(Ac) and the second relating the area cracked to pavement 
roughness, SV. Equation 4 describes the first relationship as 
proposed by Rauhut et al. (14), and Equation 5 describes the 

other relationship, which was developed through regression 
from the data on the 10 sections analyzed. 
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FIGURE 8 Predicted vs. observed performance, section 312. 

The results of the analysis demonstrated that VESYS can 
provide fairly accurate predictions of distress and perfor
mance for sections that remained relatively smooth through 
their service lives . An example of observed vs . predicted PSI 
values for one of the smooth sections is shown in Figure 8. 

The analysis of the sections that developed severe rough
ness was carried out by taking into account the spatial repet
itiveness of dynamic load from replicate vehicle passes. The 
analysis concentrated on the pavement length over which an 
axle completes a load cycle. Given a frequency of load var
iation of 3 Hz and a vehicle speed of 58 kph (35 mph), this 
length was calculated as 5.2 m. The methodology followed 
consists of dividing the 5.2-m length into six subsections and 
assigning load segments from the axles of the passing vehicle 
to each subsection. The procedure involved the following steps: 

1. Coefficients of Variation (CV) of dynamic axle load were 
estimated on the basis of the observed pavement roughness, 
using Equation 1. For each section, three time intervals were 

distinguished over which the CV of the load was considered 
constant. 

2. For each time interval, a frequency distribution of dynamic 
load was assumed. A normal distribution was assumed for 
CV values below 15 percent and a trapezoid distribution for 
CV values higher than 15 percent. 

3. Each load frequency distribution was divided into six 
load segments of equal probability, and the average value of 
load in each segment was calculated by numerical integration 
as shown in Figure 9. A combination of load segments from 
the axles of a vehicle was assigned to each subsection on the 
basis of axle spacing as shown in Figure 10. 

4. VESYS simulations were performed for each subsection 
to yield estimates of pavement distress and performance (i.e., 
DI, SV, rut depth, and PSI vs . time) . 

5. The distress predictions of the subsections were com
bined into distress and performance predictions for the entire 
section. This was done by averaging the rut depth of subsec
tions, while assuming that the subsection with the highest DI 

f(load) 

<STATIC STATIC 
LOAD 

>STATIC 

5.20 • 6 .<0,86 

FIGURE 9 ni11iflino ~ Josut frPllUPnrV tli .111;.trihnfinn info 11;,jy llii:POmPnfllii: -- -----o -- ---- - -- - ""'JI -- - -- - ., --- - -- ------- ----- ---- --o-------- -
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determines the amount of cracking and therefore the pave
ment roughness on the entire section. 

r-1L Steering 

Another modification to VESYS-III-A accommodated the 
increasing in-time axle load variation. An algorithm was used 
where three independent sets of pavement distress parameters 
were calculated and subsequently superimposed to produce 
overall distress and performance predictions. Examples of the 
results of the analysis are shown in Figures 11, 12, and 13. 
Overall, the described methodology considerably improved 
the performance predictions for four of the six rough sections 
analyzed, whereas only a marginal improvement was realized 
for the other two sections. 

Drive 

FIGURE 10 Assigning load segments to subsections. 

D 

3 

2 

0 200 

o OBSERVED 

Impact of Suspension Type on Pavement Performance 

The objective of this part of the study was to evaluate the 
impact of suspension type on pavement performance under 
normal traffic. As pointed out earlier, vehicles under normal 
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FIGURE 11 Predicted vs. observed performance, section 331. 
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FIGURE 12 Predicted vs. observed performance, section 469. 
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FIGURE 13 Predicted vs. observed performance, section 479. 

traffic apply dynamic axle loads randomly in space . Under 
these conditions, dynamic axle loads can be input into VESYS 
as their frequency distributions. The analysis focused on the 
experimental data of the air and the rubber suspensions obtained 
for the highest vehicle speed tested (80 kph). Two modifi
cations to VESYS-III-A were considered necessary . The first 
was the previously described algorithm that accounts for the 
pavement roughness caused by fatigue cracking. The second 
consisted of increasing the dimension of a number of arrays 
to allow input of a combination of 12 load intervals and 5 
seasons (i .e. , a dimension of 60 replaced the original dimen
sion of 25) . Each load interval was input as a circular tire 
imprint of uniform pressure which was assumed to be equal 
to the tire inflation pressure. Under dynamic conditions, the 
tire inflation pressure was assumed to vary with the load within 
20 percent of the pressure under static conditions. However, 
VESYS is sensitive to the tire inflation pressure specified 
rather than to the tire imprint radius, as suggested by other 
studies (16) . As a result , the performance predictions depended 

20 

10 

to a large extend on the assumption used for the tire inflation 
pressure variation under dynamic conditions. 

The pavement performance predictions for the air and rub
ber suspensions were compared to the performance predic
tions obtained under static load. The comparisons were based 
on the calculated "areas" under the performance curves. These 
were obtained by summing the ordinate segments contained 
between a performance curve and a selected terminal present 
serviceability index (PSI). Minimum PSI values of 2.0 and 2.5 
were considered. The sums obtained for each suspension type 
and level of pavement roughness were divided by the sum 
obtained under static load. The results were plotted in the 
form of additional pavement damage vs. pavement roughness 
(Figures 14 and 15 corresponding to terminal PSI values of 
2.0 and 2.5, respectively) . The analysis of the load data for 
the roughest section, for example, revealed that the rubber 
suspension caused 17 to 22 percent more damage than the 
static load, depending on the assumed value of terminal PSI. 
Similar values calculated for the air suspension ranged between 

70 ao 11 o 130 1 ~o 110 190 210 

a R~~g~rifSS (W.~) AIR 

FIGURE 14 Impact of suspension type on pavement performance: 
.o. _ _ • • •• ! .. _1 rlll"IT - t A 
U:t Jllllli:ll Ci.3.1. - M.U, 
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FIGURE 15 Impact of suspension type on pavement performance: 
terminal PSI = 2.5. 

4 and 8 percent. These results depen'ded on the assumption 
used for the variation in tire inflation pressures, as pointed 
out earlier . 

SUMMARY 

The major findings of the experimental part of the study are: 

1. For the leaf spring suspension tested, the dominant fre
quency of the load variation was 3 Hz. This frequency remained 
constant with changes in vehicle speed and pavement roughness. 

2. Axle load variation depends on suspension type, pave
ment roughness , and vehicle speed. The range of the observed 
standard deviations of dynamic load was between 8 and 42 kN. 

3. The load variation of the air suspension is less sensitive to 
vehicle speed than the load variation of the rubber suspension. 

4. Replicate runs generate load waveforms repetitive in 
space. 

The last observation suggests that for replicate runs, certain 
points on the pavement experience loads consistently higher 
than the static whereas others experience loads consistently 
lower than the static. It was pointed out that although this 
loading condition is not the case for pavements under normal 
traffic, it was typical of the loading experienced by AASHO 
Road Test sections. 

The analytical part of the study had two main objectives: 
first to demonstrate that consideration of dynamic axle loads 
can improve the accuracy of pavement performance predic
tions , and second to study the impact of suspension type on 
pavement performance. The first objective was addressed by 
modeling the performance of a number of AASHO Road 
Test sections and by treating dynamic load as being repetitive 
in space. This method yielded significant improvements in 
performance prediction accuracy for four of the six rough 
sections analyzed. 

The second objective was addressed by modeling pavement 
performance under the experimental dynamic load data 

obtained for the air and the rubber suspensions. That part of 
the study considered dynamic axle loads as being random in 
space. The load frequency distributions obtained for the high
est vehicle speed tested were input into a modified version of 
VESYS-111-A. Pavement performance predictions were com
pared on the basis of the areas contained between the per
formance curve and a terminal PSI value. The results of the 
analysis indicated that the rubber suspension caused substan
tially higher pavement damage than the air suspension. This 
trend became more pronounced at higher levels of pavement 
roughness. 

It was suggested that the pavement performance predictions 
obtained by VESYS-111-A depend to a large extent on the 
inflation pressure of the tires . Since little is known about the 
variation of the tire inflation pressure under dynamic condi
tions, it is recommended that similar future experiments include 
measurements of tire inflation pressures. 
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Evaluation of Increased Pavement 
Loading and Tire Pressures 

STUART w. HUDSON AND STEPHEN B. SEEDS 

This research was directed toward developing a system for 
estimating changes in the flexible pavement design process as 
a result of trends noted in truck traffic. Maximum use was 
made of existing Arizona traffic and weight data, with field 
studies made only where data were not available. Case studies 
were used to verify the accuracy and sensitivity of the proce
dures. The work involved (1) a search of available data on file 
within the Arizona DOT and from the AASHO Road Test, (2) 
collection of pertinent field data, and (3) analysis of these data 
to develop a computer simulation procedure for predicting the 
effects of current truck loading conditions. The output from 
this research is a computer model for estimating pavement 
design loadings (18-kip equivalent single-axle loads) using the 
old and "new" estimation techniques. 

Research on evaluation of increased pavement loading (1, 2) 
has been directed toward developing a system for estimating 
changes in the flexible pavement design process as a result of 
trends noted in truck traffic. Data collected as part of the 
Arizona investigation, and supported by information from the 
AASHTO Road Test (3) and Middleton et al. (4), confirm 
that actual truck tire pressures under operating conditions are 
likely to be in the range of 90-130 psi. Legal axle load limits 
may increase in the near future in order to take advantage of 
developments in truck and tire manufacturing capabilities. 
The Transportation Research Board's proposed Turner Truck 
Study (5) will help decide this issue. 

In order to extend the findings from the AASHO Road 
Test, a mechanistic approach was used to evaluate changing 
tire pressures, increased loads, and steering axle damage; to 
isolate single-axle and tandem-axle effects; and to evaluate 
the effects of tridem axles. 

Early in the project, an effort was made to collect existing 
data in several important areas, including 

• data from tire manufacturers and researchers concerning 
current design tire pressures, loads, and the shape, size, and 
pressure distribution of tires in contact with a pavement sur
face-to assist in modeling the tire/pavement interface; 

• vehicle weight data from the 14 port-of-entry weigh sta
tions in Arizona, as well as weigh-in-motion data-to be used 
for comparisons and program verification, but not for model 
development; 

• Arizona Department of Transportation (ADOT) traffic 
volume and classification data from throughout Arizona-to 
be used for program development and verification; 

• ADOT overlay design and traffic analysis programs-to 
evaluate design procedures; and 

ARE Inc., 2600 Dellana Lane, Austin, Tex. 78746. 

• data on typical Arizona pavement cross sections-for 
modeling purposes. 

The data were used for different purposes, some of which 
are described in the following sections. 

TIRE DATA 

A number of sources were examined for information on truck 
tire footprint size and shape, and the distribution of pressures 
over the footprint area. Data were obtained from the AASHO 
Road Test, research performed at Texas A&M University 
and the University of Texas (4, 6-12), tire manufacturing 
companies, The Tire and Rim Association (13), and tire 
researchers. 

Table 1 summarizes the relevant data found in the AASHO 
Road Test report (14). This table illustrates tire pressure levels 
that were used for the AASHO Road Test. These data also 
show the observed differences in the tire pressure and the unit 
ground pressure, assuming a uniform pressure distribution. 

Information on tire construction, tire pressures , footprint 
shape, and tire pressure distribution was provided by several 
of the major truck tire manufacturers. Figures 1 and 2 graph
ically illustrate the pressure data provided by Tire Company 
A. Figure 1 indicates that the area of highest pressure occurs 
at the edge of a static tire (295175 R 22.5) footprint whereas 
for a rolling tire (11 R 22.5), the highest pressure occurs at 
the center (Figure 2). These are the only data available from 
Company A and unfortunately do not compare the same type 
of tire. 

Company B provided footprint pressure data for a 10.00 R 20 
(radial) rolling truck tire, including normal, lateral, and cir
cumferential pressures. Figures 3 and 4 show the circumfer
ential footprint load distribution for a 10.00 R 20 tire. These 
figures are comparable to Figures 1 and 2 from the Company 
A data in that they illustrate the pressure distribution along 
the length of the tire at four transverse positions. Figures 3 
and 4, however, eem to contradict the data from Company 
A (Fig. 2), which predicted the maximum normal stress occur
ring at the midpoint of the footprint centerline on a rolling 
tire. These data indicate that the pressure di. tribution of the 
tire/pavement contact area is not uniform. They also show 
wide variations between the results of investigators who have 
attempted to quantify the distributions . Because of this and 
the difficulty in modeling a nonuniform pressure distribution 
with available models, uniform pressure distributions were 
used in the modeling efforts for this investigation. 

An independent tire research firm (Smithers Scientific Ser-
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TABLE 1 SUMMARY OF LOADS, TIRE TYPE, TIRE PRESSURE, AND 
CONTACT AREA USED IN TRUCKS IN AASHO ROAD TEST 

Tire Tire Size Tiry Gro SB Contact Unit Ground 2 

Load( lbs) & Ply Rating Pressure (psi) Area( in2) Pressure( psi) 

1,000 6.70 x 15/43 24 36 . 6 29.l 
1,500 7.00 x 16/6 45 37.4 42.3 
3,000 7.50 x 20/10 75 45.4 65.7 
3, 000 7.50 x 20/10 75 45.4 65.7 
4,500 10 . 00 x 20/12 75 4 67.8 67.5 
4,000 9.00 x 20/10 75 59.3 69.5 
5,600 11.00 x 20/12 75 77. 7 66 . 4 
5,000 11.00 x 20/12 75 77.7 66 . 4 
7,500 12.00 x 24/14 80 97. 3 69.7 
6,000 12.00 x 20/14 80 86.4 69 .8 

Taken with tires at approximately the prevailing atmoepheric 
temperatures and do not include any inflation build-up due to vehicle 
operation as per Tire and Rim Association standard. 

·2 Calculated with assumption of uniform pressure. 

3 Tubeless tire; Tire and Rim Association standard inflation pressure is 
28 psi for 1,065-lb load. 

4 Tire and Rim Association standard inflation pressure is 70 psi for a 
recomended maximum load of 3, 960 lb. Thia tire was operated at 75 psi 
inflat i on pressure and the data given for chis pressure ore at a load of 
4,120 lb. A measured value of the gross contact area was not available 
for these conditions, but was assumed to be the same as that for 3,960-
lb load at 70 psi. 

vices), cooperating with ARE Inc., provided performance 
specifications for five different brands of radial truck tires. 
The relevant data are summarized in Table 2. It can be seen 
from these data that the inflation pressure is approximately 
equal to the load divided by the net contact area. This is the 
assumption that is normafly used in layer theory analysis . All 
of the tires compared are type 11 R 24.5. 

The field crew checked tire pressures on trucks as they were 
stopped on the weigh-station scales. The trucks had just come 
off the highway, so the tires were at operating temperature 
and pressure. The test procedure was to check the pressures 
of three tires on each truck: one front steering tire , one drive 
tire on the tractor, and one of the rear tires on the trailer or 
trailers. Information noted on each truck was: configuration, 
tire size and type, tire pressure, and ambient temperature in 
both the sun and shade at intervals throughout the day . 

TRUCK TIRE PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS 

Truck tire pressures were inventoried at three Arizona port
of-entry weigh stations. Pressure data from 350 trucks were 
recorded over 4 days of measurements. 

16 
295175R22.S RIB TIRE 

14 5300 LB LOAD @ 87 PSI 

12 

w 

~ 6 

4 

2 

The tire pressure data were reduced and analyzed. Table 
3 summarizes the radial tire pressure information collected at 
all three truck stations. The lire pressures are subdivided by 
their location on the truck: front (steering axle), middle (drive 
axle), and rear (trailer axle). 
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The most common tire size observed was the 11 R 24.5, 
constituting over 50 percent of all the front-tire measure
ments. Three other tire sizes (11 R 22.5, 275/80 R 24.5, and 
285/75 R 24.5) in conjunction with the 11 R 24.5s constituted 
almost 90 percent of the front tire observations. As might be 
expected, the measured standard deviation is lowest for front 
tires because truckers check front tire pressure more often to 
ensure optimum ride and handling of the truck. Many of the 
truckers do not own the trailer they haul; consequently, trailer 
tire pressures vary (higher standard deviation) more than trac
tor tire pressures. 

The following conclusions can be drawn from the analysis 
of the pressure data collected on this project: 

Table 4· inciudes all types 01 tires measured but separates 
bias ply from radials. For three truck axle locations (front, 
middle, and rear), the number of observations, the mean tire 
pressure, and the standard deviation are calculated. In addi
tion, intervals are calculated that indicate a range of tire pres
sures between which 99, 95, and 90 percent of the tire pop
ulation should statistically fall . 

1. The number of bias ply tires as compared to the number 
of radial tires (tractor= 5.1 percent, trailer= 17.2 percent) 
is small enough that only radials could be considered in the 
equivalence factor analysis. 

2. Tire pressures on the steering axle exhibit a lower stan
dard deviation than do tires on the middle or rear (trailer) 
axles. This indicates that the front axle may be more repre
sentative of the tire pressure favored by truckers. 

3. Average radial tire pressure for the front, middle, and 
rear axles is 105.9, 102.4, and 101.8 psi, respectively. 

4. These data cannot prove or disprove that tire pressures 
are significantly higher when temperatures in the sun are 
greater than 100°F. On the days when tire pressure meas
urements were recorded, the temperature fluctuated because 
of partly cloudy conditions. The sun was never out long 
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TABLE 2 SUMMARY OF INFORMATION PROVIDED BY COMPANY A 

Total Net Load lnfl. 
Footprint Contact on Pressure 

Brand Area(in2J Area(in2) Tire(lb) (pei) 

Bridgestone 78.04 59.56 5640 95 

Goodyear 72. 62 53.37 56·40 95 

Michelin 79.15 57.95 5790 100 

Firestone 81. 52 61.65 5640 95 

General 73 .39 57.06 5640 95 

TABLE 3 TIRE PRESSURE BREAKDOWN BY TIRE TYPE 

Front Radials Middle Radials Rear Radials 
Tire TyPe Obs. Mean St . Dev . Tire Type Obs. Mean St Dev. Tire Type Obs Mean 

10.00R20 3 100.0 6.9 10.00R20 3 98.3 12.6 10.00R17.5HC 1 116.0 
10.00R22 4 98.3 9.5 10.00R22 4 102.0 15.6 10.00R20 3 97.3 
10.00R24.5 1 122 . 0 o.o 10.00R24.5 1 122.0 0.0 10.00R22 5 95.8 
ll/80R22.5 2 106,0 5 . 7 ll/80R22 . 5 2 106.0 2.8 10 . 00R22 . 5 2 97.5 
11R22.5 33 104 . 4 8.3 11R22.5 33 100 . 5 7.2 10 . 00R24.5 1 118.0 
11R24. 5 189 106 . 5 9.9 11R24. 5 180 103 . 5 11 .2 10/70R22.5 1 102.0 
275/80R22.5 9 107 . 4 5.2 275/80R22.5 9 103.1 8.4 10R22.5 2 96.0 
275/80R24.5 35 107 . 3 9.2 275/80R24.5 33 102.4 10.0 ll/80R22.5 2 105.0 
275/85R22.5 1 86.0 0.0 275/85R22.5 1 98.0 0.0 ll/80R24.5 3 107.7 
275/85R24.5 1 112.0 o.o 274/85R24.5 1 102.0 0.0 11R17.5 1 112.0 
275/95R24.5 1 108.0 o.o 275/95R24.5 1 88.0 0.0 11R22.5 40 102.1 
280/75R24.5 1 108.0 0.0 280/75R24.S 1 92.0 0.0 11R24. 5 137 102. 2 
285/75R24.5 37 103 . 9 10.8 285/75R24.2 1 102.0 0.0 255/70R22.5 4 105.5 
285/80R22.5 1 100 . 0 0.0 285/75R24.S 36 99.1 10.9 275/80R22.5 7 100.l 
285/80R24.5 1 110 . 0 o.o 285/80R22.5 1 102.0 0.0 275/80R24.5 24 102.5 
295/75R22.5 9 106 . 0 4.0 285/80R24.5 1 110.0 0.0 280/75R24.5 1 66.0 
9R22 . 5 1 95 . 0 0 . 0 295/75R22.S 9 103.8 4.9 285/75R24.2 1 100.0 

9R22.5 1 75.0 0.0 285/75R24 . 5 32 99 . 8 
285/80R22 . 5 1 103 . 0 
295/75R22 . 5 5 97.6 
8.25R20 1 98.0 
9.00R20 1 110.0 
9Rl7. 5 1 114.0 
9R22.5 3 103.3 

St.Dev. 

0.0 
15.5 
12.2 

3 . 5 
0 .0 
0 . 0 
8.5 
1.4 
0.6 
0.0 

11.2 
11.6 
4.9 
8.8 

11.7 
0.0 
0.0 

11.8 
0.0 

12 . 0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

10.8 
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TABLE 4 STATISTICAL BREAKDOWN OF ARIZONA TIRE PRESSURE DATA 

Tire Truck % * Obs . Sample Stand . 99% Obs. 95% Obs. 90% Obs. 
Type Axle Used Mean Dev . Low High Low High Low High 

Bias Front 100% 18 90.6 7.9 70.2 111.0 75.1 106.1 77 . 6 103.6 
Ply 95% 17 89.8 7.2 71.3 108 . 3 75 .8 103.9 78 . 0 101.6 

Middle 100% 17 86 .4 7 . 7 66.5 106 . 2 71 . 3 101 . 4 73 . 7 99 .0 
95% 16 85 . 5 6.8 67.9 103.1 72 .1 98 . 9 74 . 3 96 .7 

Rear 100% 58 88.1 12 . 5 55.8 120 . 4 63.5 112 . 6 67.5 108.7 
95% 55 87.4 10 . 9 59 . 4 115 , 4 66.2 108.7 69.6 105.3 

Radial Front 100% 329 105 . 9 9.5 81.2 130.5 87 . 2 124 . 6 90 . 2 121.6 
95% 313 105. 8 7. 8 85 . 7 126.0 90 . 5 121. 2 93 . 0 118 . 7 

Middle 100% 318 102.4 10.6 75 . l 129.7 81. 6 123.2 85 . 0 119 . 8 
95% 302 102.7 8.6 80.5 125.0 85.8 119. 6 88.5 116 . 9 

Rear 100% 279 101 , 8 11.4 72.4 131.1 79 . 5 124.0 83 . 1 120 . 5 
95% 265 102 . 6 9 . 5 78.2 127.1 84 . 1 121. 2 87 . 0 118 . 2 

* Indicates the percentage of observations in the analysis . 
100% - all observations were included. 
95% 5% of the observations furthest 

outliers for this analysis. 

enough to substantially heat the pavement for a prolongea 
period of time. 

The apparent increase in truck tire pressures since the 
AASHO Road Test led to investigation of the effects on 
pavement stresses and strains and on pavement life. These 
investigations are discussed in detail in following section . 

TIRE PRESSURE EFFECTS STUDY 

In this portion of the project, the effects of tire pressure on 
pavements were examined using a mechanistic approach. An 
elastic-layer-theory program, ELSYMS (15), which assumes 
a uniform pressure distribution, was used to model an average 

1.4 

1.2 

from the mean were dropped as 

pavement structure. The following pavement cross section 
was considered in the analysis: 

Elastic Poisson's Thickness 
Layer Modulus (psi) Ratio (in .) 

1 300,000 0.30 3 
2 20,000 0.35 6 
3 12,000 0.40 8 
4 3,000 0.45 

Runs were made simulating axle loads of 18 and 28 kips. 
Each set of runs consisted of tire pressures ranging from 70 
to 160 psi, varying at 10-psi increments. 

The results are shown as plots of several important pave
ment response parameters vs. tire pressure. Figure 5 shows 
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FIGURE 5 Plot of principal strain in the pavement structure vs. tire 
pressure from ARE Inc. study. 
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FIGURE 6 Plot of principal strain versus tire pressure. 

a plot of the principal horizontal tensile and shear strains at 
the bottom of the asphalt layer and vertical compressive strain 
at the subgrade level vs. tire pressure for the 18-kip axle load. 
This plot indicates that horizontal tensile strain and shear 
strain increase as tire pressure increases whereas vertical strain 
on the roadbed soil remains fairly constant. The implication 
is that tire pressure increases may affect the surface layer in 
terms of reduced fatigue life, increased surface rutting, or 
increased roughness but that there is very little effect in terms 
of pavement damage attributable to vertical strain on the 
roadbed soil. 

By superimposing the range that contains 90 percent of the 
field-measured tire pressures for radial steering-axle tires on 
the principal strain vs. tire pressure plot as shown in Figure 
6, about a 12 percent increase in principal strain is observed. 

From field measurements discussed in the previous section: 

Mean Radial Tire Pressure (steering axle) = 105. 9 psi; 
Interval containing 90 percent of all observations = 90.2 

to 121.6 psi corresponding to strains of 0.51 x 10- 3 in.fin. to 
0.59 x 10- 3 in.fin. 

To examine the effect of these strain differences on pave
ment life, a fatigue or damage model can be used. The fatigue 
equation for Jess than 10 percent cracking developed by Finn 
et ai. (16) produces the foilowing resuiis: 

Jog N1 (~10%) = 15.947 - 3.291 log(strain/10- 6
) 

- 0.854 Jog(E/103) 

therefore, at 90.2 psi, strain = 0.51 x 10-3 in.fin., E 
300,000 psi; 

N1 = 83,350 applications 

and at 121.6 psi, strain = 0.59 x 10-3 in.fin., so 

N1 = 51,601 applications 

These remaining life analyses show that for a 35 percent 
increase in tire pressure from 90 to 121 psi, pavement life is 
reduced by 38 percent according to the Finn equation. The 

resulting effects on pavement life must certainly be considered 
significant. The results on a stronger (thicker) pavement would 
probably not be as significant although it seems clear that tire 
pressure should be considered in any new pavement design 
methodology. 

IMPROVED DAMAGE MODEL AND EQUIVALENCE 
FACTOR DEVELOPMENT 

A damage model (as it will be referred to in this context) is 
an equation that can be used to predict the number of load 
applications that can be sustained by a given pavement struc
ture in a given environment before it reaches some preesta
blished failure criterion. For example, a damage model devel
oped in NCHRP 1-lOB (16) was used in the previous section 
to show effects of increased tire pressure on pavement life. 
The primary and most obvious application of a damage model 
is in the pavement structural design process where it provides 
a means for selection of pavement layer thicknesses and, 
depending on the nature of the model, also provides a basis 
for determining the relative effects of different wheel loads, 
tire pressures, and load configurations on a pavement's load
carrying capacity. The latter provision translates further into 
a means for converting mixed-axle-load traffic into an equiv
alent design number of axle load repetitions of a uniform 
magnitude. 

·The following criteria were selected for the development 
of improved mechanistic damage models for ADOT. 

• Consider seasonal variation of roadbed soil support. To 
develop a mechanistic damage model with a potentially higher 
degree of accuracy than that of previous research efforts, it 
was considered essential that the seasonal variation of roadbed 
soil support at the AASHO Road Test be evaluated. To 
accomplish this, it was necessary to translate seasonal deflec
tions and laboratory test results into pavement material prop
erties so that the resulting variation of critical pavement stresses 
and strains could be considered. Miner's linear damage 
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hypothesis (17) was assumed to be valid, thus allowing the 
individual seasonal damages for each AASHO Road Test 
section to be accumulated and used in the analysis process. 

• Consider effects of steering axles independently from load 
axles. Since steering-axle loads ranged as high as 12,000 lb at 
the Road Test, it was decided that their effects should be 
considered separately from the trailing axles. This was accom
plished within the same linear damage framework used for 
considering seasonal effects. 

• Use serviceability as performance criterion. Traffic rep
etitions corresponding to a serviceability index of 2.5 were 
used in developing the damage models. 

• Develop separate damage models for single-axle and tan
dem-axle loads. This was included in the criteria for model 
development in order to maximize precision and to provide 
a better basis for evaluating the relative difference between 
single- and tandem-axle loads. 

• Use ELSYM5 as the mechanistic model. 

Although 25 years old, the data base of information from 
the AASHO Road Test experiment is still the best organized, 
most extensive, thorough, and accurately collected set of 
roadway performance data. Consequently, these data were 
selected for detailed analysis to develop the damage models. 

A new set of 18-kip single-axle equivalence factors was then 
developed using the mechanistic damage models. The new 
factors were mechanistically derived and are intended to even
tually replace the AASHTO load equivalence factors cur
rently used by ADOT. One significant improvement in this 
new set of equivalence factors is that they were developed 
considering tire pressure. The resulting factors should, there
fore, allow more accurate estimates of equivalent loads 
accounting for the higher tire pressures that have been observed 
on Arizona highways as previously described. 

The equivalence factors are dependent on a number of 
different parameters. These include the thicknesses and mod
uli of all pavement layers, tire pressure, axle type, and load. 
Several of the parameters have more influence than others. 
The parameters that have relatively little effect on the equiv
alence factors were fixed in the development. The minimum 
performance level was fixed at a terminal serviceability of 2.5. 
The parameters that were varied in the analysis include load, 
tire pressure, modulus of roadbed soil, thickness of subbase 
and base, thickness of asphalt concrete layer, and axle type. 
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Given the damage models developed in the project, the 
technique for generating 18-kip single-axle equivalence fac
tors for a variety of conditions is relatively simple. An equiv
alence factor is a ratio of the relative damage between a given 
loading condition (xlc/p), and a standard 18-kip single-axle 
load. (Note: x refers to the load magnitude, c to the load 
configuration, and p to the tire pressure.) The equivalence 
factor for load (xlc/p), therefore, can be calculated as the 
ratio of the allowable 18-kip single-axle load applications to 
the allowable applications for load (xlc/p ): 

ex1c1p = (N1 )is1111sf(N1 )x1c1p 

(N1) 1811175 is calculated for the selected structural and soil sup
port conditions using the single-axle damage model with a 
standard 75-psi tire pressure, and 18-kip single-axle load. 
(N1)xtcip is calculated (for the same structural and soil support 
conditions) using the appropriate single- or tandem-axle dam
age model along with the load magnitude (x) and tire pressure 
(p) corresponding to load (xlc/p). Two sets of damage models 
were used in the development. For 3- and 6-in. surface thick
nesses, the set of models with tensile strain at the bottom of 
the asphalt layer as the response parameter was used. For 
thin surface treatments, the models with vertical strain at the 
subgrade as response parameter were used. 

COMPUTER PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 

One of the major objectives of this research project was to 
develop computer programs to predict I8-kip equivalent sin
gle-axle loadings (18KESALs) for Arizona highways. Two 
such programs were developed as a result of the research. 

The first program is called FEDESAL. This program uses 
Arizona loadometer data to predict an average number of 
equivalent loads per 1,000 vehicles based on the FHW A 
method. The other program, WIMESAL, reads WIM data 
and converts them to an estimate of the number of equivalent 
loads applied on a particular section of highway. Both pro
grams have the option of using the AASHTO equivalence 
factors or the new ARE Inc. equivalence factors which account 
for tire pressure. Table 5 provides comparisons of the two 
equivalence factors at selected loads. 

The results of the FEDESAL program are 18-kip vehicle 
equivalence factors that are the average number of 18KESALs 

TABLE 5 COMPARISON OF AASHTO AND ARE INC. 
EQUIVALENCE FACTORS FOR SINGLE AXLES 

Axle 

Load 

(kips) 

4 

10 

18 

30 

50 

pt - 2.5, 

AASHTO 

Equiv. 

Factor 

(75 psi) 

.003 

.102 

1. 0 

6.8 

60 

and SN - 4. 

ARE 

Equiv . 

Factor 

(75 psi) 

.0026 

.1446 

1. 0 

6.97 

60.5 

ARE 

Equiv . 

Factor 

(110 psi) 

.0060 

.5555 

5.295 

25.3 

236.9 

ARE 

Equiv . 

Factor 

(145 psi) 

.0096 

1. 2790 

15.517 

90.l 

427.7 
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DATE 0:5/01/86 
PAGE 3 

AVERAGE 18 KIP EQUIVALENT SINGLE 
AXLE LOADS PER 1000 VEHICLES 
USING FHWA TRUCK WEIGHT DATA 

COMMENTS: ARE Inc Equiv•lence Factor• Uaed 
Rigid Factor• not Calculat•d 
Ex••ple Run for Final Report 

Station Location: Urban 

Road Charact•ri•tic• U••d to Co•pute ARE Inc Factor• 

Surface Thickn•••: M•diu• = 1 - 5 in. 
Bae•/Subba•• Thickn•a•: 

Roadbed Soil Modulua: 
Mediu• = 10 - 17 in. overall 

12000.0 p•i 
Tire Pr•••ur•: 105.0 pai 

FIVE-YEAR 
TOTAL CURRENT 18 AVERAGE 18 

VEHICLE VEHICLE KIP ESAL PER KIP ESAL PER 
CLASS COUNTS 1000 VEHICLES 1000 VEHICLES 

----------------- -----------------
RIGID FLEXIBLE RIGID FLEXIBLE 

LT 5 .0 73.8 .0 72.6 
MT 4 .0 1679.4 .0 986.0 
TS 8 .0 1786:5.0 .0 12880.7 
TT 0 .0 .0 .0 .0 

TST 4 .0 4007.6 .0 6021.8 

FIGURE 7 Output from l<'EDESAL using ARE, Inc. equivalence factors. 

per 1,000 vehicles. These averages are calculated across two 
pavement surface types, three highway functional classes, and 
an option of either five or nine vehicle classifications. There 
is an option to use either AASHTO equivalence factors, or 
the choice of a factorial of the new ARE Inc. equivalence 
factors. Another option allows the use of an axle-load-distri
bution shifting algorithm to predict the effect on equivalent 
load estimates of changing the legal axle load limits. There 
is also an option to obtain the 18KESAL estimates on only 
the current year's data or to determine a 5-year moving aver
age using 5 years of historical 18KESAL data. One additional 
option allows a check on the FHW A loadometer data to assist 
in locating input errors . An example output using ARE Inc. 
equivalence factors is shown in Figure 7. 

The other main program developed on the project is called 
WIMESAL. This is a project level 18KESAL prediction pro
gram for weigh-in-motion (WIM) data. The program reads 
WIM data on an individual highway section and produces 
estimates of base-year, 10-year, and 20-year accumuI.ated 
equivalent loads. This will allow much more accurate esti
mates of the number of equivalent loads applied to a particular 
highway section. 

Program WIMESAL has the option to use AASHTO equiv
alence factors or ARE Inc. equivalence factors accounting 
for tire pressure and for the specific structure of the highway 
section under consideration. The output is an estimate of the 
total accumulated number of 18KESALs on individual high
way sections. These total 18KESAL estimates are presented 
for the base-year and as 10-year and 20-year predictions, given 

a growth factor for the section. An example of the output 
from program WIMESAL is shown in Figure 8. 

SUMMARY 

This investigation has resulted in the development of new 
computer programs to 

• analyze loadometer data from permanent weigh stations 
in Arizona, 

• analyze weigh-in-motion data to provide information sim
ilar to that obtained from fixed weigh stations, 

• analyze the effect of increased legal load limits on truck 
equivalence values, and 

• use mechanistic relationships to calculate load equiva
lence factors as a function of tire pressure, structure, truck 
classifications, single-axle-single wheel, single-axle-dual-wheel, 
tandem-axle-dual-wheel, and tridem axle-dual wheels, year, 
and even location in the case of the WIM program. 

This study also provided the following information: 

• field data to show that current summer operating tire 
pressures on trucks operating in Arizona are approaching 120 
psi, and 

• tire data from a number of sources which show footprint 
size and shape, current truck tire operating pressures , and 
tire pressure distribution on the pavement surface. 
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PREDICTED ACCUftULATED LOADS AND 
AVERAGE 18 KIP EQUIVALENT SINGLE 

AXLE LOADS PER 1000 VEHICLES 
USING Wift TRUCK WEIGHT DATA 

LOCATION: 
TRAFFIC 

GROWTH: 

T••t S• ction 

1.50X p• r y••r 
COftftENTS: ARE Inc Equiva l•nc• Factor• Ua•d 

Rigid Factor• not Ca lculat• d 
Exampl• Run for Final R•port 

Roa d Charact•ria tica Ua •d to Comput• ARE Inc factor • 

Surfac• Thickn•• • : 
Baa• /Subbaa• Thickn•••: 

Roa db• d Soil ftodulu• : 
Tir• Pr•••ur• : 

Me dium • 1 - 5 in. 
Thick > 17 in. ove r a ll 

1:5000.0 pai 
90.0 pa i 

PREDICTED TOTAL ACCUftULATED EQUIVALENT LOADS 

FLEXIBLE 
VEHICLE 

CLASS 1-YEAR 10-YEAR 20-YEAR 

5 4824. :51622. 110725. 
6 12730. 136222. 292188. 
7 0. 0. 0. 
a 11239. 119688. 2:55644. 
9 652832. .6963483. 14894410. 

10 0. 0. 0. 
11 0. 0. 0. 
12 70469. 7:51874. 1608661. 
13 0. 0. 0. 

TOTAL 752095. 8022889. 17161630. 

FIGURE 8 Output from WIM program using ARE, Inc. factors. 
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Effect of Load, Tire Pressure, and Tire Type 
on Flexible Pavement Response 

RAMON F. BONAQUIST, CHARLES J. CHURILLA, AND DEBORAH M. FREUND 

In recent years, decreased fatigue life, increased rutting, and 
accelerated serviceability loss in flexible pavements have been 
attributed to the effects of increased tire pressure. This study 
used the Federal Highway Administration Accelerated Loading 
Facility to measure the effects of load, tire pressure, and tire 
type on the response of a flexible pavement. Surface deflection, 
surface strain, and strain at the bottom of the asphalt layer 
were measured. Each of these responses was affected more by 
load than by tire pressure. Fatigue equivalency factors were 
developed using an exponential relationship between the num
ber of cycles to failure and the magnitude of the tensile strain 
at the bottom of the asphalt layer. Since this strain was affected 
more by load than by tire pressure, the equivalency factors 
are influenced more by load. Doubling the wheel load (from 
9,400 to 19,000 lb) increased predicted damage 1,000 percent 
whereas doubling the tire pressure (from 76 to 140 psi) increased 
predicted damage only 20 percent. On the basis of these fatigue 
equivalency factors, it was concluded that for the pavement 
section studied, the effect of increasing tire pressure from 76 
to 140 psi is equivalent to an axle load increase of approxi
mately 2,000 lb. This equivalency is valid for both radial and 
bias ply tires. 

In recent years, the effect of increased truck tire pressures on 
flexible pavement performance has become a subject of great 
concern. Various researchers have used analytical methods 
to attribute decreased fatigue life, increased rutting, and 
accelerated serviceability loss to the effects of increased tire 
pressure (1-3). The purpose of this study was to investigate 
these concerns by measuring the effects of load, tire pressure, 
and tire type on the response of an asphalt concrete pavement. 
This experiment was conducted on Lane 2, Section 2 of the 
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Pavement Testing 
Facility (PTF). 

BACKGROUND 

The Pavement Testing Facility is an outdoor, full-scale pave
ment testing laboratory located at the Turner-Fairbank High
way Research Center in McLean, Virginia. The purpose of 
the PTF is to quantify the performance of full-scale test pave
ments trafficked with an accelerated rate of loading. The facil
ity consists of two 200-ft-long instrumented bituminous con
crete test pavements, the Accelerated Loading Facility (ALF) 
test machine, and a computer-controlled data acquisition 
system. 

The test pavements represent typical in-service flexible 

Federal Highway Administration, Office of Research, Development, 
and Technology, 6300 Georgetown Pike, McLean, Va. 22101. 

FIGURE 1 Accelerated Loading Facility machine at the 
FHW A Pavement Testing Facility. 

pavements. Lane 1 consists of a 2-in. asphalt concrete wearing 
course, a 3-in. asphalt concrete binder course, and a 5-in. 
crushed aggregate base course. Lane 2 consists of a 2-in. 
wearing course, a 5-in. binder course, and a 12-in. base course. 

Both pavements were constructed on a uniform AASHTO 
classification A-4(0) subgrade soil. Details concerning the design 
and construction of the test pavements were presented in a 
previous report (4). 

The ALF test machine is shown in Figure 1. It simulates 
one-half of a dual-tire single axle with loads ranging from 
9,400 lb to 22,500 lb. The test wheel assembly travels at 12.5 
mph over 40 ft of pavement. To simulate highway traffic, the 
loads are applied in one direction and are normally distributed 
about a 48-in. wheelpath. The ALF requires very little power 
to operate because gravity is used to accelerate and decelerate 
the test wheel assembly. Other fertures include all-weather, 
computer-controlled operation, and transportability for field 
testing. 

The pavement instrumentation and data acquisition system 
form an integral part of the PTF. The pavement instrumentation 
includes thermocouples and moisture cells at various depths in 
the pavement, strain gauges at the bottom of the asphalt con
crete binder, and a device for measuring surface deflection. In 
addition, rut depth and slope variance are obtained with an 
automatic profiling device. Signals from the various pavement 
instruments and the automatic profiling device are directed through 
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signal-conditioning equipment to analog-to-digital converters 
mounted in a personal computer. Software was developed to 
collect environmental data and pavement response and per
formance data as part of the routine operation of the PTF. The 
pavement instrumentation and data acquisition system were 
described in detail in a previous report ( 4). 

RESEARCH APPROACH 

Experimental Design 

The objective of this study was to measure pavement response 
for various combinations of load and tire pressure for two 
types of tires. The experiment was designed as a complete 
factorial with load, tire pressure, and tire type as the con
trolled variables. Three load levels, three tire pressures, and 
two tire types were used in the experiment. Table 1 sum
marizes the experimental design. For each experimental cell, 
the following data were collected: 

1. Tire contact area, 
2. Surface deflection, 
3. Surface strain, 
4. Strain at the bottom of the asphalt layer, and 
5. Pavement temperature. 

Details concerning each of these measurements are presented 
in the Data Collection section of this paper. 

Test Sequence 

Ideally, the experimental combinations should be tested 
randomly with temperature and moisture conditions con
stant. The amount of work and down time required to ch<inge 
tires and loads, however, prohibited complete randomiza
tion. Since tire pressure is easy to vary, and loads can be 
changed quicker than tires, the test sequence outlined in 
Tab!~ 1 was used. On the basis of AASHTO equivalency 
factors, approximately 280,000 18-kip equivalent single-axle 
loads (ESALs) were applied to the pavement during this 
study as part of the normal research program at the PTF. 
The tests using radial tires and the 19,000-lb load were 
repeated at the end of the experiment to assess the effect 
of accumulated damage during the experiment. 

TABLE 1 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND TEST 
SEQUENCE 

Load 76 
(lb) (psi l 

9,400 

14, 100 

19,000 

19,000 

l 

4 

9 

21 

Radial 

108 
(psi l 

3 

6 

7 

140 
(psi l 

2 

5 

8 

19 20 

76 
(psi l 

18 

13 

11 

Bias Ply 

108 
(psi l 

17 

15 

12 

Numbers represent test sequence. 

140 
(psi) 

16 

14 

10 
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Temperature and Moisture 

Pavement temperature and moisture conditions cannot be 
controlled at the PTF. To minimize the effects of temperature 
changes, all tests were conducted between 10:00 p.m. and 
9:00 a.m. For the test sequence used in this study, temperature 
variations between tire pressures at a given load level were 
much smaller than temperature variations between load lev
els. Pavement temperatures were measured with each test to 
provide data for temperature adjustments. Moisture cell 
me;isurements taken during the study indicated that moisture 
conditions were constant. 

Pavement Condition 

The pavement was subjected to approximately 39,000 ESALs 
before this study was conducted. An additional 280,000 ESALs 
were applied during the study. Pavement condition monitor
ing before and after this study indicated little change in pave
ment condition during the study. Cracking of the test pave
ment was first observed at approximately 5 million ESALs. 

DATA COLLECTION 

Tire Contact Area 

Two types of tires, radial and bias ply, were used in this study. 
The radial tires were Michelin 11 R 22.5. As purchased, the 
diameter of these tires was too large for use on the ALF. The 
tire supplier reduced the diameter by grinding, which removed 
most of the tread rubber. These tires have been used in normal 
operation of the ALF since October 1986. The bias ply tires 
were Kelly Springfield 10-22.5. These tires were purchased 
in a size compatible with the ground Michelins and were new 
at the time the experiment was conducted. 

The tire contact areas were obtained by placing a sheet of 
posterboard on the pavement surface. The dual wheel assem
bly of the ALF was either lowered vertically or slowly rolled 
onto the posterboard. Paint was then sprayed around the tires 
to outline the contact areas. Finally, the dual wheel assembly 
was either raised vertically or slowly rolled off the poster
board. Rolling was used with the 19,000-lb load because this 
load exceeded the capacity of the lifting device used to raise 
and lower the wheel assembly vertically. 

The contact areas \Vere obtained from the posterboard out
lines using a Talos digitizing board connected to an IBM-PC
compatible microcomputer. Each print was digitized at least 
three, and up to five, times to minimize deviation due to 
operator error. The contact areas were computed by algo
rithm for the individual tires in each pair. No correction was 
made for tread area. Figure 2 shows typical digitized traces 
for radial and bias ply tires. 

Pavement Response Measurements 

The pavement responses measured during this study were 
surface deflection, surface strain, and strain at the bottom of 
the asphalt layer. Response curves were obtained for each of 
the measurements by using the computer data acquisition 
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FIGURE 2 Typical tire contact areas. 

system to monitor pavement instruments as the ALF wheel 
assembly traversed the pavement. The distance between suc
cessive measurements of.any response instrument was 3.9 in . 

Figure 3 shows the location of the pavement instrumenta
tion relative to the centerline of the test section. Pavement 
response measurements were made with the centerline of the 
ALF dual-wheel assembly at three locations relative to the 
centerline of the test section. These three locations corre
spond to offsets of 0, + 14.75, and -14.75 in. 

Surf ace Deflections 

Surface deflections were measured with a linear variable dif
ferential transformer (L VDT) mounted at the midpoint of a 
15-ft-long rigid reference beam. The beam was placed adja
cent to the ALF wheels approximately 27 in. from the cen-

+ 14. 75 IN OFFSET 

• II B-141• 

II 
-'-S-1 
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-S-3 
-S-4 
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.I LOADING 
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B-14 BINDER STRAIN GAUGE 

S-3 SURFACE STRAIN GAUGE 

e DEFLECTION FOR -14.75 IN ~FFSET 

• DEFLECTION FOR +14 .75 IN OFFSET 

FIGURE 3 Location ol pavcmc1u 
instrumentation. 

terline of the dual wheels . As shown in Figure 3, surface 
deflections were measured at two locations with the wheel at 
+ 14.75-in. offset and two locations with the wheel at -14.75-
in. offset. The measurements at each location were repeated 
three times for a total of 12 measurements for each experi
mental cell. 

Surface Strain 

Surface strains were measured with 2-in. gauge-length bonded
foil-resistance strain gauges. The gauges were installed in 
accordance with the manufacturer's recommendations at the 
locations shown in Figure 3. Each strain gauge was connected 
in a quarter.bridge configuration with one of the channels of 
the computer data acquisition system. No temperature-com
pensating gauges were installed because the strains were 
measured under moving wheel loads where temperature changes 
between unstrained and strained conditions are negligible. 
Although coverings were applied to protect the gauges and 
leadwires from moisture and mechanical damage, some of the 
gauges became inoperative. The failures were usually caused 
by broken lead wires or loose aggregate tearing the foil grid . 
Failed gauges were repaired or reinstalled only when the ALF 
was shut down for tire changes or mechanical repairs . 

The surface strain gauge locations were selected to provide 
strain measurements outside the contact area as well as under 
the sidewall and center of the tire. As shown in Figure 3, 
surface strains were measured at five locations for each offset 
position. For the -14.75-in. offset position, all gauges were 
outside the contact area. The measurements at each location 
were repeated six times for a total of 18 measurements per 
gauge for each experimental cell. 

Strain at the Bottom of the Asphalt Layer 

During construction, strain gauges were installed at the inter
face between the asphalt binder and the crushed aggregate 
base. These gauges were used to measure the strain at the 
bottom of the asphalt layer. Details concerning the installation 
and operation of these gauges were presented in a previous 
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report ( 4) . Only one of these gauges was operational during 
this study. Figure 3 shows the location of this gauge relative 
to the dual wheel for each offset position. Measurements were 
repeated six times for a total of 18 measurements for each 
experimental cell. 

Pavement Temperatures 

For each pavement response measurement, the temperature 
of the asphalt layers was measured with thermocouples installed 
at the pavement surface and at 2-in. increments in the pave
ment adjacent to the response instrumentation. These tem
perature measurements provide a thermal profile for the asphalt 
layer which can be used for temperature adjustment of the 
pavement response measurements. 

LA YER THEORY SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

Critical Responses 

For conventional flexible pavements, various researchers have 
identified the following critical pavement responses: 

1. Surface deflection, 
2. Vertical compressive stress at the pavement surface, 
3. Vertical compressive stress at the top of the granular 

base layer, 
4. Vertical compressive stress at the top of the subgrade 

layer, and 
5. Radial tensile strain at the bottom of the asphalt layer. 

The first four responses have been related to rutting whereas 
the fifth response has been related to fatigue cracking. 

Layered-Elastic Analysis 

Elastic-layer theory was used to conduct a sensitivity analysis 
of the critical responses of Lane 2, Section 2, to the effects 
of load and tire pressure. The ELSYM5 computer program 
was used to calculate the critical stresses and strains for each 
combination of load and tire pressure used in this study. Pave
ment responses at the locations of the field instrumentation 
were also calculated and will be presented with the field data 
in subsequent sections. 
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The pavement was characterized as a three-layer elastic 
system as outlined in Table 2. The layer thicknesses represent 
average values measured by differential leveling during con
struction of the pavement sections ( 4). The elastic moduli 
were selected to represent average conditions during this study 
and were obtained from the results of laboratory tests ( 4). 
The Poisson's ratios are typical assumed values. Table 3 pre
sents the results of the sensitivity analysis for critical pavement 
responses at the center of one of the dual wheels. Figure 4 
presents the effect of load and tire pressure on the vertical 
compressive stress within the pavement structure. The sen
sitivity analysis indicates the following concerning the effect 
of load and tire pressure on the pavement section for Lane 
2, Section 2: 

1. Between the dual wheels, contact stress has little effect 
on the critical pavement responses whereas load affects all 
critical responses. 

2. Under one of the dual wheels, contact stress as well as 
load affects all critical responses except the vertical com
pressive stress at the top of the subgrade, which is affected 
only by load. 

3. Under one of the dual wheels, the vertical compressive 
stresses within the asphalt layer are influenced more by con
tact stress than by load. This is in contrast with all other critical 
responses, which are affected more by load than by contact 
stress. 

PTF TEST RESULTS 

Tire Contact Areas 

Most pavement response models assume a uniform circular 
tire, with the contact area computed as the ratio of load to 
inflation pressure. Figure 5 presents a comparison of mea
sured and calculated contact areas. Differences in measured 
vs. computed areas varied from 12 to 58 in. 2 • Measured areas 
were larger than calculated areas except at the 19,000-lb load, 
76-psi tire pressure. Differences increased with increasing tire 
pressures across all load ranges for radial as well as bias ply 
tires. The measured areas were not equal for the two tires. 
Except at the 19,000-lb load, 140-psi tire pressure, the area 
for the left tire was smaller than that for the right tire. This 
difference ranged 1 to 7 in. 2 and can be attributed to the 
pavement cross slope_ 

TABLE 2 LAYERED ELASTIC REPRESENTATION OF LANE 2, 
SECTION 2 

Layer Thickness Modulus Poisson's 
(in) (psi) ratio 

Asphalt Concrete 6.8 180,000 0,35 

Crushed Aggregate Base 11.2 20,000 0.37 

Sub grade 120.0 8,000 0.45 

Rigid layer assumed 138 in below pavement surface. 
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TABLE 3 CRITICAL PAVEMENT RESPONSES AT THE CENTER OF A WHEEL 

9,400 lb 14,100 lb 19,000 lb 

76 108 140 76 108 140 76 108 140 
Critical Response (psi l (psi l (psi l (psi l (psi) (psi) (psi) (psi l (psi l 

Surface Deflection 
(0.001 in l 20.8 21.9 22.9 29.2 30.6 32.0 38.1 39.6 41.1 

Contact Stress (psi) -76 -108 -140 -76 -108 -140 -76 -108 -140 

Vertical Stress at Top 
of Base (psi) -14 -15 -16 -19 -21 -22 -24 -27 -28 

Vertical Stress at Top 
of Subgrade (psi) -4 -4 -4 -6 -6 -6 -8 -8 -8 

Strain at the Bottom of the 
Asphalt Layer (Microstrainl +299 +324 +340 +397 +440 +469 +4B2 +544 +588 

- Denotes Compression. 

+ Denotes Tension. 

VERTICAL STRESS, PSI 
50 100 150 

5 
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15 

FIGURE 4 Effect of load and contact pressure on 
vertical stress based on ELSYMS. 

ALF Loading 

Figure 6 shows the ALF dual-tire trolley assembly. The load 
on the test wheels is applied by the addition or subtraction 
of the ballast weights . Each weight is approximately 2,200 lb, 
and the minimum weight of 9,400 lb is obtained by removing 
all the weights. At the minimum weight, the entire mass of 
the trolley is unsprung. With the addition of the first ballast 
weight, an air bag and shock absorber assembly is incorpo
rated into the trolley assembly. Thus, at 19,000 lb, approxi
mately 50 percent of the load is sprung. 
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FIGURE 5 Comparison of measured and calculated tire 
contact areas. 

The loading characteristics of ALF changed as the sprung 
load increased from approximately 0 to 9,000 lb. Figure 7 
shows the variation of load with longitudinal distance for the 
three load levels used in this study. The loads were measured 
with load cells mounted in the trolley assembly. As can be 
seen in Figure 7, the ALF applied a significant dynamic load 
component. This dynamic load is largest at the lighter loads 
when most of the load is unsprung. The pavement instru
mentation was located at a wheel position of approximately 
160 in. At this location, the dynamic component represents 
approximately 10 to 20 percent of the total load. 
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FIGURE 6 Schematic of ALF dual-wheel trolley assembly. 

Pavement Response 

Surface Deflection 

Figure 8 presents the effect of load and tire pressure on surface 
deflection for radial and bias ply tires. Each data point rep
resents the average of six tests. Theoretical pavement surface 
deflections from the sensitivity analysis are also shown in 
Figure 8. 

The effects of load and tire pressure on surface deflection 
agree well with those predicted by layer theory. Both show 
the surface deflection 27 in. from the center of the dual wheels 
to be highly sensitive to load and insensitive to tire pressure. 
At 19,000 lb, the surface deflections for the radial tires are 
somewhat higher than those for the bias ply tires. This may 
be the result of differences in load or temperature that have 
not been accounted for in the analysis. 

Surface Strain 

The only surface strain gauge operational throughout this 
study was Uauge 4. This gauge was mounted in the transverse 
direction and was located between the dual wheels when the 
assembly was at the + 14.75-in. offset. Figure 9 shows the 
effect of load and tire pressure on the surface strain measured 
by Gauge 4 for radial and bias ply tires. Each data point in 
that figure represents the average of six tests which have not 
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FIGURE 8 Effect of load, tire pressure, and tire type on 
surface deflection. 

been corrected for temperature or load variations. Theoretical 
surface strains from the sensitivity analysis are also shown. 
Figure 9 presents data for the + 14.75-in. offset position. Sim
ilar effects were obtained for the other offset positions. 

At the instrumentation locations, the theoretical surface 
strains are insensitive to tire pressure and are affected only 
slightly by load. The measured surface strains, however, show 
a different pattern. They are relatively insensitive to tire pres
sure but highly sensitive to load. At the 19,000-lb level, the 
bias ply tires produce much higher surface strains than the 
radial tires. This effect is probably due to temperature, not 
tire type. The average pavement temperatures during these 
tests were 6°F to 10°F higher than those during the corre
sponding tests for radial tires. On the basis of laboratory 
resilient modulus data, this temperature difference would result 
in a 100,000-psi decrease in modulus for the asphalt layer. 

At all loads and tire pressures, the measured surface strains 
were significantly higher than those predicted by layer theory. 

0 +------.-------.-----~----~ 
0 100 200 300 400 

WHEEL POSITION, IN 

FIGURE 7 Typical ALF loading at 9,400, 14,100, and 19,000 lb. 
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This may be the result of horizontal tire forces induced at the 
surface of the pavement which are not accounted for in the 
layered-elastic analysis . 

Strain at the Bottom of the Asphalt Layer 

Figure 10 shows the effect of load and tire pressure on the 
strain at the bottom of the asphalt layer for radial and bias 
ply tires. Each data point in this figure represents the average 
of six tests which have not been corrected for temperature or 
load variations. Theoretical strains from the sensitivity anal
ysis are also shown. The tests for the radial tires at 19,000 lb 
were repeated to assess the effect of accumulated damage 
during the study. The repeat test showed good agreement 
with the original tests, indicating that significant pavement 
damage did not occur during this study. Figure 10 presents 
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data for the + 14.75-in. offset position. Similar effects were 
obtained for the other offset positions. 

The effects of load and tire pressure agree well with those 
predicted by layer theory. Both show the strain at the bottom 
of the asphalt layer to be highly sensitive to load and slightly 
sensitive to tire pressure. At 19,000 lb, the bias ply tires pro
duce much higher strains at the bottom of the asphalt layer 
than the radial tires . Again , this effect is probably due to 
temperature as described in the previous section for surface 
strains. 

ANALYSIS 

Fatigue Life 

The strains at the bottom of the asphalt layer can be used to 
assess the relative effects of load, tire pressure, and tire type 
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FIGURE 10 Effect of load, tire press11re, and tire type on 
longitudinal strain at the bottom of the asphalt layer. 
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on fatigue cracking for Lane 2, Section 2. Fatigue equivalency 
factors may be developed for each combination used in this 
study. By definition, an equivalency factor is the damage 
produced by one pass of any load configuration divided by 
the damage produced by one pass of a standard load config
uration. Using Miner's law, the damage caused by one pass 
is the reciprocal of the fatigue life . Equation 1 is a mathe
matical expression for the fatigue equivalency factor: 

F = N1(Std)/N1(Any) (1) 

where 

F = fatigue equivalency factor , 
N1(Any) = fatigue life for any load configuration, and 
N1(Std) = fatigue life for the standard load configuration. 

Finn et al. (5) presented the following distress prediction model 
for fatigue cracking: 

N, = K1(lle,)3-291 (1/E*)o 854 

where 

N1 = fatigue life, 

(2) 

e, = tensile strain at the bottom of the asphalt layer , and 
E* = dynamic modulus , and 
K1 = constant. 

This model is based on laboratory fatigue curves and may be 
adjusted to correlate with field observations by changing K 1. 
Using the above model, the fatigue equivalency factor may 
be expressed as 

F = [e,(Any)]3,291 
e,(Std) 

where 

[
E*(Any)] o.8s4 
E*(Std) 

(3) 

e,(Any) = tensile strain at the bottom of the asphalt layer 
for any load configuration, 

e,(Std) = tensile strain at the bottom of the asphalt layer 
for the standard load configuration, 

E*(Any) = dynamic modulus at the temperature for 
e,(Any), and 

E*(Std) = dynamic modulus at the temperature for e,(Std) . 

The second term in Equation 3 may be used to adjust for 
temperature differences. 

Table 4 presents the fatigue equivalency factors for each 
load-tire pressure combination using bias ply tires with 9,400-
lb load a1t<l 76-psi tire pressure as the standard configuration, 
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TABLE 5 FATIGUE EOUIVALENCY FACTORS FROM 
THEORETICAL STRAINS USING 9,400 lb , 76 psi AS 
STANDARD 

Load 76 108 140 
(lb) (psi) (psi) (ps1 l 

9,000 1.0 1.2 1.2 

9,400 1.1 1.3 1.4 

10,000 1.4 1. 6 1. 7 

11,000 1.8 2.1 2.3 

14, 100 3.4 4.2 4.7 

19,000 7.2 9.4 10.9 

and 82°F as the standard temperature. Similar fatigue equiv
alency factors were developed from the theoretical strains and 
are presented in Tables 5 and 6. Although the fatigue equiv
alency factors developed from measured strain data exhibit 
some inconsistencies, the overall trends show a large effect 
due to load and a smaller effect due to tire pressure. In addi
tion, the factors based on measured strains agree well with 
those based on theoretical strains. 

The fatigue equivalency factors presented here are specific 
to the ALF loading, the pavement section studied, the envi
ronmental conditions during the field testing, and the assumed 
fatigue model. More general factors, however, could be devel
oped and used to assess the effects of changing truck char
acteristics on pavement fatigue life. 

Rutting 

A similar analysis for rutting could not be conducted because 
the pavement responses measured in this study are not direct 
inputs to current rutting models . In addition, the rutting phe
nomenon is much more complex and may occur in any layer 
of the pavement structure. The trends shown in the sensitivity 
analysis, however, may be used to qualitatively discuss the 
effects of load and tire pressure on rutting for Lane 2, Section 
2. 

The location in the pavement structure where rutting will 
occur is a function of the vertical compressive stress apd the 
iesistance of each layer to permanent deformation. The sen-

TABLE 4 FATIGUE EQUIVALENCY FACTORS FROM MEASURED STRAINS 
USING BIAS PLY TIRES AT 9,400 lb , 76 psi AS STANDARD 

76 psi 108 psi 140 psi 

Load 
(lb l Radial Bias Ply Radial Bias Ply Radial Bias Ply 

9,400 0.8 1.0 0.6 0.5 0.6 1.2 

14,100 4.3 5.0 4.3 6.1 6.2 7.3 

19,000 10,3 11.1 10.8 12.3 12.2 11.9 
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TABLE 6 FATIGUE EQUIVALENCY FACTORS FROM 
THEORETICAL STRAINS USING 9,000 lb, 76 psi AS 
STANDARD 

Load 76 108 140 
(lb) (psi) (psi) (psi) 

9,400 1.0 1.2 1.3 

10,000 1.2 1.4 1. 5 

11,000 1. 5 1.8 2.0 

14, 100 3.1 3,7 4.1 

19,000 6.4 8.3 9.6 

sitivity analysis of Lane 2, Section 2, indicated that load influ
ences the vertical compressive stress in the base and subgrade 
layers more than tire pressure. Conversely, in the asphalt 
layer, tire pressure has the greatest effect on vertical com
pressive stress. Therefore, for Lane 2, Section 2, rutting that 
occurs in the asphalt layer would be accelerated by high tire 
pressures. 

Lane 2, Section 3, at the PTF has the same cross-section 
as Lane 2, Section 2, and was trafficked to failure with a 
19,000-lb load and 100-psi tire pressure. This section was tested 
from January to June 1987 when the pavement temperature 
was low. Rutting was the major form of distress observed, 
with rut depths averaging 0. 75 in. at failure. A post mortem 
evaluation was conducted to assess the amount of rutting 
attributable to each layer. This evaluation concluded that the 
majority of the rutting occurred in the crushed aggregate base 
layer (6). 

Thus, the crushed aggregate base layer appears to have the 
critical combination of stress and rutting resistance for Lane 
2 at the PTF. On the basis of the sensitivity analysis, tire 
pressure has little effect on rutting in this layer. 

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 

In recent years, the effect of increased truck tire pressures on 
flexible pavement performance has become a subject of great 
concern. Decreased fatigue life, increased rutting, and accel
erated serviceability loss have been attributed to the effects 
of increased tire pressure. 

This study investigated these concerns by using the Federal 
Highway Administration Accelerated Loading Facility to 
measure the effects of load, tire pressure, and tire type on 
the response of 'a flexible pavement. Although the findings 
and conclusions presented below are specific to the ALF load
ing, the pavement section studied and the environmental con
ditions during the testing, they provide valuable information 
concerning the combined effects of load and tire pressure. 

Findings 

The following is a summary of the findings of this study: 

1. The measured tire contact areas were significantly larger 
than contact areas calculated as the ratio of load to tire pres
sure, except at high loads and low tire pressure. 
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2. The measured pavement responses-surface deflection, 
surface strain, and strain at the bottom of the asphalt layer
were affected by load as well as tire pressure. For the loads 
and tire pressures used in this study, load had a greater effect 
than tire pressure. 

3. Although layer theory underestimated many of the 
measured pavement responses, the measured effects of load 
and tire pressure were in general agreement with those pre
dicted by layer theory. 

4. For tests conducted at approximately the same temper
ature, the measured pavement responses were similar for radial 
and bias ply tires. 

Conclusions 

Specific conclusions concerning the relative effects of load, 
tire pressure, and tire type on rutting and serviceability loss 
could not be drawn from the data presented in this paper. 
The measured pavement responses were not indicators of 
rutting potential, and an evaluation of serviceability loss requires 
performance data under each combination of load, tire pres
sure, and tire type. 

The relative effects of load and tire pressure on pavement 
fatigue can be investigated using fatigue equivalency factors 
which account for load as well as tire pressure. Such factors 
were developed in this study using an exponential relationship 
between the number of cycles to failure and the magnitude 
of the tensile strain at the bottom of the asphalt layer. Since 
this strain was affected more by load than by tire pressure, 
the equivalency factors are influenced more by load. Doubling 
the load (from 9,400to19,000 lb) increased predicted damage 
1,000 percent, whereas doubling the tire pressure from 76 to 
140 psi increased predicted damage only 20 percent. From 
these fatigue factors, it is concluded that for the pavement 
section studied, the effect of increasing tire pressure from 76 
to 140 psi is equivalent to an axle load increase of approxi
mately 2,000 lbs. This equivalency is valid for radial and bias 
ply tires. 
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Field Evaluation of Thermal Deformations 
in Undoweled PCC Pavement Slabs 

M. POBLETE, R. SALSILLI, R. VALENZUELA, A. BULL, AND P. SPRATZ 

This paper presents some of the results obtained in extensive 
research of the Chilean in-service network of PCC paved roads, 
in which measurements have been conducted in 21 test sections 
covering various conditions of climate, pavement structure, 
and age. In test slabs, simultaneous measurements were made 
of internal temperatures and absolute vertical displacements 
of slabs, as well as openings of transverse joints and faultings. 
The results show a "permanent" upward curling of slabs in 
all pavements sections included in the study, as modified by 
daily temperature variations. The curling is demonstrated in 
the field by the perceptible rocking of the slabs under the early 
morning traffic and by the systematic transverse cracking and 
corner breaks of some rather new pavements with no signs of 
pumping. Cracking seems to start from the surface downward 
and from the edges inward. Detailed evaluation of the internal 
stresses with the superimposed nonlinear effects of environ
mental and wheel loads, calibrated with these results, is under 
way. 

About one-third of Chile's 6,700-km network of paved roads 
are Portland cement concrete, located mainly in the central 
and southern regions and carrying the heaviest traffic, espe
cially along the Pan-American Highway. 

Toward the end of the 1970s, an extensive reconstruction 
program of the most deteriorated sections' of the network was 
started by the Highway Division of the Chilean Ministry of 
Public Works, and it is now almost complete. In order to 
define maintenance policies for these sections, a Maintenance 
Management System is being implemented (1). To this end, 
the Highway Division assigned the Universidad de Chile to 
model the structural deterioration of concrete pavements, which 
had been designed and constructed under general AASHTO 
guides and specifications. Therefore, monitoring the pave
ment for the effects of climate, traffic, and subgrade support 
was considere\1 (2). Development and calibration of the pre
dictive analytical model required implementation of survey 
and measurement methodologies which are now performed 
periodically at 21 locations along the concrete pavement net
work. In addition, these local surveys and measurements are 
expected to facilitate the calibration of mechanized equip
ment, such as a Lacroix-type deflectometer and a profilo
meter, which are used extensively by the Highway Division. 

Ambient temperatures in the concrete paved roads are mild, 
with no big differences along the instrumented sections, and 
are free of frost conditions affecting the soil. Figure 1 shows 

M. Poblete, R. Salsilli, and R. Valenzuela, Instituto de Investiga
ciones y Ensayes de Materiales (!DIEM), Universidad de Chile, Cas
illa 1420, Santiago, Chile. A. Bull and P. Spratz, Direccion de Viali
dad, Ministerio de Obras Publicas, Casilla 72, Santiago, Chile 

the number of days with heavy rains (>5 mm/24 hr) increasing 
southward (3), from an average of less than 15 days in test 
section 1 to more than 120 in test section 21, mostly during 
the winter. Consequently, ambient humidity is far from 
saturation during the rest of the year, with strong hydro
evaporation conditions predominating. 

After 3 years of periodic monitoring, local surveys and 
measurements have shown that an upward curling of the slabs 
prevails during most of the daily thermal cycle; part of this 
deformation is permanent, but the remainder varies daily in 
accordance with changes in the thermal condition. Identical 
effects have been reported from California by Hveem (4), 
Tremper and Spellman (5), and others. This condition of 
partial support exhibited by deformed slabs accelerates con
crete fatigue, thus reducing the number of theoretically allowed 
loading cycles. Cracking occurring before the third year of 
service in some pavements subjected to heavy traffic could 
be explained by these findings. 

In order to consider these effects in predictive deterioration 
models, calculations are in progress to evaluate internal stresses 
through finite-element techniques, fitting the measured defor
mations with those computed under equivalent conditions of 
edge restraints, support, and loading. This work constitutes 
the follow-up step of the research program and will be the 
subject of future research. 

FIELD MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS 

Along the heavily trafficked central-south regions of Chile 
(shown in Figure 1), 21 test sections (TS) were selected to be 
monitored for the effects of weather conditions, pavement 
aging, and slab support stiffnesses. In Table 1, location and 
pavement structural characteristics for the 21 test sections are 
shown. The instrumentation designed and installed in each of 
the 21 test sections ( 6) allows the measurement of internal 
temperatures and absolute vertical displacements of slabs, as 
well as openings of transverse joints and faultings, using the 
elements shown in Figure 2. For deep reference bases (DRB), 
drilling was performed using percussion-rotation and com
pressed air, to cause the least alteration to subgrade soils; 
likewise, borehole reconstruction was performed to reproduce 
pavement conditions as closely as possible. 

The diagram shown in Figure 3 illustrates the analog-digital 
data acquisition system used for the simultaneous measure
ment of temperatures, thermal displacements, and load 
deflections; values are processed in-situ by a portable PC. 
Signal monitoring allows qualification of the results, recording 
of results for further analysis, or repeating of measurements. 
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Once a measurement cycle has been completed, instruments, 
cables, and connectors are taken to the next test section, 
leaving only the reference bases in place with the L VDT 
housings enclosed by lids mounted flush with the pavement. 

The data presented herein were gathered during summer 
1986, winter 1986, and summer 1987, over a continuous 24-
hr cycle. Accuracy of the measurements by their frequency 
is shown in Tabk 2. 

Typical internal slab temperatures, recorded during 24 hr 
on a sunny summer day, are plotted in Figure 4 by depth of 
measurement. Minimum mean temperature occurs early in 
the morning, whereas maximum mean temperature occurs 
typically between 3 p.m. and 5 p.m. The temperature range 
on the slab surface becomes 4 times higher than the temper
ature range at the slab bottom, and the temperature distri
bution never becomes linear with depth or constant in slab 
thickness. 

Therefore, thermal gradients exist within the slab during 
the 24-hr period. Negative gradients-when the slab surface 
is cooler than the bottom-tend to predominate from late 
afternoon to late morning through the night (Fig. 4) and dur
ing the whole year. Accumulated hours at various thermal 
gradients are presented in Figure 5; the histogram is the result 
of semiempirical modeling calibrated through actual field 
measurements (7). Positive gradients, though higher in abso-
lute value, exist for only a fev1 hours on a sunny summer day. 

As a consequence of daily variations in thermal gradients, 
pavement slabs undergo continuous deformations, as may be 
derived from the isograms in Figure 6, which were obtained 
on a summer day in 1985 by precise measurements (to ± 0.01 
mm) of nine topographical reference bases installed in a slab. 
These isograms show the upward concave shape of the slab 
for the early morning negative gradient (Figure 7a), and a 
nearly cylindrical shape of longitudinal axis during the after
noon hours with positive gradient and high mean temperature, 
when the rotation of the slab's transverse edges is prevented 
by the locked joints (Figure 7c). Such behavior is typical and 
was observed in all instances of high mean temperatures. 
Rotation is not prevented at the longitudinal joint where two 
slabs belonging to adjacent lanes and paved at different dates 
are linked together through steel tie bars. 

Horizontal slab movements measured at transverse joints 
near the slab outer edge are shown in Figure 8, for five moments 
of a complete cycle during a sunny summer day. Sections 
remain plane at all times, but rotate with the gradient. With 
negative gradients the joint can be completely open if the 
mean temperature is !ow enough, whereas the bottom edges 
can be compressed if the mean temperature is high. For pos
itive gradients and high enough mean temperatures, the joint 
can close, thus preventing any rotation (locked joints). 

On cloudy winter days the temperatures are low and very 
stable, as are the gradients, and hence the edges do not rotate 
significantly. However, the joints stay open and there is little 
or no compression at the lower edges. Note that the absolute 
value of joint openings at given temperatures is not equal. for 
all pavements, but depends on conditions such as the level of 
maximum temperature in the fresh concrete, drying shrinkage 
(5), or swelling due to seasonal moisture absorption (8). 

Figure 9 illustrates joint opening variation in the mean plane, 
divided by the mean length of the slabs adjacent to the instru
mented joint. A linear relationship with the mean tempera
ture for winter and summer was obtained. On sunny summer 
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TABLE 1 LOCATION AND STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS OF TEST SECTIONS 

Shb 
Nu1ber Geogr. Coordinates construe ti on Pavement Infrastructure 

01 32' 22' 71' 21' Spr'83 0.23 3.7 - 4.b y CTB AC' "L ---
02 32' S2' 70' 49' Spr'81 0.23 4.~ - S.4 N CTB PCC' CL ---
03 33' 13' 70' 44' Nin'B4 0.24 3.4 - 3.b y CSB PCC CH 3.4 
04 33' IS' 71' 23' Su1'8S 0.2b 3.4 - 3.b y CSB GR" s" 3.0 
OS 33' 40' 70' SS' Spr'7S 0.22 3.4 - S.4 N GRB GR" GC ---
Ob 33' 48' 70' 4S' Aut'83 0.24 4.2 - 4.b N GRB AC SP ---
07 34' 04' 70' 42' Aut'83 0.2S 3.b - 4.b N GRB PCC GP ---
08 34' 34' 70' S8' Su1'83 0.23 3.7 - 4.3 N CTB PCC s" ---
09 3S' 21' 71' 31' Aut' 83 0.23 3.7 - 4.b y CTB AC s" ---
10 3b' 32' 72' 04' Aut'82 0.21 4.S - 4.b N GRB PCC GP 2.0 
II 3b' 49' 73' 01' Spr'84 0.23 3.S y CTB AC "L ---
12 37' 02' 72' 2b' Aut'84 0.22 3.S - 3.b y CSB PCC SC 2.b 
13 37' 10' 72' 24' Nin'82 0.21 4.4 - 4.b N CTB PCC SP 2.S 
14 37' SO' 72' 02' Aut' 79 0.21 4.3 - 4.8 N CTB PCC s" ---
IS 38' 14. 72' 22' Aut'84 0.23 4.0 y CSB PCC "L ---
lb 38' 4b' 72' 34' Aut'81 0.21 4.4 - 4.b N CTB PCC CL ---
17 39' 07' 72' 41' Aut'83 0.22 4.S y GRB GR" G" 3.0 
18 39' 22' 72' 38' Spr'B4 0.22 3.8 - 4.3 y CTB GR" CL ---
19 39' 33' 72' Sb' Aut' 83 0.23 4.4 - s.o N CTB PCC "L ---
20 39' 40' 72' Sb' Spr'83 0.23 4.3 - 4.b N GRB GR" G" 2.0 
21 40' 02' 72' S8' Su1'83 0.22 4.S N CTB PCC "L l.S 

Test latitude Longitude Season 'Year Thick- Joint Edge Base Sub Sub Nater T. 
Section South Nest ness Spacing Drain Base Grade Depth 

11) 11) IUSCSJ 11) 

'Old "AC" or •pee• pave1ents overlayed with •pee•. 

days, when slab temperature increases sufficiently and the 
lower edges of the slabs come into contact, compression builds 
up, and the openings decrease nonlinearly until the joints are 
completely locked. The experimental straight lines obtained 
for a given test section with mean temperatures below the 
locking temperature have equal slopes of 

O'. = 1.14 X 10-s (oq - 1 

This value is very close to the thermal expansion coefficient 
of concrete, determined in the laboratory under free-expan
sion conditions, and is among the largest values reported in 
the literature (9) for siliceous high-hardness aggregates, which 
are predominant in hile . Hence, the eventual restrictibns of 
slab expansion in the field, due to friction between the base 
and the contact area whose magnitude depends on the degree 
of upward curling, appear to be of minor significance in this 
case. When comparing the data obtained at different dates 
and therefore under different pavement moisture conditions, 
the vertical distance between the winter line and the summer 
line, considered as a dry reference state, would represent the 
swelling of concrete. This behavior was observed in all 21 test 
sections (10). 

The vertical movements of two typical pavement slabs, 
obtained from points DRB 2, 3, 4, and 5, are shown in the 

upper part of each graph illustrated in Figures 10 and 11, with 
ordinates that are increasing upward and refer to the smallest 
value for the corresponding day. The curves represented in 
the lower part of each graph, with ordinates that are increasing 
downward, correspond to the maximum deflection under the 
slow-moving load of an 81-kN axle, measured at the same 
four points of the slab. To better assess the evolution of ther
mal conditions throughout the day, the gradient and the mean 
temperature have been superimposed in graphs DRB 4 and 
DRB 5, respectively. This allows observation of the following 
details : 

• Vertical movements of slab corners and edges (D RB points 
2, 5, and 3) oscillating all day following thermal gradient 
variation become minimal when this gradient becomes max
imum or positive. When the gradient is negative, the corners 
and edges stay uplifted and the slab then presents a percep
tible upward curling that matches the previous results obtained 
from topographical levelings. 

• The slab remains curled upward when the thermal gra
dient becomes null, as was observed at 10 a.m . (warming) of 
the summer day cycle (Figure 10). 

• Behavior of the central point, DRB 4, is always contrary 
to the behavior of the corners and the edges. Therefore, when 
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TABLE 2 LIST OF MEASUREMENTS CARRIED 
OUT IN ALL TEST SECTIONS 

Measure Accuracy Frecuency 

Temperatures ± 0.20 ·c every 5 min 
Displacements ± 0.01 IM1 every 5 min 
Deflections ± 0.01 IM1 every 1 hour 
J. Openings ± 0.05 IM1 every 2 hour 
Faul tings ± 0.10 IM1 once a day · 

comers and edges are supported, due to some strong positive 
grapient, the slab center rises; so does DRB point 3 in some 
cases, causing the nearly cylindrical shape illustrated in Figure 
7c. 

• Maximum deflections under load, determined at DRB 
points 2, 5, and 3, show a behavior that is very similar to that 
due to thermal gradient, and there is a proportionality between 
the magnitudes of deflection and edge lifting. 

• Deflections in winter may not at any time during the day 
reach such low values as may be derived from Figure 11. This 
would indicate that the condition of partial support at the 
center of the slab may last the whole day, as it occurred in 
the case presented here. 

The deformation at the corner point DRB 1 of the adjoining 
slab is similar to the behavior at point DRB 2, though gen
erahy of different magnitude , as it appears from Table 3, 
which summarizes all data obtained for the 21 test sections. 
To analyze this apparent anomaly in homogeneous pavement 
sections, deformations were normalized by using a standard 
orthogonal 3.50-m x 4.50-m slab as a reference. In Figure 
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10 

12, all pairs of points DRB 1 to DRB 2 of normalized max
imum deformations are plotted against each other. Having 
eliminated the geometric difference for every d~formation, 
the discrepancy that still persists has to be explained by the 
interlock created in the joint crack with some preferential 
inclination to one side. 

A different behavior is observed at the opposite corner in 
the same slab. Figure 13 shows the marked symmetry that 
exists in the upliftings of points DRB 2 and 5 in opposite 
corners, thus illustrating the reduced restriction imposed by 
the tie bars built in the longitudinal construction joints between 
two-lane pavements. In the special case of four-lane dual
carriage ways represented by test sections 2 and 11, some 
rocking of the instrumented outer lane would be produced 
by the central lane during intense cooling after a hot summer 
day. 
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FIGURE 4 Internal temperature distribution every 2 hr during a measurement cycle. 
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DATE Th. GRAD. MEAN TEMP. 

Feb. 22, 1985 - 0.05 C/mm 23.8 c 
LONGITUDiNAL JOINT 

SHOULDER 

DATE Th. GRAD. MEAN TEMP. 

Feb. 22, 1985 +0.01 °c/mm 35.4 °c 

LONGITUDINAL JOINT 

SHOULDER 
-------4.62m--------

FIGURE 6 Isograms of a typical slab deformed by 
temperature (°C/mm). 

From Table 3 it can also be seen that the upward-curling 
deformation occurs with greater or less significance in all 
pavements, and it occurs in the south at magnitudes similar 
to those in the north, in spite of climatic differences. Fur
thermore, the duration of this phenomenon covers the main 
part of the day, at least 14 hr in summer and the whole day 
during winter. 

Figures 14, 15, and 16 show the relationships between slab 
deformation and thermal gradients for different geographical 
locations, as well as relationships with pavement age and base 
types. The behavior of the corners and of the whole transverse 
edge during the morning warming is different than the behav
ior during the evening cooling. This is due to the lower rota
tion restriction existing at joints when they stay more open 
(low mean temperature in the early morning). As surface 
temperature increases, the slab edges go down, and the joints 
get compressed and tend to lock up. In the afternoon, surface 
cooling reverses the process, but in a different way because 
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I UPWARD CONCAVE SLABS I 

I DOWNWARD CONCAVE SLABS I 

RESTRICTED EDGES 
(only transversal) 

FIGURE 7 Typical shapes of slabs deformed by 
temperature. 

the thermal inertia of concrete causes a very slow decompres
sion in the slabs. In this case, the upward curling remains 
restricted while the gradient is decreasing. This phenomenon 
occurs in the three cases with respect to summer and is rep
resentative of all 21 test sections (10). In winter, owing to 
low mean temperatures, the open joints do not restrict the 
deformation; therefore both branches tend to coincide on a 
single straight line. 

Furthermore, from Figures 14 and 15, it may be seen that 
the slabs require a certain positive gradient in order to reach 
the condition of full support. This would prove the existence 
of a thermal-independent cause of upward curling. Its origin 
could be the moisture differential through the slab thickness, 
since the upper portion is nearly always drier than the bottom. 
On the other hand, excessively high fresh concrete temper
atures that are frequent on hot summer days undoubtedly 
contribute to a larger shrinkage and to more open joints. 
Consequently there is less restriction on the slabs' transverse 
edges and greater freedom to rotate and to uplift, regardless 
of the thermal gradients. Similar effects are clearly experi
enced early each autumn when the pavement reaches its max
imum dryness. 

This upward curling was also found in an older pavement, 
but as shown in Figure 16, it is almost negligible when com
pared to the other ones. The difference is assumed to be 
related in some way to the modern use of membrane-forming 
curing compounds under prevailing environmental conditions 
of high evaporation, as compared with the old practice of 
polyethylene film coverings or dikes for pond curing wherein 
temperature can be regulated (9). 
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FIGURE 9 Longitudinal thermal deformation of a typical 
PCC pavement measured at joints . 

CONCLUSIONS 

The instrumentation as well as the measurement methodology 
presented herein have proven to be efficient for quantifying, 
with a high degree of accuracy and repeatability, the absolute 
movements and deformations that can occur in concrete pave
ment slabs. 

In all the pavement sections included in this study, the 
generalized prevailing upward curling of the slabs, causing 
considerable lack of support at slab edges, has been verified. 
This condition is reversed only during the hours of high solar 
radiation. 

In order to obtain the effective support of slab edges, a 
significant positive thermal gradient has to be generated in 
the concrete slab to overcome a "permanent" upward curling 
that occurs independently of the thermal one . 

Under conditions where positive gradients are higher than 
the "support initiation gradient," the slabs normally are 
expanded and rotation at their transverse edges is restricted 
(Figure 7c); thus a cylindrical shape is imposed on the slab 
with its longitudinal edges supported. The traditional down
ward curling may appear only if the transverse edges are free 
to rotate (Figure 7b), something that seldom occurs when the 
mean temperatures in the pavement remain low enough dur
ing a sunny day. 

In view of the foregoing, upward curling with partial sup
port localized in the central zone of the slab, and minimum 
coUaboration of contiguous slabs owing to a relatively more 
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FIGURE 10 Continuous slab displacements and load detlections during a summer day cycle, for an 81-kN moving load. 
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FIGURE 11 Continuous slab displacements and load deflections during a winter day cycle, for an 81-kN moving load. 
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TABLE 3 MAXIMUM UPLIFT OF CORNERS 

Thermal Cond. 
Slab Lenqth Slab Max. Uplift of Corners"' Accurrulated 

(ml Construe. Measure Mean T. Grad. (mml hours 
Test Sec:tic:n Seasc:n Seasc:n 

L, L,, ·c "C/mm ORB 1 ORB 2 ORB 5 

Sum. "86 22.5 --0.03 1.98 i.i3 1.00 21 
Lc:ngotoma 1 4.56 4.06 Spr. '83 Aut. '86 11.5 --0.02 0.95 O.YJ 0.57 1B 

Sum. 'B7 24.5 --0.03 1.55 0.91 0.90 19 

Las Chilcas 2 4.54 5.15 Spr. 'Bl Win. '86 12.0 --0.04 0.73 0.63 0.82 24 
Sum. 'B7 28.5 --0.05 0.90 0.88 1.70 16 

Lam pa 3 3.50 3.49 Win. '84 Aut. '86 9.0 --0.02 0.70 0.42 0.52 24 
Sum. 'B7 26.5 --0.05 1.05 0.92 0.95 15 

Sum. '86 23.0 --0.05 1.65 1.30 1.42 19 
Lo Vasquez 4 3.44 3.53 Sum. '85 Win. '86 6.5 --0.03 O.YJ 0 .45 0.50 24 

Sum. 'B7 23.7 --0.05 1.25 1.05 1.20 16 

Talagante 5 5.00 4.55 Win. '75 Aut. '86 12.0 o.oo 0.15 0.45 0.25 24 
Sum. '86 25.5 --0.06 0.64 0.70 0.65 10.5 

Paine 6 4.64 4.57 l'Ut.. 83 Aut. '86 7.0 --0.03 0.59 0.52 0.30 24 
Sum. '86 25.5 --0.04 0.63 0.65 0.57 14 

Sum. '86 23.5 --0.06 1.25 1.25 1.35 14.5 
Graneros 7 4.50 4.48 Aut. 'B3 Win. '86 B.5 --0.04 0.75 0.63 0.70 lB 

Sum. 'B7 25.0 --0.05 1.52 1.52 1.63 lB 

Sum. '86 25.0 --0.04 1.20 1.28 1.57 19 
San Fernando B 3.97 3.92 Sum. '83 Aut. '86 9.0 o.oo 0.08 0.45 0.27 20 

Sum. 'B7 22.5 --0.05 1.70 1.86 2.00 20 

Sum. '86 25.5 --0.06 1.05 0.95 0.85 lB 
San Rafael 9 4.23 3.77 l'Ut. '83 Aut. '86 12.5 0.00 0.25 0.30 0.25 24 

Sum. 'B7 23.0 --0.05 1.62 l.YJ 1.55 20 

Cocharcas 10 4.56 4.52 Aut. '82 Win. '86 11.7 --0.03 0.35 0.65 0.40 20 

Concepcian 11 3.42 3.39 Win. '84 Win. '86 13.0 --0.01 0.20 0.20 0.11 16 
Sum. 'B7 23.5 --0.04 0.44 0.44 1.12 lB 

Cabrero 12 3.50 3.52 l'Ut.. B4 Win.' 86 11.0 --0.02 0.27 0.50 0.50 20 
Sum. '87 28.0 --0.04 0.68 0.70 0.76 20 

Laja 13 4.52 4.62 Win. '82 Win. "86 9.3 --0.02 0.18 0.36 0.25 20 
Sum. · 97 26.0 --0.06 1.12 1.22 1.12 16 

c. Esperanza 14 4.42 4.70 Aut. '79 Win. ' 86 10.0 --0.01 0.10 0.58 0.49 21 
Sum. "87 26.5 --0.06 1.44 1.57 1.82 14 

Victoria 15 4.00 4.02 l'Ut .. 84 Win.' 86 9.5 --0.01 0.12 0.12 0.12 24 
Sum. '87 23.0 --0.03 0.52 0.50 0.56 16 

TBTl..lCO 16 4.55 4.47 Aut. '81 Win. "86 11.5 0.00 0.06 0.13 0.07 20 
Sum. ' 87 23.0 --0.03 0.61 0.66 0.38 16 

Gorbea 17 4.47 4.49 Aut. '83 Win. '86 9.0 --0.02 0.38 0.40 0.34 24 
Sum. '87 23.0 --0.04 0.62 0.62 0.72 16 

Laicoche 18 4.03 3.84 Spr.'84 Win. '86 4.5 --0.02 0.30 0.22 0.20 20 
Sum.· 87 17.2 --0.05 0,53 0.49 0.68 15 

Mariquina 19 4.55 4.44 Aut. '83 Win. '86 2.8 --0.03 0.50 0.42 0.40 20 
Sum. '87 23.0 --0.04 0.96 0.96 15 

Mafil 20 4.48 4.55 Spr. '83 Win. '86 5.1 --0.02 0.15 0.25 0.17 19 
Sum. '87 23.1 --0.04 1.30 1.38 1.29 16 

Rio 9...lef"lo 21 4.50 4.48 Sum. '83 Win.' 86 3.2 --0.04 0.19 0.19 0 •25 16 
Sum. ·97 24.0 --0.03 0.80 1.21 l.09 14 

"'Winter data are relative to the day minim..Jm and do not represerit the total corner uplift 
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pronounced opening of the joints, appear to be the prevailing 
unfavorable boundary conditions of the pavement slabs, which 
differs from the full support assumption usually considered in 
the engineering design of concrete pavements (11, 12). Con
versely, the situation represented by the downward "cylindrical" 
shape is considered comparatively less detrimental. 

These findings satisfactorily explain the distress that is being 
observed in some newer pavements where there are no signs 

of pumping, and whose cracking usually develops transversely 
at the middle of the slab, starting from the longitudinal edge. 
In addition, it has been verified through boreholes at the test 
section slabs that cracks start from the surface and move 
downward. 

Detailed evaluation of the internal stresses with the super
imposed nonlinear effects of environmental and wheel loads, 
calibrated with these results, is under way. 
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